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Abstract 
Exercise-induced muscle damage (EIMD) is a common physiological event following 
unaccustomed eccentric muscle actions. Despite the plethora of published papers describing or 
debating the process and manifestations of EIMD, there remain some unanswered questions. 
The research conducted for this thesis targets aspects of the mechanical and cellular interactions 
using an in vivo model of EIMD in mice. 
 
The development of a computer-controlled dynamometer (RODEX) for use with mice formed 
part of this thesis. This equipment was used for experiments to investigate aspects of the 
interactions between mechanical and cellular responses to EIMD. In particular, experiments 
were conducted that investigated (i) a cell biology technique, (the ‘comet’ assay), that had the 
potential to discriminate between necrosis and apoptosis in tissue sections of fresh-frozen 
skeletal muscle; (ii) a method for identifying increased permeability of myofibres, (using Evan’s 
Blue Dye (EBD)), was optimised and used to demonstrate increased myofibre permeability as a 
response to EIMD, as well as within other models of skeletal muscle damage and pathology; 
(iii) optimisation of exercise protocol procedures, to determine contributions from the different 
muscles that make up the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb of mice; (iv) the moment arm 
of this group; and (v) the torque-frequency, torque-angle and viscosity of the anterior crural 
muscles that were subjected to eccentric exercise. 
 
It had been the intent to utilise EBD that had been optimised as an in vivo marker of myofibre 
permeability/damage in combination with the ‘comet assay’ as this combination has the 
potential to discriminate between necrosis and apoptosis. Skeletal muscle tissue sections 
sampled from exercised mice were used in the development of the ‘comet assay’ for tissue 
sections, however it appeared that the process of either freezing or the cutting of frozen tissue 
sections interacts with the accepted protocols for the ‘comet assay’ in such a way that it was not 
possible to successfully implement the assay. 
 
Results of investigations using the RODEX showed that the response of the anterior crural 
muscles of mice to eccentric exercise included a deficit in torque, a shift to the right of the 
torque-angle relationship and a narrowing of the width of this relationship. Accompanying these 
changes were (i) a reduction in viscoelastic behaviour concomitant with a decrease in torque 
during and after the eccentric exercise, suggesting less available cross-bridges for force 
production; (ii) increased in vivo permeability (to EBD) of isolated myofibres with some fibres 
appearing swollen. Changes identified in the torque-frequency relationship following EIMD 
suggest that measurements that target aspects of excitation-contraction coupling need to 
account for the shift in the torque-angle relationship that occurs in response to EIMD. 
 
Integration of the results from this thesis is discussed with respect to different models 
proposed for initiation of EIMD. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Thesis scope 

Skeletal muscle has many unique features from its existence as a fully differentiated multi-

nucleated cell (a syncytium) with no post-mitotic nuclei, through to an intimately linked 

structure-function relationship (Lieber, 1992). The structure-function relationship affords 

skeletal muscle, while under excitation, with the ability to provide movement requiring low 

force and precision through to static stabilising actions as well as movement requiring high 

force and/or high velocity. These actions are inherent to many activities of daily living, 

including locomotion and fine motor control for precise manipulation of tools and objects. 

 

Skeletal muscle is so well adapted to mechanical demands that a notice of a lecture presented by 

Professor D.R. Wilkie to the Institution of Electrical Engineers in London was advertised as: 

Available now. LINEAR MOTOR. Rugged and dependable: design optimized by world-

wide field testing over an extended period. All models offer the economy of "fuel cell" 

type energy conversion and will run on a wide range of commonly available fuels. Low 

stand-by power, but can be switched within msecs to as much as 1 kW/kg (peak, dry). 

Modular construction, and wide range of available subunits, permits tailor-made 

solutions to otherwise intractable mechanical problems:  
 

Choice of two control systems:  

(1) Externally triggered mode. Versatile, general-purpose units. Digitally controlled by 

picojoule pulses. Despite low input energy level, very high signal-to-noise ratio. 

Energy amplification 106 approx. Mechanical characteristics: (1 cm modules) max. 

speed optional between 0.1 and 100 mm/sec. Stress generated: 2 to 5 x 105 N/m2.  

(2) Autonomous mode with integral oscillators. Especially suitable for pumping 

applications. Modules available with frequency and mechanical impedance 

appropriate for: 

(a)  solids and slurries (0.01-1.0 Hz)  

(b)  Liquids (0.5-5 Hz): lifetime 2.6 x 109 operations (typical) 3.6 x 109 

(maximum) independent of frequency.  

(c) Gasses (50-1,000 Hz)  
 
Many options: e.g., built-in servo (length and velocity) where fine control is required. 

Direct piping of oxygen. Thermal generation, etc.  

Good to eat.  

Attributed to Professor D.R. Wilkie 
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One of the ‘strengths’ of skeletal muscle is the ability to adapt to functional demands, in 

particular, to the mechanical signals of ‘stress’ and ‘strain’. These signals can change the 

mechanical behaviour of skeletal muscle by tight regulation of gene expression (Goldspink, 

1998; Goldspink et al., 2002). Such is the plasticity of skeletal muscle that adaptation to 

physical signals can result in changes in sarcomere number within 48hrs (Tabary et al., 1972). 

This rapid adaptation can have marked benefits for completion of subsequent tasks by allowing 

the same task to be completed with less stress or strain. Further overload results in progressive 

adaptation.  

 

As in other physiological systems lack of stress or strain also results in adaptation to disuse 

(Tabary et al., 1972) and the mechanical behaviours adapt accordingly e.g. wasting and loss of 

strength (atrophy). It is important to note that skeletal muscle injury, pathology, age or disuse 

can have functional sequelae to not only the muscle but also to the skeletal system that the 

muscles support and move.  

 

Injury resulting in gross disruption of myofibres through muscle strain injury, or cut and crush 

injuries that may happen at work, home, play or sport pose a challenge to skeletal muscle as a 

fully differentiated cell. Mature skeletal muscle relies on the activation of reserve 

mononucleated cells (satellite cells) for regeneration of the damaged area (Bischoff, 1989). The 

vigorous regeneration process of skeletal muscle has been well described and reviewed across 

different injury mechanisms and models of damage (for reviews see Carlson, 1973; Carlson & 

Faulkner, 1983; Grounds, 1991). Less damaging mechanisms of injury to skeletal muscle exist, 

with the most common model of sub-lethal damage being that occurring from eccentrically 

biased muscular activity termed exercise-induced muscle damage (EIMD). Unaccustomed 

eccentric muscular activity can result in a delayed perception of soreness and stiffness with this 

syndrome termed delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS). However, DOMS is the external 

manifestation of a well-documented level of myofibrillar damage that precedes the symptoms 

experienced by the individual (Armstrong, 1984; Faulkner et al., 1985; Ebbeling & Clarkson, 

1989; Armstrong et al., 1991; Allen, 2001; Clarkson & Hubal, 2002).  

 

Exercise induced skeletal muscle damage is the subject of this thesis. This model of damage 

(EIMD) has attracted a great deal of research with a breadth of inquiry that ranges from 

descriptions of pain, stiffness and blood borne indicators (Clarkson & Ebbeling, 1988; Ebbeling 

& Clarkson, 1989; Nosaka & Clarkson, 1996a; Clarkson, 1997), to identification of the 

mechanical parameters that induce the injury (Faulkner et al., 1985; Morgan, 1990; Lieber & 

Fridén, 1993; Warren et al., 1993a; Warren et al., 1993b; Lieber & Fridén, 1994; Morgan & 
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Allen, 1999; Allen, 2001), to the gene transcription that occurs as a result of the eccentric 

muscle action (Goldspink, 1998; Goldspink et al., 2002). 

 

The aim of the present research was to investigate aspects of the mechanical and cellular 

responses of skeletal muscle when subjected to eccentric contractions in controlled experimental 

conditions. Characterisation of changes that occur at the cellular level of the myofibre with 

changes in the mechanical behaviours of the muscle as a whole, provide insight into “how and 

why” the external manifestations of this mild form of muscle damage develop. 

 

Before presenting and discussing the experimental data in this thesis, background material is 

presented that initially reviews the pertinent structure and function of skeletal muscle. This 

leads to exploration of the mechanical and cellular responses to EIMD and then develops 

questions relating mechanical behaviour of skeletal muscle to the cellular events and processes 

with the muscle. Owing to the quite distinct difference within the experimental work carried out 

for this thesis, chapters include a review of specific background literature, prior to description of 

the experimental work, results and discussion. 

 

1.2. Anatomy and architecture of skeletal muscle  

Skeletal muscle, also referred to as “striated muscle” (Saladin, 2001), makes up approximately 

40% of the human body (Guyton & Hall, 2000) and is highly specialised in both structure and 

function to allow rapid contraction under control of the central nervous system. Typically, 

contraction of skeletal muscle provides movement of a body part by transmission of contractile 

force through tendon attachments to bone or other specialised tissue. At the gross anatomy level 

skeletal muscle is comprised of several organisational units which can be delineated from each 

other by the connective tissue that surrounds each unit. The connective tissue layers form an 

integral part of the muscle structure and function as they contribute towards the series and 

parallel elastic behaviour of skeletal muscle (Ettema & Huijing, 1990; Ettema & Huijing, 1993), 

as well as having roles in the transmission of contractile force within and between both muscle 

fibres and whole muscles (Sandercock, 2000).  Epimysium, which is the outer most layer of 

skeletal muscle surrounds the muscle as a whole, beneath which, are bundles of muscle fibres 

(myofibres) encapsulated together to form fascicles that are separated from each other by the 

perimysium. The muscle fibres themselves, are in turn separated from each other by the 

endomysium, which provides the separation needed for capillaries and nerve fibres to reach 

each fibre (Saladin, 2001). 
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1.2.1. Skeletal muscle fibres 

Skeletal myofibres (Figure 1.1) rather than being comprised of single cell units arise from the 

fusion of many myoblast cells (Carlson, 1973) creating a large multi-nucleated cylinder termed 

a syncytium (Schultz, 1989). The multiple myonuclei for each mature myofibre are distributed 

along the length of the myofibre and are peripherally located beneath the sarcolemma rather 

than being centrally placed within the syncytium (Rogers, 1983; Bagshaw, 1993; Guyton & 

Hall, 2000) (see Figure 1.2). The cylindrical myofibres, ranging in diameters of 20–100µm, 

vary in length from a few millimetres to many centimetres and may span the length of a muscle 

(Bagshaw, 1993; Guyton & Hall, 2000). Suspended within each myofibre cylinder, and 

dominating the sarcoplasm of the specialised cell, are up to several thousand myofibrils (2-3µm 

in diameter), each further subdivided along its length into repeating structural units called 

sarcomeres. These contain the large polymerised protein molecules, the actin and myosin 

filaments, which are responsible for muscle contraction (Rogers, 1983; Bagshaw, 1993; Guyton 

& Hall, 2000). Lying between and in parallel to the myofibrils are many mitochondria and 

glycogen granules (Bagshaw, 1993) with the fluid of the sarcoplasm containing large quantities 

of potassium, magnesium, phosphate and protein enzymes. Also in the sarcoplasm is an 

extensive sarcotubular system comprising the T-tubule system (transverse tubules) and a 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (the endoplasmic reticulum of the muscle cell). The T-tubules originate 

from the cell membrane and are considered to be internal expansions of the cell membrane 

(Guyton & Hall, 2000) allowing communication with the extracellular fluid. The T-tubules form 

a planar network, interlaced among all the separate myofibrils (Guyton & Hall, 2000). In 

mammalian species there are two T-tubule networks for each sarcomere located near the two 

ends of the myosin filaments. The sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) also surrounds the myofibrils 

terminating in large chambers (terminal cisternae) that abut the T-tubules (Bagshaw, 1993; 

Guyton & Hall, 2000). The T-tubules and SR form a functional unit important in the excitation-

contraction coupling for muscle function (Guyton & Hall, 2000).  

 

Since the sarcomeres of the myofibrils in a single fibre are normally in register (Figure 1.3), 

visualisation with the light microscope is able to identify the regular cross-striation of the fibre 

(Rogers, 1983). These cross-striations are due to differences in the refractive indices (owing to 

variation in protein concentrations) of the various components of the fibre (Bagshaw, 1993; 

Guyton & Hall, 2000). Light passing through a region of high refractive index is slowed down, 

thereby shifting its phase relative to an uninterrupted light beam (anisotropic) (Rogers, 1983; 

Bagshaw, 1993; Guyton & Hall, 2000). Phase contrast microscopy, which can be used to 

examine unstained paraffin, resin and frozen sections, accentuates the interference between the 

diffracted light passing through an area of high protein concentration (high refractive index) and 
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Figure  1.1: The structure of a skeletal muscle fibre. This is a representation of a multinucleate 
fully differentiated single cell containing 11 myofibrils (9 shown at the left end and 2 cut off 
midway). Each myofibril contains a series of sarcomeres, defined by the z-discs, comprising the 
contractile elements of actin and myosin. The sarcoplasmic reticulum and transverse tubule 
system are represented as a network surrounding and invaginating the myofibrils. [Modified 
from Saladin, K.S. (2001) p422]. 
 

 

Figure  1.2: Diagrammatic representation of a myonucleus and a satellite cell of a skeletal 
muscle fibre. The satellite cell lies beneath the basement membrane but is separated from the 
fibre by its own plasmalemma as well as that of the fibre. [Modified from McComas, A.J. 
(1996), p17]. 
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Figure  1.3: Electronmicrograph of a section of skeletal muscle from an mdx mouse in 
longitudinal section demonstrating the regular pattern of Z-disc registration (     ) across groups 
of myofibrils. The mdx mouse, which lacks dystrophin, undergoes cycles of degeneration and 
regeneration of myofibres. The regular pattern of sarcomere alignment is still evident within this 
electronmicrograph. Electronmicrograph taken by author. 
 

 

Figure  1.4: Diagrammatic representation of a single sarcomere, defined as those structures 
between two z-discs that contain the contractile proteins of actin and myosin. While the actin 
filaments of each half-sarcomere are bound directly to the z-discs, the myosin is stabilised 
within the sarcomere volume by the stabilising protein titin, this indirectly connects the myosin 
filament to the Z-disc. The titin in the I-band is elastic. [Modified from McComas, A.J. (1996), 
p15]. 
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the light passing around its edge (Bagshaw, 1993; Bancroft & Stevens, 1996). Interference 

microscopy, which utilises a reference beam while allowing visualisation of the banding 

patterns, also allows quantitative measurement of the phase change, the refractive index, and 

section thickness to be determined (Bancroft & Stevens, 1996). The use of a polarising light 

microscope further enhances the differences in refractive index of the protein components of the 

sarcomeres (Bagshaw, 1993; Bancroft & Stevens, 1996) and can be used to fully describe the 

alternate light and dark bands (Figure 1.4). The full significance of the banding pattern and the 

arrangement of the myofibres is revealed by the additional resolution afforded by the 

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) (Bagshaw, 1993; Bancroft & Stevens, 1996; Guyton 

& Hall, 2000). 

 

The light isotopic band (I-band) consists of portions of less dense actin filaments bisected by a 

highly refractive Z-disc (from the German Zwischen meaning “between”). The dark anisotropic 

bands (A-band) contain the myosin filaments as well as the ends of the actin filaments where 

they overlap with the myosin (Bagshaw, 1993; Guyton & Hall, 2000). The central portion of the 

A-band in relaxed muscle (termed the H-band), appears less dense and contains only myosin 

filaments with the centre portion of this being marked by a denser line, the M-line (from the 

German Mittellinie meaning “centre line”), which is the site of the bridging (M-disc) between 

myosin filaments holding them in register (Small et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 1993; Guyton & Hall, 

2000). The area between adjacent Z-discs defines a sarcomere with the M-line delineating the 

centre of the sarcomere. 

 

In cross-section, the filaments are arranged in a double hexagonal pattern with each myosin 

filament surrounded by six actin filaments (Bagshaw, 1993; Guyton & Hall, 2000). During 

muscle contraction the observation that the I-band and the H-band (Figure 1.4) shortened, led to 

the sliding filament theory in which contraction was proposed to occur by interdigitation of the 

actin and myosin filaments (Huxley & Hanson, 1954). 

 

1.2.2. Cytoskeletal lattice of myofibres 

Actin and myosin (Figure 1.4), while providing the contractile elements of the myofibrils, 

require other structural components to link the filaments with each other and with the cell 

membrane. The search for the existence of these structural integrators paralleled the 

development of the sliding filament theory of contraction. Huxley and Hanson (1954) identified 

a “backbone” structure of the myofibrils, which they termed “ghost” fibrils, by viewing 

electronmicrographs of isolated fibres from which the myosin had been extracted. Subsequent 

investigations (reviewed in Small et al., 1992) have established that an endosarcomeric lattice 
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maintains the continuity and integrity of the sarcomere. The lattice like organisation has two 

main high molecular-mass proteins - titin and nebulin (Small et al., 1992) but also includes the 

Z- and M-discs (Zwischenscheibe and Mittellinie) providing lateral lattice structure and 

attachment (Small et al., 1992). 

1.2.2.1. Titin 

Titin (previously referred to as connectin) is the largest cytoskeletal protein (molecular-mass 

approximately 3MDa) and comprises 10% of the weight content of vertebrate skeletal muscle 

(Small et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 1993; Tskhovrebova & Trinick, 2002). This contrasts with 

myosin with a molecular weight of 520kDa and 43% weight content and actin 42kDa and 22% 

weight content (Bagshaw, 1993). The location of titin and determination of the mechanical 

properties has involved visualisation of the titin molecule by immunofluorescence, 

electronmicroscopy and immuno-electronmicroscopy (Linke, 2000a; Linke, 2000b). Titin 

derives from the M-line, binding to the myosin filaments and spanning the half sarcomere to 

attach to the Z-disc (Small et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 1993) (Figure 1.4). It appears to be elastic in 

the region of the I-band but is more firmly bound to the thick myosin filaments (Small et al., 

1992; Bagshaw, 1993; Tskhovrebova & Trinick, 2002) in the region of the A-band. Following 

over-stretch when myosin-actin overlap would be lost or minimal, the elastic properties of titin 

would allow the myofibres to regain original length and contractile properties (Fridén & Lieber, 

1992). Titin may also contribute to the resting tension of muscle (Helliwell, 1994; Mutungi & 

Ranatunga, 1996), muscle stiffness (Wang et al., 1991; Minajeva et al., 2001; Minajeva et al., 

2002) and may have roles in myofibrillar signal transduction pathways (Labeit et al., 1997). 

1.2.2.2. Nebulin. 

Nebulin, so called after polyclonal antibodies initially located it to the ‘nebulous’ N-2 line in the 

I-band (Small 1992), is a large (molecular-mass 800kDa) filamentous actin-binding protein that 

runs parallel to the actin filaments (Small et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 1993; Shih et al., 1997) (Figure 

1.4). It is inextensible and binds with α-actinin at the Z-disc to provide a length template or 

regulator for the thin actin filament (Stromer, 1995; Millevoi et al., 1998). Sequencing of 

nebulin has revealed a repeating sequence that correlates with the 7:1 stoichiometry of actin to 

tropomyosin (Small et al., 1992) with affinity profiles indicating interactions and potential 

binding patterns with tropomyosin and troponin so as to form a composite calcium-linked 

composite thin filament (Wang et al., 1996).  

1.2.2.3. The Z-disc 

The Z-disc which is largely comprised of actin filaments, α-actinin, and titin, serves to organise 

the orthogonal actin filament arrays within and between contiguous sarcomeres and has 
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important roles in the transmission of tension between sarcomeres during activation (Luther, 

2000), and the elastic restraint of lengthening sarcomeres (Knupp et al., 2002). The organisation 

of the Z-disc, as investigated by electronmicroscopy, has been reported to be highly variable, 

dependent on species, fibre type and method of fixation (Small et al., 1992; Luther, 2000). 

Agreement on structure indicates a cross-connecting filament (Z-filaments) maintaining the 

diametrically opposed actin filaments (Small et al., 1992). It is generally agreed that the cross 

links are mainly comprised of α-actinin which is a dimer molecule with a combined molecular-

mass of 800kDa, making up 2% of the mass content of muscle (Small et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 

1993). The Z-discs show a zig-zag density (Figure 1.4) owing to different sets of α-actinin 

cross-links between the Z-disc and actin molecules (Luther, 2000; Luther & Squire, 2002), with 

slow twitch fibres having greater cross-linking and thus greater thickness to the Z-disc than fast 

twitch fibres (Small et al., 1992; Luther, 2000; Luther & Squire, 2002). That other structural 

components are also essential is evident when myofibrils are not disrupted following depletion 

of α-actinin (Small et al., 1992). The cytoskeleton of the Z-disc itself consists of various other 

structural proteins including Z-nin, amorphin, zeugmatin, cap-Z, telethonin and myotilin (Small 

et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 1993; Faulkner et al., 2001). 

1.2.2.4. M-line 

The M-line, which transverses the centre of the myosin filament region of the sarcomeres 

(Figure 1.4), consists of a series of “M bridges” linking the myosin filaments into the hexagonal 

array structure of the myofibril (Small et al., 1992). This linking maintains the transverse 

register of the myosin filaments with slow twitch myofibres having greater numbers of bridges 

than fast twitch myofibres (Small et al., 1992). M-band related proteins, identified by poly- and 

monoclonal antibodies, include M-protein, myomesin and skelemins and the muscle isoform of 

creative kinase (MM-CK) (Grove et al., 1984; Small et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 1993). The MM-

CK which is also present in a soluble form in the sarcoplasm therefore serves not only as an 

enzyme during ATP regeneration, but also as a linker of the myosin filaments (Walliman et al., 

1983; Wallimann & Eppenberger, 1985; Small et al., 1992). The M-line location is such that 

over 20% of the total MM-CK in a sarcomere is located in this region (Dankert et al., 1992). 

1.2.2.5. Intermediate filaments 

Transverse and longitudinal links between adjacent myofibrils are afforded by intermediate 

filament proteins, named because their diameter is between those of the thick and thin filaments 

(Small et al., 1992; Bagshaw, 1993; Helliwell, 1994). Longitudinal intermediate filaments may 

contribute to limiting extreme sarcomere length changes (Fridén & Lieber, 1992) while lateral 

linkages, located in a collar type formation around the myofibrils at the level of the Z-disc and 

M-line level maintain transverse registration (Fridén & Lieber, 1992; Small et al., 1992; 
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Stromer, 1995). These intermediate filaments largely contain desmin (Small et al., 1992) as well 

as sub-sarcolemmal proteins; e.g. spectrin, viniculin and talin (Small et al., 1992; Helliwell, 

1994). These proteins are apparent in regularly spaced, transverse lines labelled as ‘costameres’ 

(Pardo et al., 1983). The costameres, located at the plasma membrane level of skeletal muscle, 

have a collinear arrangement of organisation that parallels the underlying contractile apparatus. 

The functions of the costameres are to: (i) maintain alignment and registration between 

neighbouring fibres; (ii) provide transmission of forces laterally; and (iii) protect the 

sarcolemma against contraction-induced injury (Bloch et al., 2002). These functions are 

facilitated by large complexes of membrane proteins linked to the contractile apparatus by 

intermediate filaments and to the extracellular matrix by laminin. 

 

In mature striated muscle cells desmin (MW=53kDa) is the primary intermediate filament 

protein and is the first specific structural protein to be synthesised during skeletal muscle 

differentiation (Small et al., 1992; Helliwell, 1994). Desmin intermediate filaments, as well as 

sub-sarcolemmal proteins; e.g. spectrin, viniculin and talin (Small et al., 1992; Helliwell, 1994) 

surround the Z-discs, interlink them together and integrate the contractile apparatus with the 

sarcolemma (Carlsson & Thornell, 2001). Desmin is assisted in this role at the Z-discs by 

synemin via interactions with α-actinin and to costameres at the sarcolemma via interactions 

with vinculin and/or α-actinin (Bellin et al., 2001). These linkages enable the direct linking of 

all cellular myofibrils and the anchoring of the peripheral layer of myofibrils to the costameres.  

Thus desmin has an essential role in the maintenance of myofibril, myofibre and whole muscle 

tissue structural and functional integrity. Following damage to muscle tissue desmin is a 

common marker for activated muscle precursor cells (mpc) (reviewed in (Grounds, 1991; 

Lawson-Smith & McGeachie, 1998), with antibodies for desmin also useful to demonstrate 

progressive degradation of the desmin lattice during muscle fibre damage and/or necrosis 

(Helliwell, 1994; Lieber et al., 1996; Komulainen et al., 1998). It has been proposed that 

following exercise induced muscle damage (EIMD) that the early synthesis of desmin filaments 

facilitate the mechanical integration for the repair of damaged sarcomeres (Fridén & Lieber, 

1992; Lieber et al., 1996).  

 

Dystrophin is a further protein that provides sub-sarcolemmal links through a large oligomeric 

complex of transmembrane glycoproteins to the basement membrane of the extracellular matrix, 

in particular binding to laminin. (Grounds, 1991; Small et al., 1992; Helliwell, 1994; 

Matsumura & Campbell, 1994). Dystrophin has binding domains for actin at its myofibril end 

(N-terminal) (Small et al., 1992; Helliwell, 1994) with a C-terminus strongly bound to an 

assembly of proteins known as the dystrophin-associated glycoprotein (DAG) complex. This 

dystrophin-actin complex is reasoned to give stability to the sarcolemma and the costameres 
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(Small et al., 1992; Ohlendieck, 1996), particularly during muscle contraction. Investigations of 

dystrophin have importance as it is the protein product of the gene that is abnormal in Duchenne 

and Becker muscular dystrophies in humans and in dystrophic dogs and mdx mice (Helliwell, 

1994). Lack of the dystrophin protein causes membrane destabilisation and the activation of 

multiple pathophysiological processes (Blake et al., 2002). 

1.2.2.6. Extracellular matrix 

The sarcolemma consists of a true cell membrane, (the plasma membrane) and an extracellular 

matrix (Grounds, 1991; Helliwell, 1994; Guyton & Hall, 2000). The structure and physiological 

functions of the extracellular matrix, consisting of a basement membrane and the associated 

interstitial connective tissue, as they relate to myogenesis has been reviewed by Grounds 

(Grounds, 1991). The importance of the distinction between the different layers of the 

sarcolemma and, in particular, distinguishing the plasma membrane and the basal lamina, relate 

to the identification of the satellite cells. These cells are located on the surface of a muscle fibre 

and are characterised by a heterochromatic nucleus, relatively little cytoplasm, and few 

organelles and express no muscle proteins (White & Esser, 1989; Russell et al., 1992). The 

location of the satellite cells external to the plasma membrane but within the basal lamina 

(Figure 1.2) contrast with the myonuclei that are located within the plasma membrane (White & 

Esser, 1989). The satellite cell is important in post-natal skeletal muscle development, being the 

source of new myonuclei in growing muscle; muscle adaptation to activity; regeneration of 

muscle fibres following damage (whether whole fibres or segmented portions); and following 

transplantation (Bischoff, 1989; Schultz, 1989; White & Esser, 1989; Grounds, 1991; Hurme & 

Kalimo, 1992; Russell et al., 1992; Helliwell, 1994). 

 

The prime function of skeletal muscle is to provide movement and support to the skeletal 

system and this encompasses the need to have properties that allow shortening (muscle 

contraction); return to original length (rest, recovery and elasticity); and be able to sustain 

lengthening (stretch) of the musculotendinous unit. From the preceding description of the 

muscle structure and the collagenous network required for support and the transmission of 

tension, skeletal muscle appears well engineered to provide contractile force, extensibility, 

elasticity and support for the physiological processes involved in movement, exercise, sport and 

play. However, integral to these mechanical functions is the role that skeletal muscles play as a 

sense organ for proprioception through the specialised muscle spindles distributed throughout 

the skeletal muscle (Proske et al., 2000). 
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1.3. Exercise-Induced Muscle Damage (EIMD) 

Damage, disease or dysfunction of any part of the skeletal muscle unit can affect not only 

accomplishment of the simplest movement but also lead to more general effects on 

cardiovascular function. In many instances, the only time that skeletal muscles are given 

consideration by the user of the muscles, is the after effects of too heavy a load lifted, the 

feeling of fatigue after too many repetitions of load on the muscle, or when the skeletal muscle 

is damaged by muscular strain injury or unaccustomed activity. Exercise-induced muscle 

damage (EIMD) is one such damaging process, being a common physiological event that may 

occur in activities of daily living, sporting activities and high intensity training (Bär et al., 

1994). It is most common in activities involving unaccustomed eccentric muscle actions 

(Armstrong, 1984). This type of muscle action is also referred to as lengthening-contractions 

(McCully & Faulkner, 1985) describing the lengthening of the muscle while under a contractile 

stimulus. The consequences of the unaccustomed activity are commonly experienced as delayed 

onset muscle soreness (DOMS) (Armstrong, 1984). This is described as “a dull aching pain 

combined with tenderness and stiffness” (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989,p217) developing during 

the first 24 to 48 hours following the unaccustomed activity, and peaking between 24 and 72 

hours. These symptoms then subside and disappear within five to seven days of the initiating 

exercise bout. This DOMS, most noticeable during movement and on palpation of the muscle 

(Armstrong, 1984), contrasts with the pain at rest that occurs with acute muscle strain injury 

(Garrett et al., 1989; Smith, 1991) or from diseased muscle (Comola et al., 1987).  

 

The delayed development of muscle soreness following the initiating muscle activity is also 

accompanied by a decrease in force production capability and a decrease in the range of motion 

of the muscle (commonly described as increased stiffness of the muscle). Concomitantly, 

biochemical markers, for example, creatine kinase (CK), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and 

myoglobin, demonstrate characteristic patterns of change following the initiating muscle event 

(Armstrong, 1984; Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989; Armstrong et al., 1991). Histological 

investigation of the muscle, using either high power light microscopy or electron microscopy 

demonstrates a seemingly random pattern of damage to the cytoskeleton and the contractile 

apparatus of the skeletal muscle (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989). The characteristic damage in the 

myofibres includes sarcolemma disruption and z-disc streaming of apparently random 

sarcomeres resulting in a heterogeneous disruption of myofibrillar integrity (Fridén & Lieber, 

1992). The temporal, spatial and correlational relationships between these markers for EIMD 

are still not unequivocal (Clarkson et al., 1992; Rodenburg et al., 1993; Bär et al., 1994; Jones 

& Round, 1994). 
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1.4. Mechanisms of damage 

To explain EIMD, proposed mechanisms focus on either a metabolic overload or mechanical 

damage as a result of the high forces generated during the lengthening-contractions (Armstrong 

et al., 1991). The “metabolic overload” hypothesis proposes that the demand for ATP by the 

muscle exceeds ATP production, leading to Ca2+ overload of the cell, a further reduction of 

ATP production further compromising the ability of the cell to extrude Ca2+, and activation of 

proteolytic and phospholipid-degrading enzymes leading to tissue damage (Armstrong, 1984; 

Armstrong et al., 1991; Bär et al., 1994; Pyne, 1994).  

 

The “mechanical stress” hypothesis suggests that the damage is due to the magnitude of the 

fibre strain during the lengthening-contraction, rather than the absolute stress imposed on the 

fibre (Fridén & Lieber, 1992). This hypothesis draws on the maximum normal stress theory 

(Popov, 1990), materials fatigue theory (Ashby & Jones, 1988; Warren et al., 1993b) and 

evidence of different force-length and length-velocity relationships along the length of a muscle 

fibre (Morgan, 1990). Singly, or in combination, these hypotheses can account for mechanical 

imbalances between sarcomeres, leading to the characteristic Z-disc streaming and disruption of 

the sarcomere (Fridén & Lieber, 1992). The sarcomere disruption occurs apparently 

heterogeneously along the length of a fibre and across adjacent fibres giving the appearance of a 

random pattern of damage within a whole muscle. This led to a proposal of there being a 

population of stress-susceptible fibres within a muscle (Armstrong et al., 1991). 

 

The ‘stress-susceptible fibre’ hypothesis has been challenged (Schwane & Armstrong, 1983; 

McCully & Faulkner, 1985; McCully & Faulkner, 1986; Clarkson & Tremblay, 1988) using 

evidence where low-stress exercise bouts provided “protection” from “muscle damage” during 

more strenuous bouts of exercise. However, with the selective and often poor correlation 

existing between the external markers of EIMD and actual sarcomere damage (Rodenburg et al., 

1993) and with the hypothesis also being offered as an explanation for rapid adaptation 

(Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989), the stress-susceptible hypothesis remained tenable. This tenet 

received support, albeit at the sarcomere level rather than the fibre level, by Morgan (1990) who 

proposed the “popping sarcomere theory”. This theory was based on mathematically simulated 

instabilities of sarcomeres on the descending limb of the length-tension relationship (Morgan, 

1990). The “popping sarcomere” hypothesis proposed that lengthening of a muscle while under 

a contraction stimulus (particularly on the descending limb of the length-tension relationship) 

results in non-uniform rapid lengthening of sarcomeres with the weakest sarcomeres being 

elongated, or “popped” beyond overlap of actin and myosin. These popped sarcomeres were 

proposed to be randomly distributed throughout the skeletal muscle and with repeated eccentric 

contraction fail to re-interdigitate, eventually become disrupted, lose their contractile properties 
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and then become part of the passive structures of the muscle (Katz, 1939; Morgan & Allen, 

1999). This theory provided support not only for the morphological evidence of disrupted 

sarcomeres observed with the use of electronmicroscopy (Fridén et al., 1981) but also for the 

change in mechanical properties of muscle proposed by Katz as early as 1939 (Katz, 1939). 

 

1.5. Responses to damage 

The sequence of the EIMD process has been modelled by Armstrong et al. (1991) and has 

attracted several reviews (Pyne, 1994; MacIntyre et al., 1995; Clarkson & Sayers, 1999; 

Clarkson & Hubal, 2002). Armstrong’s model promotes a mechanical origin for the initial phase 

of EIMD resulting in a Ca2+ mediated cellular response leading to an inflammatory-type 

degradation and regeneration. Pyne (1994) has modified this model suggesting that “metabolic 

and mechanical stress with exercise can occur separately or together”, with respective 

contributions dependent on the nature of the physical activity. The final common pathway of 

phagocytosis and regeneration is generally accepted, although these phases do not clearly 

demonstrate the traditional inflammatory repair process evident following an injury resulting in 

necrotic cell death. Assessment of EIMD using blood analysis and histologic techniques 

provides evidence of infiltration of mononuclear inflammatory cells within three to seven days 

of the initiating event (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989; Zerba et al., 1990; Armstrong et al., 1991; 

Appell et al., 1992; Clarkson et al., 1992; Sacco & Jones, 1992; Smith, 1992; Fridén & Lieber, 

1994; Jones & Round, 1994; Tidball et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2000b). However, this infiltration 

occurs after peak enzyme release and is regarded as a consequence rather than a cause of the 

muscle damage (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989; Faulkner & Brooks, 1994). The mononuclear cell 

infiltration supports the reaction to EIMD being an inflammatory-type response, however, it has 

also been shown that aspects of the traditional protease (lysosomal and neutral protease) 

pathways of degradation, incumbent within the traditional inflammatory response, may not be 

prevalent following EIMD (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989; Armstrong et al., 1991; McArdle & 

Jackson, 1994; Lapointe et al., 2002). Further evidence against this “final common pathway” 

being a traditional inflammatory response, is apparent from the equivocal results obtained from 

the assessment of the efficacy of anti-inflammatory drugs in attenuating EIMD (reviewed in 

(Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989; Armstrong et al., 1991; Malm, 2001). Reports supporting the role 

of non-steriodal anti-inflammatory drugs in prevention and/or amelioration of the effects of 

EIMD (O'Grady et al., 2000) are counterbalanced by reports indicating no effect on the damage 

and repair process (Mack, 1996). Similarly other preventative and/or ameliorative strategies, for 

example, alcohol, ice, heat, massage, stretching and Vitamin E (anti-oxidant), have produced 

equivocal results (Maxwell et al., 1988; Hasson et al., 1989; High et al., 1989; Hill & 

Richardson, 1989; Clarkson & Reichsman, 1990; Albert, 1991; Hamer et al., 1991; Denegar & 
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Perrin, 1992; Denegar et al., 1992; Rodenburg et al., 1994; Wessel & Wan, 1994; Gulick et al., 

1996; Lighfoot et al., 1997; Lund et al., 1998; Eston & Peters, 1999; Beaton et al., 2002). 

 

1.6. Characteristics of EIMD 

The delay between the initiating activity and evidence of the external manifestations (e.g. 

elevations in CK, pain and stiffness developing during the first 24 to 48 hours and peaking 

between 24 and 72 hours) provides much of the intrigue and conjecture for the role of the 

parameters commonly measured. Jones and Round (1994) contrast this delay to the more 

immediate display of relatively small increases in CK, reaching peak levels 1-2 days after 

orthopaedic surgery in which either large amounts of muscle are cut or at least roughly handled. 

This difference may be explained by EIMD causing an initial change in the muscle that is then 

amplified over subsequent days (Jones & Round, 1994). The use of the CK response to describe 

temporal, qualitative and quantitative patterns of EIMD must be used with caution, as there is 

no correlation between the extent of damage seen on electronmicroscopy and the subsequent 

CK release (Rodenburg et al., 1993; Jones & Round, 1994). 

 

The most promising external descriptor of the extent of muscle damage is measurement of the 

loss of force production (Faulkner et al., 1989; Brooks & Faulkner, 1990; Jones & Round, 

1994). The initial force decrement can be as great as 30-50% with recovery over a period of up 

to 10 days (Faulkner et al., 1989; Clarkson et al., 1992; Sacco & Jones, 1992; Jones & Round, 

1994). This force loss, which is independent of pain, and loss of central drive (Newham et al., 

1987), is seen at high frequencies of stimulation with an even greater loss of force at low 

frequencies of stimulation (Newham et al., 1983; Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989; Faulkner et al., 

1989; Jones & Round, 1994). This shifts the force/frequency curve to the right (Newham et al., 

1983; Jones & Round, 1994). It has been proposed that damage to the contractile activation 

processes of the fibre, either to the T-tubule system (Warren et al., 2001; Yeung et al., 2002) or 

the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Byrd, 1992), would be reflected by low-frequency force loss, 

whereas high-frequency force loss would be due to the structural damage to the contractile 

components of the fibre (Sacco & Jones, 1992). However, these changes in the force/frequency 

relationship could also occur, in part, owing to the shift to the right in the force/length 

relationship (Morgan & Allen, 1999; Proske & Morgan, 2001). This is reasoned from research 

demonstrating that a greater rate of stimulation is required for maximal force production at short 

sarcomere lengths (Rome et al., 1985). Shorter sarcomere lengths for a given length of muscle 

are a consequence of EIMD in accordance with the ‘popping theory of sarcomere disruption’. 
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Damage to the structural components not only reduces the force generating capabilities of the 

muscle, but also shifts the force-length relationship to the right, such that optimal force (albeit 

reduced) is obtained at longer lengths of the muscle (Wood et al., 1993; Saxton & Donnelly, 

1996; Jones et al., 1997; Lynn et al., 1998; Morgan & Allen, 1999; Allen, 2001; Brockett et al., 

2001; Byrne et al., 2001; Proske & Morgan, 2001; Brockett et al., 2002).  

 

Accompanying the force loss with EIMD the human subject complains of an increased feeling 

of “muscle stiffness” (Armstrong, 1984; Cleak & Eston, 1992; McHugh et al., 1999a), 

described as both an inability to fully contract the muscle (Clarkson & Tremblay, 1988; 

Rodenburg et al., 1993; Saxton & Donnelly, 1996) as well as changes in the relaxed length of a 

muscle (Thompson et al., 2002). When the biceps has been used as the muscle for study, this 

perception of change in muscle length has been manifested as a reduction in the “relaxed 

hanging angle” about the elbow when examined in a gravity dependent position (Clarkson & 

Dedrick, 1988; Clarkson & Tremblay, 1988; Cleak & Eston, 1992; Rodenburg et al., 1993; 

Nosaka & Clarkson, 1997). The perception of changes in “muscle stiffness” has been used to try 

to measure the extent and recovery of EIMD (McHugh et al., 1999a), in order to understand the 

processes that contribute to the stiffness within the damaged muscle. The proposal that the 

stiffness is due to some measurable aspect of the muscle, has seen a focus on measuring passive 

stiffness (McHugh et al., 1999a; Whitehead et al., 2001b), circumference (Nosaka & Clarkson, 

1996b; Eston & Peters, 1999; Savage & Clarkson, 2002), cross-sectional area (Nosaka & 

Clarkson, 1996a; Nosaka & Clarkson, 1996b; Sbriccoli et al., 2001), swelling (Crenshaw et al., 

1994), water content (Komulainen et al., 1994; Foley et al., 1999) and inflammatory infiltrates 

related to oedema within the muscle (Nosaka & Clarkson, 1996a). These measures reflect a 

notion that there is increased water content in the muscle due to potential inflammation and 

changes in osmotic balance that result in a “swelling” of the whole muscle. There is certainly 

evidence of swollen myofibres (Fridén et al., 1991; Sacco et al., 1992; Fridén & Lieber, 1994; 

Hamer et al., 2002) and increased fluid content within the muscle (Fleckenstein & Shellock, 

1991; Kneeland, 1997; Foley et al., 1999; Sbriccoli et al., 2001), although, these may not 

necessarily be responsible for the reported “muscle stiffness” after EIMD. However, these 

changes may effect changes in the viscosity of muscle and this might account for the perceived 

“stiffness” of the affected muscle, particularly with movement. This perceived feeling of 

“muscle stiffness” may be different from the mechanical properties of viscoelastic structures 

(Wilkie, 1956; Morgan, 1977), thixotropy of resting muscle (Proske & Morgan, 1999) and rise 

in passive stiffness due to regions of contracture in the damaged fibres (Proske & Morgan, 

2001; Whitehead et al., 2001b). 
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A further characteristic feature of the process initiated following EIMD is an apparent rapid 

adaptation, or a protective effect, such that subsequent bouts of muscle activity of a similar type, 

intensity, and duration cause progressively less or no injury (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989). This 

adaptive response may last for six to twelve weeks following a single bout of EIMD (Ebbeling 

& Clarkson, 1989; Sacco & Jones, 1992), with evidence of a reduced CK response still 

prevalent after six months (Clarkson et al., 1992). The effect of this rapid adaptation may have 

both a mechanical basis (Lynn & Morgan, 1994) and a cellular level response (McHugh et al., 

1999b) that ensures that further damage is not evident on subsequent eccentric exercise. The 

most striking evidence for adaptation comes from the demonstration of the addition of 

sarcomeres in series in muscles following eccentric exercise (Lynn & Morgan, 1994; Lynn et 

al., 1998). The addition of sarcomeres in series in eccentrically damaged myofibres, which 

demonstrate a shift of the force-length relationship to longer lengths of the muscle, would thus 

reduce the sarcomere length for any given muscle length (Morgan & Allen, 1999). As an 

adaptive response, this will then allow the surviving and new sarcomeres to function on the 

ascending limb of the force-length relationship. This then avoids the instabilities occasioned 

when working at longer sarcomere lengths (i.e. on the descending limb of the relationship), 

which underlies the primary damage process (Proske & Morgan, 2001). This adaptation is 

consistent with the ‘popping sarcomere hypothesis’ theory of Morgan (1990) providing a 

continuum from initial damage to an adaptive response and thus prevention of further damage. 

 

1.7. Models of damage 

The discrepancies, debates and conjecture that exist within this research area are further 

compounded by the different models used to describe EIMD. Research designs have 

encompassed human models utilising: elbow flexors during eccentric “preacher curl” activities 

(Hamer et al., 1991; Clarkson et al., 1992; Gibala et al., 1995); chest press (Smith et al., 1994); 

stepping activities (Newham et al., 1983; Newham et al., 1986); downhill running (Byrnes et 

al., 1988); marathon running (Appell et al., 1992); and eccentric cycling (Lieber & Fridén, 

1994). Animal models have included: downhill treadmill running in rats (Armstrong, 1984); 

mice running for up to nine hours on a treadmill (Salminen & Vihko, 1983; Salminen & Vihko, 

1984; Salminen & Kihlström, 1985); stimulation-induced damage in rabbit tibialis anterior (TA) 

and extensor digitorum longus (EDL) (Lexell et al., 1994); in vitro isolated soleus and EDL 

muscles from mice and rats (Warren et al., 1993a; Lowe et al., 1994; Warren et al., 1994); and 

in vivo / in situ electrically stimulated lengthening-contractions of EDL, TA and soleus 

governed by a computer controlled servomotor (dynamometer) (Faulkner & Jones, 1985; 

Faulkner et al., 1985; McCully & Faulkner, 1985; McCully, 1986; McCully & Faulkner, 1986; 
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Faulkner et al., 1989; Brooks & Faulkner, 1990; Zerba et al., 1990; Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; 

Sacco & Jones, 1992; Sacco et al., 1992; Brooks & Faulkner, 1994; Faulkner & Brooks, 1994). 

 

A mouse model for in vivo exercise of the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb of mice would 

be of value in investigating mechanical and cellular responses to EIMD.  In vitro and in situ 

models for studying characteristics that cause EIMD in mouse muscles have tended to utilise the 

EDL muscle of the anterior crural muscle group (McCully & Faulkner, 1985; Brooks & 

Faulkner, 1991; Hunter & Faulkner, 1997). The importance of the in vivo mouse model for 

EIMD is that changes in torque-angle relationships and viscous properties of the larger muscle 

(the TA) are more likely to reflect perceived and real changes that happen in the human model. 

However, this model would need to satisfy what is presently known to result in consistent 

magnitude and extent of damage following EIMD while also being within normal physiological 

limits for the mouse ankle and anterior crural muscles. To ensure this, the following factors 

were defined from the literature. 

1.7.1. Anatomical range of motion 

The anatomical range of motion of the mouse ankle joint is within the range from 25° 

dorsiflexion to 80° plantarflexion, where 0° is with the foot at 90° to the line of the tibia, 

defined as the neutral position of the ankle (Faulkner et al., 1989; Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; 

Lieber, 1997). 

1.7.2. Maximum isometric torque production 

Maximum isometric torque production has been shown to occur at neutral position (Ashton-

Miller et al., 1992) with torque decreasing either side of the neutral position. This joint posture 

is thought to be the position for optimal fibre length (Lo) for those muscles contributing to 

dorsiflexion torque – TA, EDL, EHL and Peronei. In vivo and in situ models of contractile 

performance allow optimal fibre lengths to be established for individual muscles and give 

greater precision for setting optimal lengths and lengthening beyond Lo (Faulkner & Jones, 

1985; Faulkner et al., 1985; McCully & Faulkner, 1985; McCully, 1986; McCully & Faulkner, 

1986; Faulkner et al., 1989; Brooks & Faulkner, 1990; Zerba et al., 1990; Brooks & Faulkner, 

1994; Faulkner & Brooks, 1994). However in situ and in vitro models limit the ability to 

perform repeated exercise over following days or chart changes over time. Moreover, many of 

these in situ and in vitro models have used the EDL muscle, which is a much smaller and 

therefore more viable muscle for in vitro studies (Warren et al., 1999), but may limit the 

inferences to be made to larger muscles and in particular to in vivo whole muscle group studies 

where synergistic actions of muscles operate across a joint. 
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1.7.3. Maximum velocity of contraction 

The maximum velocity of contraction (Vmax) of the anterior crural muscles is within the range of 

9-10 fibre lengths per second (Lf·s-1) (Brooks et al., 1990; Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; 

Burkholder et al., ) with maximum power development of mouse muscle based on the Hill 

equation (Hill, 1938) having been confirmed as occurring at 30% of Vmax (Luff, 1981). This 

value has been calculated to equate to approximately 3Lf·s-1 (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992) and is 

within the normal locomotor function of mice (James et al., 1995). From the analysis of the 

kinematics of mouse running it has been estimated that the angular velocity of dorsiflexion 

during a slow trot is 1300°·s-1 which equates to a fibre length velocity of between 2-3Lf·s-1, 

dependent on the size of the moment arm of the mouse (Lieber, 1997). In an in vivo model for 

investigating the differential effects of anaesthetics (Ingalls et al., 1996), using a range of 

contraction velocities for both concentric and eccentric muscle actions, demonstrated that 

greatest eccentric peak torque occurred at velocities between 800 and 1100°·s-1. 

1.7.4. Mechanical factors that contribute to causing EIMD 

The initial muscle length (Talbot & Morgan, 1998; Proske & Morgan, 2001); the amplitude of 

stretch (Brooks et al., 1995); the work done (force × displacement) (Lieber & Fridén, 1993; 

MacPherson et al., 1996); and the number of eccentric contractions, are the consistent 

determinants of damage (Warren et al., 1999; Proske & Morgan, 2001). In accordance with the 

‘popping sarcomere hypothesis of Morgan (1990), damage is effected when unaccustomed 

lengthening occurs on the descending limb of the length-tension relationship (McCully & 

Faulkner, 1985; Newham et al., 1988; Proske & Morgan, 2001) with greater displacement (for 

any given active force) giving rise to greater damage (Brooks et al., 1995). When displacement 

and force are considered as a product, i.e. the work done to stretch the active muscle, this 

combination has been shown to account for 76% of the variability in force deficit for maximally 

activated mouse EDL muscle (Brooks et al., 1995). The velocity of stretch of active muscle has 

been shown to have little or no effect on extent of damage (as assessed by force deficit) 

(McCully & Faulkner, 1986; Lynch & Faulkner, 1998; Talbot & Morgan, 1998). However, a 

weak relationship has been found between force deficit and large displacements i.e. eccentric 

contractions in which displacement is approximately 50% strain above optimal length (Brooks 

& Faulkner, 2001). 

1.7.5. Effect of repetition and/or fatigue on EIMD protocols 

Even though there is evidence for damage occurring after a single eccentric contraction (Brooks 

et al., 1995; Brooks & Faulkner, 1996; MacPherson et al., 1996), the greater the number of 

eccentric contractions the greater the extent of damage (McCully & Faulkner, 1986; Warren et 
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al., 1993a). However, repeated eccentric contractions can also lead to fatigue of the muscle, 

which may then influence the recording of force or torque at completion of the exercise 

protocol. Failure to control for fatigue may impose a metabolic load on the tissues confounding 

inferences that could be made from observed changes in metabolic and cellular responses after 

eccentric exercise. The cellular and mechanical changes could be from EIMD, fatigue or both 

these mechanisms. 

 

Previous authors have used a variety of exercise protocols as the damage stimulus. Examples of 

protocols in animal studies to demonstrate damage have included single stretches in mouse EDL 

(Brooks et al., 1995; MacPherson et al., 1996; Hunter & Faulkner, 1997); three sets of five 

minutes of repeated 500ms eccentric contractions every four seconds (mouse EDL) (Brooks & 

Faulkner, 1990); 300ms eccentric contractions repeated every 5s for 30 minutes (Faulkner et al., 

1989); 5, 10 or 30 minutes of 400ms eccentric contractions every two seconds giving a total of 

150-900 cyclic eccentric contractions in rabbit TA and EDL (Lieber et al., 1996); five 600ms 

duration eccentric contractions separated by four minute intervals in rat soleus muscle (Warren 

et al., 1993a); twenty 133ms duration eccentric contractions with two minutes between 

contractions (mouse soleus muscle) (Lowe et al., 1994). Each of these protocols has resulted in 

damage, with general agreement that the magnitude of the damage is a function of the number 

and duration of the eccentric contractions (McCully & Faulkner, 1986). With the vast difference 

between protocols, with some protocols having very short intervals between contractions 

(between 2 to 5s), the effect of fatigue could be considerable. There are very few studies that 

have controlled for fatigue by demonstrating the effect of the stimulation protocol without 

eccentric contraction, i.e. isometric or concentric contractions only. It has been demonstrated, 

using an in situ mouse EDL, that three minutes of 500 ms duration isometric contractions 

repeated every two seconds reduced the peak to 54 ±5% of original peak force (McCully & 

Faulkner, 1986). While the isometric protocol did not result in damage to the muscle (McCully 

& Faulkner, 1985), caution would be needed in interpreting decrements in force (as measured in 

situ or in vitro) or in torque (measured in vivo) at the conclusion of an exercise protocol that had 

not allowed time for recovery from any induced fatigue. If repeated eccentric exercise is to be 

performed, then a suitable time interval should be allowed between contractions (30s to 3 

minutes) (Crow & Kushmerick, 1982; Warren et al., 1999). Control protocols should also be 

conducted to assess the effect of the stimulation protocol on force or torque production without 

eccentric contraction (McCully & Faulkner, 1986).  

 

If fatigue is to be controlled a suitable rest period between contractions must be accommodated. 

The time constant for recovery from fatigue of mouse muscle following tetanic contractions has 

been determined as 2.3 ±0.5 min for the EDL muscle and 0.68 ±0.2 min for the soleus muscle 
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(Crow & Kushmerick, 1982). Values for the TA appear not to be available. However a 

conservative estimate based on comparison of the fibre type of the two muscles is possible. The 

EDL has a greater percentage of fast glycolytic fibres (49% ±6%) compared with the TA (35% 

±6%) whereas the TA has a greater percentage of fast oxidative glycolytic fibres (65% ±6%) 

than the EDL (51% ±6%) (Burkholder et al., 1994). The soleus muscle has 42% (±2%) fast 

oxidative glycolytic fibres and 58% (±2%) slow oxidative fibres (Burkholder et al., 1994). It 

would be expected that the time constant for recovery for the TA would be less than the EDL 

and more in keeping with the soleus. However, using the time constant for EDL (2.3 min) 

would result in a conservative period between contractions to guarantee against fatigue.  

 

 

The drawing of inferences for causality, qualitative and quantitative morphological changes and 

cellular responses where the metabolic and mechanical demands are somewhat diverse across 

the many protocols used to induced skeletal muscle damage may have contributed to the lack of 

clear understanding of the EIMD processes. The use of information on inflammation and 

cellular infiltrates obtained from humans, rats or mice running downhill for up to nine hours, 

where running has its own effect on the immune system (Keast et al., 1988) may not be 

appropriate when describing Ca2+-sensitive degradative pathways in isolated mouse soleus 

muscles performing 20 lengthening contractions over a 40-minute period in vitro (Lowe et al., 

1994). As part of this thesis an in vivo model of EIMD for the anterior crural muscles would 

need to be developed that would account for factors that may influence the mechanical and 

cellular responses to eccentric contraction performed on the descending limb of the length-

tension relationship of the muscles. 

 

1.8. Modes of muscle cell death 

The characteristic features of exercise-induced muscle damage suggest that a hypothesis could 

be formed that proposes that the process of programmed cell death (PCD), cellular turnover, 

and/or apoptosis has a role in the aetiology and pathomechanics of this phenomenon. 

 

The term apoptosis is used to describe a mode of cell death, encompassing morphological and 

biochemical descriptors, that plays a complementary but opposite role to mitosis in the 

regulation of cell populations (Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Kerr, 1993). The process of PCD 

facilitates transitions in embryonic, developmental and metamorphic structure and function 

(Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Lockshin & Zakeri, 1991; Kerr, 1993); 

hormone-dependent cell death (resulting in atrophy or regression of hyperplasia) appropriate to 

the breast, prostate, endometrium, ovary and the adrenal gland (Arends & Wyllie, 1991); and 
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normal tissue turnover (Arends & Wyllie, 1991). Programmed cell death implies that a cell 

carries within itself the capacity to “commit suicide” when required (Lockshin & Zakeri, 1991). 

Apoptosis can also be induced by potentially injurious stimuli and is apparent in: immune 

system regulation; tumour cell deletion; and following toxin and radiation exposure (Arends & 

Wyllie, 1991; Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Lockshin & Zakeri, 1991; Kerr, 1993). In these situations, 

apoptosis may be regarded as a homeostatic mechanism (for example, prevention of DNA 

damage) effecting cell deletion, whose survival would prejudice the host i.e. a form of "altruistic 

cell suicide" (Kerr, 1993). Initiation of apoptosis may also result from agents that are capable of 

inducing necrosis, with the severity of the insult determining whether cell death occurs by 

apoptosis (from mild damage) or necrosis (from severe damage) (Kerr, 1993). Ischaemia and 

hyperthermia have been cited as satisfying these criteria (Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Kerr, 1993) as 

have the early stages of muscular dystrophy (Tidball et al., 1995). 

 

Distinctions between the active, controlled process of apoptosis and that of necrosis exist (as 

detailed in Chapter 4). Apoptosis has the characteristics of: affecting scattered single cells rather 

than tracts of contiguous cells (Kerr et al., 1972); exudative inflammation is absent; degradation 

of cellular constituents is by a largely non-lysosomal pathway; apoptotic cells do not show 

increased cellular permeability until late in the process of cell death; overall tissue architecture 

is maintained (Walker et al., 1988); and there is a distinctive internucleosome cleavage of DNA 

rather than the DNA degradation observed in necrosis (Walker et al., 1988). Apoptotic cells are 

usually phagocytosed by adjacent tissues, in contrast with the process of mononuclear 

phagocytosis accompanying necrosis (Walker et al., 1988). The phagocytic capacity of human 

muscle fibres has been demonstrated in human foetal (Fidzianska & Goebel, 1991) neonatal 

(Fidzianska et al., 1990), and infant skeletal muscle (Fidzianska & Goebel, 1992). Apoptosis 

has been postulated (Phaneuf & Leeuwenburgh, 2001) and/or shown to be involved in the 

process of muscle damage in exercised muscle (Podhorska-Okolov et al., 1995; Podhorska-

Okolow et al., 1998), the remodelling of muscle (Allen et al., 1997a), and muscle disease 

pathologies (Liu & Ahearn, 2001).  However, there does remain controversy over the 

identification and role of apoptosis in skeletal muscle (Olive et al., 1997; Adams et al., 2001; 

Liu & Ahearn, 2001).  

 

In summary, EIMD is characterised by apparent random but discrete damage to a possible 

population of stress-susceptible myofibres or sarcomeres within myofibres, and can be resolved 

without major influences from traditional exudative inflammatory processes (Armstrong, 1984; 

Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989; Armstrong et al., 1991; Pyne, 1994). As recovery from EIMD 

effects protection of the muscle, for six to twelve weeks, from subsequent EIMD, it is possible 

that the stress-susceptible fibre population or sarcomeric volume(s) within a fibre are 
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programmed for normal turnover (a programmed cell death - PCD). This may explain why, in 

human muscle biopsy, a small percentage of fibres appear disrupted even in uninjured muscle 

(Meltzer et al., 1976). It is proposed within this thesis that with EIMD the mechanical stimulus 

resulting from the eccentric contractions induce an earlier “switching on” of a mode of muscle 

cell death, that may be similar to apoptosis and that this would be identifiable in the early time-

course of EIMD. The focal nature of the damage and regeneration of individual sarcomeres 

and/or addition of sarcomeres in series (rather than degradation of the entire muscle cell), may 

be accounted for by the fact that individual myonuclei within the multinucleated syncytium are 

viewed as governing a finite volume of the surrounding sarcoplasm (Cheek et al., 1971; Schultz, 

1989; Allen et al., 1999). The volume of sarcoplasm controlled by each myonucleus can be 

considered as a DNA unit or myonuclear domain. It has been proposed that modulation of the 

number of myonuclei within a muscle fibre, or the size of the governed myonuclear domain (or 

both), is a mechanism that contributes to remodelling of adult skeletal muscle in response to 

both increased and decreased activity (Allen et al., 1999). Thus, with myonuclei having an 

active role in the maintenance of sarcomere homeostasis there are likely to be myonuclear 

related cellular processes “switched on” by either mechanical or biochemical signals activated 

by EIMD. The addition of sarcomeres in series following EIMD (Lynn & Morgan, 1994; Lynn 

et al., 1998) while appearing to be induced purely by a mechanical stimulus must also involve 

changes within a defined myonuclear domain, in that part of the stimulus for addition of 

sarcomeres lies with stretch induced on the healthy sarcomeres that are in series with segmental 

hypercontraction of the damaged sarcomere(s) (Fridén & Lieber, 1998; Fridén & Lieber, 2001). 

The hypercontraction appears as an active process of “sealing” of damaged sections of a 

myofibre (Papadimitriou et al., 1990) and may also involve active cellular biochemical 

processes involving Ca2+-mediated proteases (Belcastro, 1993; Fridén & Lieber, 2001). The 

temporal and spatial relationships of muscle cell/DNA turnover, active cellular processes and/or 

apoptosis of adult mammalian skeletal muscle (that are further developed in Chapter 4) appear 

to satisfy several of the distinctive features that accompany EIMD. This led to the development 

of a hypothesis that eccentric contractions of skeletal muscle, that result in evidence of EIMD, 

can be classified as an “inducer” of apoptosis of skeletal muscle cells by providing a stimulus 

that advances the PCD to a synchronous turnover of “weakened” myonuclear domains. It was 

proposed that the sarcomeres damaged through unaccustomed eccentric contractions would be 

from myonuclear domains programmed for turnover with the loss of myonuclear control being 

most evident when the sarcomeres are at increased length i.e on the descending limb of the 

length-tension relationship. Adaptation or protection may then be afforded by the eccentric 

contraction stimulus not being of sufficient intensity to effect further myonuclear death/turnover 

until other myonuclear domains progress towards PCD. It is also possible that the mechanical 

responses e.g. an adjustment of the optimal force-length relationship to longer lengths of the 
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muscle and the resultant addition of sarcomeres in series, is part of an adaptation that prepares 

the muscle for further activity rather than just being a reparative process of damage. 

 

1.9. Thesis outline and general aim 

The phenomena of EIMD and its external manifestation of DOMS has attracted a vast array of 

scientific endeavour over many years. This is evident by research spanning over 100 years from 

Hough’s first description in 1902 (Hough, 1902). The extent and breadth of investigations range 

from gene transcription after eccentric exercise, to Ca2+ levels in the sarcoplasmic reticulum, 

through to the measurement of range of motion of human limbs, the description of perceived 

soreness and the influence of therapeutic modalities from drug therapy to applied ice, heat, 

massage and stretching. 

 

This intriguing physiological event in normal healthy muscle provides a window of opportunity 

to understand more about the nature of damage, repair, adaptation and protection from damage 

that is initiated by skeletal muscle exposed to mechanical stress and strain that are within 

normal physiological and anatomical ranges. This knowledge can be extended towards muscle 

pathologies (e.g. muscular dystrophy) and altered mechanical states in an effort to prevent 

damage or afford protection from damage. 

 

The aim of this thesis was to examine the interaction between aspects of the mechanical 

response of skeletal muscles to EIMD and aspects of the cellular response to that damage. 

Following this line of inquiry, the specific aims of this thesis were: 

(i) to develop an in vivo animal model that encompassed the design and construction of a 

mouse dynamometer to allow control of the mechanical stress and strain imposed 

during exercise of intact muscular structures of the mouse, and recording the in vivo 

mechanical response of the exercise muscle to the applied stress and strain; 

(ii) to investigate the development of cell biology techniques to identify and assess the cell 

response to the mechanically induced damage; and 

(iii) to investigate, with the use of the in vivo model, aspects of the mechanical response of 

skeletal muscle to EIMD. 

 

The thesis presents in Chapter 2 the development of a mouse dynamometer for (i) the 

measurement of in vivo muscle contractile performance; (ii) the execution of eccentric 

contraction exercise; and (iii) determination of mechanical response to the eccentric contraction 

exercise. Development of the ‘comet’ assay to identify myonuclear apoptosis in tissue sections 

of skeletal muscle damaged by the eccentric contraction is presented in Chapter 4, with the use 
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of Evans Blue Dye as a technique to identify damaged and/or fragile myofibres validated in 

Chapter 5. The torque development in vivo of the anterior crural muscles of mice is determined 

in Chapter 6, and mechanical responses to eccentric exercise are investigated in Chapter 7. The 

integration and conclusion of the experimental work is presented in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2. Design and construction of a servo-controlled 

dynamometer for determination of in vivo contractile 

and mechanical behaviour of mouse skeletal muscle. 

To allow the investigations for this thesis a custom-made computer controlled servomotor 

dynamometer was necessary. The design and implementation of this dynamometer was 

undertaken as part of this thesis. This chapter will outline the design parameters, the analysis 

and choice of components, the construction and the implementation of the dynamometer. 

2.1. Background 

The tibialis anterior (TA) and extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles of mice and rats are 

commonly used as models for the investigation of exercise-induced muscle damage (EIMD) 

(Faulkner et al., 1985; Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; Sacco et al., 1992; Hesselink et al., 1996; 

Ingalls et al., 1996; Ingalls et al., 1998). Investigators have utilised in vitro (Belcastro, 1993), in 

situ (Faulkner & Brooks, 1994; Hesselink et al., 1996) and in vivo (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; 

Ingalls et al., 1998) approaches to the study of the mechanisms of EIMD.  The in vitro (in which 

the muscle is removed from the animal prior to exercise) and in situ (in which the muscle 

remains in the animal but is cut and attached to a lever arm and/or transducer) models allow 

single muscle preparations to be studied, facilitating the comparison of skeletal muscle 

contractile behaviour and physiology between and within individual muscles. The development 

of servomotor systems equipped with torque measuring facilities (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; 

Ingalls et al., 1996) have allowed the mechanical and contractile behaviour of muscles of the 

hindlimb of mice to be measured in vivo (in which the muscle remains intact and a limb 

segment is driven to effect change in length and/or muscle moments are recorded about a joint). 

Ashton-Miller et al. (1992) described the design and implementation of a servomotor driven 

dynamometer used to record in vivo plantar- and dorsiflexor torques. This allowed subsequent 

derivation of muscle forces, allowing the comparison of these forces with values determined 

from previous in situ experiments. Ingalls et al. (1996) described a similar dynamometer system 

and its application, when describing the differential effects of anaesthetics on in vivo contractile 

function of the anterior crural muscles An in vivo method minimises the invasive procedures 

incumbent with in situ and in vitro measurements and is a useful method to investigate muscle 

group contractile behaviour, where the servomotor is used to control the angular displacement, 

velocity and acceleration of movement (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; Ingalls et al., 1996).  
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2.2. Design and construction of a servo-controlled dynamometer 

The design of a dynamometer to conduct eccentric exercise and measure the mechanical 

behaviour of the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb of mice proceeded from discussion of 

the concept, reference to the literature and evaluation of stepper motors compared with 

servomotor control and drive systems. A servomotor system was deemed desirable to minimise 

step changes within the drive system, which are inherent to stepper motor systems. The 

conceptual plan was developed around a schematic as presented in Figure 2.1. This schematic is 

of the final design and presents the detailed model numbers and manufacturers of the final 

components, the selection of which is discussed within this chapter (Section 2.2.2). 

 

With reference to Figure 2.1, the final design consisted of a personal computer (PC) based 

servocontroller card (ACR6000, Acroloop, MN, USA) with an integral four channel, 12bit 

analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) module. This card was mounted in an ISA slot of a 

486DX4/100 PC. The servocontroller card received files and commands from custom-written 

software (Section 2.7) that instructed the card to send digital signals to the servoamplifier 

(Glentek SMA8215HP-1, Glentek, CA, USA). The servoamplifier provided the voltage output 

to the servomotor to execute the set motion profile. A resolver integral to the servomotor 

provided position information to the servoamplifier for commutation of the motor as well as a 

position signal for emulation of a quadrature encoder output, which was a parameter available 

for sampling from the controller card. A custom-made torque transducer (Section 2.3) was 

mounted on the output shaft of the servomotor with a balanced Wheatstone bridge creating an 

electrical signal on torsion of the transducer. This signal was input to a channel of the ADC 

module and was available for sampling by the custom-written data acquisition software. 

 

The outputs from a limit disk, mounted on the servomotor shaft, were available to inhibit the 

servoamplifier if rotational limits in either dorsi- or plantarflexion directions were exceeded. 

The limit disk could also be used to signify a ‘Home’ position for the servo. 

 

On command from the software, the servocontroller card could initiate a digital signal to trigger 

a Grass S88 stimulator (Grass Instruments Inc., MA, USA) that was set to stimulate the 

common peroneal nerve to cause muscle contraction (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1). 

 

In the following sections, the design parameters are presented, leading to the determination of 

the appropriate materials, dimensions and choice of servomotor and amplifiers needed for the 

construction of a servo-controlled dynamometer. These decisions were assisted by use of a 

mathematical simulation constrained by the design parameters. 
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Figure  2.1: Schematic of the design of a mouse dynamometer (RODEX) showing the general 
layout of the components and the respective connections. 
 

 

2.3. Design parameters 

The design brief for the dynamometer was based on the need to effect control of passive, 

isometric and eccentric muscle actions through the physiological range of ankle dorsiflexion 

and plantarflexion. The following mouse-specific parameters were defined (see also Chapter 1, 

Section 1.7): 

• the range of motion of the mouse ankle joint is within the range from 25° dorsiflexion to 

80° plantarflexion, where 0° is with the foot at 90° to the line of the tibia, defined as the 

neutral position of the ankle. The range of motion was determined from pilot work and with 

reference to the literature (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; Lieber, 1997); 

• maximum isometric torque production had been found to occur at neutral position (Ashton-

Miller et al., 1992) with torque decreasing either side of the neutral position; 

• the maximum velocity of contraction (Vmax) of the anterior crural muscles is within the 

range of 9-10 fibre lengths per second (Lf·s-1) (Brooks et al., 1990; Ashton-Miller et al., 

1992); and 

• maximum power development of mouse muscle has been confirmed as occurring at 30% of 

Vmax (Luff, 1981). 
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From these, the following decisions were made: 

• the motion  for passive, isometric and eccentric muscle actions needed to be controlled 

between 20° dorsiflexion to 80° plantarflexion with fine resolution of position control so 

that a torque-angle relationship could be established for the anterior crural muscles in vivo; 

• the descending limb of a torque-angle relationship would occur beyond the neutral position 

toward plantarflexion; 

• an angular velocity of 1000°·s-1 would approximate a fibre velocity of 2-3 Lf·s-1 (~30% 

Vmax). This was based on the following equation (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992) 

v = 2R[sin(θ/2)]/(Lf·T)cosϕ (2.1) 

where v = instantaneous muscle velocity; R = muscle lever arm (mm); θ = angle of travel; Lf = 

mean fibre length (mm); ϕ = angle of pennation (degrees); and T = time epoch (s) for 

movement through angle θ. Typical values for the anterior crural muscles were obtained from 

the literature (Faulkner et al., 1989) and R was assumed to be 1mm (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; 

Lieber, 1997). Any change in moment arm would have a great affect on fibre velocity. Thus, 

until moment arm was measured the instantaneous fibre velocity could only be approximated. 

The moment arm established by Ashton-Miller et al. had only been determined in one mouse of 

unknown strain therefore there was the possibility that different strains, size and body mass 

could affect the size of the moment arm. 

  

The design parameters were further expanded to require: 

• a computer-controlled servomotor and amplifier with the ability of this unit to 

simultaneously control motion and record parameters relevant to the prescribed motion e.g. 

position, as well as analogue signals from an axial torque transducer; 

• the ability to control the motion, velocity and acceleration through a 100° range of motion; 

• the resolution of the position control to be less than 0.25° so that accurate positioning could 

be attained; 

• the expected controlled velocity to be in the range between 10°·s-1 and 2000°·s-1; 

• that the controlled velocity had a low coefficient of variation throughout the range of 

motion – less than 10%; 

• that given the small range of motion and the high velocity to be attained it was desirable 

that the set velocity was to be achieved in as short a time period as possible. A 10% to 90% 

rise time of 2ms for acceleration and deceleration was desirable; and 

• that the axial torque transducer had the resolution to measure ankle torque in the range of 

0 to 5N·mm and was strong enough to withstand torsional loads that would occur with 

inertial loading during high acceleration and deceleration. 
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2.3.1. Servo motor design simulation and selection 

The selection of a suitable servomotor, amplifier and PC-based controller was assisted by 

consultation with Mr Michael Ong (Mechanical Engineer, Perth). Mr Ong provided an Excel 

(Microsoft™, USA) spreadsheet (Figure 2.2) into which various parameters of motor, 

servoamplifier and controller specifications were input. This spreadsheet was used to 

characterise the optimal combination for the initiation and control of motion with respect to the 

design criteria. The simulation modelled a controller, servoamplifier and motor in Proportional-

Integration-Derivative (PID) filter mode utilising position and velocity feedback, however the 

integration term (I) was excluded in the model.  

 

To model controller, servoamplifier and motor combinations, specifications of these 

components were obtained from various manufacturers and entered into the appropriate input 

cells on the spreadsheet. From an early stage of investigation it became apparent that an 

Acroloop ACR6000 controller card (Acroloop, Chaska, MN, USA) offered specifications 

suitable for the task as well as having local support within Australia. Specifications of the 

controller card are detailed below and are included within Figure 2.2. 

 

(A) Controller specifications: ACR6000 4 axis servocontroller card, (Acroloop, MN, USA) 

• Maximum and minimum clamped voltage (± 10V) 

• Digital to Analogue converter (DAC) gain. The ACR6000 had a 16bit digital to 

analogue converter such that computations of the PID filter were clamped to fit 

within a 16bit number. As the controller had a ±10V output the DAC resolution was 

determined: 

DAC  =  10/(2
15

) (2.2) 

 =  0.0003052 V·count-1 

• Servo sampling time per axis. As only one axis of the controller was used of the 

controller card (ACR6000), the sampling update time for the servoloop was 50µs. 

• Analogue-to-Digital converter (ADC). The ACR6000 was fitted with a four-

channel 12bit ADC with a 9µs-conversion time. 

 

The same Australian company (Hightech Control Inc, Sydney, Australia) that could supply the 

controller card also offered alternatives for servoamplifier and servomotor. The recommended 

servoamplifier to meet our needs, which was also easy to interface with the controller card, was 

a Glentek SMA8215HP-1 servoamplifier (Glentek, CA, USA). Specifications for this 

servoamplifier are explained below with values represented within Figure 2.2. 
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(B) Servoamplifier specifications: Glentek Servoamplifier SMA8215HP-1  

• Bus Voltage (Vs) = 170VDC 

• Max output amperage (35.3amps) 

Ka  = 10amps / 10V output (2.3) 

=  3.53 A·V-1 

 

• Frequency Bandwidth = 2kHz. The servoamplifier was set to current mode and 

used pulse-width-modulation (PWM) to provide an output current proportional to 

the input signal by varying the pulse width of the output signal. The sensing of the 

current and adjustment of the PWM ratio is an internal function of the 

servoamplifier utilising a closed loop feedback control system  

 

• Encoder. A 3600 line resolver-encoder emulation was embedded within the 

matched servoamplifier. The quadrature encoder in the simulation converts the 

angle y (radian) to a count for computation by the controller. The resolution of 

angle (counts/radian) was calculated as: 

K_enc  =  4 × 3600 / (2 × π)  (2.4) 

   = 2291.831181 counts·radian-1 

 

2.3.2. Servo motor specifications 

In choosing the motor for the dynamometer, several brands and models were simulated from the 

specifications available from the manufacturers. Table 2.1 presents specifications for three 

motors. The motors presented are an Aerotech 1017-01 (Aerotech, Inc, Pittsburgh, USA) 

permanent magnet DC brush servomotor, while the Glentek GMB2612-8 and the GMB2624-7 

are permanent magnet brushless servomotors. 

 

The motor chosen for the dynamometer was a Glentek GMB2624-7 Brushless 3-phase rare 

earth (Neodymium-Iron-Boron (NdFeB)) permanent magnet DC motor (C) with Resolver and 

3600-line encoder emulation. Motor specifications for input to the simulation (Figure 2.2) were: 

 

• Motor Torque Constant (KT) = 96.0×10-3 N·m. This is the amount of torque 

developed per ampere of current. 

• Rated Amperage (continuous 11.7A; peak = 35.3A) 

• Back EMF constant (KE) = 7.4 V·Krpm-1. This value represents the relationship 

between the back EMF voltage (generated by rotation of the servomotor) and 

angular velocity. 
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• R(m) = 0.71 ohm. This value represents the DC resistance of the motor windings as 

measured at the motor terminals. 

• Inductance (Lm) = 1.20×10-3 Henries. This value is the inductance of the motor 

armature as measured at the motor terminals. 

 

Table  2.1: Specifications for a sample of three motors simulated against the desired motion 
profile and ratings of the servoamplifier. 

Motor 1 Motor 2 Motor 3 (C) 
Parameter Aerotech  

1017 
Glentek 
GMB2612-8 

Glentek 
GMB2624-7 

Peak Torque (Tp) (N·m) 0.92 1.7 3.39 

Stall Torque (Tc) (N·m) 0.12 0.56 1.12 

Continuous Current (i_rated) (A) 4.0 5.8 11.8 

Peak Current (i_peak) (A) 30.0 17.4 35.3 

Torque Constant (KT) (N·m·A-1) 0.03 0.097 0.096 

Back EMG Constant (KE) (V·Krpm-1) 3.04 8.0 7.0 

Terminal Resistance (Rm) (ohm) 0.47 2.0 0.71 

Armature Inductance (Lm) (mH) 0.7 2.7 1.2 

Armature Moment of Inertia (J) (kg·m2) 28×10-6 10×10-6 18×10-6 

Static Friction (SF) (N·m) 0.0112 0.06 0.09 

Dynamic Friction (DF) (N·m) 0.0056 0.03 0.045 
 

 

Further to the electrical characteristics of the motor, the simulation summed the mechanical 

properties that affect the conversion of the electrical signal to generated torque and position 

control. The mechanical characteristics used in the simulation were: 

 

• Torque Load (T_ext) = 3.0×10-3 N·m. This value represents the expected torque 

load during motion and could be varied to investigate errors in position and velocity 

control across the range of torques expected in the experimental setup. 

• J (kgm2) = 18.0×10-6. This is the moment of inertia of the motor armature measured 

about the motor's axis of rotation and included an estimate of link mass. 

• Viscosity Friction (B) This coefficient represents a component of friction torque 

inherent to the motor and varies with angular velocity. Some motor specifications 

did not include this coefficient, thus simulation of motors was completed with a 

setting of zero. 

• The dry friction component of the simulation comprises static friction (SF) 

(stiction) and dynamic friction (DF). When the motor is not rotating, the developed 
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torque has to overcome SF before motion can occur. From the motor specifications, 

SF was determined as 90.0×10-3 N·m.  When the motor overcomes SF the friction 

torque drops to DF, which for the purpose of simulation was set as being half the 

SF. Thus, for the simulation DF = 45×10-3 N·m. 

 

From the electrical and mechanical characteristics the net torque (T_nett) available for 

acceleration was calculated, and this was then integrated with respect to the time step for 

simulation (dt) using Euler integration to obtain the position (y) in radians. The position was 

converted by the emulated encoder from the resolver to a count (x_meas) for computation by 

the controller to close the servo loop and allow comparison between the present position 

(x_meas) and the target position (x_set). A value for position error (e) was thus calculated. 

 

The tuning of the servo loop was then accomplished by changing the values for proportional 

gain (Kp) and derivative gain (Kd).  

• Proportional gain (Kp) modified the servoloop response, stiffness, and the position 

error (e). Higher values increased the response and stiffness while minimising the 

position error. However, too high a value induced overshooting of position and an 

oscillatory response of the servoloop. To cancel the oscillatory response derivative 

gain (Kd) was needed. 

• Derivative gain (Kd) was essential for stability of the servoloop as it determined the 

contribution of restoring torque proportional to the rate of change (derivative) of 

position error. In the simulation, the Kd functioned similar to a viscous damping 

coefficient (B) minimising the oscillations of the servoloop. 

• The restoring torque was calculated as the input voltage (Vi) required to provide the 

current required (i_actual) to drive the motor to produce the torque (T) that was 

then modified (T_nett) to overcome the mechanical characteristics of the motor 

(T_f) and the external load (T_ext) and move the motor to the next position (y) for 

each of the iterations of the servoloop. 
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Figure  2.2: Schematic of the spreadsheet used to model controller, servoamplifier and motor combinations under simulated loading, position, velocity and 
acceleration requirements. Spreadsheet kindly provided by Mr Michael Ong (Mechanical and Electrical Engineer, Perth, Australia). 
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 ts 50.0E-6 (controller sample time, sec) ext. load
T_ext (Nm)

s.Kd.ts  3.00E-03
ramp  Kd Vi_max (V)   
x_step 6500  10 servoamp.  
(counts) x_set  Vi  motor    - eff. inertia (rad/s)     (rad)

60 Kp       + DAC Ka (A/V) / i_actual  KT (Nm/A) T T_nett 1 yd 1 y
t_ramp +      e 50 0.000305176 3.53 96.0E-3 +  Js s
(sec)       - Vi_min (V) (1+tau.s) i_rated (A) KE (V/Krpm)    - J (kgm2)

0.0015  -10 f_band (Hz) 11.8 7.4  T_f 18.0E-6
x_init 2.00E+03   i_peak (A) Rm (ohm)

0  35.3 0.71 viscous friction
  Vs (V) Lm (H)       + B (Nm/rad/s)

controller  170    1.20E-03  000.0E+0
  

encoder analog: 0 dry friction  
  type: digital: 1 DF (Nm) SF (Nm)  

  0  45.0E-3 90.0E-3  
x_meas K_enc (counts/rad)  

2291.8312  
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2.3.3. Results of modelling 

From the simulation, graphs were produced that represented the response of the controller, 

servoamplifier and motor combination to attain a critically damped response for position and 

velocity while attaining servoloop stability. A critically damped response is a balance between 

overshoot and undershoot for the resultant position, velocity, and torque. The desired motor 

velocity was set at 1000°·sec-1 with this velocity to be achieved within a period of 2ms with 

minimal following error (x_meas - x_set). Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 represent the resultant 

responses for position (x_set, x_meas), angular velocity (°·s-1) and torque (T) from the 

simulation for the chosen controller (A), servoamplifier (B), and motor (C) combination. 

Results of the simulation show that Motor 1 (Aerotech 1017), which was a brushed DC motor, 

could not match the acceleration of the two brushless motors (Motor 2 and 3). Furthermore, in 

achieving a motion profile that achieved a set position and velocity within 2ms, Motor 1 

saturated the input voltage signal from the controller card at 10V (Figure 2.6C). This contrasted 

with an input voltage of less than 5V required of the Motor 2 combination (Figure 2.6G), with 

this value being similar to that required of the Motor 3 combination (not shown). The torque 

required for the acceleration requirements of the simulated motion profile was 0.52 N·m for 

Motor 1, which was 56% of the peak torque (Tp) available from the motor. For Motor 2 the 

peak of the simulated torque was 0.538 N·m, which was 31.6% of Tp for that motor, with this 

percentage of utilisation of torque being similar for Motor 3 (1.06 N·m being 31% of Tp). It was 

decided that the Aerotech 1017 motor could not meet the demands of the motion profile with 

any reasonable margin for safety and error and thus a decision between the two Glentek motors 

was made. Both motors could meet the requirements of the motion profile, however, Motor 3 

achieved the task more easily. Motor 3 could achieve 1000°·s-1 within 1ms compared with 

1.5ms for Motor 2, had greater margins for safety in areas of Tp, and maximum theoretical 

acceleration (187,500 versus 166,666 rad·s-1), as well as having the capability of using the full 

amperage available from the servocontroller (35A of Motor 3 versus 17A of Motor 2). A 

decision to utilise Motor 3 was made. The results of the simulation thus allowed the correct 

sizing of the components for the dynamometer and the purchase of the servomotor, 

servoamplifier and controller card. This allowed the construction of the housing for the 

servoamplifier and servomotor to which an axial torque transducer would be attached to allow 

the recording of torque during motion of the servomotor. 
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Figure  2.3: The simulated trajectory (encoder counts) response of the controller, servoamplifier 
and Motor 3 combination (A, B, C) presenting the set position (x_set) and the measured position 
(x_meas) calculated from each iteration of the servoloop across time. 

 

Figure  2.4: The simulated motor angular velocity (°·s-1) response of the controller, 
servoamplifier and Motor 3 combination (A, B, C) presenting the motor velocity calculated 
from each iteration of the servoloop across time.  
 

Figure  2.5: The simulated torque response of the controller, servoamplifier and Motor 3 
combination (A, B, C) presenting the torque value calculated from each iteration of the 
servoloop across time. 
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Figure  2.6: The simulated position (encoder count), motor angular velocity (°·s-1), input voltage 
(V) and Torque (N⋅m) response of the controller and servoamplifier with different servomotor 
combinations. Figures 2.6 A, B, C, D represent the resulting response from the Aerotech 1017 
motor (Motor 1), whereas Figures 2.6 E, F, G, H represent the response from the Glentek 2612-
8 motor (Motor 2) calculated from each iteration of the servoloop across time. 
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2.4. Torque transducer design and construction 

Measurements of the muscle moments developed about the ankle joint in the sagittal plane of 

mice were made with a custom-built axial torque transducer (Hamer et al., 1998) mounted on 

the shaft of the servomotor, secured by a key and set screw. The foot of the mouse was 

constrained in a machined “shoe” located on top of a hollow cylinder of aluminium that served 

as the axial torque transducer between the motor and the “shoe”. The torque transducer body 

was machined from a single piece of aluminium and was designed to withstand a maximum of 

25N·mm. This value was based on a similar value reported by Ashton-Miller et al. (1992). 

 

The design of the transducer was based upon a mechanics of material approach but was 

delimited by design constraints as well as the practical use of the transducer. The minimum 

internal diameter (ID) of the transducer body had to be at least 9mm allowing a 0.5mm 

clearance between the servomotor shaft and the body of the transducer. In addition, the length of 

the transducer was delimited to a range of 20-25mm to minimise the height above the work 

surface. The specifications for the dynamometer required a high rate of angular acceleration, 

thus, it was desirable to minimise the moment of inertia of the transducer and any attachments 

to the servomotor and transducer e.g. the “shoe”, while maximising the shear strain (a function 

of ROD) while providing for a strength safety margin relative to the yield strength of the 

aluminium cylinder. Thus, important criteria were to minimise mass and inertia, maximise strain 

and avoid plastic deformation. 

 

A range of cylinder diameters (ROD) and wall thickness (ROD – RID) and the associated 

calculated polar moment of inertia were then modelled for maximum shear stress (τmax), 

assuming an applied maximum torque (T) of 25N·mm, using equation 2.8. To calculate the 

dimensions of the torque transducer body, Excel spreadsheets were created and used to model 

the material characteristics resulting from changes in dimensions of the transducer design. 

Aluminium was chosen for the transducer body as it has a low shear modulus of elasticity 

(70×109Pa) (Higdon et al., 1976). The shear modulus of elasticity (G) is the ratio of shear stress 

(τ) to shear strain (γ) as a measure of the stiffness of a material (G = τ/γ). The shear strain was 

measured by the strain gauges mounted on the transducer body. 
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The properties of the transducer were calculated based on the mechanical theory presented in 

Higdon et al. (1976) and Bau et al. (1994): 
 

A. Polar moment of Inertia (J) is the property of the transducer body that is dependent on 

the distribution of its mass relative to its central axis. 

 J = (π·(ROD
4 – RID

4))/2 (2.5) 

 Where: ROD = the radius of the outside diameter 

  RID = the radius of the inside diameter 
 

B. Angle of Twist (θ) is the angle formed by points (B, D) on a common radius in a plane 

section of a shaft that under torsion move to points B′ and D′ in the same plane on the same 

radius. 

 θ = T×L / J×G (2.6) 

Where: T = an applied torque (N·m) 

 L = the length of the transducer body (m) 

 J = polar moment of inertia 

 G = modulus elasticity of aluminium = 26×109 GPa 

 

The angle of twist was modelled across different polar moments of inertia determined across a 

range of ROD between 4×10-3 and 12×10-3m and a range of wall thickness (ROD-RID) between 

100×10-6 and 1×10-3m and across a range of lengths from 20×10-3 to 35×10-3m. 

 

C. Shearing Strain (γ)  

 γ = ROD × θ / L (2.7) 

 Where: ROD = radius of the outside diameter 

 θ = angle of twist (radians) 

 

The shearing strain was modelled as a function of the ROD between 4×10-3 and 10×10-3 m, the 

angle of twist (θ) at 2×10-3 and 5×10-3m wall thickness and transducer body lengths between 

20×10-3 and 35×10-3 m. 
 

D. Shear stress (τ) (Pa) on a transverse plane at a distance p from the axis of the shaft was 

then calculated using an applied torque of 25N·mm (assuming equilibrium) 

 τmax = T × p / J (2.8) 

Where: T = torque 

 p = distance from axis transducer body 

 J = Polar moment of inertia 
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It is the shear stress that causes the strain and this was calculated across a range of ROD between 

4×10-3 and 12×10-3 m and wall thickness (ROD-RID) between 100×10-6 and 1×10-3 m. 

 

The final calculation was to determine the torque required to reach the yield point of the 

transducer body. This was calculated by rearranging equation (7) to: 

 T = J × τmax / ρ (N·m) (2.9) 

 

2.4.1. Results of calculations 

The final dimensions of the torque transducer (ROD = 5mm; RID = 4.8mm; L = 20mm - see 

Figure 2.7) at an applied torque of 25N·mm produced a shear stress of 845kPa. This resultant 

shear stress was within the yield strength for aluminium (160Mpa), thus giving a safety factor of 

189. It was estimated that an applied torque of 4.73N·m would be required to reach the yield 

point of the transducer body. Tables 2.2, 2.3 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 detail the values computed from 

the calculations. 

 

 

Table  2.2: Polar moment of inertia (J) of an aluminium hollow cylinder calculated for a range 
of wall thicknesses (100 – 500µm) and ROD (4 – 8mm) using equation (4). The value in the 
shaded table cell is the value (J) calculated for the final dimensions of the torque transducer. 

 Wall thickness (ROD-RID) m 

ROD (m) 100.0×10-6 200.0×10-6 300.0×10-6 400.0×10-6 500.0×10-6 

8.0×10-3 3.16×10-10 6.20×10-10 9.12×10-10 1.19×10-10 1.46×10-10 

7.0×10-3 2.11×10-10 4.13×10-10 6.06×10-10 7.91×10-10 9.68×10-10 

6.0×10-3 1.32×10-10 2.58×10-10 3.78×10-10 4.91×10-10 5.98×10-10 

5.0×10-3 7.62×10-11 1.48×10-10 2.15×10-10 2.78×10-10 3.38×10-10 

4.0×10-3 3.87×10-11 7.46×10-11 1.08×10-10 1.38×10-10 1.66×10-10 
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Table  2.3: Angle of Twist (θ) in radians of a 20mm long aluminium hollow cylinder calculated 
for a range of wall thicknesses (100 – 500µm) and ROD (4 – 8mm) calculated using equation (5) 
where applied torque (T) was 5N·m and J was the value for the assigned dimensions from Table 
2.2. The value in the shaded table cell is the value (θ)  calculated for the final dimensions of the 
torque transducer.  

 Wall thickness (ROD-RID) m 

ROD (m) 100.0×10-6 200.0×10-6 300.0×10-6 400.0×10-6 500.0×10-6 

8.0×10-3 12.2×10-6 6.2×10-6 4.2×10-6 3.2×10-6 2.6×10-6 

7.0×10-3 18.2×10-6 9.3×10-6 6.3×10-6 4.9×10-6 4.0×10-6 

6.0×10-3 29.1×10-6 14.9×10-6 10.2×10-6 7.8×10-6 6.4×10-6 

5.0×10-3 50.5×10-6 26.0×10-6 17.9×10-6 13.8×10-6 11.4×10-6 

4.0×10-3 99.3×10-6 51.6×10-6 35.7×10-6 27.8×10-6 23.1×10-6 

 

 

Table  2.4: Shearing Strain (γ) as function of radius (4 – 8mm), angle of twist (θ) and length (20 
– 25mm) of an aluminium hollow cylinder calculated using equation (6) with an ROD of 0.2mm 
and θ as calculated for the assigned dimensions from Table 2.3. The value in the shaded table 
cell is the value (γ)  calculated for the final dimensions of the torque transducer.  

 ROD at 200.0×10-6m wall thickness 

Length (m) 8.0×10-3 7.0×10-3 6.0×10-3 5.0×10-3 4.0×10-3 

20.0×10-3 2.5×10-6 3.3×10-6 4.5×10-6 6.5×10-6 10.3×10-6 

21.0×10-3 2.4×10-6 3.1×10-6 4.3×10-6 6.2×10-6 9.8×10-6 

22.0×10-3 2.3×10-6 3.0×10-6 4.1×10-6 5.9×10-6 9.4×10-6 

23.0×10-3 2.2×10-6 2.8×10-6 3.9×10-6 5.7×10-6 9.0×10-6 

24.0×10-3 2.1×10-6 2.7×10-6 3.7×10-6 5.4×10-6 8.6×10-6 

25.0×10-3 2.0×10-6 2.6×10-6 3.6×10-6 5.2×10-6 8.3×10-6 

 

The decision for the final dimensions of the transducer was based upon obtaining dimensions 

that gave optimal shearing strain within the practical size dimensions of the transducer (see 

Section 2.3); the practical limitations of milling the aluminium block; and the need to provide a 

safety margin for both inertial effects under acceleration and handling of the transducer. A 

transducer with a wall thickness of 100µm (100.0×10-6m) and an ROD of 5mm was achieved, 

however the thinness of the transducer wall gave little margin for handling errors. Modelling of 

the shearing strain using the final dimensions of the torque transducer (ROD = 5mm; RID = 

4.8mm; L = 20mm - see Figure 2.7) at an applied torque of 25N·mm produced a shear stress of 

845kPa (see Table 2.5). The elastic shear strength for aluminium is 160MPa, thus giving a 

safety factor of 189, whereas with a 100µm wall thickness the safety factor was reduced to a 

100.  
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Table  2.5: Shearing stress (τmax) on a transverse plane at a distance ρ from the axis of the shaft 
where τmax = Tρ/J (Pa), J = polar moment of inertia and T = 25N·mm. The value in the shaded 
table cell is the value τmax  calculated for the final dimensions of the torque transducer.  

 Wall thickness (ROD-RID) m 

ρ (m) 100.0×10-6 200.0×10-6 300.0×10-6 400.0×10-6 500.0×10-6 

8.0×10-3 633.5×103 322.8×103 219.3×103 167.6×103 136.6×103 

7.0×10-3 829.6×103 423.8×103 288.7×103 221.3×103 180.9×103 

6.0×10-3 1.1×106 581.0×103 397.2×103 305.5×103 250.7×103 

5.0×10-3 1.6×106 845.1×103 580.7×103 448.9×103 370.2×103 

4.0×10-3 2.6×106 1.3×106 928.2×103 723.1×103 600.9×103 

 

 

With the use of equation 2.9 it was estimated that using the final dimensions an applied torque 

(T = J.τmax/ρ) of 4.73N·m (see Table 2.6) would be required to reach the yield point of the 

transducer body in contrast with 2.44N·m if the wall thickness was 100µm. The final calculated 

value of 4.7N·m was close to 100 fold greater than that likely to be achieved from the 

dorsiflexor muscle group of the mice, but gave a safety factor for handling the transducer and 

fitting it to the shaft of the servomotor. 

 

 

Table  2.6: Torque (T) required to reach yield point of an aluminium hollow cylinder such that T 
(N·m) = J*τmax / ρ where τmax = 160MPa, J = polar moment of inertia and ρ = distance from 
the axis of the shaft. The value in the shaded table cell is the value Τ calculated for the final 
dimensions of the torque transducer.  

 Wall thickness (ROD-RID) m 

ρ (m) 100.0×10-6 200.0×10-6 300.0×10-6 400.0×10-6 500.0×10-6 

8.0×10-3 6.31 12.39 18.24 23.87 29.28 

7.0×10-3 4.82 9.44 13.85 18.08 22.11 

6.0×10-3 3.53 6.88 10.07 13.09 15.96 

5.0×10-3 2.44 4.73 6.89 8.91 10.80 

4.0×10-3 1.55 2.98 4.31 5.53 6.66 
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2.5. Construction of the transducer 

The transducer body was machined to the dimensions specified from a single piece of 

aluminium block by a technician at the School of Human Movement and Exercise Science, The 

University of Western Australia. Small radii at each end of the cylinder minimised clamping 

zone effects that could result in warping of the stress lines under a torsional stress. To further 

minimise this effect, the strain gauges were positioned midway along the length of the 

transducer body. 

 

Figure  2.7: Schematic of the torque transducer detailing dimensions and depiction of the 45° 
inclination of a strain gauge pair. Dimensions as indicated. 
 

 

2.6. Strain gauges 

Minimum workable size strain gauges were chosen that met the requirement for the range of 

torsion to be measured. The strain gauges (FCT-2.350-23) were chosen to match the expansion 

coefficient of aluminium (23×10-6/°C); a high gauge resistance (350Ω) to minimise thermal 

drift; and to have a high strain gauge factor (2.11). The strain gauges were a gift of Tokyo Sokki 

Kenkyujo Co. Ltd, Tokyo. Four active gauges were mounted on the transducer body, arranged 

in two pairs on opposite sides of the cylinder and aligned at 45° to the long axis of the cylinder. 

Thus, the pairs of gauges were subjected to equal and opposite strain signs and were connected 

in a Wheatstone bridge circuit arrangement (Ciureanu & Middelhoek, 1992) (see Section 2.6.2). 

The gauges were cemented in place with the manufacturers specified adhesive and application 

techniques. 

 

Strain gauge lead wires were trimmed so as not to affect bridge balance and were connected to 

gold pin connectors mounted at the base of the transducer. This mounting minimised inertial 

effects on torque.  
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2.6.1. Calibration of the torque transducer 

The torque transducer was calibrated over a ±10N·mm range by the application of a series of 

known masses at a moment arm of 14.41mm from the axis of the torque transducer. The 

transducer signals were recorded for a period of 280ms at 5kHz. Data were read into Excel and 

averaged to obtain a single mean value for torque at each of the known torque levels. A linear 

regression between applied torque and measured torque was determined with the regression set 

to pass through zero. The calculated trendline (Torque = 0.7090 × Measured value,) had a 

coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.9991 between applied calibration torque and torque 

transducer output (Figure 2.8). The calibration factor was applied to all torque data as part of the 

control program for the dynamometer and in all Excel or LabVIEW (National Instruments Inc., 

USA) analysis applications. The torque transducer was also subjected to bending moments and 

it was found that there was negligible crosstalk within the torque signal. The transducer was 

periodically calibrated during the course of the experimental period with the calibration factor 

varying between 0.7090 and 0.7101 over the calibrations. After calibration, the value was 

changed within the appropriate applications to reflect the latest calibration. 

 

2.7. Mouse “shoe” 

A “shoe” weighing 0.657g and measuring 21.55mm long and 5.93mm wide (Figure 2.9), 

machined from a block of aluminium, was mounted on top of the torque transducer to constrain 

the foot of the mice. The “shoe” was mounted to a right angle bracket (8.56 x 7.43mm) that was 

machined, drilled and mounted to allow adjustment of the bracket (and thus the shoe) in a 

caudal/cephalad direction about a pivot on a 25.44mm diameter top aluminium top plate fixed to 

the top of the torque transducer.  The angle bracket was also drilled to allow movement of the 

shoe in an anterior and posterior direction. This design allowed positioning and fixing of the 

footplate so that the ankle joint axis was in-line with the axis of the torque transducer and 

dynamometer. A padded sheetmetal retainer (14mm × 8.3mm shaded area on Figure 2.9) was 

secured by two screws over the dorsal aspect of the foot of the mouse to secure the foot within 

the shoe.  

 

The anatomical axis of the mouse ankle joint was assumed as an axis that passed through the 

lateral malleolus and parallel to the caudal surface of the tibia in the ankle joint. The 

instantaneous ankle axis for the motion of plantar- and dorsiflexion was verified by moving the 

ankle through these ranges of movement and correcting the shoe position so that no translation 

of the foot indicative of misalignment of the ankle joint axis occurred during the motion. 
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Figure  2.8: The calibration curve calculated between known values of applied torque (y-axis) 
and the measured value (Volts) from the dynamometer ( ). A linear regression trendline (⎯) 
and the resultant calibration equation (Torque=0.7090 × Measured value, R2=0.9991) are also 
shown on the graph. 
 

 

 

 

Figure  2.9: Schematic of the adjustable mouse “shoe”, foot retainer and adjustable bracket 
mounted on an aluminium base plate fixed to the body of the torque transducer (see Figure 2.7). 
Dimensions in mm. 
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2.8. Electronics, computer interface and dynamometer set-up 

The servoamplifier (Glentek SMA8215-HP-1A) used for the dynamometer was interfaced to the 

Glentek GMB2634-7 permanent magnet brushless servomotor fitted with a sinusoidal resolver 

for commutation. Commands to drive the servoamplifier were received from an Acroloop 

ACR6000 16bit controller card mounted in a 486DX4/100 computer. Signals generated by the 

amplifier as well as those from the torque transducer were read by the controller card and used 

within a custom-written software package for the collection and saving of data. 
 

The schematics for the electrical circuits are presented in Appendix A detailing the wiring and 

electronic components for the dynamometer. A description of the integration of the key 

components follows and may be read with reference to the schematics (REX-1, REX-2, REX-3, 

REX-4, REX-5) within Appendix A. 

2.8.1. Servoamplifier, servomotor assembly, connections and power supply 

The servoamplifier was supplied with 170VDC (input power/Buss voltage (B+) from windings 

of a dual secondary toroidal transformer and bridge rectifier protected by a 3A fuse. The second 

set of windings of the transformer provided a 12V-0-12VAC supply. The primary windings of 

the transformer were connected by a 3-way plug to a 240VAC supply protected by a 2A fuse 

and included a double pole single throw (DPST) switch for Power ON/OFF. 
 

The low voltage power supply circuitry accepted the 12VAC input which was bridge rectified 

and input to LM7812CT and LM7912CT voltage regulators to provide  +12VDC and –12VDC 

(1A) voltage sources. A +5VDC supply was provided via an MC7805T voltage regulator from 

the 12VDC supply. The low voltage circuitry provided: 

• a +5VDC for logic inputs to provide for motor inhibits in +ve and –ve direction, a home 

position index, and a watchdog circuit (REX-2, REX-5); 

• a ±10VDC for manual servoamplifier control (separate from computer control), which was 

used in initial set-up, testing and preliminary tuning of the servoamplifier (REX-2); 

• a +5VDC supply as part of a circuit for adjusting any offset of the amplified torque signal; 

• a ±12VDC supply for the strain gauge preamplifier circuit (REX-2, REX-3, REX-4); 

• a +12VDC source as input to a bandgap voltage reference IC (REF-02, Linear Technology 

Corporation, Milpitas, CA, USA). This provided a stable reference voltage and with a use 

of an op-amp (TL072, ) further formed a –12V reference source; and 

• a +5VDC reference source was used for excitation of the Wheatstone bridge for the strain 

gauges attached to the torque transducer (REX-3). 
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Every effort was made to ensure minimal interference of signals from electrical noise. To this 

end, the motor leads of the servomotor were connected to the servoamplifier using 12AWG 

shielded wire inclusive of a 12AWG case ground, with the resolver excitation and output signal 

lines wired using three twisted pairs of 22AWG wire and an overall shield. All shielded drain 

wires shared a common ground (GND) and all leads kept as short as possible. In addition, all 

GND signals were tied to a common “star” GND plane on the framework of the dynamometer 

case. 

2.8.2. Torque transducer and analog filter characteristics 

A reference voltage IC was used to set the supply voltage to the Wheatstone bridge to minimise 

offsets and fluctuations in gain. The output of the Wheatstone bridge, generated by strain 

applied across the balanced strain gauges (see Section 2.4.1), were input to a precision 

instrumentation amplifier (AMP01, Analog Devices, MA, USA) with a set gain of 200 (REX-

3). The preamplifier circuit was also conditioned by reference voltage sources. The output of the 

amplified torque signal was further conditioned with a 5th order maximally flat lowpass filter 

(LTC1062, Linear Technology Corp., USA) – (REX-4) (fc=1kHz, 30dB/octave). The sensitivity 

of the torque transducer was 0.0035 N·mm. 

 

The pre-amplified and conditioned torque signal was then passed to the mainboard circuitry 

where any zero offset could be adjusted through a 10-turn potentiometer prior to connection via 

shielded coaxial cable to the computer interface circuit (REX_1) terminating at a BNC output 

on the dynamometer casing. 

2.8.3. Computer interface and controller card 

A 25pin (DB25) connector provided the interface via shielded cable to connectors on an 

Acroloop ACR6000 servocontroller card (Acroloop Motor Control Systems, Inc., Minnesota, 

USA) fitted with a four channel 12bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) module. Connections 

from the controller card to the servo amplifier were: 

• Single ended analog signal (±10VDC) plus GND; 

• Encoder feedback signals generated by the resolver-to-digital converter in the SMA8215 

servoamplifier. The encoder output resolution was configured as a 14bit 3600 line count 

encoder using a programmable logic device (PLD). Incremental quadrature position output 

allowed position resolution of the servomotor to be 0.09°; 

• Digital signal lines for motor limits in the +ve and –ve directions; 

• Digital home position index; and 

• A watchdog normally open (NO) digital input (plus common) that when externally forced 

low inhibited the amplifier. 
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The analog torque signal was input to Channel 0 of the 12bit ADC module of the ACR6000 

while a digital out signal from the controller card to the stimulator (Grass S-88, Grass 

Instruments, Mass., USA) was used to initiate a train of pulses for stimulation of the common 

peroneal nerve of the mice during the experiments. 

 

The ACR6000 card was mounted in an ISA Bus of a 486DX4/100 computer allowing 

communication via the PC-Buss port of the computer. Control of the controller card, and thus 

control of the servoamplifier/servomotor was achieved using the ‘Program Mode’ of the card 

whereby ASCII text files written in Notepad (Microsoft Inc., USA) using the command 

language of the card were downloaded to program memory space on the card then executed on 

issue of a RUN command. To facilitate the conduct of a range of protocols for the conduct of 

the experiments a computer interface program was written (see Appendix B) and compiled 

using PowerBasic 3.2 (PowerBasic Inc, USA) (see Section 2.7). 

2.8.4. Servoamplifier and servomotor tuning 

The servoamplifier and servomotor were tuned for a critically damped servoloop response with 

the ‘SetGain’ function of Acroview software (Acroview PC-Buss 1.16, Acroloop Motor Control 

Systems, Inc., Minnesota, USA). The ‘SetGain’ function allowed the graphical tuning of the 

PID loop as well as setting of feedforward acceleration (Ffacc) and feedforward velocity (Ffvel) 

inputs to the servoloop. Signals generated by the servoamplifier for velocity (TACH Out – 

REX-1) and current (I (REX-1) were also displayed on a dual channel oscilloscope (HP63000, 

Hewlett Packard, USA).  Optimal PID, Ffacc and Ffvel values for servoloop control of both 

high acceleration motion profiles and low velocity motion profiles were recorded. These values 

were later used as constants that were downloaded to the controller card on initialisation at 

power-on, or when necessary prior to execution of a program to be executed on the controller 

card. PID constants for high acceleration motion were used for all exercise protocols whereas 

PID parameters for low velocity motion were used for return to start position movement or for 

passive motion testing and torque angle testing. 

 

2.9. Software 

Custom software was written in PowerBasic 3.2 (PowerBasic Inc, USA) to provide a user 

interface for the execution or motion profiles, the recording of resultant motion parameters and 

torque data from the torque transducer, and the graphical display and saving to disk of data. The 

code name for the software program was RODEX (RODent EXerciser). 
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The software interface was constructed from a collection of function libraries kindly provided 

by Mr Jim Nolan (Microfab Pty, Ltd. Canberra) and those written by the author (see Appendix 

B). The libraries provided by Mr Nolan contained functions that provided: 

(a) A text oriented user interface; 

(b) Initialisation of the ACR6000 controller card; 

(c) Variable definitions (added to by the author); 

(d) Communication primitives for communication between the controller card and PC 

using both ASCII and binary protocols; 

(e) Error checking and reporting functions; and 

(f) Servocontroller manual operation through keyboard and command line interface. 

 

Custom functions written by the author (Appendix B) were: 

(a) An interface for program definitions, execution, data collection, saving of data to 

disk; and  

(b) the graphical display of data for the following protocols: 

• Passive motion profiles 

• Torque-volt protocol; 

• Torque-frequency protocol; 

• Torque-angle protocol; and 

• Eccentric exercise protocols. 

 

Each function consisted of both generic and specific routines that included (i) a user interface 

for user input of parameters relevant to each protocol, for example, the voltage of stimulation or 

number of repetitions or exercise, as well as filenames for execution and filenames for saving of 

data; (ii) calling of a communication function for sending of motion profiles to the controller 

card; (iii) a binary communication function for receiving parameters (eg. encoder position) and 

signals (eg. torque) from the card to the PC prior to translation to ASCII and the saving of these 

data as ASCII files to disk; (iv) graphical display of data using autoscaling of graphical axes for 

display of torque, position and velocity data on screen at which time the user was also able to 

reject the saving of data as needed; and (v) automatic incrementing of filenames for the saving 

of data during incremented and/or repetitive protocols. 

 

2.10. Control of the dynamometer 

The RODEX program controlled the servomotor. On start-up, the program would initialise the 

ACR6000 controller card, assign axes, encoders and digital-analog channels (DAC) to the 

assigned axis, and pass to the card constants required for motion control. Parameters passed 
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included constants for encoder resolution, gains for the PID servocontrol loop, limits for the 

motion profile, and a 700Hz low-pass filter cut-off frequency that was applied to the DAC 

channel. Digital input and output (DIO) names and addresses were also assigned. For the 

execution of a motion profile, text files were passed to the servocontroller card and executed by 

the RUN command issued from the control software (see Section 2.7). The generic format of a 

motion profile command file is presented in Table 2.7. 

 

Command text files for each protocol were written and are presented in Appendix C. The 

downloading of these programs occurred by input of the appropriate filename when required by 

the RODEX software after selecting the testing protocol from the user menu of the control 

program. The control program would then pass these text files to the controller card and execute 

these at run-time. 

 

2.11. Data collection 

Position, velocity and torque signals were sampled at 5kHz from the dynamometer during each 

test protocol. Data were captured into data arrays on the controller card, and then transferred via 

the PC-Buss to open files in the memory of the PC using a binary communication protocol. The 

sampling rate of 5kHz was the highest sampling rate available on the ACR6000 controller card 

and was more than twice the highest frequency response desired of the motion profile.  

 

At the completion of each motion profile, the user was asked whether to display the data on 

screen. When screen display was selected the captured data were decoded and displayed on 

screen using an auto-scaling graphical display. The displayed data were smoothed by a 15-point 

moving average filter to assist visual presentation, however the data saved to disk remained as 

raw data.  On exiting the display, or after not displaying the data, the data files were saved to 

disk as ASCII text files. The data files were in two formats (i) single floating point numbers 

were recorded for the torque data; and (ii) long integer numbers for position and velocity data. 

The use of binary data transfer across the PC-Buss was necessary for speed of communication 

as initial testing demonstrated that the ASCII transfer protocol often would not be complete 

prior to the next movement being started. 

 

Timing for the execution of incremented or repeated protocols was accomplished using timing 

commands and counters written within the functions of the control program. An example of the 

implementation of timing can be seen in function iexproto in Appendix B-6. 
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Table  2.7: A commented example of a motion profile command file that would be passed to the 
initialised ACR6000 servocontroller card and then run from the card to set DIO (as appropriate), 
execute a motion profile, and collect defined data parameters in assigned arrays. 

Command Explanation 

Sys 'start at system program level 

HALT ALL 'halt all running processes 

ADC ON 'turn on Analog-Digital-Converter 

new prog0 'assign and open a new program 

PROG0 'Program 0 

10 SAMP CLEAR 'clear any data in the sample process 

20 pgain xa.0015 'set proportional gain on axis xa 

30 dgain xa.0000125 'set derivative gain on axis xa 

40 DIM LA2 'dimension the number of Long arrays 

50 DIM LA0(800) 'dimension LA0 to 800 data points 

60 DIM LA1(800) 'dimension LA1 to 800 data points 

70 DIM SA1 'dimension the number of single arrays 

80 DIM SA0(800) 'dimension SA0 to 800 data points 

90 SAMP 0 SRC P12290 'set source for sample0 to parameter (position) 

100 SAMP 0 BASE LA0 'assign sample0 to long array 0 

110 SAMP 1 SRC P6145 'set source for sample1 to parameter (velocity) 

120 SAMP 1 BASE LA1 'assign sample1 to long array 1 

130 SAMP 2 SRC P6408 'set source for sample2 to parameter (torque) 

140 SAMP 2 BASE SA0 'assign sample2 to single array 0 

150 ACC 800000 DEC 800000 STP 800000 'set accel, decel & stop parameters 

160 VEL 1000 'set velocity in °·sec-1 (1000°·s-1) 

170 SAMP TRG -35 'set the start trigger for sampling (on trailing edge) 

180 SET 104 'sample trigger armed - wait for trigger 

190 set 35:clr35 'set and clear digital port 35 – starts sampling 

200 dwl 0.005 'wait 5ms (serves as a zero reference for signals) 

210 SET 32: clr 32 'set and clear digital port 32 – starts the  stimulator 

220 dwl 0.095 'wait for 95ms (isometric contraction) 

230 XA/40 'execute relative move (40°) on axis xa (eccentric 
contraction) 

240 INH -104 'wait until sampling complete 

250 ACC 80000 DEC 80000 STP 80000 'set accel, decel & stop parameters (detune) 

260 VEL 100 'set velocity for return movement (100°·s-1) 

270 dwl .020 'wait 20ms 

280 XA/-40 'execute relative movement on axis xa (passive) 

290 END 'end 
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2.12. Data analysis 

Data saved to disk were processed within various software packages that are detailed within the 

pertinent sections of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.  The remaining sections of Chapter 2 detail the 

estimation of the inertia of the transducer and it’s sub-components. The data analyses 

undertaken for the assessment of muscle contractile performance and estimation of the 

viscoelastic behaviours are presented in Chapter 3. 

 

The remainder of this chapter will present the process and outcome of the estimation of the 

inertia of the torque transducer and it sub-components. 

 

2.13. System inertia (I) 

It was necessary to determine the inertia of the torque transducer system so that this value could 

be used in all other applications within which inertia had to be accounted. The inertia of the 

system was due to the components that were attached to the shaft of the servomotor. These were 

the torque transducer (Figure 2.7) and the adjustable mouse “shoe” (Figure 2.9).  

 

The design parameters (Section 2.2.1) specified the need to accelerate rapidly to high velocity 

(up to 2000°·s-1). The accelerations needed to achieve high velocities induce transient moments 

into the system that are reflected as a torsion by the torque transducer (Hof, 1997). The 

modelling of resultant torque based on the recorded acceleration data allowed the inertia of the 

system to be calculated. Once determined, this allowed for any transients due to inertia, as well 

as any additional inertial loads, to be accounted for within torque recorded during experiments. 

For example, the inertia of the mouse foot could be estimated, as well as the value for inertia 

could be used as a constant in examination of the mechanical behaviour of the mouse ankle and 

musculoskeletal structures crossing the ankle. 

 

To determine the inertia of the system and the sub-components a four-stage process was 

undertaken. Data were collected; settings for the optimal cut-off frequencies for filtering of data 

were determined; matrix files were created to contain data used for modelling of inertia; and 

these were then processed to determine values of the transducer and each sub-component. The 

following sections detail: (i) how the raw ASCII files containing encoder count for position and 

voltage signals for torque were initially processed (Section 2.11.1); (ii) how optimal filtering 

settings for processing the data were determined (Section 2.11.2); (iii) how data for modelling 

of inertia were sliced from the original data files and formulated into a matrix file (Section 

2.11.3); and (iv) how a singular value for system inertia was derived (Section 2.11.4). 
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2.13.1. Data collection and initial processing of data to determine system inertia 

To determine the inertia of the system, a series of five repetitions of high velocity motion 

profiles were conducted at each of 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750 and 2000°·s-1 velocity with no 

load attached to the shoe and with the dynamometer set for a critically damped response. The 

range of motion was from 15° to 55° plantarflexion (the excursion of movement during the 

exercise experiments) with torque and position data sampled at 5kHz. The recorded data were 

initially input to a custom-written LabVIEW (National Instruments Inc., USA) application 

(Inertia Filter & Save.vi – see Figure 2.10) that processed the data in the sequence as follows: 

 

1. The raw data files were read into the application, and the raw position (calculated in 

radians), determined from recorded encoder position data, along with the raw torque data 

were displayed on Display (A) (Figure 2.10). 

2. The data were truncated to the data of interest – as displayed in Figure 2.10, data were 

truncated to 500 points 

3. Position data were filtered (see Figure 2.10 (i)) using a low-pass (cut-off frequency 

determined in Section 2.11.2) recursive Butterworth filter using a 3rd order polynomial 

extrapolation method (Giakas et al., 1998) to minimise beginning and end of data effects. 

Similarly the torque data were corrected by the calibration coefficient for voltage-torque 

(0.7096 for the dataset as displayed) and then filtered with a recursive Butterworth filter 

with a low-pass cut-off frequency of 1000Hz (see Figure 2.10 (ii)). Characteristics of each 

of the filters could be selected and changed but once selected were kept constant across all 

trials. See Section 2.11.2 for explanation of the determination of cut off frequency for this 

analysis. 

4. Position data were then numerically differentiated to calculate velocity and double 

numerically differentiated to calculate acceleration. Angular velocity (rad·s-1) was 

computed by using a first central difference differentiation: 

t
xxVxi ii

Δ
−

=
−+

2
11

 (Winter, 1990) (2.10) 

with angular acceleration calculated by double differentiation of the position data. 

2

11 2
t

xxxAxi iii −+ +−
=  (Winter, 1990) (2.11) 

5. Position, velocity, acceleration and calibrated torque were plotted in Display (B) (see Figure 

2.10), with the data displayed as chosen by a channel selector. 

6. The cross-correlation between acceleration and torque data was automatically calculated 

and the cross-correlation product index (Rxy) and the R2 displayed on the front panel (see 

Figure 2.10 (iii)). 
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7. Torque data were left-shifted by three data points to match the acceleration data (based on 

Rxy) due to a systematic but minor delay (600µs) in the torque signal induced within the 

electrical pre-amplifier and amplifier circuits (see Section 2.6.2). Manual selection of 

whether the torque data should be shifted to the left was possible (see Figure 2.10 (iv)) but 

was not used. 

8. Data for time, position, velocity, acceleration and torque were then saved to disk in a 

comma delimited text file (.csv) to allow reading of the file by Excel and subsequent 

LabVIEW applications (see Figure 2.10 (v)). 

9. Raw data files that had been incrementally labelled could be read and automatically 

processed, re-labelled and saved to disk (see Figure 2.10 (vi)) before an estimate of inertia 

was determined using a least squares fitting procedure utilised in the application 

Inert_StiffLinFit_matrix.vi (see Section 2.11.2 and Figure 2.11). 

 

 

 

Figure  2.10: The graphical user interface of a custom-written LabVIEW application that read 
and processed raw position and torque data prior to filtering and calculation of the cross-
correlation product between acceleration and torque, followed by saving the data to disk. 

(iii
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2.13.2. Determination of low-pass cut-off frequency 

As part of the processing of data towards calculation of inertia, it was necessary to determine 

the optimal filter settings to remove noise within the signals. The recorded data did contain 

some noise induced into the electrical source of the signals. This noise likely came from 

electrical components and integrated circuits, as well as that induced within wiring running 

within electromagnetic fields. The nature of a servomotor also requires constant control signals 

to maintain position, creating high frequency oscillatory electrical signals as well as high 

frequency mechanical oscillations. While the design, choice of components and construction 

methods minimised these effects, all angular displacement and torque signals were filtered to 

reject high frequency noise within the raw signal to maintain a high signal to noise ratio. Prior 

to processing the data collected to determine system inertia, it was important to determine the 

optimal frequency for the Butterworth filters for displacement and torque. This was conducted 

across data from the five trials performed at 1000°·s-1. These data were repeatedly processed 

using different low-pass cut-off frequencies within the applications Inertia Filter & Save.vi 

(Figure 2.10) and Inert_StiffLinFit_matrix.vi (Figure 2.11). The cut-off frequency for the torque 

data was set at 1kHz, which matched the cut-off frequency within the electronic circuitry (see 

Section 2.6.2), while the cut-off frequency for the displacement data was varied between 300 

and 700Hz. The torque data were not filtered below 1kHz, as torque was the dependent signal to 

be modelled. It was important to retain the step response and magnitude of the torque signal that 

occurred on initiation of motion as it was the torque spike that characterised the inertia of the 

system (Hof, 1997). 

 

Files generated from the application Inertia_Filter_&_Save.vi (Figure 2.10) were read into the 

Inert_StiffLinFit_matrix.vi application (Figure 2.11 (A)) that performed a linear least-squares fit 

using a singular value decomposition algorithm (SVD). This determined a best fit for torque 

(Figure 2.11 (B)) across each set of data based on the relationship of: 

 

 T = Iα + Bϖ +Kθ + TO (2.12) 

Where T = torque (N·mm); I = inertia; α = angular acceleration (rad·s-2); ϖ = angular velocity 

(rad.s-1); B = viscous coefficient; θ = position (rad); K = stiffness coefficient; TO = initial 

torque) (Hunter & Kearney, 1982). 
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Figure  2.11: The graphical user interface of a custom-written LabVIEW application that read 
and processed position, velocity, acceleration and torque data. Data were truncated to 90 points 
back from the point at which the acceleration first returned to zero ( ) after the start of the 
motion (display A). An estimate for inertia (ii) was calculated with the use of a least-squares 
fitting procedure (display B). The truncated data were saved to disk in appended files to create a 
matrix file. 
 

 

Note that in the least squares fit (Figure 2.11 (i)) the K and B terms were not included in the fit 

since it was assumed that these would have a small effect on the measured torque (TMEAS) 

compared with the inertia. In addition, any offset from zero for the velocity, acceleration or 

torque signals during the baseline period were removed prior to analysis (Figure 2.11 (ii)). The 

results of varying the low-pass cut-off frequency are presented in Figure 2.12, in which the 

mean square error (mse) and R2 (±sem) calculated from the least squares fit between TMEAS and 

the calculated torque (TCALC) for each of the five trials at 1000°·s-1 are presented as a function of 

low-pass filter setting.  

 

It was determined that a low-pass cut-off frequency of 475Hz provided the least mse and 

greatest R2 between the raw torque signal and the least squares fitted data. Thus, all further data 

for calculation of the mechanical properties of the system were processed using a 475Hz low-

pass cut-off frequency for the displacement data and a 1000Hz cut-off frequency for the torque 

data. 

 

(A) 

(B) 

(ii) 

(i) 

(ii) 
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Figure  2.12: The mean square error (mse) and coefficient of determination (R2) (±sem) 
calculated from a least squares fit between TMEAS and TCALC for each of five trials per frequency 
at 1000°·s-1. 
 

2.13.3. Truncation of data for construction of a matrix file used for modelling of 

inertia 

Consequent to determining the optimal filter settings, it was now possible to process all of the 

data from the inertia trials, which included trials collected across six different velocities. Files 

generated from Inertia_Filter_&_Save.vi (Figure 2.10) were read into a modification of the 

Inert_StiffLinFit_matrix.vi application (Figure 2.13) that was used to create a single file that 

contained truncated data for all trials of a particular experimental condition (detailed below).  

 

The data were processed initially by truncating the data to a section of data that included 40ms 

of data prior to movement to approximately 20ms of data after the start of movement. These 

data were displayed in graphic form (Figure 2.13) with any offsets in the data being accounted 

for by manually selecting (i) to zero the offsets based on the values between moveable cursors 

(1st Cut and 2nd Cut) on the display. An automated process determined the point (End Anal) at 

which the acceleration during movement first returned to zero. Ninety points prior to this point 

(Start Anal) were then passed to a routine to append the data to a file on disk. The 90 points 

consisted of data across position, velocity, acceleration and torque, and contained data from a 

baseline period and between 10-15 points during the initial acceleration of the system. This 

application was used across each of the velocities in the inertia trials with the truncated sets of 

data being appended to a file to create a matrix of the form [position, velocity, acceleration, 

torque] × [trials]. This new file was read into a further LabVIEW application that was then used 

to model the inertia taking into account all trials in the series (Inertia_Calib_rad_lsq.vi - see 

Figure 2.14). 
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Figure  2.13: The graphical user interface of a custom-written LabVIEW application that read 
and processed position, velocity, acceleration and torque data and then truncated the data. 
Truncation was 90 points back from the point at which the acceleration first returned to zero ( ) 
after the start of the motion. This truncated set of data (90 points) was then saved to disk. Using 
incremental files, the truncated data were appended to a file to create a matrix file for input into 
a further application. 
 

2.13.4. Determination of inertia across trials 

The final analysis for system inertia used a custom-written LabView application (see Figure 

2.14) with integrated MATLAB (V6.0, The Mathworks Inc., USA) script (see Figure 2.15) and 

MATLAB program files (m-file) (Figure 2.16). This application used as input, the matrix of 

data saved from the Inert_StiffLinFit_matrix.vi application (Figure 2.13). These data, arranged 

in an array [position, velocity, acceleration, torque] x [trials] were used as the input matrix to a 

nonlinear least squares optimisation function within MATLAB (lsqnonlin, MATLAB 

Optimisation Toolbox, The Mathworks Inc, USA ).  

 

This program minimised the summed squared difference between the measured torque (TMEAS) 

and calculated torque (TCALC) at each time point of the trials, i.e. 

 

Minimise Σ (TMEAS − TCALC)2 (2.13) 

where 

 

TCALC = Iα + ΤO  (2.14) 

 

(i) 
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The I and ΤO were determined to minimise equation 2.13. Note that the K and B terms were not 

included from equation 2.12 since it was assumed that these would only have a small effect on 

TMEAS compared with the inertia. This assumption allowed the use of a “large-scale” algorithm 

approach for the least squares fit based on an interior-reflective Newton method (MATLAB 

Optimisation Toolbox). The minimisation started from an initial “best guess” of zero (ii).  

 

Execution of the optimisation proceeded until a tolerance to change in the value for I was less 

than 1x10-8 at which time the process exited with an output of the optimised inertia coefficient 

(Figure 2.14 (iii)). The best estimate of TCALC based on the final fitted values for I and ΤO  was 

constructed and is plotted on display A (Figure 2.14). The fitted data were tested for correlation 

against the original data set, with the R2 and the mse for each trial displayed on screen (iv). 

Summary data were then saved to disk. 

 

Values for inertia across 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750 and 2000°·s-1 velocities were determined 

for the following different levels of “construction” of the transducer and shoe system: 

 

a) Complete transducer and “shoe” system; 

b) Transducer body without foot retainer and screws; 

c) Transducer body without foot retainer, screws and shoe; 

d) Transducer body without foot retainer, screws, shoe, footplate and top plate trials. 

 

The determination of inertia was conducted across five repeated trials at each of six velocities 

across the four different stages of construction. The inertia values determined were compared 

statistically (repeated measures ANOVA) to identify any differences due to velocity of motion 

and between the different conditions and are presented in Section 2.13.5. 
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Figure  2.14: The graphical user-interface of the application “Inertia_Calib_rad_lsq.vi” that was 
used to determine the inertia of the transducer and “shoe” system. A “large-scale” algorithm 
was used to solve a non-linear least squares fit between TMEAS and TCALC from a zero starting 
value (ii) for I. The raw and fitted data with TMEAS − TCALC  (Final) plotted on display (A). 

(A) 

(iv) 

(ii) (i) 

(iii) 
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Figure  2.15: The MATLAB script used within the LabVIEW application for determination of 
the inertia of the torque transducer and “shoe” arrangement. 

 
function [value] = calculate_stiffness_rad_I(p, data, L, tavgi, tavgf); 
% calculate_value sets up function to optimise inertial component (I) for the 
% equation T(t) = Ia + t0.  Input is T,x,v and a. I is global, p is initial guess vector. 
 
k = length(data); 
m = k/L;     %L=no of data points, m=no of trials 
q = length(p); 
value = zeros(1,m); 
 
for i = 1:m 
  u = (i-1)*L + 1; 
  v = u + L - 1; 
  j = i + 1 + m; 
  displ = data(u:v,1); 
  vel = data(u:v,2); 
  accln = data(u:v,3); 
  torque = data(u:v,4); 
  torque0 = torque(tavgi:tavgf); 
  t0 = mean(torque0); 
 calcT = p(1)*accln + t0; 
 value(i) = sum((torque - calcT).^2); 
end 
value = value/m;    %mean square error across trials 

Figure  2.16: The MATLAB m-file used to define the function within MATLAB for 
determination of the inertia of the torque transducer and “shoe” arrangement. 

a  =  1 ;
Is ta rt  =  is ta rt ;
p  =  [ Is ta rt ] ;
le n  =  le n g th (p );
u b  =  o n e s(1 , le n );
lb  =  ze ro s (1 , le n );
r =  p ;

o p t io n s  =  o p t im se t('lsq n o n lin ');
o p t io n s  =  o p t im se t(o p t io n s , 'D ia g n o st ic s ', 'O N ', 'M a xI te r',m a x it ,  
'M a xF u n E v a ls ',m a x fu n , 'D if fM in C h a n g e ',1 .0 e -8 , 'T o lX ',1 .0 e -9 , 'T o lF u n ',
1 .0 e -8 );

[s t if f , re sn o rm ,re s id u a l,e x it f la g ,o u tp u t]  =  
lsq n o n lin ('c a lc u la te _ s t if fn e ss_ ra d _ I ',p , lb ,u b ,o p t io n s ,d a ta ,  L ,ta v g i, ta v g f);
r =  s t if f ;
e f la g  =  e x it f la g ;
o fu n c  =  o u tp u t . fu n c C o u n t;
I tR  =  o u tp u t. ite ra t io n s ;
re s id  =  re sn o rm ;

fo r i =  1 :m
q  =  le n g th (r);
u  =  (i-1 )*L  +  1 ;
v  =  u  +  L  - 1 ;
j =  i +  1 +  m ;
D  =  d a ta (u :v ,1 );
V  =  d a ta (u :v ,2 );
A c c n  =  d a ta (u :v ,3 );
to rq u e  =  d a ta (u :v ,4 );
t0  =  m e a n (to rq u e (ta v g i: ta v g f));
T m e a s(:, i) =  to rq u e ;
c a lc T  =   r(1 )*A c c n  +  t0 ;
T c a lc (: , i) =  c a lc T ;
T 0 (i) =  t0 ;
e n d

ta v g f

re s id

a

is ta rt

b g u e s

k g u e s

ta v g i

m a x fu n

m a x it

I tR
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2.13.5. Results from the determination of system inertia 

The calculated values for inertia across repeated trials and velocities are presented in Table 2.8. 

A two-factor repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant interaction (Table 2.9) between 

velocity and construction (F15,80=2.6137; p<0.05). Examination of the main effects for 

construction and velocity were also significant (F3,16=11.968×103; p<0.05; F5,16=14.6; p<0.05 

respectively).  

 

 

Table  2.8: Summary data for the five trials at each velocity for the initial determination of 
inertia (N·mm·s2·rad-1) across the velocities 750-2000°·s-1 for the complete system and for the 
system minus the various components attached to the torque transducer. 

Repeated Measures 750°·s-1 1000°·s-1 1250°·s-1 1500°·s-1 1750°·s-1 2000°·s-1 

complete 642×10-6 661×10-6 679×10-6 676×10-6 677×10-6 682×10-6 

-retain 580×10-6 599×10-6 588×10-6 604×10-6 608×10-6 603×10-6 

-shoe 423×10-6 417×10-6 433×10-6 434×10-6 434×10-6 438×10-6 

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n 

-top plate 154×10-6 159×10-6 160×10-6 160×10-6 162×10-6 163×10-6 

 

 

Table  2.9: The summary table for a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA conducted across 
velocities and construction. 

Source: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Construction (A) 3 5.0000 ×10-6 2.0000 ×10-6 11.9680 ×103 0.0001 

trials w. groups 16 2.0537 ×10-9 1.2836 ×10-10   

Velocity (B) 5 6.7771 ×10-9 1.3554 ×10-9 14.6000 0.0001 

AB 15 3.6397 ×10-9 2.4264 ×10-10 2.6137 0.0030 

B × trials w. groups 80 7.4269 ×10-9 9.2836 ×10-11   

 

 

From Table 2.8 the inertia calculated across trials at 750°·s-1 appeared lower than across all 

other velocities. The two-factor repeated measures ANOVA was repeated without the data from 

the 750°·s-1 trials included in the analysis with results presented in Table 2.10. This analysis 

demonstrated that the interaction was no longer significant (F12,64=1.8184; p>0.05) and indicated 

that the velocities between 1000-2000°·s-1 did not differentially affect the values for inertia 

across the different constructions, with summary data presented in Table 2.11.  
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Table  2.10: The summary table for a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA conducted across 
the velocities 1000-2000°·s-1 and stages of construction. 

Source: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Construction (A) 3 4.0000 ×10-6 1.0000 ×10-6 11.0569 ×103 0.0001 

trials w. groups 16 1.8814 ×10-9 1.1758 ×10-10   

Velocity (B) 4 1.9617 ×10-9 4.9042 ×10-10 6.0050 0.0004 

AB 12 1.7821 ×10-9 1.4850 ×10-10 1.8184 0.0637 

B × trials w. groups 64 5.2267 ×10-9 8.1667 ×10-11   

 

 

Table  2.11: Mean data for inertia (N·mm·s2·rad-1) determined from the five trials at each 
velocity for the initial across the velocities 1000-2000°·s-1 for the complete system and for the 
system minus the various components attached to the torque transducer. 

Repeated Measures 1000°·s-1 1250°·s-1 1500°·s-1 1750°·s-1 2000°·s-1 

complete 661 ×10-6 679 ×10-6 676 ×10-6 677 ×10-6 682 ×10-6 

-retain 599 ×10-6 588 ×10-6 604 ×10-6 608 ×10-6 603 ×10-6 

-shoe 417 ×10-6 433 ×10-6 434 ×10-6 434 ×10-6 438 ×10-6 

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n 

-top plate 159 ×10-6 160 ×10-6 160 ×10-6 162 ×10-6 163 ×10-6 

 

 

The summary data indicated that the components that made the complete transducer did 

contribute differing amounts of inertia to the system. As confirmation that these differences 

were of a magnitude that contributed to the significant main effect for construction seen in 

Table 2.10, a one-factor repeated measures ANOVA was conducted across the constructions 

using the 1000°·s-1 test velocity data (the velocity to be used during experimental procedures 

with mice). The main effect for construction (Table 2.12) was significant (F3,16=1062.44, 

p<0.05) confirming the differences across the different levels of the sub-components. 

 

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (Scheffé Test) identified that progressive removal of the main 

components that had been added to the transducer, significantly (p<0.05) reduced the inertia and 

thus allowed the inertia of each sub-component to be calculated. These comparisons are 

presented in Table 2.13 with the shaded rows indicating the most meaningful comparisons as 

these comparisons were between successive components of the construction.  
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Table  2.12: The summary table for a one-factor repeated measures ANOVA conducted across 
the constructions using the 1000°·s-1 data.  

Source: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value 

Between groups 3 1.0000 ×10-6 2.5358 ×10-7 1062.4366 0.0001 

Within groups 16 3.8189 ×10-9 2.3868 ×10-10   

Total 19 1.0000×10-6    

 

 

Table  2.13: Post-hoc comparisons across all levels of sub-components of the transducer, with 
meaningful comparisons shaded. Inertia determined at 1000°·s-1 angular velocity (*= p<0.05). 

Comparison: Mean Diff.: Scheffé F-test: 

complete vs. -retain 62 ×10-6 13.4444* 

complete vs. -shoe 244 ×10-6 207.7701* 

complete vs. -top plate 502 ×10-6 879.8603* 

-retain vs. -shoe 182 ×10-6 115.5102* 

-retain vs. -top plate 44 ×10-6 675.7803* 

-shoe vs. -top plate 258 ×10-6 232.5078* 

 

 

As a final calculation of inertia, the five trials at each velocity were combined as one set of data 

and entered into the application “Inertia_Calib_rad_lsq.vi” (Figure 2.14) such that only one 

value for inertia was determined across the trials. This was deemed a more correct method for 

calculating the inertia at a velocity and across sub-components rather than calculating the mean 

inertia across the five trials. The values for inertia determined in this manner are presented in 

Table 2.14 and demonstrate a close proximity for inertia for the “measure” grouping versus that 

calculated from mean data across trials (“average” grouping).  

 

The summary statistics (Table 2.15) for a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA performed 

across this set of data, to test whether the “measured” inertia values were different from the 

“averaged” values across velocities and construction demonstrated that there was no significant 

interaction (F4,24=0.0836, p>0.05). This suggests that the mean data provided a similar value as 

the “optimised” value determined using the data from all five trials combined as the input into 

the inertia optimisation routine. 
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Table  2.14: Summary data table created from the “measured” inertia (N·mm·s2·rad-1) using all 
trials combined as input to the optimisation routine and the “averaged” values calculated as the 
mean of inertia calculated for each of five trials across the velocities 1000-2000°·s-1. Values are 
presented for the complete system and for the system minus the various components attached to 
the torque transducer. 

  1000°·s-1 1250°·s-1 1500°·s-1 1750°·s-1 2000°·s-1 

complete 657.8 ×10-6 675.9 ×10-6 674.5 ×10-6 677.0 ×10-6 680.0 ×10-6 

-retain 595.7 ×10-6 585.4 ×10-6 603.3 ×10-6 604.5 ×10-6 603.6 ×10-6 

-shoe 413.5 ×10-6 429.8 ×10-6 434.0 ×10-6 434.2 ×10-6 438.8 ×10-6 

M
ea

su
re

d 

-top plate 159.7 ×10-6 159.1 ×10-6 159.6 ×10-6 162.3 ×10-6 163.7 ×10-6 

complete 661.1 ×10-6 678.6 ×10-6 676.4 ×10-6 676.7 ×10-6 681.8 ×10-6 

-retain 599.1 ×10-6 588.0 ×10-6 603.6 ×10-6 607.8 ×10-6 603.1 ×10-6 

-shoe 417.2 ×10-6 432.5 ×10-6 433.6 ×10-6 434.3 ×10-6 437.5 ×10-6 

A
ve

ra
ge

d 

-top plate 159.1 ×10-6 160.1 ×10-6 160.0 ×10-6 162.3 ×10-6 163.0 ×10-6 

 

 

Table  2.15: The summary table for a two factor repeated measures ANOVA conducted between 
“measured” and “averaged” summary data across the velocities (1000-2000°·s-1) and 
construction. 

Source: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

method (A) 1 1.3694 ×10-11 1.3694 ×10-11 5.2870 ×10-5 0.9944 

subjects w. groups 6 1.5500 ×10-6 2.6000 ×10-7   

Repeated Measure (B) 4 9.5938 ×10-10 2.3984 ×10-10 7.6817 0.0004 

AB 4 1.0436 ×10-11 2.6089 ×10-12 0.0836 0.9867 

B × subjects w. groups 24 7.4935 ×10-10 3.1223 ×10-11   

 

 

Since unloaded inertia of the system should not change across trials, it seemed appropriate to 

calculate inertia as a single value across repeated trials rather than an averaged value of those 

trials. Although there was no significant difference between ‘measured’ or ‘averaged’ values, it 

was resolved to use the values determined as the “measured” value for inertia in all subsequent 

calculations. Calculation of inertia for each sub-component in relation to the complete 

transducer and transducer body, as determined at 1000°·s-1, are presented in Table 2.16. The 

value of 657.8 ×10-6 N·mm·s2·rad-1 for the complete transducer was subsequently used as the 

inertia of the complete system within data processing where any added inertia, or the 

mechanical properties of mice feet and/or muscle were to be determined. This value was chosen 

on the basis that it had been determined at the velocity that was to be used during the 

experiments. 
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Table  2.16: Calculated inertia for the sub-components of the transducer from inertia values 
determined at 1000°·s-1 angular velocity. 

Sub-component: Inertia (N·mm·s2·rad-1) 

Complete Transducer 657.8 ×10-6 

Retainer + screws 62.1 ×10-6 

Shoe 182.2 ×10-6 

Top Plate + bracket 253.8 ×10-6 

Transducer body (Figure.2.7) 159.7 ×10-6 

 

 

 

This chapter has provided the background, specifications and details for the construction and 

implementation of a computer-controlled mouse dynamometer that was used in the 

experimental investigations of exercise-induced muscle damage for this thesis (Chapters 4, 5, 6 

and 7). The protocols used and the variables obtained directly from recorded torque, position, 

velocity and acceleration and those calculated from modelling of the mechanical properties of 

the dynamometer and the musculotendinous unit of mice are presented in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3. Experimental Methods and Procedures 

This chapter presents methods and procedures that were common across the range of 

experiments investigated using the servo-controlled dynamometer (Chapters 5, 6, and 7), as well 

as standard laboratory methods used within Chapters 4 and 5.  Where methods and procedures 

were specific to the questions posed within a chapter these are covered in greater detail within 

that chapter. Details of reagents and biochemicals that were used within the laboratory 

procedures are presented in Appendix D with staining procedures in Appendix E. 

 

3.1. Animals 

Adult, 6 to 12 week old, normal control C57Bl/10ScSn (the parent strain for mdx hereafter 

referred to as C57Bl), BALB/c, and dystrophic mdx male mice were used in experiments. Mice 

were housed in cages, provided with food and water without restriction, and maintained in a 12-

hour light/dark air-conditioned (20-25°C) environment. All animal procedures were approved 

by the Animal Ethics and Experimentation Committee of the University of Western Australia in 

accordance with the guidelines of the National Health and Medical Research Council of 

Australia. 

 

3.2. Animal preparation 

3.2.1. Anaesthesia 

Mice were anaesthetised by inhalation of a gaseous mixture of Halothane (Fluothane, Zeneca 

South Africa (Pty) Ltd, South Africa) and Nitrous Oxide (BOC Gases, Perth) in Oxygen 

(0.5L·min-1 Halothane, 0.3L·min-1 N2O, and 0.4L·min-1 O2) while housed in a perspex 

anaesthetic chamber. When anaesthesia was to be maintained this was accomplished using a 

flow-through facemask placed over the mouse’s head. During experimental exercise sessions 

and measurement of muscle performance before, during and after eccentric exercise, anaesthesia 

was maintained by the use of an admixture of Halothane and oxygen (0.4L·min-1 Halothane and 

0.4L·min-1 O2) using a minimal concentration of Halothane to maintain complete anaesthesia. 

Adequacy of anaesthesia was assessed by observing that respiration was normal, i.e. that there 

was no gasping or hyperventilation as well as the mice having no withdrawal reflex to painful 

stimuli e.g. gently pinching the tail or the toes. A radiant heat lamp maintained the temperature 

of the mouse and cork platform. 
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3.2.2. Skin preparation and incision. 

For experiments where a skin incision was made over the site of the common peroneal nerve 

(Chapters 5, 6, and 7) the fur over the site just below the head of the fibula was removed with 

electric shavers and then cleansed with sterile 70% Ethanol (BDH Chemicals, Australia). Skin 

incision was made with small surgical scissors with blunt dissection of the skin and fascia layers 

from underlying muscle. The common peroneal nerve was exposed by cutting a small hole in 

the fascial attachment of the hamstring muscle to the fibula followed by blunt dissection until 

the nerve could be visualised passing from the postero-lateral aspect of the knee to its division 

to deep and superficial branches. It was through this incision that the electrodes for nerve 

stimulation were inserted. 

3.2.3. Injection of Evans Blue Dye (EBD) 

For experiments where mice were injected with 1% EBD (Sigma, St Louis, MO) (w/v) EBD 

was administered either intravenously (IV) by tail vein injection or by an intraperitoneal route 

(IP). The 1% EBD was prepared in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH7.5) sterilised by 

passage through a Millex®-GP 0.22µm filter (Millipore, Bedford, MA) and stored at 4°C.  

 

Prior to tail vein injections the tail was warmed by a radiant heat lamp to cause vasodilatation 

and the conscious mouse was constrained in a tube designed to allow the tail to be held and 

injected. Injections were made to either of the dorsal veins of the tail.  Owing to the dark 

background of the C57Bl and mdx mice, on occasions it was necessary to anaesthetise the mice 

by Halothane gaseous anaesthetic and make a small in-line slit just lateral to the midline of the 

tail to visualise the vein and perform the injection. Any incision was sutured at the conclusion of 

the injection. Intraperitoneal (IP) injections were made to lightly anaesthetised mice into the 

right side of the peritoneal cavity.  After injection, animals were returned to their cage and 

allowed food and water ad libitum. 

 

3.3. Muscle performance testing and exercise 

For experiments in which the muscle performance of the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb 

of mice was investigated, mice were anaesthetised and when suitable anaesthesia was achieved, 

the hair on the later aspect of the lower right hindlimb was shaved with electric shears. For 

assessment of muscle performance, and for eccentric exercise, mice were positioned on the left 

side on a thick cork platform with maintenance of anaesthetic via a flow-through facemask 

placed over the mouse’s head (see Figure 3.1). A radiant heat lamp maintained the temperature 

of the cork platform and mouse. The right foot of the mouse was positioned in a light-
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weight (0.657 g) aluminium “shoe” (Chapter 2, Section 2.5) that was attached to a small axial 

torque transducer fixed to the shaft of the servomotor (Hamer et al., 1998) – (see Chapter 2 for 

design and construction of the dynamometer). The “shoe” was aligned in the cephalad-caudad 

and anterior-posterior directions so that the centre of rotation of the ankle joint was coincident 

with the longitudinal axis of the servomotor shaft. The axis of rotation for the ankle joint was 

assumed to lie on the line connecting the medial and lateral malleoli (Ashton-Miller et al., 

1992). A firmly padded metal plate secured the foot within the aluminium shoe and the right 

knee positioned in a clamp system so that the femur was parallel to the foot and perpendicular to 

the tibia. The knee clamp did not restrict the circulation or innervation to the lower leg.  

 

The position of the foot perpendicular to the tibia was defined as the neutral or zero degree (0°) 

position. In all experiments the alignment of the axis of the rotation of the ankle was initially 

visually aligned with the axis of the torque transducer/servomotor shaft. Alignment was verified 

by passively moving the ankle through a full range of motion under computer control at 5°·s-1. 

The passive torque recorded during this movement was displayed on the computer monitor. 

Translation of the foot during the arc of movement or sudden changes in torque readings was 

indicative of misalignment of the axis of rotation. Any misalignment was corrected by re-

positioning the foot of the mouse and re-checking the passive motion. 
 

 

Figure  3.1: Image of a C57Bl mouse positioned on a thick cork platform with maintenance of 
anaesthetic via a flow-through facemask placed over the mouse’s head. The right foot is 
retained in a shoe attached to the torque transducer of the dynamometer with needle electrodes 
positioned through a skin incision to stimulate the common peroneal nerve of the right 
hindlimb. The position of the foot in this image is at 15° plantarflexion. 
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3.3.1. Nerve stimulation for muscle contraction 

To effect contraction of the anterior crural muscles of the right hindlimb of anaesthetised mice, 

needle electrodes were placed in proximity to the common peroneal nerve. An electrical 

stimulator provided a train of electrical impulses to the nerve, causing the muscles to contract.  

3.3.1.1. Electrode placement 

Platinum needle electrodes (Grass™ Instruments, Quincy, MA) were used for the stimulation of 

the common peroneal nerve (Brummer et al., 1983). Experimental work (see Chapter 6, Section 

6.3.1) determined that the optimal position for the electrodes was to have one needle positioned 

horizontally beneath the common peroneal nerve and then by moving this needle (in contact 

with the nerve) anteriorly over the lateral edge of the fibula it then lay antero-medially against 

the fibula (Figure 3.2). The other needle electrode was positioned just proximal to the nerve in a 

vertical orientation making point contact with the periosteum of the lateral tibia plateau. 

Positioning of electrodes was performed through a small skin incision (3-4 mm long) that was 

made in the skin of the upper third of the lower leg on the lateral surface of the hindlimb. Slight 

separation of the lateral hamstring muscle was needed in this position to allow visualisation of 

the common peroneal nerve as it passed laterally from the posterior aspect of the knee before 

dividing at the edge of the upper one-third of the fibular into deep and superficial peroneal 

nerves. Incision, visualisation and placement of the electrodes were assisted with the use of a 

Leitz Jena Surgical Microscope (Leitz, Switzerland). 

Figure  3.2: Schematic representation of the position of the mouse, knee and ankle at 90°, foot 
constrained within the mouse “shoe” and needle electrodes positioned beneath and proximal to 
the common peroneal nerve. [Acknowledgments for the drawing to Mr James Ridgley, and Mr 
Martin Thompson, Perth, Australia.] 
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3.3.1.2. Stimulation parameters 

The anterior crural muscles [tibialis anterior (TA), extensor digitorum longus (EDL), extensor 

hallucis longus (EHL)] were made to tetanically contract through electrical stimulation of the 

intact common peroneal nerve using an electrical stimulator and stimulus isolation unit (Grass™ 

S88 and SIU5 respectively, Grass™ Instruments, Qunicy, MA) set to capacitive mode 

(Brummer et al., 1983). The intact nerve was stimulated using a train of 0.1ms bi-phasic square 

wave pulses using a frequency and voltage that was optimised for each mouse (see Section 

3.3.2). A bi-phasic square wave pulse minimised any build up in net DC that may occur with 

mono-phasic pulses. An increase in net DC around a nerve can result in damage to the nerve; 

thus reducing it’s ability to transmit electrical impulses (Lilly et al., 1955). 

 

3.3.2. Muscle contraction protocols 

Prior to describing the protocols conducted for collection of data the procedures for processing 

the data files is presented, which outlines how the dependent measures were determined from 

the data to reflect skeletal muscle performance. 

 

For experiments involving the measurement of muscle contractile performance, data files saved 

during the course of the experiments were processed within Excel. All text files from an 

experiment were automatically input to an Excel template using a custom-written macro. With 

the use of the template, position data in encoder counts were converted to angle (in degrees) by 

dividing the long integer value by the encoder pulses per unit value (PPU = 40). These data 

were then filtered with a 4th order recursive Low Pass Butterworth filter. Angular velocity (°·s-1) 

and angular acceleration (°·s-2) were computed by using numerical differentiation employing 

equations 2.11 and 2.12 respectively. 

 

The raw single floating-point torque signals were also filtered with a 4th order recursive Low 

Pass Butterworth filter. The cut-off frequency for use with the position and torque signals were 

determined by residual analysis of least squares fit of the data across a range of potential cut-off 

frequencies using the method of Winter (1990). The cut-off frequency was then used in the 

Butterworth filter applied across both position and torque signals. No additional or independent 

filtering was performed on the velocity or acceleration data (Giakas & Baltzopoulos, 1997). 

 

In analyses that involved calculations in which position, velocity, acceleration and torque were 

used, for example, the calculation of inertia, stiffness and viscosity, the torque and acceleration 

signals were tested for cross-correlation. With high acceleration demands during the eccentric 

exercise protocols, there was a large torque spike (up to 20N·mm) in the first 3ms of movement. 
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This torque spike was due to the inertial loads imposed by the attached torque transducer, 

“shoe” and the mouse foot. Cross-correlation between the torque spike and the acceleration 

signal demonstrated any phase shift between the two signals. A systematic but minor delay 

(600μs) in the torque signal caused by a delay induced within the electrical circuits of the torque 

pre-amplifier and amplifier was accommodated by a left-ward shift of the torque signal by 

600μs (3 sample time points). For further details on the cross-correlation see Chapter 2, Section 

2.13.1. 

 

For the determination of muscle performance, specific variables were calculated from the data 

to represent the muscle performance under the following protocols: (i) Torque-Volt; (ii) Torque-

Frequency; (iii) Torque-Angle; and (iv) Eccentric exercise. These protocols will now be 

described in detail. 

3.3.2.1. Torque-Volt relationship 

The torque-volt protocol was designed to establish the voltage that gave the best tetanic 

contraction of the anterior crural muscles, as measured by torque produced about the ankle (at 

0°) from a 200ms train of 0.1ms pulses at 150Hz (Section 3.3.1). Using the optimal electrode 

placement with the foot positioned at 0°, six to seven isometric contractions of 200ms duration 

at 150Hz pulse frequency were performed on each mouse to optimise the stimulation voltage 

(between 3-15V) in order to achieve a maximal isometric tetanic contraction (Faulkner et al., 

1989). A recovery interval of 30s was allowed between contractions to minimise fatigue. The 

following variables were calculated from the 200ms duration isometric contraction: mean peak 

torque over the final 80ms of each contraction (MPT) and torque-time integral over the 200ms 

duration (TTI). A representative trace is presented in Figure 3.3. 

3.3.2.2. Torque-Frequency relationship 

The torque-frequency protocol was designed to establish the frequency that gave the best tetanic 

contraction of the anterior crural muscles using the optimal voltage determined from the torque-

volt protocol. A 200ms train of 0.1ms width bi-phasic pulses at frequencies of 40, 100, 125, 

150, 175, 200, 250, 300 and 350Hz (Faulkner et al., 1989) were delivered to the common 

peroneal nerve causing the muscles to contract, with muscle torque measured about the ankle. 

Thirty seconds of recovery was allowed between frequencies. The mean peak torque (MPT) 

over the final 80ms of each contraction was calculated from the 200ms duration isometric 

contraction. Representative traces for each frequency are presented in Figure 3.4a with 

representative MPT (±sd for trace) for each frequency presented in Figure 3.4b. For each 

mouse, the optimal frequency of stimulation was defined as the lowest frequency at which the 

torque reached a maximal plateau.  
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Figure  3.3: Representative trace of a tetanic contraction obtained from the anterior crural 
muscles of the hindlimb of a C57Bl mouse during determination of the optimal voltage for 
stimulation. Stimulation of the nerve began 40ms after data collection had begun to allow a zero 
baseline to be established. Dotted lines represent the period over which MPT was calculated. 

Figure  3.4:  Representative trace of a series of tetanic contractions obtained from the anterior 
crural muscles of the hindlimb of a C57Bl mouse during determination of the optimal frequency 
for stimulation: (a) torque signals across the frequencies of 40, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250, 
300Hz; and (b) mean peak torque (MPT) from the final 80 ms of the 200ms stimulation. 
Stimulation of the nerve began 40ms after data collection had begun to allow a zero baseline to 
be established. Note in (a) the unfused tetanus that occurs at the 40Hz frequency of stimulation. 
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Where the torque-frequency relationship was to be established at the optimal angle for torque 

production, before or after exercise, the torque-frequency relationship was repeated at the 

determined optimal angle. 

3.3.2.3. Torque-Angle relationship 

The torque-angle protocol was designed to establish the relationship between torque generated 

from 200ms tetanic contractions about the ankle joint in relationship to the angle of the ankle 

between 15° dorsiflexion and 55° plantarflexion. This range was within the normal range of 

ankle motion of the mouse (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3). The torque-angle protocol used the 

optimal voltage and optimal frequency that had been established with the torque-volt and the 

torque-frequency protocol.  

 

The foot of each mouse, constrained within the shoe attached to the torque transducer, was 

passively moved by the servomotor to 15° of dorsiflexion and held in this position for three 

seconds. Passive torsion in this position was recorded from the torque transducer for 40ms prior 

to a 200ms duration stimulation of the common peroneal nerve, which effected an isometric 

contraction at this angle. After cessation of the stimulation, and relaxation of the muscle, the 

angle at the ankle was incremented by 5° towards plantarflexion at a velocity of 20°·s-1. The 

muscle was allowed to rest at this new angular position for 30s, prior to the recording of passive 

torsion (for 40ms) and then stimulation of the nerve. Recordings of passive torsion and 

isometric torque were recorded at further 5° increments until passive and isometric torque had 

been recorded at angles up to 55° of plantarflexion. It was assumed that any rise in tension 

developed during the change of position at a velocity of 20°·s-1, owing to the velocity dependent 

viscoelastic properties of collagenous tissue, had dissipated with force-relaxation during the 30s 

rest period. Thus, it was assumed that the measured torsion was due to passive tension in the 

musculotendinous unit. 

 

The following variables were calculated for each 5° increment of angle within the range 15° 

dorsiflexion and 55° plantarflexion:  

• mean peak torque (MPT) calculated from the final 80ms of each 200ms duration 

isometric contraction; 

• passive tension developed about the ankle joint (Tpas) determined from the torque 

recorded at each angle in the 40ms period prior to initiation of the contraction; and 

• active mean peak torque (aMPT) calculated by subtracting Tpas from the MPT.  

 

Representative traces for MPT, aMPT and Tpas are presented in Figure 3.5. A Gaussian fit was 

applied to the aMPT data to mathematically describe the relationship across the joint angles. 
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This was determined using Curve Expert v1.36 (Hymans ©, 1995-1998, Starkville, MS, USA). 

The Gaussian model fitted was of the form: 

 

(3.1) 

 

 

The coefficients of this fit are: a is the amplitude of the Gaussian fitted curve; b is the centroid 

(location of peak); and c is the width at half the peak (a normalised variance). Thus, the 

anatomical and physiological description of this fitted curve can be interpreted as: a = the peak 

torque of the torque-angle relationship; b = the angle at which peak torque was generated; and c 

interpreted as the steepness or flatness of the torque-angle relationship. The width parameter has 

been used to imply the number of functional sarcomeres in series, with a greater width (or 

flatness) inferring a greater number of sarcomeres in series within myofibres allowing a given 

change in sarcomere length to effect a greater change in myofibre length and thus muscle length 

(Jones et al., 1997). 

Figure  3.5: Representative traces for MPT, aMPT and Tpas with a Gaussian curve fitted to the 
aMPT data to mathematically describe the torque-angle relationship of the anterior crural 
muscles about the ankle joint across the range 15° dorsiflexion to 55° plantarflexion. The 
negative torque recorded at 10° and 15° of dorsiflexion was assumed to be due to tension 
developed in the intact plantarflexor muscle group as the plantarflexors became stretched. 
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3.3.2.4. Eccentric exercise 

The eccentric exercise protocol was used to provide an exercise-induced muscle damage 

stimulus to the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb of mice. The protocol was conducted on 

the descending limb of the torque-angle relationship of this group of muscles starting at 15° 

plantarflexion. The choice of starting position was reasoned to be at least 5-10° beyond any 

individual mouse optimal angle for torque production thus ensuring that exercise was to be 

conducted on the descending limb of the torque-angle relationship for each mouse. The choice 

of the descending limb of this relationship was based on the proposed instabilities of sarcomeres 

on the descending limb of the length-tension relationship (Morgan, 1990) (see Chapter 1, 

Section 1.4) that are hypothesised as the mechanical stimulus for the damage. 

 

The servomotor attached to the torque transducer fitted with “shoe” and retainer was used to 

lengthen the dorsiflexor muscles while under a contraction stimulus by rotating the foot about 

the ankle axis from 15° to 55° plantarflexion at a velocity of 1000°·s-1. The muscles were 

stimulated using a 135ms train of 0.1ms bi-phasic square wave pulses broken into a 95ms 

isometric contraction and a 40ms lengthening phase (eccentric contraction) using the optimal 

voltage and optimal frequency that had been established with the torque-volt and the torque-

frequency protocol. At the completion of the eccentric contraction, the stimulation was stopped, 

the position held for 20ms, before the servomotor passively returned the foot of the mouse back 

to the starting position (15° plantarflexion) at 100°·s-1. A rest of 30s occurred before the next 

contraction. Twenty repetitions were performed in total with the total work time of the muscles 

being 2.7s (20 x 135ms) spread across a period of 10.045min. The 30s rest between contractions 

minimised any fatigue that may have occurred. The servomotor position and velocity, as well as 

the electrical signals from the torque transducer were sampled at 5kHz before and during each 

contraction and saved to disk. Torque and position data were recorded throughout the protocol. 

The isometric torque between 60-80ms (isoT) was calculated from the recorded data.  

 

Representative traces (low-pass Butterworth filtered at 125Hz) for torque and position recorded 

from the eccentric contraction protocol are presented in Figure 3.6. A 95ms isometric 

contraction was immediately followed by a 40°-plantarflexion (eccentric) movement between 

15° and 55° plantarflexion at 1000°·s-1 (40ms duration) while still under the contraction 

stimulus. The vertical lines in Figure 3.6 positioned at 60ms and 80ms indicate the period 

between which isometric torque was calculated. The torque spikes (i & ii) were due to the 

inertial properties of the torque transducer under high acceleration and deceleration and were 

later modelled through equation 2.13 to estimate the mechanical properties of the system and 

the musculotendinous unit (see Section 3.3.3). 
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Figure  3.6: Representative traces for torque and position recorded during the eccentric protocol 
consisting of an isometric phase (95ms) followed immediately by an eccentric phase (40ms) 
while electrical stimulation of the muscle continued (total stimulation time = 135ms). During 
the eccentric phase, the right foot of the mice was plantarflexed at 1000°·s-1 over a range of 40° 
between 15° and 55° plantarflexion while still under the contraction stimulus. Isometric torque 
was measured between 60 and 80ms. Stimulation of the nerve began 5ms after data collection 
had begun to allow a zero baseline to be established. Torque spikes (i & ii) were due to the 
inertial properties of the torque transducer under high acceleration and deceleration and not 
entirely due to changes in the mode of contraction. 
 

 

For experiments in which measures were to be repeated within 10 minutes, mice remained 

anaesthetised and then torque-volt, torque-frequency, and torque-angle protocols were 

completed. During these repeat procedures, three eccentric contractions were conducted for the 

assessment of eccentric muscle performance and the determination of musculotendinous 

viscosity and stiffness.  For experiments in which repeated measures were required at later time 

points, the incision over the nerve site was sutured with Ethilon 7-0 braided nylon sutures 

(Ethicon Inc., USA) and the mice allowed to recover, returned to their cage and provided with 

food and water ad libitum. 

 

After final measurements were completed, the mice were killed by an overdose of the 

anaesthetic agent and cervical dislocation. 
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3.3.3. Determination of musculotendinous viscosity and stiffness. 

Viscosity and stiffness of the musculotendinous unit of the anterior crural muscles were 

estimated from the data collected from the passive and eccentric exercise protocols. These data 

were processed using series of custom-written software applications written using LabVIEW 

5.1.1 (National Instruments Inc., USA), and when needed included integrated MATLAB (The 

Mathworks Inc., USA) script. The musculotendinous viscosity (B) and stiffness (K) properties 

were determined by creating a linear mechanical model (Hunter & Kearney, 1982; Hunter & 

Kearney, 1983) that estimated the measured torque data (TMEAS), given by:  

 

T = Iα + Bω + Kθ + TO. (3.2) 

 

where T = torque estimated by model; I = inertia of the mice’s foot and footplate assembly; 

α = measured angular acceleration, ω = measured angular velocity; θ = measured angular 

displacement; and TO = initial torque (isometric tetanic torque prior to movement).  

 

A LabVIEW application (Figure 3.7) used as input the angular displacement, velocity, and 

acceleration, along with the torque data, collected from each high velocity (1000°·s-1) eccentric 

contraction. With the use of the application “Inertia_Filter_&_Save.vi” (Chapter 2, Figure 

2.10), angular displacement data were filtered using a 475Hz low-pass cut-off frequency and 

torque data were low-pass filtered with a 1000Hz cut-off frequency (see Chapter 2, Section 

2.13.2). Angular velocity (ω) and angular acceleration (α) were calculated from angular 

displacement (θ) using numerical differentiation as per Chapter 2, Section 2.13.1. 

 

The sequence of data from each trial that were fit to the mechanical model was automatically 

selected in the “Inert_StiffLinFit_matrix.vi” application (Figure 3.7). This process determined 

the point (End Anal) at which the overshoot for acceleration after the initiation of movement 

returned to zero and then added 15 points beyond this point. This was in contrast with the end-

point used for modelling of inertia alone (see Chapter 2, Section 2.13.3) and was designed to 

include damped oscillations due to stiffness and viscosity of the mice’s ankle joint systems to 

influence the modelled torque data. A set of data of 105 points for each repetition was 

constructed of contiguous data between the points “Start Anal” and “End Anal”. These data 

consisted of a baseline period and between 25-30 points during the acceleration and settling 

stage of movement. The range of motion included within this acceleration and settling phase 

was between 5-6° (0.087-0.105 rad) of plantarflexion starting at 15° plantarflexion. This range 

was based on similar range of oscillations or perturbations used within the literature to estimate 

the viscoelastic properties of musculotendinous (Hunter & Kearney, 1982; Hunter & Kearney, 

1983; Ettema & Huijing, 1993; Desplantez et al., 1999), with 15° plantarflexion being the angle 
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at which the eccentric exercise was begun, being on the descending limb of the torque-angle 

relationship of the anterior crural muscles. 

 

Initial estimates of I, B and K were required for the final model constrained fitting procedure. 

These estimates were also determined in the “Inert_StiffLinFit_matrix.vi” application using a 

SVD least-squares routine, which found linear least square estimates to the linear model 

(equation 3.2). The coefficients and the truncated data across exercise repetitions were saved to 

disk. This application was automated to read all exercise repetitions from an experimental 

session and to create an array of the form, [displacement, velocity, acceleration, torque] x 

[repetitions] which was saved to disk in a series of incremental data files. These files provided 

the data for input to the application “Stiff_Calc_Iconst_rad_lsq.vi” (Figure 3.8), which 

performed constrained non-linear least squares model fitting.  

 

A LabVIEW application “Stiff_Calcs_Iconst_rad_lsq.vi” (Figure 3.8) was used to model the 

mechanical properties of the musculotendinous unit across repetitions. This application was 

similar to that used for determination of inertia of the transducer (See Chapter 2, Section 

2.13.4), except that a constant value for I (658.7 ×10-6) was used across all data. This was the 

value for the transducer system as presented in Table 2.16 (Chapter 2, Section 2.13.5, Table 

2.16). With the use of the constant value for I, the LabVIEW application used embedded 

MATLAB script (Figure 3.9) to access a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares 

optimisation function (lsqnonlin:, MATLAB Optimisation Toolbox) to minimise the function F 

(the squared difference between measured and estimated torque), summed across all data points 

in each set of trial data, i.e. 

 

F  = ∑[TMEAS − T] 2  

 = ∑[TMEAS − (Iα + Bϖ + Kθ + TO)]2 (3.3) 

 

This process determined values for B, K and TO, the coefficient of determination (R2), and error 

(mse) between measured torque data and fitted data across repetitions. These data were then 

saved to disk. For calculations in which only viscosity (B) was estimated, a similar script as 

Figure 3.9 was used, but did not include the K term and angular displacement within the 

function, F.  
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Figure  3.7: The graphical user interface of a custom-written LabVIEW application that read 
and processed position, velocity, acceleration and torque data then estimated inertia (I), 
viscosity (B) and stiffness (K) coefficients from a least-squares model of the data using 105 
points determined from a point 15 data points beyond the instant (EndAnal) at which the 
overshoot of acceleration (Channel 3) returned to zero ( ). 
 

 

baseline 

105 pts data
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Figure  3.8: The graphical user-interface of the application “Stiff_Calcs_Iconst_rad_lsq.vi” that 
was used to determine the viscosity (B) and stiffness (K) coefficients. The inertial term (I) was 
set as a constant of 657.8x10-6 (the value for inertia of the transducer system). In the figure as 
displayed, only the viscosity term (B) was calculated. The TMEAS and TCALC along with the Final 
(TMEAS - TCALC) data are plotted on display (A). Values for the R2, B coefficient and initial 
torque level (TO) are displayed on screen for each repetition. 
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Figure  3.9: The MATLAB script used within the LabVIEW application for the modelling of 
torque based on 105 data points of angular acceleration, velocity and displacement with the use 
of a constant value for I. 

a  =  m *2 + 1 ;
k  =  o n e s(1 ,m )*k g u e s ;
b  =  o n e s(1 ,m )*b g u e s ;

p  =  [ ic o n s t b  k ];
le n  =  le n g th (p );
u b  =  o n e s(1 , le n );
lb  =  ze ro s(1 , le n );
r =  p ;

o p t io n s  =  o p t im se t('lsq n o n lin ');
o p t io n s  =  o p t im se t(o p t io n s , 'D ia g n o s tic s ', 'O N ', 'M a x Ite r',m a x it ,  'M a xFu n E v a ls ',
m a x fu n , 'D if fM in C h a n g e ',1 .0 e -6 , 'T o lX ',1 .0 e -6 , 'T o lFu n ',1 .0 e -6 );
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3.4. Sampling of muscle tissue 

At the completion of each of the experimental procedures or time-period, each mouse was 

heavily sedated using gaseous inhaled anaesthetic. For experiments in which fresh frozen tissue 

was required, anaesthetised mice were killed by cervical dislocation, the tibialis anterior (TA) 

and extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles of the hind limbs were removed, sliced 

transversely at the maximum diameter, mounted vertically in Tragacanth Gum (Sigma, St Louis, 

MO) on cork blocks, snap frozen in isopentane, cooled by liquid nitrogen, and stored at –80°C. 

Muscles fixed in this manner were not intended for morphometric measurement for sarcomere 

or fibre length where fixation would be required at a known muscle length. 

 

In some experiments, where muscles were fixed in situ, the ankle was maintained at the neutral 

position (0°) and mice were perfused via a cannula inserted into the left ventricle of the heart, 

with drainage to waste from a slit made in the right atrium.  Perfusion was performed with 50ml 

of PBS containing 0.1% Heparin (David Bull Laboratories, Melbourne, Australia) followed by 

50ml of freshly prepared 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Merck, Dermstadt, Germany) in 

PBS (pH 7.5).  The TA and EDL muscles were then removed and frozen as previously 

described. 

 

In other experiments in which tissues were fixed by immersion, anaesthetised mice were killed 

by cervical dislocation and the hindlimbs were skinned and amputated at the mid-femur.  The 

TA and EDL muscles were released from the tibial surface by running a scalpel blade beneath 

the muscles against the ventral surface of the tibia but not so as to detach the proximal 

attachments or sever the tendons. The complete hindlimbs were then immersed in freshly 

prepared 4% paraformaldehyde (pH 7.5) (PFA) (BDH Chemicals, Australia) for 3 hours. 

Subsequently, the TA and EDL muscles were removed from the limbs and processed for 

paraffin embedding. Comparison of the efficacy of various fixatives was examined in muscle 

tissue samples that had been immersed in 10% Buffered Formal Saline (pH 7.0) (BFS) (Merck, 

Darmstadt, Germany), 4% PFA or cold 95% ethanol (BDH Chemicals, Australia) for 3 hours 

and are presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.5.1.2. 

 

3.5. Histochemistry and fluorescent imaging 

The methods and procedures described in this section were common to a range of experiments. 

Specific procedures inherent to the identification of apoptosis within skeletal muscle with the 

use of the ‘comet’ assay are presented in Chapter 4 and the development of the use of EBD as a 

marker of muscle membrane damage and/or fragility are presented in Chapter 5. 
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For histological analysis, each muscle was trimmed and oriented for either longitudinal or 

transverse sectioning. Muscle blocks processed for paraffin embedding were embedded in 

paraffin in cassettes, the block trimmed, and then the face chilled on ice prior to 5µm sections 

being cut on a hand-driven microtome. Sections were floated out on a warm water bath, with 

Horse serum added, and sections were picked on to Superfrost 4231 glass slides (Tissue-Tek, 

Bayer Diagnositics, USA). These slides were baked at 60°C for 1 hour and cooled at room 

temperature (RT) before being de-paraffinised in Xylene, rehydrated through graded ethanol 

steps and air-dried. All slides were stored in reduced light conditions to minimise 

photobleaching. 

 

Frozen sections (10µm) were cut at –21°C on a Leica (CM3050) cryostat, dipped in cold 

acetone (-20°C) for 1 minute and then air-dried at room temperature (20°- 22°C) (RT). The 

sections were then dipped into Xylene (Merck, Dermstadt, Germany) and mounted with DePeX 

(BDH, Poole, UK) or polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (Aldrich WI, USA) and a glass coverslip. Where 

possible, 10 serial sections from different locations within each block were collected, and 

alternate sections stained with haemotoxylin and eosin (H&E) (Appendix E) or mounted for 

fluorescence imaging. All slides were stored in reduced light conditions to minimise 

photobleaching. 

 

3.6. Viewing and imaging of tissue sections 

The H&E stained muscle sections were viewed with brightfield light microscopy, whereas 

unstained frozen sections were viewed by an epi-fluorescence microscope (Leica DMRBE, 

Leica Microsystems AG, Germany) with the use of a N2.1 green wavelength filter set, a band 

pass filter of 515-560nm and a low pass filter of 590nm. Images from this microscope were 

acquired with an ORBIS CCD Spectrasource 16 camera (SpectraSource Instruments, USA). 

Digital images collected from the Orbis camera at 16bit resolution were 1552x1032pixels.  

 

Black and white film (KODAK TMAX 400) images were recorded using a 35mm optical 

camera attached to a Zeiss epi-fluorescence microscope fitted with a standard FITC fluorescein 

filter. Negatives were converted to digital images for printing at 600dpi using a Nikon Cool 

Scan IV Scanner (Nikon Corporation, Japan). Images did not undergo any digital manipulation. 

For experiments in which comparisons were made between different experimental parameters, 

images were collected at standardised exposure settings. All digital images were stored as raw 

images (TIFF files) without any processing of the image before saving.  
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Calibration bars were obtained by taking images of a stage mounted 0.1mm graticule at each of 

the objective magnifications at which images were collected (2.5x, 5x, 10x, 20x, 40x). 

Calibration bars were drawn on the original images of the graticule using Adobe Photoshop 4.0 

(Adobe Systems Incorporated, CA, USA) so as to match the bar lengths of 10µm, 20µm, 50µm 

and 100µm. These bars were then copied and pasted onto appropriate images while ensuring 

that the image size and proportions between graticule image and tissue image were identical.  

Images were viewed and analysed using Adobe Photoshop 4.0 and the public domain NIH 

Image (v1.61PPC, U.S. National Institutes of Health and available on the Internet at 

http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/) on an Apple Macintosh (G3/300MHz) (Apple Inc. USA). 

 

3.7. Statistical treatments and analyses 

Values in text and tables are presented as raw numbers where appropriate, or means and 

standard error of the mean (mean ± sem) or as mean and standard deviation (mean ±sd). Data 

were compared with both qualitative methods e.g. a Likert seven-point scale (0-6), and 

quantitative methods e.g. a general linear model, one-factor and two-factor analyses of variance 

(ANOVA) using SPSS V10 (SPSS Inc. Illinois, USA) or Statview SE+ (Abacus Concepts Inc., 

USA). Where appropriate, post hoc analyses were performed using Scheffé F-test for pairwise 

comparisons. In all cases, differences between conditions were considered significant when 

p<0.05. 
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Chapter 4. Apoptosis as a possible model for early events of exercise 

induced muscle damage – “chasing comets” 

4.1. Background 

The unique pattern of the signs and symptoms of EIMD after a bout of damaging exercise, 

accompanied by muscle damage, pain, swelling and loss of function (cardinal signs of 

inflammation) is paradoxically not necessarily amenable to traditional anti-inflammatory 

amelioration. It is widely accepted that mechanical strain to “weakened” sarcomeres on the 

descending limb of the length-tension relationship has a leading role in the initiation of damage 

(Proske & Morgan, 2001). However, there do remain unresolved issues related to why there are 

“weakened” sarcomeres in the first place (see Chapter 1, Section 1.8) and whether adaptation by 

removal of damaged hypercontracted sarcomeres (Fridén & Lieber, 2001) and the addition of 

new sarcomeres in series (Lynn & Morgan, 1994) involves other cellular processes than a 

necrotic removal process. These issues have led research into the area of identification of other 

forms of cell death, such as apoptosis, that may contribute to the aetiology and adaptation 

characteristic of EIMD. 

 

Apoptosis is a unique form of cell death that provides an organism with the ability to self-

destroy (cell suicide) when the cells are no longer needed or damaged (Steller, 1995). Cell 

suicide plays a vital role in the development of an organism as well as the maintenance of 

healthy viable tissues (see Chapter 1, Section 1.8). At the other end of the scale, loss, 

dysfunction or repression of the ‘cell suicide’ signals can mean cancerous growth of cells 

(Green & Evan, 2002).  

 

The identification of apoptosis as a physiological cell death mechanism has been well described 

in skeletal muscle cells as part of the developmental metamorphosis of insect larvae (Lockshin 

& Williams, 1965a), involution of the tadpole tail (Kerr et al., 1974), and developmental 

regulation of vertebrate limbs (Coucouvanis et al., 1995). In mature mammalian skeletal muscle 

the identification and role of apoptosis has not been so clearly defined. However, there is 

evidence that apoptosis may play a role in some skeletal muscle pathologies (Sandri & Carraro, 

1999) and in remodelling of muscle in response to damage or decreased load (Allen et al., 

1997a; Allen et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2000a). Of particular interest to this thesis is the proposal 

that apoptosis provides a mechanism by which the multinucleated skeletal muscle cell can 

regulate myonuclear domain size contributing to the adaptation of adult skeletal muscle in 

response to alterations in the level of normal activity (Allen et al., 1999). This mechanism 
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would therefore need to be concurrent with any deletion of damaged sarcomeres and addition of 

new sarcomeres that occurs following EIMD. 

 

This chapter describes attempts to adapt the ‘comet assay’, for use with skeletal muscle tissue 

sections as an ideal way to identify apoptotic myonuclei in situ. The ‘comet assay’ (or single 

cell electrophoresis) is a technique that is used to identify internucleosomal cleavage of DNA, 

which is one of the hallmarks of apoptosis that distinguishes apoptosis from necrosis.  

 

4.2. Apoptosis – a cell death process 

The process of “programmed cell death” (PCD) and the mode of cell death termed “apoptosis” 

has been extensively reviewed (Kerr et al., 1972; Wyllie et al., 1980; Beaulaton & Lockshin, 

1982; Shier, 1988; Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Lockshin & Zakeri, 1991; 

Sen, 1992; Cohen, 1993; Kerr, 1993; Afford & Randhawa, 2000). While the two terms are often 

used synonymously, Lockshin and Zakeri (1991) described morphologic and biochemical 

characteristics that were able to distinguish apoptosis from PCD and also between necrosis. 

Cohen (1993) furthered this differentiation by equating PCD with the accurate and predictable 

death of individual cells during foetal development and in particular, with metamorphosis 

evident in invertebrate species (Lockshin & Williams, 1964; Lockshin & Williams, 1965b; 

Lockshin & Williams, 1965c; Lockshin & Williams, 1965d; Lockshin & Williams, 1965a; 

Lockshin & Beaulaton, 1974b; Lockshin & Beaulaton, 1974a; Cohen, 1993). Lockshin (1991) 

in distinguishing between the different types of cell death defined programmed cell death: 

“… as an operational definition of a functional relationship in development, 

whereas apoptosis is an originally morphological, now biochemical 

description, of a mode of cell death” (Lockshin 1991, p 49-50) 

 

The distinguishing characteristics between these means of cell death and necrosis have lead to a 

greater appreciation and understanding of the complementary but potentially opposite role these 

cell death processes play in the regulation of cell populations (Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Kerr, 

1993; Afford & Randhawa, 2000).  

4.2.1. Morphological characteristics 

The ‘gold standard’ for description of morphological changes in cells is electronmicroscopy. 

The first structural phase of apoptosis is characterised by a reduction in nuclear size with 

condensation and margination of nuclear chromatin to dense sharply circumscribed masses at 

the nuclear periphery (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Fidzianska et al., 1991; Compton, 1992; Kerr, 

1993). Dependant on the cells functions and relationships, there may be loss of specialised 
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surface structures, such as microvilli and contact regions, with the cell thus adopting a smooth 

contour facilitating detachment from neighbouring cells (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Compton, 

1992). Cell volume is commonly reduced, as reflected by the original description of apoptosis 

as “shrinkage necrosis” (Kerr et al., 1972), with cytoplasmic organelles becoming compacted, 

while the smooth endoplasmic reticulum dilates (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Cohen, 1993). 

 

Generally, cellular organelles remain intact although in different cell types there may be 

aggregation of cytoskeletal filaments parallel to the cell surface (Arends & Wyllie, 1991). 

Changes in cytoskeletal filament alignment, accompanied with attachment of the dilated 

cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum to the cell membrane, eventually create a ruffled cell 

surface (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Cohen, 1993; Kerr, 1993). In contrast with early stages of 

necrosis, mitochondria do not show "high-amplitude swelling" (Arends & Wyllie, 1991), being 

preserved and functionally active; cytoplasmic organelles remain intact; the cell membrane 

maintains structural integrity and the transport function of the plasma membrane is preserved 

(Darzynkiewicz et al., 1994), as demonstrated by remaining impermeable to vital dyes. Of 

distinction, is that apoptotic cells do not elicit an acute inflammatory reaction (Arends & 

Wyllie, 1991; Fiers et al., 1999). It has been proposed that the apoptotic cell reinforces its 

membranes against lysis by the activation of protein cross-linking enzymes such as tissue 

transglutaminase (tTg) (Fésüs et al., 1987; Knight et al., 1991; Melino et al., 2000) which are 

not evident during the development of necrosis (Fésüs & Thomázy, 1988).  

 

The extensive cross-linking of cytoplasmic membrane proteins by Ca2+-dependant tTg may also 

play a role in the "blebbing" of the cell surface (Fésüs & Thomázy, 1988; Arends & Wyllie, 

1991; Piacentini et al., 1994). This blebbing activity (greater than in necrosis) has also been 

termed "zeiosis", likened to the appearance of the bubbling, or boiling in slow motion, of yeast 

in a vat of beer (Davis et al., 1968; Cohen, 1993). Eventually, these cell surface protuberances 

fragment the cell into a cluster of round, smooth, membrane-bound apoptotic bodies (Arends & 

Wyllie, 1991; Fidzianska et al., 1991; Compton, 1992; Cohen, 1993). These may take varied 

forms generally containing intact organelles and condensed cytoplasm with some AB containing 

nuclear fragments, others not (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Compton, 1992; Cohen, 1993). 

Maintenance of cellular integrity, by the action of tTg, during the formation of the apoptotic 

bodies, prevents the uncontrolled release of cytoplasmic molecules that would facilitate the 

traditional inflammatory/immune response, and/or damage neighbouring cells (Thomázy & 

Fésüs, 1989; Cohen, 1993; Savill et al., 1993). Ultimately, neighbouring cells and/or 

macrophages phagocytose these apoptotic bodies (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Compton, 1992; 

Cohen, 1993; Kerr, 1993; Savill et al., 1993; Afford & Randhawa, 2000). If phagocytosis does 

not immediately occur, the apoptotic bodies will gradually lose their density coinciding with the 
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loss of membrane integrity as evidenced by ultrastructural changes and by failure to exclude 

vital dyes.  Phagocytosis of the apoptotic bodies precedes progressive degradation of the 

remaining nuclear and cytoplasmic structures within the ingesting cell (Arends & Wyllie, 1991). 

Cell membranes and organelles disappear or become unrecognisable giving the appearance of a 

residual lysosomal body (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Fidzianska et al., 1991). In vivo, the 

phagocytosis and digestion occur rapidly within four to nine hours and is thus often relatively 

inconspicuous under light microscopy (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Kerr & Harmon, 1991). Arends 

and Wylie (1991) calculated that if a tissue were to undergo a steady rate of apoptosis resulting 

in involution to half its cell number over these days, with each apoptotic body remaining visible 

for six hours, the proportion of apoptotic cells recognisable by microscopy would rise in the 

first 5 hours by 4% and thereafter rise more slowly to just over 8% by the end of the third day. 

This whole process of apoptotic cell death is thus difficult to observe and accomplished without 

destruction of basic cellular architecture (Searle et al., 1982; Kerr, 1993). The retention of 

cellular architecture with apoptosis is in contrast to necrosis in which there is swelling of the 

cell (oncosis) and mitochondria shortly followed by rupture of the cellular membranes (Kroemer 

et al., 1998).  

4.2.2. Biochemical characteristics 

The morphological characteristics of apoptosis have been associated with a distinctive double-

strand cleavage of nuclear DNA at the linker regions between nucleosomes, producing well 

organised chains of oligonucleosome fragments, with DNA lengths that are integer multiples of 

180bp (Wyllie, 1980; Wyllie et al., 1980; Walker et al., 1988; Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Kerr & 

Harmon, 1991; Lockshin & Zakeri, 1991; Crompton et al., 1992; Sen, 1992; Kerr, 1993; Loo & 

Rillema, 1998). This length corresponds to the size of DNA wrapped around a single histone 

octamer (Arends & Wyllie, 1991).  These fragments can be demonstrated by agarose gel 

electrophoresis, giving rise to a characteristic "chromatin ladder" (Wyllie, 1980; Arends & 

Wyllie, 1991; Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Crompton et al., 1992; Sen, 1992; Kerr, 1993) and 

labelled as the "biochemical hallmark of apoptosis” (Compton, 1992). This “ladder” is reported 

along with the morphologic characteristics of apoptosis across many cell systems (Arends & 

Wyllie, 1991).  The specific DNA fragmentation is quite distinct from the random DNA 

degradation and histone digestion evident during necrosis (Walker et al., 1988), which produces 

a diffuse smear when analysed by gel electrophoresis (Kerr & Harmon, 1991). The typical 

nucleosomal cleavage of apoptosis is due to the actions of a range of endonucleases and has 

been demonstrated as a rapid, early cellular event occurring within 1-2 hours of the 

experimental induction of apoptotic cell death (Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Compton, 1992). 
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A comparison between the morphological and biochemical features of apoptosis and necrosis is 

presented in Table 4.1. While Table 4.1 highlights the distinct differences, it is now becoming 

apparent that these forms of cell death are at the extremes of a continuum rather than distinct 

cellular processes (Kroemer et al., 1998; Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002). The concept 

of a continuum is reinforced by the observation that dying cells that fail to be removed by 

heterophagy undergo a secondary necrosis, (Kroemer et al., 1998; Thompson, 1998; Van 

Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002) as well as evidence that a dose-dependent relationship can 

exist between a toxin and the induction of apoptosis or necrosis (Kroemer et al., 1998). 

 

Table  4.1: Features and contrasts between apoptosis and necrosis outlining fundamental 
physiological and morphological differences between these cell death mechanisms (adapted 
from (Kroemer et al., 1998). 

Apoptosis Necrosis 

Physiological or pathological cell death Accidental (injury) and always 
pathological 

Tightly regulated susceptibility and 
commitment 

Unregulated or poorly regulated 

Plasma membrane integrity retained till 
late stages 

Plasma membrane integrity lost early 
following damage 

Heterophagic elimination Leakage of cell content 
No leakage of cell content; little or no 
inflammation 

Inflammation 

Cellular enzymes dominate, causing: 
Characteristic biochemical and 
morphological features 

• Chromatin condensation (pyknosis) 

• Nuclear fragmentation (karyorrhexis) 

• Regular DNA fragmentation 
(endonucleolysis) 

• Selective protein degradation by 
specific proteases (caspases) 

• Subtle changes in plasma membranes 

• Cell shrinkage 

• No mitochondrial swelling  

Biochemical and morphological features 
include: 

• swelling of cytoplasm (oncosis) 

• mitochondrial swelling 

 

4.3. The cascade of events that lead to apoptosis 

The distinct internucleosomal cleavage of DNA that occurs with apoptosis gave initial credence 

and focus to the nucleus as the central intiator and controller of the apoptotic process (Arends et 

al., 1990; Arends & Wyllie, 1991; Kerr et al., 1994) with triggering of apoptosis by specific 

and/or controlled Ca2+ activation of an endonuclease (Arends & Wyllie, 1991). However in the 
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later half of the 1990s the mitochondria became the focus for the intracellular events that lead to 

the morphology of apoptosis (Brenner et al., 1998; Huppertz et al., 1999; Afford & Randhawa, 

2000). The mitochondrial focus has resulted in apoptotic cell death, as originally described by 

morphology and detection of DNA cleavage, being now regarded as the final stage of a cascade 

of intracellular events. Initiation of this mitochondrial-mediated cascade can be quite varied and 

includes: 

1. Interactions between specific ligands and receptors, with (Tumor Necrosis Factor –α) 

TNFα-TNFR1 and Fas ligand (FasL)-Fas being two well studied ligand-receptor 

mediated mechanisms (Fésüs, 1993; Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002); 

2. Interactions with cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (Spencer et al., 1997); 

3. Presence or absence of specific growth factors e.g. TGF-β important in the regulation of 

cell growth and differentiation (Perlman et al., 2001); 

4. Increasing or decreasing levels of steroid hormones (Abu-Shakra et al., 1997; Huppertz 

et al., 1999); 

5. Disruption of cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions (Huppertz et al., 1999); 

6. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) influences on cell and mitochondria membranes and/or 

cytoplasm (Fiers et al., 1999); 

7. Non-physiological stimuli eg. irradiation (Ramakrishnan et al., 1993; Olive et al., 1995) 

 

While ligand-receptor initiation can directly activate the apoptotic pathways (cleavage of 

caspase 8) within the cytoplasm (Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002), other mechanisms 

require and/or result in changes in the transmembrane potential between the inner and outer 

membranes of the mitochondria to facilitate activation of the apoptotic pathways (Kroemer et 

al., 1998; Green, 2000; Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002). However, the initiation 

through one mechanism (eg. ligand-receptor interaction) may also provide feedback and 

initiation of changes in other apoptotic pathways e.g. changes in mitochondria membrane 

potential (Kroemer et al., 1998; Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002). The changes in the 

mitochondrial membranes are influenced by a family of mitochondrial membrane proteins 

termed the bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma gene 2) family in both a feedforward and feedback 

mechanism (Kroemer et al., 1998). Increased permeability of the mitochondrial membranes 

triggers the release of cytochrome-c and apoptosis inducing factor (AIF) from the mitochondria 

into the cytoplasm (Kroemer et al., 1998; Cande et al., 2002). While released AIF can 

independently effect changes in the nucleus (Cande et al., 2002), cytochrome-c binds to its 

adaptor molecule - apoptotic protease activating factor-1 (Apaf-1) - which in turn activates 

caspase-9 (Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002).  Activation of caspase-9 begins the final 

common pathway of activation of a family of cysteinyl-aspartate-specific proteases (caspases) 

that are resident in various sub-cellular compartments of cells (Thornberry & Lazebnik, 1998; 
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Zhivotovsky et al., 1999). Sub-families of caspases exist with the CPP32-like caspases being 

further divided into initiator caspases (caspase 8, 9, and 10) and execution caspases (caspase 3, 

6, and 7) (Huppertz et al., 1999; Green, 2000). 

 

Activation of the caspase cascade results in a commitment to apoptotic cell death and is a tightly 

controlled pathway (Kidd, 1998), with potentially parallel and redundant pathways (Thompson, 

1998; Huppertz et al., 1999). It is activation of the caspases that results in the early changes to 

the cytoskeleton, in particular, the cleavage of cell membrane proteins leading to the 

characteristic blebbing and the ‘flipping’ (by ‘flippase’/’translocase’ enzymes) of 

phosphatidylserine from the inner to the outer leaflets of the plasma membrane (Huppertz et al., 

1999). This translocation has been reasoned to provide cell-to-cell signalling, in particular, the 

signalling by the cell to phagocytes to ‘eat me’ (Savill, 1998). 

 

However, while activation of the caspases and/or AIF signal a commitment to cell death, the 

cascade can be blocked or delayed by controlling influences of the bcl-2 family (Kroemer, 

1997; Huppertz et al., 1999) and/or a group of ‘inhibitors of apoptosis proteins’ (IAP) 

(Huppertz et al., 1999; Green, 2000). The bcl-2 family can have either promotory or inhibitory 

influences on the release of cytochrome-c from the mitochondria and the execution of the 

caspase cascade. It is the balance between the pro- and anti-apoptotic bcl-2 family members that 

influences the inhibition or delay of the irreversible progression to cell death (Huppertz et al., 

1999; Afford & Randhawa, 2000). Of the family members bcl-2 and bcl-xL are regarded as anti-

apoptotic, either preventing release of cytochrome-c or inhibiting its action (Van Cruchten & 

Van Den Broeck, 2002), whereas bax and bid facilitate cytochrome c release (Kroemer et al., 

1998; Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002). The expression of the bcl-2 family members is 

also regulated by other proteins upstream of the mitochondrial events, for example p53 down 

regulates bcl-2 and up-regulates bax (Afford & Randhawa, 2000). Thus, the commitment to cell 

death is a tightly regulated and interrelated sequence of parallel, redundant and concomitant 

upstream and downstream events that leads to, or is prevented from reaching, the irreversible 

step towards nuclear degradation. 

 

Activation of the execution caspases results in the typical morphological changes of apoptosis 

including activation of tTg to stabilise the plasma membrane as well as shrinkage and collapse 

of the cell and nucleus. It is also the execution caspases that target the blocking of DNA repair 

and activation of endonucleases resulting in the characteristic pattern of DNA fragmentation 

(Brenner et al., 1998; Huppertz et al., 1999; Green, 2000; Li et al., 2001). As with the ligand-

receptor versus mitochondrial initiation of events, and the caspase-dependent and independent 

pathways of execution towards apoptosis, there are also caspase-dependent and independent 
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endonucleases. The major endonucleases include DNA fragmentation factor (DFF), a caspase-

dependent endonuclease (Liu et al., 1997; Zhang & Xu, 2000) and endonuclease G (endoG), a 

caspase-independent endonucleases (Li et al., 2001). Whereas DFF is activated by caspase-3 

(Zhang & Xu, 2000), endoG is a mitochondrial nuclease that translocates from the mitochondria 

to the nucleus independent of the caspase cascade (Li et al., 2001). However, despite the 

different pathways each results in the cleavage of DNA into nucleosomal fragments of multiples 

of 180-200bp (Nagata, 2000) and chromatin condensation characteristic of apoptosis (Liu et al., 

1997; Hacker, 2000; Zhang & Xu, 2000). The cleavage of the DNA into regular sized 

nucleosomal fragments occurs at the linker sections of the DNA and exposes the 3’-hydroxyl 

termini (Gorczyca et al., 1993). This feature of an exposed 3’-hydroxyl (3’-OH) termini led to 

methods to identify the occurrence of DNA fragmentation within cellular structures (Arends et 

al., 1990; Gorczyca et al., 1992; Gold et al., 1993; Gorczyca et al., 1993). 

4.4. Identification of apoptosis 

Systems to detect changes in the process, pathways, and expression and/or rearrangement of 

proteins inherent to apoptotic cell death have been developed. Table 4.2 presents an overview of 

the common approaches for the identification of apoptosis and the features of the process that 

are targeted. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to review all the morphological, cell biology 

and immunohistochemical methods for visualisation of the apoptosis cascade (see substantive 

review by Huppertz et al. (1999). Thus, only a brief overview will be provided that concentrates 

on the most common methods and, in particular, those relevant to detection of apoptosis in 

skeletal muscle. 

 

The original description of apoptosis was based on morphological criteria of chromatin 

condensation, cell shrinkage, blebbing and budding of cellular membranes to form apoptotic 

bodies as viewed with transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) (Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Kerr et 

al., 1994). Of particular interest with TEM is the nuclear condensation and clumping of 

chromatin (Wyllie et al., 1984; Huppertz et al., 1999; Van Cruchten & Van Den Broeck, 2002) 

as these changes are the delineating feature of apoptotic cell death. However, TEM procludes 

the efficient examination of large sections of tissue (Gavrieli et al., 1992). Two common 

techniques that target the DNA fragmentation of apoptosis are (i) gel electrophoresis of DNA 

extracted from tissue homegenate; and (ii) the TUNEL assay. These two techniques are based 

on the action of the endonucleases that cleave genomic DNA into oligonucleosomal fragments 

of multiples of 180-200bp. With the use of agarose gel electrophoresis, the extracted DNA can 

be electrophoretically separated, stained by ethidium bromide and any resultant ladder 

visualised by ultraviolet (UV) transillumination (Wyllie, 1980; Tilly, 1994). To improve on the 

sensitivity and offer the ability to quantify the DNA within each band of the ladder, the 3’-OH 
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end have been labelled with [α-32P]dideoxynucleotide ([α-32P]ddATP) using terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) (Tilly & Hsueh, 1993; Tilly, 1994). The electrophorectically 

separated DNA can be then visualised and quantified with autoradiography. The laddering of 

DNA demonstrated by this technique has been considered as one of the ‘hallmarks’ of apoptosis 

(Compton, 1992), however its use with homogenates of tissue does mean that DNA from other 

cells within the tissue will also be present, making specificity of apoptosis to a particular cell 

type impossible. 

 

The TdT mediated end-labelling of the DNA has also been developed as an in situ technique for 

use with tissue sections (Gorczyca et al., 1992; Gorczyca et al., 1993; Tilly, 1994). This 

technique is referred to as the TUNEL assay, standing for terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase 

d-uridine triphosphate (dUTP) nick-end labelling and is one of the most common techniques 

used to infer apoptosis within tissue sections (Gorczyca et al., 1992; Matsuda et al., 1995; 

Tidball et al., 1995; Allen et al., 1997a; Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; Huppertz et al., 1999; 

Sandri & Carraro, 1999; Smith et al., 2000a). The TUNEL assay relies on the labelling of the 

3’-OH termini with a conjugate complex containing a chromogen, e.g. biotin, or a fluorogen e.g. 

fluorescein (Afford & Randhawa, 2000). This allows viewing of the label with either light or 

fluorescence microscopy, respectively. There are many commercially available TUNEL kits for 

use with tissue sections from formalin/paraformaldehyde fixed and paraffin embedded tissue or 

used with sections from fresh-frozen tissue. Each kit may need optimisation for the tissue being 

analysed with modifications of microwave heating and single-strand DNA pre-digestion having 

been examined to enhance the sensitivity of the TUNEL assay (Sträter et al., 1995; Umemura et 

al., 1996). Concomitant labelling with other stains or antibodies can assist identification of non-

labelled nuclei and cell structures. Matsuda et al. (1995) used a triple-labelling technique using 

Hoechst 33258 to label all normal nuclei, Evans Blue Dye to identify degenerating myofibres, 

and TUNEL assay with a fluorescein-conjugate to identify apoptotic nuclei within tissue 

sections from skeletal muscle of mdx mice. Double labelling of tissue sections with anti-laminin 

antibodies allows the location and differentiation of TUNEL labelled myonuclei (Allen et al., 

1997a; Spencer et al., 1997). The need for double-labelling and stringent control of assay 

conditions is needed to confidently determine that nuclei are undergoing an apoptotic cell death. 

Since the early stages of development of the TUNEL assay there has been debate with regard to 

specificity of the assay been apoptosis and necrosis - see Gold et al. (1994) and the related 

correspondence on p611-613 (Grasl-Kraupp et al., 1995). More recently, Jerome et al. (2000) 

has outlined the need for careful interpretation and utilisation of confirmatory assays for 

morphological change before reliance on TUNEL labelling.  
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Table  4.2: Summary table of methods that have been used to detect apoptosis with particular relevance to skeletal muscle [modified from Sandri & Carraro, 

1999]. 

Aspect of Apoptosis Methods for the detection of apoptosis Apoptotic feature analysed Representative reference(s) 

Morphology Electronmicroscopy 

(thin and semi-thin sections) 

 

Nuclear Staining (propidium idodide, 

Hoechst 33258) – (tissue sections) 

Chromatin condensation; cell shrinkage; blebbing; 

membrane bound apoptotic bodies (AB) 

 

Chromatin condensation; AB 

(Kerr & Harmon, 1991; Kerr et al., 1994; 

Tidball et al., 1995; Fidzianska, 1996; 

Smith et al., 2000a) 

(Matsuda et al., 1995; Spencer et al., 1997) 

DNA Fragmentation DNA Ladder – gel electrophoresis 

(homogenised muscle) 

TUNEL (TdT dUTP nick end 

labelling) – (tissue sections) 

DNA fragmentation in multiples of 180bp 

fragments 

Single and double DNA strand breaks 

(Sandri et al., 1995; Tidball et al., 1995) 

 

(Tidball et al., 1995; Spencer et al., 1997; 

Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; Smith et 

al., 2000a) 

Pro- and anti-

apoptotic products 

Caspase activity assay 

(tissue sections) 

 

Antibody to Fas-L  

(tissue sections) 

 

bcl-2 family expression 

(tissue sections) 

Activation of caspases 

 

 

FasL-Fas mediated initiation 

 

 

Ratio between anti-apoptotic bcl-2 and pro-

apoptotic bax 

(Mukasa et al., 1999; Sandri et al., 2001; 

Dirks & Leeuwenburgh, 2002) 

 

(Yamada et al., 1995; Podhorska-Okolow et 

al., 1998) 

(Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; Adams et 

al., 1999; Sandri et al., 2001) 
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Other approaches use immunohistochemistry to identify the caspase cascade using antibodies to 

recognise either the proform or both the pro- and activated caspases (reviewed in Huppertz et al. 

(1999). Similarly, antibodies that recognise the bcl-2 family are available for 

immunohistochemisty (Krajewski et al., 1994; Huppertz et al., 1999; Vescovo et al., 2000). As 

apoptosis results in up- and down-regulation of members of the bcl-2 family, double-labelling 

for pro- and anti-apoptotic family members allows the assessment of one marker relative to 

another (Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; Tews, 2002). The usefulness of double-labelling 

extends to identification of one event, for example, ligand-receptor initiation of apoptosis 

(FasL-Fas or TNFα-TNFR1) in comparison with a resultant event, for example, caspase-8 

activation (Huppertz et al., 1999). Identification of changes in protein expression including 

ubiquitin (Sandri et al., 1996; Smith, 1996) or location of proteins, for example, 

phosphatidylserine (PS) (Allen et al., 1997b) can also be usefully applied to assist inference of 

apoptosis. However, some methods are best reserved for identification of apoptosis with in vitro 

tissue culture. For example, Annexin-V, which is a naturally occurring protein, binds readily to 

PS. This property allows Annexin-V to be used to detect if PS is present in the outer leaf of the 

plasma membrane of a cell (Allen et al., 1997b; Huppertz et al., 1999; Afford & Randhawa, 

2000; Stadelmann & Lassmann, 2000). The Annexin-V labelling relies on the cell not having 

any damaged or leaky membranes, as that would allow Annexin-V to label any PS in the plasma 

membrane and thus lose specificity for the translocation of PS to the outer leaflet during 

apoptosis (Huppertz et al., 1999; Afford & Randhawa, 2000). Thus Annexin-V is not applicable 

to tissue sections in which the cutting of the sections will expose all PS within the plasma 

membranes. 

 

Developments that allow in vivo labelling of apoptotic events or outcomes prior to tissue 

sampling would facilitate the understanding of timing, persistence and extent of apoptosis 

within a complete tissue. One such method has recently been developed that uses radiolabeled 

technetium Tc 99m-labelled Annexin V (99mTc-p-annexin-V) (Blankenberg et al., 1998; Green 

& Steinmetz, 2002). The development of in vivo labelling may have benefits for use in fully 

differentiated cellular structures e.g. skeletal muscle, in which it has been estimated, even in the 

mdx mouse model of DMD, that only 0.5 to 1.5% of myonuclei may be apoptotic at any one 

time (Tidball et al., 1995). However, at the cessation of an extended time (up to 16h) running in 

a caged wheel, the TA of “runner” C57Bl mice (N=5) had 4.0% (sd=±3.5%) of myonuclei 

showing apoptotic changes as determined by electronmicroscopy. This contrasted with 0% 

(sd=±0) observed in “non-runner” mice (Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998).  Running overnight in 

a caged-wheel is quite different from isolated eccentric exercise and may well include a 

metabolic fatigue effect. However, it is still reasonable to expect that the TA muscles would be 

subjected to repeated eccentric activity in controlling foot descent during the gait cycle, 
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satisfying conditions for EIMD. Thus, evidence of apoptosis related to exercise and/or EIMD 

has been demonstrated. The role in aetiology and/or adaptation remains to be elucidated. 

 

4.5. Apoptosis in mature skeletal muscle 

Apoptosis as a key ingredient to the development of skeletal muscle is well recognised (Sandri 

& Carraro, 1999) but the potential for apoptosis to play a role in the maintenance of mature 

skeletal muscle has only been of interest over the last decade with particular reference to: 

• the potential role of apoptosis in skeletal muscle pathologies, in particular the muscular 

dystrophies (Fidzianska et al., 1990; Matsuda et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1995; Tidball et al., 

1995; Fidzianska, 1996; Smith, 1996); 

• questions as to whether apoptosis is induced with exercise (Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; 

Phaneuf & Leeuwenburgh, 2001); 

• the combination of exercise and muscular dystrophies (Podhorska-Okolov et al., 1995; 

Sandri et al., 1995; Sandri et al., 1996); and  

• atrophy of skeletal muscle resulting from:  

• (i)  unloading of the muscle (Allen et al., 1997a);  

• (ii) immobilisation of muscle (Chakravarthy et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2000a);  

• (iii) denervation of muscle (Borisov & Carlson, 2000; Tang et al., 2000);  

• (iv) aging (Dirks & Leeuwenburgh, 2002);  

• (v) cardiac disease (Vescovo et al., 1998; Adams et al., 1999; Dalla Libera et al., 

1999; Vescovo et al., 2000; Dalla Libera et al., 2001; Vescovo et al., 2001); and 

• (vi) burn injury to the body (Yasuhara et al., 1999; Yasuhara et al., 2000). 

 

Other studies have investigated the genes, pathways and potential mechanisms for the role of 

apoptosis in skeletal muscle. It has been established that the potential for apoptosis does exist 

within skeletal muscle. Various authors have reported the presence and changes in expression of 

bcl-2 and bax (Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; Adams et al., 1999), FasL (Yamada et al., 1995; 

Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998) and activation of caspase-3 (Mukasa et al., 1999; Dirks & 

Leeuwenburgh, 2002) all key components of the apoptosis cascade to cell death. Many studies 

of apoptosis in skeletal muscle have focused on the role that apoptosis may have in muscle 

pathologies, in particular Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) and the mouse model 

analogue (mdx) for this muscle pathology (Matsuda et al., 1995; Podhorska-Okolov et al., 1995; 

Sandri et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1995; Tidball et al., 1995; Smith, 1996; Spencer et al., 1997). 

While the importance of these studies cannot be underestimated in providing understanding of 

the pathological process of muscular dystrophy that may assist in the development of 
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therapeutic strategies, the presence of pre-existing muscle degeneration and inflammatory 

infiltrates may cloud whether apoptosis is identifiable. 

 

In a comprehensive investigation of apoptosis in healthy mature skeletal muscle Podhorska-

Okolow et al. (1998) examined muscles of mice (C57Bl/6) that had undertaken up to 16hrs of 

running in a caged wheel. The TA muscles of the exercised mice and non-running controls were 

investigated for evidence of muscle damage, expression of proteins and DNA fragmentation 

characteristic of apoptosis. Tissue sections were analysed using TUNEL assay for the detection 

of DNA fragmentation, while immunohistochemistry was used to demonstrate ubiquitin, bcl-2, 

bax, Fas and caspase-1 (previously known as interleukin-1β converting enzyme (ICE)) in tissue 

sections; with Western blots using antibodies for these same proteins complementing the tissue 

section analysis. Results showed presence of DNA fragmentation (assessed by DNA ladder and 

TUNEL assay) indicating that final stages of apoptosis had occurred in some of the myofibres. 

The immunohistochemistry and Western blots revealed a differential expression of bcl-2 and 

bax across the hours after exercise (0, 6, 96hrs) with bcl-2 being at its lowest expression, 

relative to bax, immediately after exercise (0hr) with this ratio being reversed at 96hrs. As bcl-2 

is protective against apoptosis while bax was pro-apoptotic these differential levels suggested 

that exercise initiated a physiological stress that activated an apoptosis cascade towards cell 

death. By 96hrs increased bcl-2 levels relative to bax would promote survival of myofibres. 

Analysis of tissue sections also revealed that bcl-2 and bax were both up and down-regulated 

within different subsets of myofibres. This indicates that the identified apoptotic response to 

exercise was not of the whole muscle but of selected myofibres within the muscle. A similar 

pattern of expression across the muscle was also evident for Fas, p53 and ICE. 

 

While Podhorska-Okolow et al. (1998) did show evidence of DNA fragmentation by TUNEL 

assay, specificity for the signal being from myonuclei versus satellite cell, endothelial cell or 

inflammatory cells was not possible. Electronmicroscopy further revealed chromatin 

condensation and irregular shaped nuclei for myonuclei, satellite cells and endothelial cells. 

Thus, this evidence provided positive morphological identification of the final stages of 

apoptosis within a variety of nuclei within skeletal muscle. Double labelling of sections with 

TUNEL and anti-laminin (to define the plasma membrane) would have assisted in confirmation 

of myonuclei with double strand breaks (Allen et al., 1997a; Spencer et al., 1997). 

 

The data provided by Podhorska-Okolow et al. (1998) supports evidence of DNA fragmentation 

and expression of proteins associated with apoptosis in adult dystrophic muscle (Matsuda et al., 

1995; Podhorska-Okolov et al., 1995; Sandri et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1995; Tidball et al., 

1995; Sandri et al., 1996; Smith, 1996). Recently, Smith et al. (2000a) demonstrated in rabbit 
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soleus muscle that the reverse state of exercise i.e. immobilisation, also resulted in nuclear DNA 

fragmentation as assessed by TUNEL assay, as well as morphological changes of apoptosis 

evident with electronmicroscopy. Smith et al. (2000a) concluded that apoptosis was an active 

process that may be involved in the elimination of myonuclei as part of the atrophy that occurs 

with withdrawal of normal contractile loading of skeletal muscle (Allen et al., 1995). Reduction 

in loading was further investigated by Allen et al. (1997a) using 14 days of hindlimb-

unweighting of rats and demonstrated the incidence of TUNEL positive myonuclei in skeletal 

muscle. With the use of double-labelling (TUNEL and anti-laminin) Allen et al. (1997a) 

confirmed that TUNEL positive nuclei were myonuclei located beneath the plasma membrane 

of the myofibres. The skeletal muscle atrophy that occurs with chronic heart failure also appears 

to occur due to apoptosis (Vescovo et al., 2001). A number of related studies (Vescovo et al., 

1998; Dalla Libera et al., 1999; Vescovo et al., 2000; Dalla Libera et al., 2001; Vescovo et al., 

2001) have demonstrated increased TUNEL-positive myofibres associated with increased 

caspase-3 detection, decreased bcl-2 labelling and increased circulating levels of TNF-α (a 

cytokine known to be an inducer of apoptosis). These biochemical changes reflecting an 

apoptotic process were accompanied by decreased myofibre cross-sectional area that also 

accompanied decreased exercise capacity. That apoptosis is involved in atrophy of skeletal 

muscle is a reasonable proposition since atrophy does not result in inflammation, a 

characteristic of apoptotic cell death. It seems likely that apoptosis is a consequence rather than 

a cause of skeletal muscle atrophy. 

 

While there is strong evidence that apoptosis does occur in skeletal muscle in response to 

pathology and decreased loading, other studies report no evidence of apoptosis within skeletal 

muscle. Studies using the TUNEL assay to search for apoptosis within muscle biopsies of 

patients with DMD (n=2), Becker muscular dystrophy (n=4), and polymyositis (n=6) were only 

able to demonstrate TUNEL positive labelling of mononuclear inflammatory infiltrates and not 

in the nuclei of dying myofibres (Olive et al., 1997). It is possible that the tissue samples 

obtained from the muscle biopsy may not have contained myofibres demonstrating apoptosis, 

given the dispersed location of TUNEL positive myofibres that has been demonstrated within 

other studies. No evidence of apoptosis was also evident following 0-24hrs of reperfusion after 

2hrs of ischaemia in the skeletal muscle of adult rats (Knight et al., 1999). In this model of 

skeletal muscle stress the myofibres appeared to die by necrosis rather than apoptosis. However, 

uniform TUNEL labelling of nuclei in myofibres was observed at 8hrs and 16hrs of reperfusion 

(Knight et al., 1999). Initially this was considered as an artefact but subsequent procedures 

confirmed this phenomenon leading the authors to propose that this labelling was due to 

cleavage of nuclear DNA that was occurring before histological evidence of apoptosis or 

necrosis. It was suggested that the myonuclei subsequently disappeared by lysis rather than 
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complete the apoptotic process. That positive labelling of nuclei with TUNEL is possible 

without apoptosis has also been demonstrated by Grasl-Kraupp et al. (1995). These authors 

demonstrated TUNEL positive nuclei in apoptosis of hepatocytes following involution of liver 

hyperplasia, but also in necrotic hepatocytes, and in insufficiently fixed autolytic (post-mortem) 

livers. This lead to the warning that DNA fragmentation was common to different kinds of cell 

death; and that its detection in situ should not be considered a specific marker of apoptosis. 

 

One method that has proven useful for identifying DNA damage and/or fragmentation in situ in 

isolated cell populations has been single cell gel electrophoresis, which is also known as the 

‘comet’ assay (Fairbairn et al., 1995). If this technique could be adapted to tissue sections, it 

would be far superior to TUNEL to identify apoptotic myonuclei. This was the aim of this part 

of the thesis. 

 

4.6. Single cell gel electrophoresis (the ‘comet’ assay) 

The comet assay is a microgel electrophoretic technique developed to demonstrate DNA 

damage within single or populations of isolated or cultured cells (Ostling & Johanson, 1984; 

Fairbairn et al., 1995). Cells are suspended within a thin agarose gel on a microscope slide, 

lysed by detergent, electrophoresed in alkaline or neutral buffer and then stained with a 

fluorescent dye with affinity to DNA. The electrophoretic current draws DNA from the nucleus 

of the cells and any damaged and/or fragmented DNA migrates further within the agarose gel 

(Singh et al., 1988; Tice et al., 1991). The resultant images of the fragmented migrated DNA 

(Figure 4.1) resembled ‘comets’ and thus arose the name – the comet assay (Fairbairn et al., 

1995). 

 

Figure  4.1: ‘Comets’ emanating from the nuclei of cells in tissue sections of a Day 30 pregnant 
rabbit corpus luteum (a positive control for apoptosis). These images demonstrate the migration 
of fragmented DNA from the nucleus under neutral electrophoretic conditions, imaged with a 
fluorescence microscope fitted with a FITC filter (250x magnification) and photographed using 
black and white 35mm film (KODAK TMAX400). Comets were recorded from experimental 
work for this chapter. 

‘Tail’ Nucleus (‘head’) 

‘Tail’ Nucleus (‘head’) 
‘Tail’ Nucleus (‘head’) ‘Tail’ Nucleus (‘head’) 

Direction of current 
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As in astronomy, a comet consists of a ‘head’ region and a ‘tail’. The head represents DNA that 

does not migrate outside of the nucleus and the ‘tail’ represents the damaged or fragmented 

DNA that is drawn away from the nucleus. The concept of a head and tail region and the use of 

fluorescent dyes that intercalate with DNA (e.g. YOYO-1), has allowed the fluorescent intensity 

to be measured of each region and the moment of the tail to be calculated as a measure of DNA 

damage (Olive et al., 1990; Krown et al., 1996). The most common field of use of the comet 

assay is within radiation biology to evaluate damage to DNA resulting from exposure to 

ionising radiation e.g. X-Rays, or ultraviolet radiation, as well as the effect of radiation and 

chemotherapy on tumour cells (reviewed in Fairbairn et al., 1995).  

 

The comet assay has two main versions, (i) a neutral assay for detection of double strand breaks 

in DNA; and (ii) an alkali assay for single strand breaks. The difference between the methods lie 

in the pH of the buffer used for equilibration and during electrophoresis. A high alkalinity of 

this buffer (pH>12) results in denaturing and unwinding of DNA from histone proteins 

facilitating expression of single stand breaks. The use of neutral conditions for this buffer 

(pH7.5 – 8.0) allow only double-strand breaks to migrate (Fairbairn et al., 1995). This 

difference is the basis for the comet assay being able to distinguish between apoptosis (double 

strand breaks) and necrosis (as well as other forms of DNA damage) in which single strand 

breaks are prevalent (Gopalakrishna & Khar, 1995; Krown et al., 1996). It is also possible to 

separate the comets into Type A nuclei (displaying little or no DNA damage); Type B (a 

developing tail but substantial unfragmented DNA still in nucleus); and Type C (separation of 

‘tail’ from ‘head’ with increasing amount of DNA contained in the ‘tail’) (Krown et al., 1996). 

 

Based on the review of literature pertinent to the potential for apoptosis to play a role in skeletal 

muscle atrophy, damage and/or repair and taking into account the advantages and disadvantages 

of the various methods used for detection of apoptosis, it was reasoned that investigation of a 

technique was necessary that could utilise both an in vivo vital dye (Evans Blue Dye – see 

Chapter 5) and a technique that had the potential to discriminate between apoptosis and necrosis 

– the ‘comet’ assay. While the comet assay had been developed with single and populations of 

isolated cells, it had not been developed with tissue sections. Personal discussions with Dr 

Roger Sabbadini (San Diego State University, June 3rd, 1996) indicated that his laboratory had 

attempted work with cardiac muscle tissue sections and had been encouraged that the comet 

technique could be adapted for use with other muscle tissue sections. Professor A. Dharmarajan, 

(School of Anatomy and Human Biology, The University of Western Australia), was also keen 

to develop the comet assay for tissue sections application to his research on apoptosis in the 

corpus luteum of rabbits. A collaborative effort with mutual benefit for all parties and a 
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contribution to the area of apoptosis was desirable as an outcome of this development. It was 

hypothesised that the comet assay, that would be developed for use within tissue sections, 

would be able to differentiate myonuclei that were normal, necrotic or apoptotic within skeletal 

muscle tissue damaged by eccentric exercise. 

 

4.7. Methods 

4.7.1. Tissue samples 

Sections were obtained from the TA muscles of 8-12 week old C57Bl mice (eccentrically 

exercised right limb with the left limb acting as non-exercised controls) and the right and left 

TA of mdx mice (aged 8-12 weeks) and non-exercised gastrocnemius muscles from C57Bl 

mice. It was hypothesised that the TA of mdx and the TA from eccentrically exercised mice 

would show evidence of apoptosis in contrast with control muscle obtained from either the non-

exercised Left TA of exercised C57Bl mice or the gastrocnemius muscle of C57Bl mice. The 

C57Bl mice are the parent strain for mdx thus providing a strain specific control for skeletal 

muscle unaffected by muscular dystrophy. Thymus tissue was obtained from the C57Bl mice 

and corpus luteum were from female New Zealand white rabbits. The thymus and corpus lutea 

are established models for apoptosis through a programmed cell death turnover of cells and 

served as tissue controls for apoptosis. The corpus lutea were from Day 8 and Day 30 of the 

gestation period of the rabbits. Day 8 corpus luteum served as a negative control for apoptosis 

and Day 30 served as a positive control for apoptosis. Tissue sections were cut from fresh-

frozen tissue provided by Dr A. Dharmarajan or from paraffin embedded paraformaldehyde 

fixed tissue, as per Chapter 3, Section 3.4. 

4.7.2. Preliminary comet assay development 

Development of the comet assay for tissue sections was initially a collaborative effort between 

Professor A. Dharmarajan, Dr Roger Sabbadini (SDSU, visiting UWA on sabbatical), Ms 

Babita Singh (Research Assistant, UWA) and myself. The initial procedures followed an 

adapted protocol from Dr Sabbadini’s laboratory (Singh et al., 1988). Initial work was centred 

on developing a technique for sandwiching the tissue sections within a 0.5% or 1% agarose gel 

(Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, USA) on full frosted slides (Fisher Scientific Co., PA, USA) and 

establishing laboratory procedures to effect reliability in conduct of the experimentation.  

 

Preliminary work established that: 

(i) fully frosted slides were required for binding of agarose on slides so as to prevent 

agarose (and thus the sections) slipping off the slides during the protocol. 
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(ii) the electrophoresis chamber (Kodak Biomax, QS710) needed to be positioned on 

an ice tray to reduce increased temperature of the buffer during electrophoresis. 

(iii) varying the lysis time did not appear to change the resultant appearance of the 

labelled nuclei within tissue. Refrigerated lysis times investigated within the 

preliminary investigations were 30 min, 4 h, 20 h and 24 h, as well as a 24 h lysis 

at RT. 

(iv) between each stage of the protocol, slides needed to be cooled on an ice tray to 

ensure gelling of the agarose, particularly after stages in which heat may have 

affected the gel strength of the agarose. The ice tray consisted of a metal plate 

sitting on a bed of ice contained within a polystyrene container.  

(v) pre-treatments and labelling should be carried out with slides horizontal in a 

darkened humidified tray. 

(vi) washes could be performed in coplin jars covered by a dark box and rocked gently 

on a rocker platform without disturbing the agarose adhesion. 

(vii) precautions should be taken to prevent light, in particular ultraviolet light, damage 

to the DNA, by: 

• Washes were performed in coplin jars covered by a dark box; 

• electrophoresis was performed using a horizontal electrophoresis chamber 

(Kodak Biomax, QS710) that sat on a bed of ice and covered with aluminium 

foil; and 

• 8-hydroxyquinoline (BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia) included in the 

electrophoresis buffer was used to minimise oxidative damage and reduce the 

effect of light on the DNA. 

 

Once feasibility work was completed, independent work was conducted on the development of 

the comet assay for skeletal muscle as presented within this thesis. 

 

4.7.3. Comet assay protocol 

The protocol for the conduct of the comet assay is presented as the final established procedures 

with modifications for the performance of electrophoresis under alkaline and neutral conditions. 

Stages within the protocol are then presented. 

4.7.3.1. Preparation 

Fully frosted slides (Fisher Scientific Company, PA, USA) were used to allow adhesion of a 1% 

high melting point agarose (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, USA) gel to applied to the slide. A gel 

slice was created by application of 90µl of hot agarose to a 22mm x 50mm coverslip and the 
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slide lowered onto the coverslip, being careful to avoid bubble formation. Slides were then 

turned gel side up and placed on a metal plate sitting on a bed of ice to cool and gel the agarose. 

When sections (5µm) of fresh-frozen tissue were cut on a cryostat, the coverslips were removed 

and the sections were picked up onto the agarose gel surface and slides returned to the iced tray. 

A further layer of agarose was applied in the same manner as previous so that the tissue sections 

were sandwiched between agarose layers. 

4.7.3.2. Alkaline lysis 

This stage, designed to provide lysis of cellular structure, was similar for both alkaline and 

neutral assays except for the addition of 10% DMSO (BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia) 

to the neutral assay lysis buffer. In detail, the agarose slides were placed in coplin jars for 15 

minutes that were filled with a refrigerated (4°C) alkaline lysis buffer (2.5M NaCl, 100mM 

EDTA, 10mM Tris, 0.1% Na-lauroyl sarcosine, 0.1% Triton X-100 (peroxide and carbonyl 

free), in mQ H2O and adjusted to pH 10.0). Slides were then washed for 3 x 2min in fresh PBS 

each wash, prior to being placed in fresh electrophoresis running buffer. 

4.7.3.3. Equilibration 

For the alkaline comet assay, slides were placed in an alkaline electrophoresis buffer (300mM 

NaOH, 10mM EDTA, 0.1% 8-hydroxyquinoline, 2% DMSO in mQ H2O, at a pH12.0) for 20 

minutes at RT. This stage facilitated unwinding of DNA from histone proteins and equilibration 

of the slides with the running buffer prior to electrophoresis (Fairbairn et al., 1995). For the 

neutral assay the electrophoresis buffer was made fresh using 1 x TBE, 0.1% 8-

hydroxyquinoline, 2% DMSO in mQ H2O and adjusted to pH8.0.  Equilibration was important 

to avoid too great a salt gradient between sections and electrophoresis buffer. Too large a 

gradient would result in increasing amperage under constant voltage electrophoresis (Fairbairn 

et al., 1995). DMSO was used as a free radical scavenger to prevent free radical damage to cells 

and DNA. 

4.7.3.4. Electrophoresis 

Electrophoresis was conducted by placing the slides lengthwise on the tray support of a small 

electrophoresis chamber (Kodak Biomax QS710 -20 cm anode to cathode in length) with the 

chamber sitting on ice to minimise heating of the agarose during electrophoresis. A Bio-Rad 

PowerPac 3000 power unit delivered a constant voltage of 1.5 V·cm-1 for 5 min. The running 

buffer volume was adjusted in volume until amperage was approximately 300mA. After 

electrophoresis, slides were placed on an ice tray before being transferred to coplin jars filled 

with neutralisation buffer (0.4M Tris, pH 7.5) and rocked gently in the dark using a rocker plate 

(Chiltern, USA). 
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4.7.3.5. Staining and visualisation 

A dimeric Cyanine nucleic acid stain, YOYO-1 (3µmol·L-1, Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, 

USA) that intercalates with DNA, was applied for 5 minutes in the dark in 2 x PBS (pH 7.5) as 

a ‘slowfade’ buffer that was made by combining 2.0µL of YOYO-1 (1mM), to 120µL 10 x 

PBS, and 478µL 1 x PBS (pH 7.5), with 60µL of the solution used per slide for 10 slides. 

 

After staining, slides were washed 3 times in 2 x PBS on a rocker in the dark. Slides were then 

coverslipped with PVA mount, placed in a humidified tray and visualised with a fluorescence 

microscope equipped with a standard FITC fluorescein filter set. Black and white photographic 

images were taken to record the result. 

4.7.4. Development stages for the comet assay. 

In order to optimise the conditions for use of the comet assay with fresh frozen sections of 

skeletal muscle, the following investigations were undertaken. 

4.7.4.1. Lysis time 

A series of experiments were conducted to determine the optimal time and conditions for the 

lysis stage. Preliminary investigations using CL (day 30) and mdx muscle using the protocol as 

supplied by Dr R. Sabbadini had used a 30 minute period in refrigerated lysis buffer prior to 

alkaline electrophoresis. This procedure failed to demonstrate migration of DNA in either tissue 

although the DNA was well labelled with YOYO-1 (images not taken). It was reasoned that 

since CL and skeletal muscle contained a large amount of collagen and protein matrices that 

these may have affected migration of DNA within the agarose gel. Thus, the 30 minute lysis 

time as used with cells cultured on the frosted slides (Krown et al., 1996) may not have been 

appropriate for tissue sections. Refrigerated lysis times of 7 min, 15 min, 20min, 1 h, and 2 h 

time periods, were investigated. 

4.7.4.2. Lysis detergents 

The original protocol for use with cultured cells recommended 1% Triton X-100 and 1% Na-

lauroyl-sarcosine. A 0.1% concentration of each of these detergents was investigated based on 

the rationale that a 0.1% concentration is used with in situ hybridisation of tissue sections. 

4.7.4.3. Pre-treatment. 

To assist the degradation of protein and collagen matrices that may limit the migration of DNA 

during electrophoresis, a series of experiments were undertaken using various proteinases and 
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collagenases. These proteolytic and collagenolytic stages were performed after the initial lysis 

period. 

 

(i) Proteinase-K. 

The following concentrations were used 

• 100µg·ml-1 Proteinase-K – 30 min at 37°C 

• 50µg·ml-1 Proteinase-K – 30 min at 37°C 

• 20µg·ml-1 Proteinase-K – 30 min at 37°C 

(ii) Trypsin 

This proteinase was used neat at 2.5% Trypsin and was applied to each slide, coverslipped and 

placed in a humidified tray at 37°C. Time periods investigated for proteolysis were 30 min, 1 h 

and 2 h. 

(iii) Collagenase 

The use of collagenase was used to degrade collagen fibrils. Before application of collagenase 

to slides, 3 x 5 min washes in PBS (Ca2+ and Mg2+ free) were performed on a rocker. This step 

was designed to remove as much EDTA as possible (contained within the lysis buffer), as 

collagenase action is chelated by presence of Ca2+ and Mg2+, which is contained within ETDA. 

A concentration of 10U·cm-2 was applied directly to the sandwich of agarose, coverslipped and 

placed in a humidified tray at 37°C. Time periods investigated for digestion were 30 min, 1 h 

and 2 h.  

(iv) Collagenase – Dispase 

This combination of collagenolytic and proteolytic enzyme mix was applied at 10U·cm-2 

directly to slides, coverslipped and placed in a humidified tray at 37°C. Periods of digestion 

were 30min, 1 h and 2 h time periods. 

 

At the conclusion of the collagense or collagenase-dispase digestion steps, slides destined for 

neutral comet assay were washed in 10mM EDTA to stop further digestion. Slides for alkaline 

comet assay were placed in the electrophoresis buffer, which already contained 10mM EDTA. 

4.7.4.4. Electrophoresis conditions 

As DNA available for migration from the nucleus only needed to migrate by millimetres to be 

evident as a comet, a range of voltage conditions were investigated in an attempt to optimise 

comets. Voltages of 0.5V·cm-1, 1V·cm-1, 1.25V·cm-1, 1.5V·cm-1, .2V·cm-1 were examined with 

time (5min) kept constant. A time period of 10 min was also investigated for use with the 

0.5V·cm-1 voltage setting. 
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4.7.4.5. Negative controls for conditions. 

Negative control for tissues was achieved with the use of sections of skeletal muscle from 

C57B1 mice (non-exercised controls for exercise-induced muscle damage) and Corpus Luteum 

(Day 8). Negative controls for comet procedures were achieved by omitting selected stages, 

detergents or enzyme(s) as appropriate. 

 

The following negative controls for the procedures of the protocol were implemented. These 

controls were used to further understand the effect of each condition on the comet assay. 

(i) No lysis detergent – the alkaline lysis buffer was prepared without Triton X-100 nor 

Na-lauroyl-sarcosine. 

(ii) Pre-treatments – control slides that did not undergo pre-treatment conditions were 

prepared using sections within up to 5 sections from the original. 

(iii) A combination of negative control conditions. 

• no lysis, no pre-treatment digestion, no electrophoresis, application of YOYO-1 

• lysis, no pre-treatment digestion, no electrophoresis, application of YOYO-1 

• lysis, no electrophoresis, application of YOYO-1 

 

4.8. Results 

The investigations undertaken for the development of the comet assay for use with tissue 

sections of skeletal muscle allowed an appreciation of the effect of each stage of the process. 

 

4.8.1. Alkaline and Neutral assays. 

Representative images obtained from neutral and alkaline comet assays utilising longitudinal 

sections (5µm) of TA muscle from C57B1 (non-exercise), C57B1 (exercised) and mdx mice are 

presented in Figure 4.2. These images demonstrate that in the neutral condition there was no 

formation of traditional ‘comets’ due to electrophoretically migrated DNA. There did appear to 

be some greater motility of the DNA out of the nucleus when comparing the exercised muscle 

and the mdx muscle with the non-exercised muscle. This suggests that skeletal muscle damage 

caused by the eccentric exercise and the degeneration and repair cycles within the mdx mice did 

differentially affect the DNA in these muscles so that DNA within the neutral assay was free to 

migrate with electrophoresis. In contrast, the alkaline conditions resulted in “streaming” of 

DNA from the nuclei during electrophoresis in each of the sections of muscle. 
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Figure  4.2: Representative images of longitudinal sections from skeletal muscle 
electrophoresed under (A) neutral (pH8.0) and (B) alkaline (pH12.0) assay conditions. Tissue 
sections obtained from the TA of non-exercised (1) and eccentrically exercised (2) C57Bl mice, 
and from the TA of mdx mice (3). Viewed with fluorescence microscopy (10x objective) fitted 
with FITC filter, and images photographed using black and white 35mm film (KODAK 
TMAX400). Extended labels reflect index for images on film. Direction of electrophoresis 
current from right to left. 

Direction of current

B1 – B645.1.8 

B3 – B645.1.20 A3 – B645.1.13 

B2 – B645.1.28 A2 – B645.1.23 

A1 – B645.1.5 
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4.8.2. Lysis 

The effects of lysis and alkaline equilibration are demonstrated in Figure 4.3. Transverse 

sections (5µm) of the TA muscle of mdx mice underwent neither lysis nor electrophoresis 

(Figure 4.3A), or lysis followed by equilibration in alkaline buffer (pH 12.0) without 

electrophoresis (Figure 4.3B), before being labelled with YOYO-1 dye. Lysis and equilibration 

in alkaline buffer resulted in a “cotton ball fluffiness” (Figure 4.3B), in contrast with the very 

localised labelling of tightly bound DNA as seen in Figure 4.3A. Localisation of the DNA to 

particular nuclei (myonuclei versus nuclei from other cells) was not possible. 

 

The effect of lysis and no-lysis followed by electrophoresis in alkaline buffer (pH12.0) was also 

tested. The results (Figure 4.3 C and D) show that while no-lysis and no-electrophoresis resulted 

in distinctive labelling of DNA (Figure 4.3A) the process of alkaline equilibration and 

electrophoresis resulted in streaming of the DNA away from the nucleus. This was evident in 

both the non-exercised C57Bl mice (Figure 4.3C) as well as those that had undergone eccentric 

exercise to induce muscle damage (Figure 4.3D). 

 

The time of lysis (7 min, 15 min, 20 min, 1 h, and 2 h) did not effect changes in the appearance 

of labelled DNA signal under either neutral or alkaline conditions. While the 7 min lysis time 

appeared more than adequate, the practicality of making fresh equilibration buffer during the 

lysis time dictated that a lysis time of 15 min was more feasible and was the most common time 

used throughout experimentation. 

 

4.8.3. Lysis detergents 

The use of 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.1% Na-lauroyl sarcosine within the lysis buffer as 

compared with 1% concentration for each of these detergents demonstrated very little visible 

difference in the final results of an alkaline comet assay. Representative images from an alkaline 

comet assay of exercised TA muscle from a C57Bl mouse are presented in Figure 4.4. It 

appeared that the 0.1% concentration of the detergents in the lysis buffer gave less overall 

streaming of DNA in the final outcome of the electrophoresis. Less ‘streaming’ caused by less 

passive diffusion of DNA out of the nuclear region and into the agarose gel had the potential to 

create better comets and thus for further experiments a 0.1% concentration of each of these 

detergents was used.  
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Figure  4.3: Images from transverse sections of the TA of mdx mice that underwent no-lysis and 
no alkaline unwinding (A) and lysis and alkaline unwinding (B) but did not undergo 
electrophoresis. (C) and  (D) are representative sections from the TA of C57Bl non-exercised 
(C) and exercised mice (D) that had no lysis but underwent alkaline electrophoresis (1.5V·cm-1 
for 5 min). Images viewed by fluorescence microscopy (100x final magnification) and 
photographed using black and white 35mm film (KODAK TMAX400). Extended labels are 
index for images on film. 
 

 

Figure  4.4: Representative images from longitudinal sections of eccentrically exercised TA 
muscle of C57Bl mice that underwent lysis with 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.1% Na-lauroyl 
sarcosine (A) or lysis with 1% Triton X-100 and 1% Na-lauroyl sarcosine (B) prior to alkaline 
unwinding and electrophoresis (1.5V·cm-1 for 5 min). Images viewed by Zeiss fluorescence 
microscopy (100x final magnification) and photographed using black and white 35mm film 
(KODAK TMAX400). Extended labels reflect index for images on film. 

D – B647.2.12 C – B647.2.2 

B – B637.6.16 A – B637.6.14 

Direction of current

B – B647.2.17 A – B647.2.14 
Direction of current
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4.8.4. Pre-treatments 

The effect of the different pre-treatments was not clear with there being no distinct pattern for 

any combination of pre-treatments. The effect also appeared variable within a tissue section. 

This is evident in Figure 4.5, which shows images taken from longitudinal sections of the TA of 

mdx mice processed with a 2hr lysis period, a 30 min collagenase-dispase digestion at 37°C, and 

alkaline (pH 12.0) electrophoresis (2V·cm-1 for 5 min) with images taken from different parts of 

the same section. In image (A) there were comet formations visible, however in the same 

section (B) there was only a base outline of the underlying structure of the muscle section with 

little or no evidence of labelled DNA. This variable pattern of effect, with at times almost total 

obliteration of the underlying tissue, made it difficult to assess any beneficial effect of pre-

treatments.  The overall impression across all the pre-treatments was that collagenase-dispase 

had the most aggressive effect, followed by trypsin, with the effect being independent of time of 

digestion. There was also no discernible difference between the use of the different 

concentrations of Proteinase-K and omission of Proteinase-K.  Subsequent comet assays did not 

include any additional pre-treatments beyond the initial cold lysis period. 

 

 

Figure  4.5: Representative images from transverse sections of the TA muscle of mdx mice that 
underwent a 2 hour lysis followed by 1 hour of digestion with collagenase-dispase (10U·cm-2) 
prior to alkaline unwinding and electrophoresis (2V·cm-1 for 6 min). The images (A) and (B) are 
from different parts of the same section on the slide indicating variability of effect of the 
digestion. Images viewed by Zeiss fluorescence microscopy (10x objective) and photographed 
using black and white 35mm film (KODAK TMAX400). Extended labels reflect index for 
images on film. 
 

B – B636.3.23 A – B636.3.21 
Direction of current
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4.8.5. Electrophoresis conditions 

The electrophoretic conditions of alkali versus neutral buffer have been presented in Figure 4.2 

indicating that increased alkalinity of the running buffer facilitated the availability of DNA to be 

affected by the voltage during electrophoresis (Figure 4.6). It is shown that the lower the voltage 

the less the migration of DNA and thus the less likely is the formation of comets. However, it 

also appears that the alkaline comet assay in skeletal muscle results in what appears to be 

migration of DNA from large numbers of nuclei within and surrounding the myofibres. In 

comparison, the neutral assay performed at 2V·cm-1, on close to serial sections of the same 

tissue (Figure 4.2(A3)) indicates that for the same voltage, it is the alkalinity and not the voltage 

that results in the ‘streaming’ of DNA under electrophoresis. 

 

 

Figure  4.6: Representative images from sections of the TA muscle of mdx mice that underwent 
a 15 minute lysis followed by alkaline unwinding and electrophoresis using voltages of (A) 
0.5 V·cm-1; (B) 1V·cm-1; (C) 1.25V·cm-1; and (D) 1.5V·cm-1 for 5 min. The images reflect the 
increasing migration of DNA with increasing magnitude of the voltage, progressing from ‘fluffy 
cotton balls’ in (A) to the ‘streaming’ of DNA in (D). Images viewed by Zeiss fluorescence 
microscopy (10x objective) and photographed using black and white 35mm film (KODAK 
TMAX400). Extended labels reflect index for images on film. 

A – B643.2.21 – 0.5V·cm-1 B – B643.2.19 – 1V·cm-1 

D – B645.1.18 – 1.5V·cm-1 C – B643.1.11 – 1.25V·cm-1 
Direction of current
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4.8.6. Chasing comets in skeletal muscle 

The aim of this work was to use the ‘comet’ assay to identify apoptosis within skeletal muscle. 

As presented, the most common result of the assays were that no distinct comets were identified 

under neutral assay conditions that would be indicative of apoptosis. This contrasted with the 

alkaline conditions where the most common effect was a complete streaming of DNA across the 

muscle. The most promising comet formations in skeletal muscle that were seen are presented in 

Figure 4.7. These were found in a section of TA muscle from an mdx mouse. The sections were 

processed by a 20 min cold lysis, alkaline equilibration (pH 12.0) and 5 min of electrophoresis 

(1.5V·cm-1). The most classic looking comet is flanked by several other promising comet 

formations. However, there is no indication whether these comets are from myonuclei or from 

some other cell types. The quality of these comets contrast poorly with the discreet and 

distinctive comets presented in Figure 4.1 obtained during development work on tissue sections 

of a Day 30 corpus luteum of a pregnant rabbit. 

 

 

Figure  4.7: Representative images from sections of the TA muscle of mdx mice that underwent 
a 15 minute lysis followed by alkaline unwinding and electrophoresis using a voltage of 
1.5V·cm-1 for 5 min. Images viewed by Zeiss fluorescence microscopy (A - 100x magnification; 
B - 400x magnification) and photographed using black and white 35mm film (KODAK 
TMAX400). Extended labels reflect index for images on film. 
 

4.9. Discussion 

The alkali and neutral conditions of the running buffer have been proposed as being able to 

differentiate between apoptosis and necrosis, with necrosis resulting in comets in the alkali 

condition but not in the neutral conditions. The advantage of this procedure for cultured or 

extracted cell populations lies in the ability to evaluate heterogeneity within cell populations, 

which is not possible with traditional gel ‘ladder’ electrophoresis (Fairbairn et al., 1995).  

Further advantages include the reported greater sensitivity to DNA damage than the traditional 

gel ‘ladder’ of apoptosis (Fairbairn et al., 1995) as well as the calculation of ‘tail moment’ with 

Direction of current
A – B637.6.17 – 1.25V·cm-1 B – B637.6.18 – 1.25V·cm-1 
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respect to total DNA, which can be used to quantify the extent of DNA damage (Olive et al., 

1990; Gopalakrishna & Khar, 1995). These advantages gave incentive to develop the comet 

assay for use with tissue sections of skeletal muscle. 

 

The results presented in this chapter indicate that the comet assay of skeletal muscle tissue 

sections may not be a valid measure of DNA damage following EIMD nor in skeletal muscle 

from mdx mice (with a continuing process of degeneration and regeneration). Further 

refinement of this technique was not pursued. The results clearly show differences between the 

neutral and alkaline assay conditions. If performed in isolation, the neutral assay could be 

interpreted as being indicative that apoptosis plays no part of skeletal muscle damage and repair, 

since no distinct comets were found under neutral electrophoresis conditions (Fairbairn et al., 

1995; Krown et al., 1996). However, when the skeletal muscle sections were analysed with 

alkaline assay conditions, there was a consistent ‘streaming’ of DNA under electrophoresis 

across all tissue sections. Type-B (Krown et al., 1996) comet-like formations were seen within 

the sections (Figure 4.7). The interpretation of Type-B comet formation under alkaline 

electrophoresis is that they represent necrosis and single strand breaks of DNA (Fairbairn et al., 

1995). While it is not unexpected to see necrosis following damage to skeletal muscle, the 

extent of DNA streaming and Type-B comets within the non-exercised C57Bl muscle tissue 

makes any interpretation questionable. Similarly, although the myofibre damage occasioned by 

EIMD and the muscle damage inherent to the mdx mice may well contain some areas of 

necrosis, it is not reasonable to see the extent of DNA streaming demonstrated with these 

assays. Thus, without a clear control over identification of necrosis within the comet assay, 

interpretation of the neutral assay must also be questioned.  

 

In attempts to identify the origin of differences between the assay conditions, a series of control 

and investigative assays were performed. The results of lysis capacity of the lysis buffer 

demonstrated that while the protocol used for cultured cells recommends 1% Triton X-100 and 

1% Na-lauroyl sarcosine, a 10-fold dilution of each of these detergents to 0.1% were quite 

adequate in providing any necessary lysis. This was evidenced in Figure 4.4 where 

representative images are provided of the outcomes of 0.1% (Figure 4.4A) and 1% (Figure 

4.4B) concentrations of these detergents. There was no observable difference between the two 

lysis conditions. However, the changes in lysis detergent capacity also did not reduce the 

amount of DNA streaming with electrophoresis. The role of the lysis stage for fresh-frozen 

tissue sections may in itself be questioned. The structure of skeletal muscle, being comprised of 

large amounts of protein surrounded by collagenous tissue (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2), had 

suggested that protein and collagen digestion may be needed to enhance release and migration 

of DNA, yet none of the proteolytic and collagenolytic enzymes used enhanced the ability to 
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demonstrate comets. Digestion using 10U·cm-2 collagenase-dispase (1 hour at 37°C) appeared in 

some slides to digest a large proportion of the framework of the skeletal muscle. Whereas, this 

would have seemed a reasonable and expected result, it also appeared that the digestion left the 

DNA so well exposed that 5 min of electrophoresis at 1.5V·cm-1 resulted in loss of DNA from 

the section (see Figure 4.5). 

 

The investigations of additional pre-treatments led to rejection of the hypothesis that skeletal 

muscle would require the use of proteolytic and collageneolytic enzymes in order to expose the 

DNA in the nucleus for electrophoresis. In contrast with whole cells that require to be lysed, 

tissue sections for use with the comet assay may well be sufficiently exposed for assay 

conditions. The sections of tissue, which are cut at 5µm and then sandwiched within layers of 

agarose gel, have both section surfaces exposed. It is likely that many of the myonuclei (and 

others) within a 5µm section will have been cut open and the contents of the nuclear envelope 

exposed for chemical interactions. That the lysis stage was unnecessary is evident in Figure 

4.3(C&D) in which streaming of DNA was evident after alkaline electrophoresis despite the 

assay being performed without the lysis stage. Furthermore, reduction in time from a 2 hour 

lysis down to a 7 minute lysis appeared to make no difference to the outcome of the alkaline 

assay. That lysis of sectioned tissue is not necessary does have support from Navarrete et al. 

(1997), who investigated the use of the comet assay with freshly cut plant material. It is 

concluded that lysis of tissue sections embedded in agarose gels is not a critical step within the 

comet assay for analysis of skeletal muscle tissue sections. 

 

The stage within the comet assay that appears to be the most critical and/or problematic is the 

stage of equilibration and electrophoresis. In the present investigations, tissue sections that 

underwent neutral electrophoretic conditions displayed consistent outcomes albeit with out 

definitive comets. The neutral assay, in which there is no denaturing and unwinding of DNA 

from histone proteins, will only demonstrate double-strand breaks of DNA (Fairbairn et al., 

1995; Krown et al., 1996) as they have been cleaved at the linker regions by endonucleases and 

are therefore already released from histone proteins. In the present study no definitive comets of 

Type C (representing apoptosis) were evident in skeletal muscle sections from C57Bl (exercised 

and non-exercised muscle) nor in muscle from mdx mice. If this result alone was to be 

interpreted as no evidence of apoptosis in skeletal muscle, then this would contradict a range of 

studies across exercise and damage models of skeletal muscle (Matsuda et al., 1995; Podhorska-

Okolov et al., 1995; Sandri et al., 1995; Smith et al., 1995; Tidball et al., 1995; Allen et al., 

1997a; Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; Sandri & Carraro, 1999; Smith et al., 2000a). However, 

the result of no evidence of apoptosis would find support from a few research studies that either 

found no apoptosis or debated the specificity of the detection of DNA fragmentation within 
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skeletal muscle (Grasl-Kraupp et al., 1995; Olive et al., 1997). It has been demonstrated that 

apoptosis affects only a small proportion of total myonuclei (Tidball et al., 1995) and while it is 

certainly possible that sections of tissue analysed in the present studies contained no apoptotic 

myonuclei, this seems unlikely. The presence of apoptotic nuclei within the sections could be 

confirmed by utilisation of other methods, e.g. the TUNEL assay in serial sections and was 

planned as a progression beyond the development of the comet assay. 

 

Confidence in the comet assay for differentiating apoptosis was lacking due to the unexpected 

results from the alkaline assay. The alkaline assay utilised alkaline (pH12.0) equilibration and 

electrophoresis. The high alkalinity denatures DNA and unwinds histone proteins allowing the 

release and then migration of single strand breaks of DNA (Olive et al., 1990; Fairbairn et al., 

1995). In all alkaline assays that were performed, the DNA ‘streamed’ away from the nucleus 

region. This would indicate a high proportion of single strand DNA breaks and/or damage to 

DNA. The extent of this streaming was so excessive to be unreasonable indicating that the 

alkaline conditions were creating the effect rather than facilitating just the release of damaged or 

single strand breaks in DNA. That it was the alkaline stage that appeared to create this problem 

can be seen from Figure 4.3(C&D) in which the tissue sections did not have any lysis stage 

before being equilibrated and electrophoresed. The ‘streaming’ effect was still present 

indicating that lysis was not needed as it appeared that the DNA was already exposed and 

available for unwinding and migration. As the neutral assay did not result in the ‘streaming’ 

effect this also confirmed that the ‘streaming’ was caused by the alkaline conditions.  

 

Throughout the laboratory procedures for the conduct of the comet assay care was taken to 

avoid conditions likely to cause DNA denaturing or damage e.g. excessive heat and ultraviolet 

light. Lysis, washes, equilibration, electrophoresis and labelling were all conducted in darkened 

environments. As ‘streaming’ was not present in the neutral assay this also served as a control 

for tissue handling and environmental impact on the tissue. If incandescence, incident and UV 

light within the laboratory were damaging the DNA then it would have been expected that the 

slides processed by neutral assay would also have shown ‘streaming’. This was not the case. 

Separate blocks of tissues from different mice were also used to be sure that the problems were 

not block or mouse specific. It appeared that the problem lay within the alkaline assay and 

would need to be resolved before the assay could be used with skeletal muscle tissue sections. 

 

It had been the intent to utilise the comet assay in conjunction with the use of EBD (as an in 

vivo vital dye) to assist understanding of sarcolemma damage, permeability, apoptosis and 

necrosis. Without confidence in the alkaline assay for tissue sections, the value of the technique 

for assessment and differentiation of apoptosis and necrosis within skeletal muscle tissue 
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sections was questionable. On this premise it was decided to qualitatively reject the hypothesis 

that the comet assay used with tissue sections would differentiate between normal, necrotic or 

apoptotic myonuclei. Thus, it was decided to suspend further development of the comet assay 

within this thesis.  

 

It may be possible that further development work with tissue sections will unravel the potential 

to detect DNA fragmentation in skeletal muscle using the comet assay. During the preliminary 

work conducted as a collaborative effort, it was evident that skeletal muscle had to be treated 

differently throughout all stages of the protocol in comparison with corpus luteum and thymus. 

Initially it was though that the differences lay with the protein and collagen content of muscle 

and that proteolytic and collageneolytic digestion would be needed. This proved unfounded and 

the difference between tissues appears to be within the unwinding of DNA from histone 

proteins in exposed nuclei in sections cut from fresh-frozen blocks of skeletal muscle. Future 

directions for investigation would include: 

1. Development of a positive control for skeletal muscle apoptosis in tissue sections. It 

was suggested by Dr R Sabbadini that this could take the form of starting with 

bundles of fibres stripped from a muscle, maintained in Ringers solution, to which 

is added exogenous sphingosine, an agent known to induce apoptosis (Krown et al., 

1996). These bundles could then be sandwiched within the agarose, lysed, 

proteolytically digested and processed through the comet assay (alkaline and 

neutral).  

2. Bundles of fibres exposed to sphingosine could also be snap frozen and managed as 

per a frozen section and processed through the comet assay. 

 

These variations could be used to assess whether the neutral and alkali comet assay produced 

differential results. If the whole bundle model were successful then it would be useful to 

investigate the effect of snap freezing and cryostat cutting of these bundles on the outcomes of 

the comet assay. The combination of these investigations would assist understanding whether 

the “streaming” as seen in the present investigations was due to an artefact of the freezing and 

cutting procedure. The potential remains for further but focussed development. The initial focus 

needs to be on understanding the role of the alkaline equilibration and electrophoresis on the 

DNA contained in the cut sections of skeletal muscle. Once resolved, the comet assay will have 

potential for use within the laboratory protocols of the muscle biologist.   

 

Without the ability to specifically identify apoptotic myonuclei on tissue sections, the role of 

EIMD of apoptosis was not pursued further in this thesis. 
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Chapter 5. Evans Blue Dye as an in vivo marker of myofibre 

damage: Optimising parameters for detecting initial 

myofibre membrane permeability. 

One of the features of apoptosis as presented in Chapter 4 is the maintenance of cell membranes 

throughout the cell death process. This contrasts with necrosis where there is loss of cell 

integrity early in cell death. Previous research has shown apoptosis to have a role within skeletal 

muscle across various muscle states including atrophy (Allen et al., 1997a), injury (Podhorska-

Okolow et al., 1998), and muscle pathology (Sandri & Carraro, 1999). If classic apoptosis is a 

process involved in muscle injury and pathology then it would be expected that skeletal muscle 

membranes would retain integrity. It was the aim of this chapter to optimise the parameters for 

detecting myofibre membrane integrity with the intent that Evan’s Blue Dye (EBD) be used to 

complement investigations of EIMD in which damage sustained by the myofibres appears 

localised to randomly scattered sarcomeres of isolated myofibres within a muscle (Fridén et al., 

1981). This chapter will focus on myofibre damage and the ability to detect loss of integrity of 

the myofibre sarcolemma. It was hypothesised that the sarcolemma of myofibres damaged 

during eccentric exercise would remain impermeable to EBD. 

5.1 Background 

Evans Blue Dye (EBD – FW 960.82g·mol-1) is widely used to study blood vessel and cellular 

membrane permeability as it is non-toxic, it can be administered as an intravital dye and it binds 

to serum albumin - using this as its transporter molecule. The EBD-albumin conjugate (EBA) 

can be: (i) identified macroscopically by the striking blue colour within tissue (Matsuda et al., 

1995); (ii) observed by red auto-fluorescence in tissue sections examined under fluorescence 

microscopy (Matsuda et al., 1995; Brussee et al., 1997; Tidball et al., 1999); and (iii) assessed 

and quantified by spectrophotometry for serum samples (Brown et al., 1992a), or homogenised 

tissue (Oztas et al., 1992).  

 

In humans, serum albumin (MW = 69kDa) comprises 60% (4.5g·dL-1) of the total serum protein 

(7.3g·dL-1), with globulins (MW=140kDa) and fibrinogen (400kDa) contributing up to 35% 

(2.5g·dL-1) and 5% (0.3g·dL-1) respectively (Guyton & Hall, 2000, p169). These proteins are 

also present in the interstitial fluid, derived by diffusion and filtration from the capillaries, 

although the concentration of each protein is lower (total protein concentration = 2-3g·dL-1). In 

the mouse, a similar percentage concentration for serum albumin has been reported (Bernstein, 

1966) although the total serum protein is lower at 5g·dL-1. The fractions of these proteins in both 

serum and interstitial fluid are important in the maintenance of osmotic pressure between 

capillary vessels, the interstitium, and the intracellular environment. The development and 
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maintenance of osmotic pressure relies on the integrity of vessel walls and cell membranes to 

prevent the passage of protein molecules (Guyton & Hall, 2000, p169). 

 

Capillaries have low permeability to serum proteins. This low permeability is most pronounced 

in the endothelium of cerebral capillaries in which the intercellular clefts are regarded as being 

“tight” junctions (Guyton & Hall, 2000, p714), when compared with most other tissue 

capillaries. These clefts normally have a diameter of 6-7nm being slightly smaller in diameter 

than the albumin molecule (Guyton & Hall, 2000, p162). Capillary permeability varies between 

tissues, being dependent on functional requirements for diffusion and/or filtration. For example, 

the liver capillaries are highly permeable to both water and serum proteins, whereas renal 

glomerular permeability is high for water but low for proteins. Muscle capillary permeability for 

water is 500 times lower than that of the renal capillaries, but is similar for the serum proteins, 

for which the relative permeability for albumin is 10,000 times lower than that for water and 

300 times lower than that of myoglobin (Guyton & Hall, 2000, p164). When a vessel or cell 

membrane is damaged or weakened, changes in permeability may occur and serum albumin can 

then rapidly cross the damaged membrane under influence of a concentration gradient. 

 

Leakage of serum proteins across the capillary and into the interstitium forms the basis for the 

use of EBD in many assays of membrane integrity. The extravasation or clearance of EBD has 

been utilised as an in vivo marker in studies of the mechanisms of pulmonary oedema (Mason & 

Effros, 1983; Patterson et al., 1992); airway responsiveness to sensitising agents (Rogers et al., 

1989; Hayes et al., 1992; Arakawa et al., 1993; Arakawa et al., 1994; Sirois et al., 1994); 

analysis of serum samples for the determination of plasma volume (Gillen et al., 1991; Brown et 

al., 1992a; Farjanel et al., 1997); and, following injection of EBD, allowing the determination 

of changes in plasma volumes during pregnancy in human and animal models (Campbell & 

Campbell, 1983; Brown et al., 1992a; Brown et al., 1992b; Whittaker & Lind, 1993). With the 

use of EBD, vascular permeability has been assessed in response to pharmacological agents e.g. 

diuretics (Lehoux et al., 1994), steroidal and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (Reichman 

et al., 1986); in arterialised vein grafts (Finck et al., 1989; Dilley et al., 1992); small vessel 

patency following vein graft surgery (Rogers et al., 1983; Arakaki et al., 1994); and prosthetic 

arterial grafts (Samuels et al., 1989); as well as assessment of the response to mediators of skin 

hypersensitivity reactions (Keahey et al., 1991). 

 

Recently, EBD has been used in mdx mice to identify damaged skeletal myofibres that had 

become permeable owing to muscular dystrophy (Matsuda et al., 1995; Brussee et al., 1997; 

Straub et al., 1997). The mdx mouse is an animal model for human Duchenne’s Muscular 

Dystrophy (DMD), which is an X chromosome-linked disorder characterised by progressive 

muscle degeneration and weakness.  Matsuda et al. (1995) injected EBD into the tail vein of 
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mdx mice and demonstrated that myofibres that contained EBD were identifiable, via 

Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining, as swollen or hypercontracted. Brussee et al. (1997) 

also injected EBD into the tail vein of mdx and C57Bl mice in their examination of the fragility 

of the dystrophic muscle during downhill running on a treadmill, and they similarly observed 

that the auto-fluorescent fibres showed evidence of hypercontraction or degeneration. In marked 

contrast to the mdx mouse there was little penetration of EBD in other myopathies resulting 

from defects in the laminin α-2 chain (Straub et al., 1997). The intensity of EBD fluorescence 

has been used to identify mechanically induced damage to skeletal muscle in a suspension-

reloading model of muscle injury (Tidball et al., 1999). 

 

Despite the wide use of EBD as an in vivo marker of plasma membrane permeability, there has 

been no detailed presentation of standardised guidelines for its use in skeletal muscle. This is 

addressed in the present study.  Of particular interest were (i) the efficacy of delivery of EBD by 

intraperitoneal compared with intravenous injection of EBD; (ii) what methods of tissue fixation 

and processing were optimal for the display and retention of the EBD signal; (iii) how long does 

EBD persist within injured myofibres; (iv) whether the volume of EBD injected influences the 

strength of signal observed; (v) how rapidly does EBD get into the circulation in order to 

reliably detect damaged myofibres; and (vi) whether labelling of damaged myofibres with EBD 

relied on an intact circulation.  

 

This chapter defines the parameters for the use of EBD and then applies this to three models of 

experimental skeletal muscle damage; - (i) cut injury; (ii) whole muscle graft; and (iii) exercise 

induced muscle damage. 

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Animals 

Adult, 6 to 12 week old, normal control C57Bl (the parent strain for mdx), BALB/c, and 

dystrophic mdx male mice were used in these experiments. Mice were housed in cages, supplied 

with food and water without restriction, and maintained in a 12-hr light/dark air-conditioned 

(20-25°C) environment. Where appropriate, mice were anaesthetised by inhalation of a gaseous 

mixture of Halothane (Fluothane, Zeneca, South Africa) and Nitrous Oxide (BOC Gases, Perth) 

in Oxygen (0.5l·min-1 Halothane, 0.3l/min N2O, 0.4l·min-1 O2). 
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5.3 Defining parameters for the use of EBD 

A series of experiments were conducted to determine the parameters for the use of EBD within 

three models of experimental muscle damage.  The preparation of materials e.g. EBD, and the 

generic methods of injection and operative procedures with subsequent muscle tissue sampling, 

fixation, cutting, viewing and imaging were as detailed in Chapter 3. Specific procedures 

relevant to the following experiments are presented below. 

5.3.1 Mode of injection  

To compare intravenous (IV) with intraperitoneal (IP) injection of EBD, four mdx mice (20 ± 

2g) were injected with a solution of 1% EBD at a volume of 1% of body mass (BM) (1mg 

EBD·0.1ml-1 PBS·10gBM-1) (Matsuda et al., 1995), referred to subsequently as the standard 

1%EBD.  Two mice were injected via IV and two via an IP route. One of each pair was 

sacrificed at 7 hours and 24 hours after injection, respectively. The TA and EDL muscles were 

prepared for frozen sections. 

5.3.2 Fixation 

To compare fixed versus frozen tissues, one mdx mouse (26g) was injected IP with the standard 

1%EBD 24 hours before sacrifice. The TA muscles were removed, cut transversely, and 10 

serial sections for each condition were fixed in either: 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), 10% 

buffered formal saline (BFS), cold (-20°C) 95% ethanol, or snap frozen in isopentane. 

5.3.3 Volume of EBD injected 

The aim of this experiment was to determine whether the volume of EBD injected IP would 

affect the EBD signal present in permeable myofibres of the mdx muscle or would bring about 

labelling of normal C57Bl myofibres (C57Bl muscles do not show damage, in contrast to 

dystrophic mdx mice). Three mdx mice (22 ± 2g) were injected IP with a 1% EBD solution, 

each at different volumes (0.5%, 1%, 2.5%) relative to body mass, one day prior to sacrifice of 

the animals. Two C57Bl mice (26 ± 1g) were also injected with the 1% EBD solution one day 

prior to sacrifice, one at 1%, and the other at 2.5% volume EBD relative to body mass. Muscles 

of the right hindlimb of each mouse were prepared for paraffin embedded muscle tissue 

sections, and muscles of the left limb for frozen sections. 

5.3.4 Timing and persistence of EBD within permeable myofibres. 

To determine the timing and persistence of EBD after IP injection, EBD was injected IP into 40 

mdx mice (23 ± 3g) at 96, 72, 48, 24, 16, 8, 4, and 2 hrs prior to sacrifice of the animals (five 

mice per time point). Six control C57Bl mice (26 ±1g) were injected at 96 (three mice) and 24 
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hours (three mice) prior to sacrifice. Muscles from the right and left leg were prepared for 

paraffin embedding and frozen sections, respectively. The presence of EBD in frozen sections 

observed by fluorescence microscopy was scored on a Likert seven-point scale. For the intensity 

of staining in individual myofibres (not the number of myofibres containing EBD) the scale, 

from 0-6, was defined as ranging from 0=no signal; 1= minimal signal; 2=weak signal; 3=good 

signal; 4= moderate signal; 5=strong signal; 6=very strong signal. A score on this scale for the 

red fluorescent labelling was recorded for the myofibres and the interstitium, viewed at a final 

magnification of 200x.  

 

5.4 Experimental muscle damage 

The optimal conditions were defined from the above studies (1%EBD at 1%BM injected IP 16-

24 hours before sampling, henceforth referred to as 1%EBD), and applied to three experimental 

muscle injuries. 

5.4.1 Cut injury 

This experiment, using a cut injury to "normal" muscle, was designed to demonstrate (i) how 

rapidly EBD would be detected within damaged myofibres after a known injury; and (ii) the 

penetration of EBD along the length of damaged myofibres (before resealing occurs). Six 

C57Bl mice had a single transverse cut injury made in the mid-region of the left TA, as 

described by Grounds et al. (1992).  Mice were immediately injected IP with 1%EBD, and 

sacrificed at 4, 8, 16 (two mice), 20, & 24 hours post injury. Frozen sections were prepared 

from the TA muscles of the Left (cut) and Right (control) legs. 

5.4.2 Whole muscle grafts. 

To see whether EBD could label damaged myofibres in an avascular muscle graft, four BALB/c 

mice (20g) received an autograft of intact whole EDL muscle as described by Roberts et al. 

(1989). Immediately (time 0) and at 1, 2, and 7 days after surgery one mouse per time point was 

injected IP with 1%EBD. Mice were sacrificed one day after EBD injection and muscles fixed 

with different protocols as detailed in Table 5.1. 
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Table  5.1: Protocols used to optimise fixation and visualisation of EBD after transplantation of 

whole muscle autografts.  

Time of injection of EBD 

after grafting. (days) 

Time of sampling and 

fixation. (days) 

Method of Fixation 

0 1 Immersion fixation 4% PFA, 15min, 

snap-frozen - (fixed-frozen) 

1 2 Immersion fixation 4% PFA, 15min, 

snap-frozen - (fixed-frozen) 

2 3 Perfusion fixation 4% PFA, snap 

frozen (perfusion-frozen) 

7 8 Isopentane quenched, (snap-frozen) 

 

 

5.4.3 Exercise-induced muscle damage. 

The permeability of muscle fibres as a result of EIMD was investigated following controlled 

eccentric contractions of the TA and EDL muscles (Armstrong et al., 1991; Faulkner & Brooks, 

1994). Three C57Bl mice (25.4g ±0.97) were assessed for muscle performance on a custom-

made servo-controlled mouse dynamometer (described in detail in Chapter 2 and methods for 

use in Chapter 3) that controlled angular displacement, velocity and acceleration of the ankle 

joint (Hamer et al., 1998) while the exposed common peroneal nerve was directly stimulated via 

needle electrodes connected to a Grass™ S-88 stimulator (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2).  Torque 

generated by the anterior crural muscles (TA, EDL, and Extensor Hallucis Longus) about the 

ankle joint axis was recorded from an axial torque transducer placed in-line with the axis of the 

servomotor (Hamer et al., 1998). The neutral position of the ankle, defined as 0°, was with the 

foot perpendicular to the tibia. The mean peak torque of the final 50ms of three repeated 150ms 

duration electrical stimuli, with 30 seconds between stimuli, was used to determine the 

isometric torque-volt, torque-frequency, and torque-angle relationships of the right anterior 

crural muscles. These relationships determined the optimal voltage and frequency of 

stimulation, as well as the optimal angle for torque production. With the use of the determined 

conditions for stimulation, 20 eccentric contractions, performed at 1000°·sec-1 with 30 seconds 

between each contraction, were conducted on the descending limb of the torque-angle 

relationship from 15° plantarflexion to 55° plantarflexion. Isometric torque-volt and torque-

angle relationships were re-established 10 minutes prior to sacrifice.  
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To test how rapidly damaged myofibres could be detected after exercise, two mice were injected 

IP with 1%EBD 18 hours prior to exercise. Mice were sampled at 20 and 60 minutes after 

exercise. To test whether permeability of the myofibres, resulting from this controlled exercise-

induced damage was transient (ie. the local membrane repaired/resealed quickly), or whether it 

resulted in sustained permeability, a third mouse was injected with EBD 48 hours after exercise 

and sacrificed 24 hours later. Frozen sections were prepared from the TA and EDL muscles. 

 

5.5 Results 

5.5.1 Defining optimal parameters 

5.5.1.1 Mode of Injection 

Similar intensity of the red auto-fluorescent EBD signal was seen within myofibres and in the 

surrounding interstitium in mdx mice injected IV and IP. A representative image of the 

transverse section of the muscle from an mdx mouse injected IP and the tissue sampled at 24 

hours is presented in Figure 5.1B. This demonstrates the easy visual detection of the presence of 

EBD within individual myofibres as well as the presence of EBD in the surrounding 

interstitium.  Since IP injection was just as effective and is more convenient than IV, IP 

injection was the method of choice for future experiments. Of particular interest was the 

observation that EBD was occasionally seen in myofibres that had a relatively normal 

histological appearance in H&E stained sections (comparing Figure 5.1 A and B), indicating 

that EBD has greater sensitivity than H&E staining for the detection of mildly damaged 

myofibres. 

5.5.1.2 Fixation 

Muscles from mdx mice that had been fixed (in 4% PFA, 10% BFS, or cold (-20°C) ethanol) 

and paraffin processed, showed less EBD signal, compared with fresh-frozen tissue. 

Macroscopic examination of fresh non-sectioned muscle showed many conspicuous "blue" 

(EBD) areas, whereas after fixation, the EBD was not as distinct. This was confirmed by 

viewing frozen and paraffin sections with fluorescence microscopy. Fresh-frozen sections 

showed strong red auto-fluorescent signal localised in permeable myofibres and the interstitium. 

In contrast, red fluorescence was weak in all paraffin sections and it appeared that the 

processing of tissue for paraffin embedding washed out the interstitial EBD as well as that 

within permeable myofibres. 
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A further contrast was seen when frozen and paraffin sections from mice that had been injected 

with 1%EBD were examined with the use of anti-rat serum albumin (ICN Aurora, Ohio, USA) 

conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (McNeil & Khakee, 1992). While the paraffin 

sections were of superior morphology compared with frozen sections, the detection of serum 

albumin in both was less sensitive than that provided by the EBD technique. When the frozen 

sections were viewed with brightfield microscopy, myofibres that appeared to have a slightly 

stronger colorimetric signal (brown colouration) for the antibody to serum albumin were 

distinctively red with fluorescence microscopy of the same section (data not shown). As the 

antibody technique was less sensitive in comparison with the EBD method, data are not 

presented. Thus, the best method tested for the use of EBD in skeletal muscle was the use of 

fresh-frozen tissue, and this was subsequently used in all other investigations. 

5.5.1.3 Volume of EBD injected 

Injections of different volumes of EBD relative to body mass showed that a 0.5% volume (of a 

1% EBD solution) did label permeable myofibres and the interstitium, but the signal strength 

was greater with a 1% injection volume (i.e. 0.25ml·25g-1 mouse). The 2.5% relative volume 

gave no greater labelling of myofibres, but the interstitium and endothelial walls of blood 

vessels gave greater signal intensity. When control C57Bl mice were injected IP with the 2.5% 

volume of EBD 24hrs prior to sacrifice, strong EBD labelling occurred in the interstitium but no 

EBD was evident within the myofibres (data not shown). Therefore injection of a 1% volume of 

EBD relative to body mass was considered an appropriate volume for injection and was used in 

all further studies. 

5.5.1.4 Persistence of EBD within permeable myofibres. 

The presence of EBD in frozen sections of muscle from mdx mice that had been injected with 

EBD at various times (five mice per time point) prior to sampling was semi-quantified with the 

use of a Likert seven-point scale (see Section 5.3.4) in which 0 indicates no signal and 6 

indicates the strongest signal. Graphical representation of the score obtained across these times 

for the EBD signal in the myofibre and interstitium is presented in Figure 5.2.  A greater 

difference in scores represents a greater contrast between the fluorescent signal in myofibres 

and the interstitium. The greatest contrast occurred when EBD was injected at 24 and 16 hours 

before tissue sampling (Figure 5.2). Useful contrast was still evident when EBD was injected up 

to 96 hours and as little as 8 hours before sampling (Figure 5.2).  Sections of six control 

(uninjured) C57Bl mice that were injected with 1%EBD at 96 hours (three mice) and 24 hours 

(three mice) prior to sacrifice showed no EBD within myofibres, although signal was evident in 

the interstitium. 
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a 

b 

Figure  5.1:  Detection of myofibre damage in mdx muscle following IP injection of 1%EBD 24 
hours prior to sampling. Transverse frozen sections of the TA stained with H&E (a) shows 
degeneration of myofibres evident by eosinophilic swollen myofibres (arrows); and (b) EBD in 
myofibres (dark stained myofibres) shown as an inverted greyscale fluorescent image of a 
similar field to (a) (see reference asterisk). The interstitium and blood vessel walls also show 
EBD labelling (see b). Note the fibre containing EBD ( ) in contrast with the relatively normal 
histologic appearance of this fibre in (a). 
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From these results, it can be concluded that, following an IP injection, the 1%EBD needs to be 

in the mouse circulatory system for at least eight hours before good labelling and contrast of 

permeable myofibres is achieved. However, best contrast between EBD in permeable myofibres 

and the surrounding interstitium is seen when 1%EBD is injected IP 16-24 hours prior to tissue 

sampling. The persistence of the labelling for at least 96 hours (4 days) following injection 

indicates the stability of the EBD-albumin conjugate within the permeable myofibres of the mdx 

mice. 

Figure  5.2:  Strength of EBD fluorescent signal in skeletal myofibres (    ) and interstitium (    ), 
as well as the resultant contrast (    ) between the myofibres and the interstitium of mdx mice 
given an intra-peritoneal injection of 1%EBD at various times before sampling. 
 

5.5.2 Experimental Muscle Damage 

5.5.2.1 Cut injury. 

To investigate the penetration of EBD along the length of injured myofibres, an IP injection of 

1%EBD was given 3-5 minutes after a transverse cut injury through the belly of the TA of six 

C57Bl mice with muscle sampled at 4, 8, 16, 20 and 24 hours. Serial transverse sections were 

taken at multiple 50µm levels cutting from proximal (level 1, -350µm) to distal (level 10, 

+100µm), through the site of the cut injury (approximately level 8, 0µm). Figure 5.3a presents a 

pictorial representation of the site of the cut injury and the transverse sectioning of the TA 

muscle. The spread of EBD within the damaged myofibres appeared greatest in the mice 
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a      b 

c      d 

e      f 

 

Figure  5.3:  Distribution of EBD after cut injury in TA muscle of a C57Bl mouse shown in 
transverse frozen sections (10µm). The locality of the section levels (b-e) relative to the site of 
cut injury is depicted in (a). 1%EBD was injected immediately after injury and muscle sampled 
after 20 hours. Inverted greyscale images (b to e) demonstrate the distribution of EBD distant 
from, and at the site of damage (dark coloured regions). An H&E stained section (f), obtained 
from close to level d (at the injury site), demonstrates inflammatory infiltrate and destruction of 
tissue with normal morphology in adjacent myofibres (*). 
 

 

*
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sampled at 16 and 20 hours and was minimal in mice sampled at 4 and 8 hours. The sections of 

the muscles sampled at 24 hours were affected by some ice crystal artefact but did demonstrate 

less distinct labelling when compared with the mice sampled at 16 and 20 hours.  

 

Representative images from the transverse frozen sections from the mouse sampled at 20 hours 

are presented in Figure 5.3b-f. There was some EBD within myofibres around 150µm proximal 

to the cut-injured site (Figure 5.3b) although little signal beyond this (not shown). EBD signal 

increased dramatically at 50µm proximal (Figure 5.3c), and was distinct at 0µm (Figure 5.3d) 

which was considered to be closest to the cut-injured site. The EBD signal diminished with 

distance but was still readily detectable at 100µm distal to this site (Figure 5.3e). Figure 5.3f 

shows the extent of damage within the cut-injured region (close to Level D) and the histological 

appearance of undamaged muscle. 

 

In the mice sampled at 4 and 8 hours after the cut-injury the EBD labelling was not strong in 

either the damaged muscle nor in the surrounding interstitium. This finding was consistent with 

the results from the experiments examining the persistence of EBD within permeable myofibres 

(Section 5.5.1.4). 

5.5.2.2 Whole muscle grafts 

Transplantation of a whole EDL muscle graft results in complete disruption to all vascular 

supply to the muscle but no direct damage to the structure of the muscle fibres. Permeability to 

EBD throughout all myofibres of the graft (Figure 5.4a) was apparent within one day (EBD 

injected at time 0) and this was maintained for up to a week.  

 

To confirm that newly formed myotubes in the graft excluded EBD, one mouse was injected IP 

with 1%EBD at seven days after grafting (when the necrotic muscle has been replaced by 

myotubes) and the mouse sacrificed one day later (Day 8). The new myotubes were devoid of 

EBD (Figure 5.4b), and EBD was predominantly seen in new blood vessels of the graft and 

persisting necrotic muscle tissue, as well as some labelling of interstitium and surrounding 

epimysium. 

5.5.2.3 Exercise-induced muscle damage 

TA muscles of C57Bl mice were subjected to eccentric exercise using the dynamometer (see 

Section 5.4.3) at 18 hours after EBD injection, and were sampled at 20 and 60 minutes after 

completion of the exercise. EBD was present in myofibres as early as 20 minutes after exercise 

(Figure 5.5b). The EBD positive myofibres at one hour after exercise also appeared to be 

swollen (Figure 5.5c). The non-exercised control muscle (Figure 5.5a), as well as much of the 
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 a 

 b 

Figure  5.4:  EBD staining in whole EDL muscle grafts ( ) transplanted over TA muscles of 
BALB/c mice.  Mice were injected IP with 1%EBD at 1 day (a) or 7 days (b) after grafting, 
sampled 24 hours later and presented as transverse frozen sections (10µm). A high power inset 
image of the Day 8 graft (b (i)) shows high EBD signal (black coloured areas) in the immediate 
area surrounding new myofibres ( ). A moderate power inset image (b(ii)) of a representative 
area of the underlying normal TA muscle, illustrates the containment of EBD ( ) to the 
interstitium in non-damaged skeletal muscle. 
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a      b 

c      d 

 

Figure  5.5:  EBD in exercise-induced muscle damage. Inverted fluorescence greyscale images 
of transverse frozen sections (10µm) of the TA muscles of C57Bl mice that been injected IP 
with 1%EBD at 18 hours before exercise (20 eccentric contractions of the anterior crural 
muscles of the right lower leg). The left leg served as the non-exercised control (a) and showed 
no EBD within myofibres. In exercised muscles, EBD was seen in some myofibres of muscles 
sampled at 20 minutes (b) and 1hr (c) after exercise. EBD was detected by 20 minutes 
(arrowhead & line [showing grouped myofibres] in b) and was more pronounced by 1hr after 
exercise (see arrows in c). (d) When EBD was injected 2 days after exercise, the muscle, 
sampled one day later, showed EBD staining in a very limited number of myofibres. (e) The 
mean (±SD) peak torque, recorded from the final 50ms of three repeated 150ms maximal 
isometric contractions (at optimal voltage, angle and frequency) in three C57Bl mice, before 
and after exercise at various times shows the deficit after exercise, and recovery towards pre-
exercise values by three days. 
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exercised muscle (Figure 5.5b-d), showed no evidence of EBD within myofibres.  The 

mean peak torque achieved during a tetanic isometric contraction at the optimal angle for 

torque production, for the anterior crural muscles of three mice sampled 20 and 60 minutes after 

exercise are presented in Figure 5.5e. These data show that after the 20 eccentric contractions, 

there was a 30% reduction in torque production by 20min and a further reduction by 1hr to a 

value of 62% of the pre-exercise torque.  

 

To determine whether EBD would enter damaged myofibres at two days after exercise, a mouse 

was injected with EBD at two days after exercise and then sampled one day later.  In this 

mouse, few EBD positive myofibres were present and the intensity of EBD signal within any 

myofibres was quite weak (Figure 5.5d). In this mouse, torque production had also recovered to 

87% of the pre-exercise value (Figure 5.5e). 

 

5.6 Discussion 

EBD has been widely used as an in vivo marker for cellular permeability in many different 

physiological systems (see Section 5.1). This study has defined the optimal parameters for EBD 

use in mouse skeletal muscle and then applied the technique in three disparate models of muscle 

injury (Hamer et al., 2002). Optimal parameters for the use of EBD, determined for experiments 

in mouse skeletal muscle, are as follows. A 1% sterile solution (w·v-1) in PBS (pH7.5) injected 

at 1% volume relative to body mass injected by either an IP or IV route is effective. However, 

IP injection is easier and the method of choice where mice have dark coloured skin (C57Bl and 

mdx mice), which can make the IV injection into a tail vein difficult. The IP injection of EBD 

should be at least eight hours before sampling of the skeletal muscle tissue, being optimally 

injected 16-24 hrs before sampling. Useful contrast in signal between the interstitium and 

myofibres containing EBD, however, is still evident when an IP injection is given four days 

before tissue sampling. This means that EBD persists for at least four days and thus can label 

(cumulatively) muscles damaged during at least a four-day period. 

 

EBD is seen macroscopically as a blue colouration in tissue. This is striking when examining 

whole muscle (e.g. Matsuda et al., 1995), however, such blue colouration is not readily visible 

in 10µm sections with light microscopy. To obtain the best visualisation of EBD in tissue 

sections, muscle samples should be snap-frozen by the standard technique of isopentane 

quenching in liquid N2 and stored at -80°C. Frozen sections are cut at 10µm, cold acetone fixed 

for two minutes, air-dried, quick-dipped in Xylene, and mounted under a coverslip with DPX. 

Care must be taken to ensure that no thawing of muscle samples occurs as this potentially could 

cause diffusion of the EBD within the sample, affecting then the specificity and contrast of the 
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structures labelled by EBD. While paraffin embedded tissue samples display better morphology 

than frozen sections, the processing required for paraffin embedding appears to cause 

weakening of the EBD signal possibly caused by diffusion of EBD throughout the sample. 

 

Viewing of the EBD labelling within sections by fluorescent microscopy, with the use of a 

green light filter set (N2.1), a band pass filter of 515-560nm, and a low pass filter of 590nm, 

provides a bright red signal seen in the interstitium, epimysium, perimysium, and within 

permeable myofibres, as well as in the endothelial wall of blood vessels. This allows EBD to be 

used in quantitative methods e.g. counting of permeable myofibres or by measurement of 

fluorescent intensity within myofibres (Tidball et al., 1999). While standard precautions should 

be taken to prepare and store sections in reduced light conditions to avoid photo-bleaching, this 

appears not to be critical. Slides stored at room temperature in covered slide trays have been 

viewed 12 months after initial viewing, with EBD signal still very evident and able to be 

analysed. 

 

Other models used to examine membrane permeability in damaged muscle have included: 

Procion Orange as a vital stain for myofibres in mdx mice (Pagel & Partridge, 1999); antibody 

to serum albumin after mechanical loading injury of the myocardium (Clarke et al., 1995); and 

lysine fixable fluorescein dextran (~10kDa MW) (FdxLys) after eccentric contractions of 

skeletal muscle (McNeil & Khakee, 1992). The results of the present study show that EBD 

provides a more sensitive method of detection than an antibody to serum albumin and, while 

FdxLys labelling (McNeil & Khakee, 1992) appears to give similar findings, the simplicity of 

the EBD method is appealing and it is significantly cheaper and readily available. While 

Procion Orange was not assessed in the present study, it also has been shown to have sensitivity 

for the detection of minor sub-lethal membrane damage (Pagel & Partridge, 1999). 

Developments in the area of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have identified albumin-tagged 

gadolinium chelate (MS-325) as a useful contrast agent for the evaluation of muscle fibre 

permeability in mdx mice (Straub et al., 2000). This non-invasive contrast MRI technique was 

proven valid in models of normal (C57Bl mice) and damaged (mdx and α-sarcoglycan deficient 

mice) muscle such that the localisation of EBD within permeable myofibres verified that the 

MS-325 labelled similar myofibres as the EBD (Straub et al., 2000). An advantage of this non-

invasive imaging technique is that it may well allow multiple and/or time-course studies on a 

single mouse. 
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5.6.1 Experimental use of EBD. 

The use of EBD as an in vivo marker of myofibre permeability facilitates the investigation of 

the effect of pathology, muscle injury, and exercise on instantaneous and/or sustained 

permeability of skeletal myofibres. The present study confirms that the EBD technique is highly 

sensitive and is able to detect permeable myofibres in mouse muscle affected by muscular 

dystrophy (mdx) that were not detected by standard histological techniques, e.g. H&E staining. 

Matsuda et al. (1995), and Pagel and Partridge (1999) have also identified large rounded fibres 

in H&E section as those that were EBD or Procion Orange positive respectively. Increased 

permeability of myofibres to large molecular weight proteins, such as serum albumin, would 

disturb the osmotic balance between a myofibre and the interstitium resulting in increased fluid 

component within the myofibre, giving rise to the swollen rounded myofibres. Such 

permeability would also result in the efflux of myo-proteins e.g. myoglobin, and creatine kinase, 

that are common features of muscular dystrophy (Driessen-Kletter et al., 1990) and exercise-

induced muscle damage (Croisier et al., 1996). The sensitivity of these vital dyes has led to a 

challenge to previous concepts on myofibre fragility. For example, Pagel and Partridge (1999), 

through the use of Procion Orange, demonstrated that myofibre damage is persistent at greater 

ages (>15 weeks) in mdx mice than had previously been evident.  

 

In the present study, the EBD technique was used in several models of experimental injury. In 

the simple cut injury model, EBD labelling was greatest (in the mouse sampled at 20 hours) for 

about 50µm along the length of the myofibres either side of the cut site and was greatly 

diminished at a distance of 200µm. This labelling reflects the cumulative movement of EBD 

(bound to albumin) along the damaged myofibres from the cut injury site during the 20 hours 

following the injury and injection of EBD.  It is known that resealing of damaged myofibres 

occurs by 12 hrs after injury although, before this time, hypercontraction of myofibrils may 

serve to limit movement of molecules into the damaged myofibres (Papadimitriou et al., 1990). 

Since we have shown that useful EBD signal is detectable within eight hours after IP injection, 

the EBD that penetrated into portions of myofibres prior to sealing (at 12 hours after injury) 

would be readily detectable. However, the strength of EBD signal subsequently trapped within 

the “sealed” portion of myofibres might be lower than the EBD that continues to accumulate in 

the damaged "excluded" portion of the myofibre (in the eight hours after resealing). In the 

present study, no striking difference was noted in sealed versus unsealed portions of myofibre 

and indeed this was not readily apparent at light microscope level. The kinetics of transport and 

the extent to which EBD initially penetrates through dead or hypercontracted myofibrils at sites 

of damage is unclear. This situation might be clarified by injecting EBD IP at 16-24hrs before 

injury to ensure maximum labelling of permeable myofibres at the time of injury and assessing 
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the extent of labelling by the examination of longitudinal sections. Such experiments illustrate 

the need to fully understand the optimal parameters and kinetics of EBD detection. 

 

In the whole muscle grafts, in which during the transplantation process the myofibres 

themselves are not physically damaged (Lawson-Smith & McGeachie, 1997), the presence of 

EBD throughout myofibres of the avascular grafts by 24 hours was surprising, and shows that 

the myofibres of these grafts become rapidly permeable to large MW proteins (such as albumin) 

that are present in the interstitial fluid. This has implications for the transport of high MW 

proteins in and out of damaged tissue and the ability to potentially engineer rapid transport of 

material into grafted muscles, e.g. VEGF into grafts (Smythe et al., 2002), damaged or 

pathological muscle, e.g. in muscular dystrophy. The new myotubes/muscle fibres formed 

during regeneration in the grafts excluded EBD as expected. 

 

In exercise-induced muscle damage, the EBD technique provided evidence of increased 

myofibre permeability within 20 minutes following 20 eccentric contractions of the TA muscle 

in mice. This finding rejects the hypothesis that EBD would be excluded from myofibres 

following EIMD. Therefore, this implies that either damage to the sarcolemma or at least a 

change in permeability of the sarcolemma occurred. The damage that may occur during 

eccentric exercise at early time points following muscle damage is difficult to detect by 

conventional histological techniques in tissue sections (Warren et al., 1999). Evidence of 

damage to sarcomeres has been observed with the use of electronmicroscopy, within one hour 

following eccentric exercise (Fridén et al., 1983) and immunohistochemistry has shown loss of 

desmin within one hour of completion of eccentric exercise (Fridén & Lieber, 1994). There is 

the potential for the damage to the myofibres to be sublethal such that the permeable myofibres 

may not progress to necrosis and subsequent regeneration. In this situation the myofibres made 

permeable by the eccentric exercise may rapidly re-seal (McNeil, 2002) reducing the potential 

for standard histological techniques to demonstrate the damage. Contrary to these methods, the 

EBD technique developed in this thesis provides a useful method to detect early cellular 

permeability due to EIMD. Changes in permeability allowing entry of large molecular weight 

proteins is also likely to upset the osmotic balance of the myofibre(s). This may result in an 

increased fluid component in the myofibre, which could affect the viscoelastic properties of the 

myofibres and subsequently the whole muscle.  Changes in mechanical behaviour following 

EIMD are evaluated in Chapter 6. 

 

The relatively low numbers of labelled myofibres, when EBD was injected at two days after the 

exercise is probably accounted for by resealing of damaged myofibres before the EBD injection. 

Since resealing of necrotic myofibres occurs by 12 hours and is completed by 24 hours after 

injury (Papadimitriou et al., 1990), when EBD was injected at two days (and muscle sampled at 
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three days), the EBD would have been excluded from the resealed portions of the previously 

permeable myofibres. Alternatively it is possible that much of the damage seen at 20 minutes 

does not result in necrosis (followed by regeneration) of myofibres. Instead the permeable 

sarcolemma may be locally repaired, thus preventing breakdown of the myofibre (Grounds, 

1998; Togo et al., 1999). Such rapid local membrane repair (McNeil & Terasaki, 2001; McNeil, 

2002) would result in reduced or even no damage being detectable in muscles injected after 

exercise at two days with EBD, and sampled at three days. Myofibres that were labelled with 

EBD may well be those that had progressed to necrosis and were undergoing cytokine mediated 

repair and regeneration (Tidball, 1995). The apparent improvement in structural integrity seen 

by three days was also accompanied by a reduced torque deficit when compared with the torque 

recorded 10 minutes after the initial damaging exercise. The deficit in torque production 

immediately following the initial bout of exercise and the return of muscle torque production 

over time are consistent with the published literature that report that the decrease in muscle 

function is greatest immediately after the damaging exercise and progressively returns to normal 

over a 10 day period (for review see Warren et al., 1999). 

 

The value of the EBD technique as a simple and sensitive vital marker of early muscle damage 

lies in its sensitivity to detect instantaneous and/or sustained changes in permeability of sub-

lethal myofibre injury. 
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Chapter 6. The contributions to torque development about the 

ankle of the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb of 

C57Bl mice. 

6.1. Background 

The contractile behaviour of the individual muscles of the lower leg (TA, EDL, soleus, and 

gastrocnemius) of mice have been investigated using in vitro and in situ models (Salminen & 

Vihko, 1983; Brooks et al., 1990; Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; Sacco & Jones, 1992; Warren et 

al., 1993c; Lowe et al., 1994; Ingalls et al., 1998). However, there appear to be no studies that 

have related the contractile and mechanical behaviour of the individual muscles to the results 

obtained from an in vivo model where resultant torque is a contribution from more than one 

isolated muscle. The contribution to dorsiflexion torque by the individual muscles has 

implications for both the torque reduction (Warren et al., 1999) and rightward shift of the 

torque-angle relationship (Morgan et al., 1996; Lynn et al., 1998) following EIMD. A rightward 

shift of the torque-angle relationship (inferring a shift in optimal force production to longer 

muscle lengths) (Whitehead et al., 1998) as well as a reduction in recorded torque have been 

used to quantify the extent of EIMD (Warren et al., 1999). In order to relate the torque recorded 

from a dynamometer to the muscle forces produced, or sustained by a group of muscles, the 

moment arm of these muscles is required. Where a group of muscles has the potential to be 

involved in the generation of a joint torque and therefore also be damaged during eccentric 

muscle actions an understanding of the contribution from each of the muscles involved in the 

generation of this torque is required.  

 

Furthermore, to ensure that the muscle moment reflects the true capacity of the muscles, an 

effective stimulation protocol is required. Sub-optimal stimulation of the muscles may impact 

on the inferences to be made if the mechanical behaviour of muscle varies with muscle force. 

There does appear to be a discrepancy within the literature with respect to expected muscle 

forces and joint moments developed from mice. Values for isometric peak joint moment in the 

region of 1.4N·mm (for a single 33g mouse) have been calculated from the data of Ashton 

Miller et al. (1992) whereas values of 2.9-3.3N·mm were reported by Ingalls et al. (1996) for a 

group of mice of similar mean mass. The dissimilarities may be due to differences in 

experimental procedure and stimulation protocol. 

 

The purposes of the studies conducted for this chapter were:  

(A) to determine optimal electrode placement for in vivo stimulation of the common peroneal 

nerve. It was hypothesised that direct stimulation of the nerve compared with indirect 
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(through the skin) stimulation or nerve-and-muscle stimulation would produce the greater 

muscle moment. 

(B) to determine the in vivo torque-angle contribution of individual muscles to the total 

torque-angle relationship measured during incremental range (15° DF to 55° PF) 

isometric tetanic contractions. It was hypothesised that the individual muscles would 

display a similar torque-angle relationship as that of the combined muscle group. 

(C) to determine the dynamic moment arm of the anterior crural muscle group through the 

physiological range of 15° DF to 55° PF. 

 

6.2. Experimental procedures 

6.2.1. Electrode placement 

To determine optimal electrode placement two C57Bl mice (mean mass (±sd)=27.8g±1.1) were 

subject to three different stimulation procedures. Maximum isometric torque was recorded at 

various locations of electrode placement using a 150ms train of 0.1ms bi-phasic square wave 

pulses at 150Hz while the ankle joint was maintained at a neutral (0°) position (see Chapter 3, 

Section 3.3). The placements tested were: (i) subcutaneous placement of needle electrodes 

(indirect stimulation); (ii) placement of one electrode adjacent to the nerve and one lying on the 

TA muscle (nerve-muscle stimulation); and (iii) placement of the distal electrode in surface 

contact with the nerve and the proximal electrode in point contact with the tibia (direct 

stimulation) (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.2). 

6.2.2. Contributions of individual muscles to total ankle joint moment 

Six C57Bl mice (mean mass (±sd) = 31.10g ±4.1) were used to investigate the contribution from 

muscles to the dorsiflexion moment about the ankle. Using the optimal electrode placement 

(determined from Section 6.2.1), torque-frequency and torque-angle relationships between 20° 

dorsiflexion and 45° plantarflexion were established in accordance with procedures in Chapter 

3, Section 3.3.2.2 and Section 3.3.2.3. 

 

At the completion of the torque-angle protocol, the foot was returned to the neutral position 

(0°). A small incision, made across the skin of the anterior aspect of the ankle, exposed the 

tendons crossing the anterior ankle joint. Separate torque-angle relationships were established 

for each muscle/muscle groups, after individual tendons were severed proximal to the extensor 

retinacula. The following combinations of torque-angle relationships were investigated in 

different mice with the order mixed to verify contributions from the different muscles or muscle 

groups: 
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(i) Intact muscle group 

(ii) Severed TA tendon 

(iii) Severed EDL tendon 

(iv) Severed peronei tendons 

 

The results are expressed as the contribution of the muscle to the overall torque production. 

Thus, severing of the EDL and peronei tendons would result in the contribution of the intact TA 

being determined, while cutting of the TA allowed the combined contribution of EDL and 

peronei to be calculated. Progressive severing of tendons and calculation of torque allowed the 

contribution of each component to be determined. 

6.2.3. Ankle moment arm determination 

In order to understand the interaction between the torque generated by the anterior crural 

muscles and the ankle position, the moment arm of the muscle group through the tested range of 

movement was determined.  Five C57Bl mice (mean mass (±sd) 34.75g ±1.83) were killed by 

cervical dislocation under deep anaesthesia.  Both hind limbs were amputated at the proximal 

shaft of the femur and were stripped of skin and overlying fascia and placed in PBS buffer, prior 

to mounting the limb on the dynamometer.  The foot was secured within the dynamometer 

footplate, the knee joint was clamped to secure the tibia, and the ankle joint positioned at the 

neutral position - foot perpendicular to the line of the tibia- (see Figure 6.1). The coincident 

alignment of the ankle axis with the servomotor shaft was verified by passively moving the 

ankle through a full range of motion to ensure that the movement did not cause translation of the 

foot indicative of misalignment of the axis of rotation. 

 

The TA and EDL muscles were detached from their proximal attachments to the tibia. Suture 

thread was tied around the mid belly muscle bulk, with the remaining thread secured to a small 

hook from which precision masses could be suspended. The dynamometer was positioned so 

that the axis of the dynamometer was horizontal and the lower leg vertical. This orientation 

allowed the TA and EDL to lie within the natural confines of the tibia with the suture and mass 

hanging free, and in-line with the musculotendinous unit (see Figure 6.1). The hind limb was 

periodically bathed with PBS to maintain tissue wetness. 

 

Coincident with the line of axis for dorsi- and plantar-flexion of the ankle joint was an in-line 

torque transducer (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4) that allowed the measurement of torque generated 

about this axis. Calibrated masses suspended to the suture generated known forces along the line 

of action of the musculotendinous unit.  Preliminary work using masses of 20g, 50g and 70g 
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resolved that the 20g mass was not of sufficient mass to create a consistent transmission of force 

through the musculotendinous unit and measured as torque produced about the ankle axis.  

 

Starting at 15° dorsiflexion, the foot was moved dynamically through the range 15° dorsiflexion 

to 55° plantarflexion at a controlled 50°·s-1 isokinetic velocity (coefficient of variation < 5%). 

Torque signals were sampled at 1KHz for three randomised conditions: 

 

(i) no mass suspended 

(ii) 50g (0.4905N) suspended 

(iii) 70g (0.6867N) suspended. 

 

Figure  6.1: Schematic representation of the position of a mouse hindlimb, ankle at 90°, foot 
constrained within the mouse “shoe”, the skin and fascia removed from the lower leg and 
anterior crural muscles detached from the proximal attachments. A silk suture was tied around 
the muscles at the peak muscle belly from which precision masses could be hung coincident 
with the line of gravity. Torque generated was recorded from the axial torque transducer. The 
dynamometer moved the foot through the range 15° dorsiflexion to 55° plantarflexion. 
 

 

Recorded data were imported into Excel (Microsoft, USA), converted to degrees and torque 

(N·mm), filtered with a fourth order recursive Butterworth Low pass filter (cut-off frequency = 

15Hz). The torque data were normalised with respect to gravity by multiplying the torque by the 

cosine of the angle at which the torque was recorded. This was needed as the torque transducer 

was positioned orthogonal to gravity and thus the top plate, the shoe and the mass of the mouse 

Top plate of torque 
transducer attached to 
dynamometer 

Mouse foot secured in 
“shoe” 

Mass attached to suture 
tied around anterior crural 
muscles 

TA & EDL muscles 
detached from proximal 
attachments 
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foot would effect a moment about the torque transducer axis due to gravity. The recorded torque 

was normalised by the following equation: 

Torque (τ) = Torque (recorded) x cos(θ) (6.1) 

where θ was the angle at which each torque reading was recorded. 

 

The moment arm was then calculated across trials (left and right limb) and conditions (50g and 

70g) using the mathematical relationship:  

Torque (τ) = Force (N) x Movement Arm (r) (6.2) 

 

For each condition, mass was converted to Newtons (N) and the moment arm (M.A(r) in mm) 

calculated as follows: 

M.A(r) = τ/N (6.3) 

The calculated moment arm for each condition was graphed and a Gaussian fit to the data was 

applied to provide descriptive data and graphical representation of the moment arm relationship 

through the range of movement. 

 

6.3. Results 

6.3.1. Electrode placement 

The effect of varying the electrode placement on the torque-time traces, and the calculated 

integral of these traces (Simpson’s Rule), during a series of 150ms maximal isometric 

contractions are presented in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. These figures illustrate that 

subcutaneous placement of the needle electrodes may have not resulted in the optimal 

stimulation of the common peroneal nerve and were not subsequently artefact free in recording 

of ankle joint torque. The torque-time trace for the subcutaneous placement demonstrated a 

sigmoid shape (Figure 6.2: ‘subcut 10V’), particularly early in the stimulation period, when 

compared with the torque-time traces recorded when the electrodes were positioned in contact 

with the nerve using direct visualisation of the nerve. This shape was consistent with the 

concomitant visual observation of co-contraction of the gastrocnemius and hamstring muscle 

groups. The sigmoid portion of the curve was probably caused by antagonist co-contraction as 

shown by the trace of the resultant torque when the stimulation voltage is increased to 11V 

(‘subcut. 11V’). At this stimulation voltage a negative (plantarflexion) ankle torque was most 
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Figure  6.2: Torque-time records during 150ms isometric contractions across different 
stimulation conditions using a train of 0.01ms width pulses at 150Hz (mean mass 
(±sd)=27.8g±1.1). 

Figure  6.3: Mean (±sem) peak torque (MPT) and integral (±sem) of the torque-time traces 
during 150ms isometric contractions across different stimulation conditions using a train of 
0.01ms width pulses at 150Hz. Colours of bargraphs for mean peak torque match the colours for 
the respective torque-time traces in Figure 6.2. 
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likely generated by the gastrocnemius/soleus muscle group decreasing the mean peak torque and 

the integral of the torque-time trace (Figure 6.3). The mean peak torque (MPT) (see Chapter 3, 

Section 3.3.2.1) determined for the isometric contraction, using a subcutaneous electrode 

placement and 10V stimulation voltage, was 2.22Nmm, with a total torque-time integral of 

217.2x10-3 N·mm·sec. When the voltage was increased to 11V there was an increase in current 

spread to other muscles causing visible co-contraction and a reduction in the torque recorded, 

attributable to a plantarflexor moment generated about the ankle joint. The MPT was attenuated 

by 60% to 0.89N·mm and the torque-time integral decreased by 49% to 110.5x10-3 N·mm·sec. 

 

Further investigations of electrode placement entailed the incision of the skin and inter-

muscular fascia so that the common peroneal nerve could be visualised in its course to the TA 

and EDL muscles. The torque-time trace when one electrode was placed in surface contact with 

the inferior margin of the nerve and one electrode placed subcutaneously on the antero-medial 

surface of the TA (‘nerve & muscle’) is displayed in Figure 6.2 with the MPT and torque-time 

integral presented in Figure 6.3. The positioning caused minimal co-contraction of antagonistic 

muscles but did not produce an effective maximal isometric contraction, evidenced by an 

improvement in the shape of the trace for torque development, however, the MPT and torque-

time integral (1.29N·mm and 186.0x10-3 N·mm·sec) were 58.0% and 85.7% respectively of that 

achieved with electrodes placed subcutaneously in proximity to the common peroneal nerve. 

 

When the nerve was stimulated using electrodes in direct contact with the nerve (Figure 6.3 - 

nerve), a MPT of 2.47N·mm and a torque-time integral of 298.3x10-3 N·mm·sec were 

determined. This placement improved the MPT and torque-time integral by 10.7% and 37.4% 

respectively when compared with the best subcutaneous placement. The specific needle 

electrode placement was to have one needle positioned horizontally beneath the common 

peroneal nerve and then by moving this needle (in contact with the nerve) anteriorly over the 

lateral edge of the fibula it then lay antero-medially against the fibula. The other needle 

electrode was positioned just proximal to the nerve in a vertical orientation, making point 

contact with the periosteum of the lateral tibia plateau.  

 

The results of this experiment demonstrated that the best electrode placement was by direct 

stimulation of the common peroneal nerve with the electrodes positioned either side of the nerve 

and the proximal electrode being in point contact with the periosteum of the lateral border of the 

tibia. This confirmed the hypothesis that direct stimulation of the nerve provided the best 

stimulation for development of greatest muscle moment. With this location, there was an 

observed reduction in current spread into the plantarflexor and hamstring muscle groups. All 
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subsequent experiments were conducted using this placement and is the electrode placement 

presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.1, and Figure 3.2. 

 

6.3.2. Individual contributions from the anterior crural muscles 

This investigation demonstrated any changes in the torque-angle relationships, within the range 

20° dorsiflexion to 45° plantarflexion in 5° increments, when individual tendons of the anterior 

crural muscles were progressively severed. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 6.4. 

Active mean peak torque (aMPT) was determined from the final 80ms of stimulation of the 

common peroneal nerve (minus any passive torque component) (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2.3). 

Each of the torque-angle relationships, and the Gaussian curve fitted to the data (Curve Expert 

v1.36, Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2.3) for aMPT, TA contribution and EDL, are displayed in Figure 

6.4. The coefficients of the Gaussian curve (a, b, c) which can be interpreted as the peak torque 

(a), angle at peak (b), and the width of the relationship (c) are presented in Table 6.1, along with 

the coefficient of determination (R2) for the fitted data. The data from the peronei muscles are 

also plotted with these muscles displaying a more sinusoidal relationship across the range of 

motion, such that the contribution appeared to change across the range. A Gaussian fit to the 

data was not performed, as the relationship did not display a similar relationship as the anterior 

crural muscles. 

 

 
Figure  6.4: The torque-angle relationships, the Gaussian curve fitted to the data for aMPT, and 
the individual contributions from the TA, EDL and peronei muscles (minus any passive torque 
component) (C57Bl mice, N=6). 
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Table  6.1: Descriptors calculated from the Gaussian fit to the data for aMPT (±sem from the 
mean data), and the contributions from the TA, EDL and peronei muscles to recorded 
dorsiflexion torque in C57Bl mice (N=6, mean mass (±sd)=31.10g ±4.1). The R2 of the data 
fitted with Gaussian curves are also presented.  

Condition Maximal Torque 

(N·mm±sem) (a) 

Angle at Peak 

(°) (b) 

Width 

(c) 

R2 

aMPT 3.39±0.42 9.57 36.31 0.9847

TA contribution 2.46±0.30 0.25 39.90 0.9743

EDL contribution 0.53±0.20 10.86 51.78 0.6287

Peronei contribution 0.52±0.14 ~9.30 - - 

 

 

The contribution of each of the muscles to the overall aMPT is apparent, with the TA muscle 

contributing the greatest magnitude (approximately 73% of the peak torque). However, the 

torque-angle relationship for the TA was shifted to the left in contrast with the intact muscle 

group. This is demonstrated by the shift of the angle for peak torque being 0.25° plantarflexion 

for the TA muscle compared with 9.57° plantarflexion for the intact muscle. The contribution of 

the EDL to dorsiflexion torque was only 15.6% of peak with the EDL contributing torque across 

a broad range of motion. This is evident from the width of the relationship for EDL being 52° 

compared with 36° for the intact muscle group and 39° for the contribution from TA. While the 

angle at peak for the EDL was approximately 11° plantarflexion, indicating a shift to the right in 

comparison with the TA and intact muscle group, this relationship had a relatively low 

coefficient of determination (R2=0.6287). This suggests that there were other factors that may 

have influenced the relationship between torque and angle for the EDL muscle.  The interaction 

between foot angle and the contribution of muscles was also apparent for the peronei muscles 

but was not described by a Gaussian curve. The peronei contribution in the range from 20-10° 

of dorsiflexion appeared to be that of a plantarflexion moment, whereas from 10° dorsiflexion 

through to 45° plantarflexion the moment was as a dorsiflexion moment. However, the 

contribution to dorsiflexion (at peak ~15%) was not consistent through range and as no measure 

of the moment into eversion was available, it was not possible to further describe the 

relationship for the peronei. 

 

The results of these comparisons qualitatively reject the hypothesis that the TA, EDL and 

peronei muscles would display a similar torque-angle relationship through the range of 15° DF 

to 55° PF ankle movement. Each muscle tested had a distinct torque-angle relationship that 

contributed to the overall torque-angle relationship of the total group. 
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6.3.3. Moment arm-ankle angle relationship 

This investigation was designed to determine the characteristics of the moment arm of the 

dorsiflexor muscles at the ankle joint through the range of movement of 15° DF to 55° PF.  This 

was performed using dynamic motion (50°·s-1) using known forces in line with the musculo-

tendinous group and measuring the torque generated about the ankle axis. Twenty sets of data 

(10 for the 50g and 10 for the 70g conditions) were available for data analysis. The calculated 

mean moment arm (±sem) across the range are graphically presented in Figure 6.5 (A) and (B) 

(for the 50g and 70g mass conditions respectively). 

 

The fitting of Gaussian curves to the data determined the relationship between moment arm and 

the angle of the joint. Separate fits were calculated for each condition (see Figure 6.5 (A) and 

(B)) and for the pooled data (see Figure 6.6). The coefficients from these curve-fitting 

procedures were interpreted as the peak moment arm (M.A.(r)) (a), angle at maximal (b), and 

the width of the relationship (c), and are presented in Table 6.2, along with the standard error of 

the fit and the coefficient of determination (R2) for the fitted data. This analysis showed a 

similarity in moment arm, angle at peak and width of the relationship between the 50g and 70g 

conditions. 

 

A coefficient of multiple correlation (CMC) (Kadaba et al., 1989) was applied to the data to 

evaluate the similarity of the moment arm-angle relationships between the conditions (50g and 

70g). This analysis produced an adjusted coefficient of multiple determination (Ra) of 0.9883 

for the similarity between the curves for the mean data for the 50g and 70g conditions. Students’ 

t-tests (SPSS v11, SPSS Inc., USA) were then performed between the coefficients obtained 

from the Gaussian curve fitting procedures. An initial Levene's Test for equality of variances 

was not significant across all variables, thus homogeneity of variance was assumed. No 

significant differences (p>0.05) were found between the coefficients (see Table 6.2). 

 

As there were no significant differences found between the coefficients, the data from the 50g 

and 70g conditions were pooled and a Gaussian curve was fitted to the pooled data (Figure 6.6).  

This then represented the mean (± sem) moment arm for the anterior crural muscles of the five 

C57Bl mice across the range of 15° DF to 55° PF.  Descriptive data obtained from the Gaussian 

curve determined that the mean moment arm for these mice was 1.80 mm (±0.17 sem) that 

occurred at 6.40° plantarflexion with the width of the relationship being 48.57° (Table 6.3).  
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Figure  6.5: Mean moment arm (±sem) for the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb of C57Bl 
mice (5 mice (mean mass (±sd) = 34.75±1.83g), 20 limbs) calculated from passive movement 
trials (50°·s-1) across the range 15° dorsiflexion 55° plantarflexion for the 50g (A) and 70g (B) 
conditions. Gaussian fits to the data are also displayed. 
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Table  6.2:  Summary data (A) for the coefficients determined from the Gaussian fit of the data 
calculated for the moment arm-angle relationship across the two conditions (50g and 70g), and 
the statistical results (B) from an independent samples t-test between the coefficients determined 
from the two conditions. As repeated t-tests were performed on the data, a Bonferroni correction 
to α was applied such that α was set at 0.15. 

(A) Condition N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

50g 10 1.82 0.23 0.0734 
Moment Arm (a) 70g 10 1.80 0.22 0.0687 

50g 10 5.86 4.56 1.443 
Angle at Peak (b) 70g 10 6.67 5.78 1.829 

50g 10 48.45 7.51 2.374 
Width (c) 70g 10 50.99 7.36 2.326 

 
(B) t-test for Equality of Means 

  t df 
Significance

(2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference 

95% CI of the 
Difference 

            Lower Upper 

Moment 
Arm (a) 0.136 18 0.893 0.0137 0.1005 -0.1975 0.2249 

Angle at 
Peak (b) -0.345 18 0.734 -0.8037 2.3301 -5.6991 4.0917 

Width (c) -0.764 18 0.455 -2.5395 3.3232 -9.5212 4.4423 

 
 

Figure  6.6: Mean moment arm (±sem) for the anterior crural muscles of the hindlimb of five 
C57Bl mice (mean mass (±sd) = 34.75 g ±1.83) calculated from the pooled data (50g and 70g 
data for 20 limbs) of passive movement trials (50°·s-1) across the range 15° dorsiflexion 55° 
plantarflexion. The Gaussian fit to the data is also displayed. 
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Table  6.3:  Descriptors calculated from the Gaussian fit to the data for the moment arm to joint 
angle relationship for the 50g and 70g conditions as well as the when the data from both 
conditions were pooled. Data were determined from 10 limbs of five C57Bl mice (mean mass 
(±sd)=34.75 g ±1.83) under two conditions. 

Condition Peak Moment Arm 

± sem (mm) (a) 

Angle at Peak 

(°) (b) 

Width 

(c) 

Standard 

Error 

R2 

50g 1.79 ±0.16 6.00 49.38 0.0406 0.9793

70g 1.79 ±0.21 6.54 49.92 0.0352 0.9831

Pooled 1.80 ±0.17 6.40 48.57 0.0366 0.9837

 

6.4. Discussion 

The anterior crural muscles of mice are often used for studying EIMD (Faulkner et al., 1985; 

Faulkner et al., 1989; Ashton-Miller et al., 1992; Sacco et al., 1992; Faulkner & Brooks, 1994; 

Ingalls et al., 1998). The investigations reported in this chapter have: (i) defined the optimal 

conditions in vivo for determination of torque capabilities and the torque angle relationship of 

these muscles; (ii) provided a systematic investigation of the in vivo torque contributions of the 

TA, EDL and peronei muscles to the recorded isometric dorsiflexor torque in a C57Bl mouse 

model; and (iii) determined the moment arm of these muscles about the ankle joint. The 

recorded torque about the ankle joint in this in vivo model of contractile behaviour is the sum of 

the individual muscle moments plus the sum of the moments generated by the passive tissue 

elements of the ankle and lower leg. The factors that influence each of these components have 

assisted in the validation of an in vivo approach to studying muscle contractile behaviour. 

 

6.4.1. Factors affecting torque production 

The data demonstrate that prior to consideration of the contractile behaviour of the contracting 

muscle group an appropriate placement and stimulation protocol is imperative. The first 

investigation presented in this chapter (Section 6.3.1) demonstrated that considerable variance 

and attenuation of recorded torque could occur unless optimal electrode placement and 

stimulation of contraction is attained. The values for mean peak torque were maximised when 

the needle electrodes were in direct contact with the common peroneal nerve. The peak torque 

of the anterior crural muscle group (2.47N·mm) attained using this placement, with the ankle 

joint in the neutral (0°) position, is 76% higher than that derived from a previous report of the in 

vivo contractile properties of this muscle group (Ashton-Miller et al., 1992), where peak 

isometric force of the anterior crural muscle was reported as 1.4N. To allow comparison with 

the present study it was necessary to multiply the reported value of 1.4N by the moment arm of 

this muscle group that Ashton-Miller et al. had measured  (moment arm=1mm) by using 
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histological sections of the two limbs of one 33g mouse (mouse strain unknown). The 1mm 

value was subsequently supported by Miller & Dennis (1996) who reported a maximum 

moment arm for two different strains of mice as being 0.99 and 1.14mm. Dividing the peak 

torque reported in this chapter (2.47N·mm) by a moment arm of 1mm Ashton-Miller et al. 

(1992) gave an anterior crural muscle group force of 2.47N. However, if the moment arm value 

determined from the present investigations (M.A(r)=1.80mm) was used instead, force 

production for the muscle group would be estimated as 1.37N which is comparable to the 1.4N 

reported by Ashton-Miller et al. (1992). However, Ashton-Miller et al. did measure torque and 

calculated force thus it is more appropriate to compare the values as torque (N·mm) rather than 

as a force measure. In comparing the result from the present study to other literature, several 

factors need to be considered in making any direct comparison of reported values.  

 

The differences in reported torque, muscle force and moment arms recorded or calculated from 

in vivo or in situ studies need to consider factors such as the scaling of muscle force and body 

dimensions with age and mass of the mouse, possible differences in muscle force production 

between strains and the differential effect of anaesthetics on muscle performance as well as the 

potential for methods of stimulation to affect the final recorded torque.  

 

It is notable that in the present study peak torque attained from the subcutaneous placement of 

electrodes, using a 10V stimulus, produced a torque of 2.22N·mm which was still 111% higher 

than the 1.4N·mm calculated from the data of Ashton Miller et al. (1992). In the present study, 

the placement of one electrode adjacent to the nerve and one positioned subcutaneously, lying 

on the medial aspect of the TA muscle, produced a torque of 1.29N·mm which was just less 

than that reported by Ashton-Miller et al. for their in vivo peak torque. The difference in 

maximal peak torque is further highlighted when the torque values are normalised to body mass 

(BM). The value for peak torque presented by Ashton-Miller et al. would be 42.4N·mm·kg-1 BM 

compared with a value of 88.8N·mm·kg-1 BM calculated from the present study. 

 

The electrode placement described by Ashton-Miller et al. was: 

 “... needle electrodes were inserted through the skin and positioned 

on either side of the peroneal ... nerve ...” (p.1207). 

 

Some of the difference between values reported by Ashton-Miller et al. and values presented in 

this thesis may be due to the difference in electrode placement, with direct nerve stimulation 

producing a higher peak torque than a subcutaneous positioning of electrodes. However, similar 

values as the present were reported by Ingalls et al. (1996) within their study of the effect of 

anaesthetics on skeletal muscle contractile behaviour. Ingalls et al. displayed values in their 
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figures for isometric peak torque of between 88-100N·mm.kg-1 BM. Assuming a mean mouse 

mass of 33g (derived from their descriptive data), the calculated peak torque values were in the 

range of 2.9-3.3N·mm. Of interest is that Ingalls et al. described their electrode placement as: 

“… platinum needle electrodes ... inserted through ... skin and 

positioned approximately 1-2mm on either side of the ... 

common peroneal nerve just distal to the knee” (p.333). 

 

This implies an indirect stimulation of the nerve, similar to that used by Ashton-Miller et al. 

(1992) although the peak torque values recorded by Ingalls et al. (1996) were consistently 

higher. With the use of direct stimulation as promoted in Section 6.3.2 mean torque values of 

3.39N·mm (±0.42sem) were recorded during the determination of the torque-angle relationship 

of the individual muscles of the anterior crural group. This equates to a value of 109N·mm·kg-1 

(±13.5sem) when expressed in relation to body mass (31.1g BM ±4.1sd). These values are 

therefore comparable with those of Ingalls et al. (1996).  

 

Direct stimulation of the nerve using a bipolar platinum hook electrode has been used with mice 

in a number studies (e.g. Warren et al., 1998; Gorselink et al., 2000; Gorselink et al., 2001). 

Differences in torque recorded appear not to be dependent by the mode of stimulation alone, as 

researchers using their own methods in the same breed of mice have reported different values 

within different research publications (Gorselink et al., 2000; Gorselink et al., 2001). For 

example, Gorselink et al., 2000 reported a mean maximum torque of 3.2N·mm in six 12-week 

old Swiss mice (mean mass (±sd)=25.6g ±2.1) and 2.1N·mm in 16-week old Swiss mice (mean 

mass (±sd)=22.0g ±0.8) (Gorselink et al., 2001). In contrast, a cuff electrode (useful for long-

term studies) yielded torque values for 12-16 week old female ICR mice (mean mass 

(±sd)=34.3g ± 4.2) of 3.17 N·mm (Warren et al., 1998).  

 

The direct stimulation of the common peroneal nerve improves not only the quantity of 

recorded torque but also the quality of the torque produced. Calculating the torque-time integral 

was a useful measure to describe differences in stimulation protocol and the influence of co-

contraction in attenuating the recorded torque response, in particular, during the early stages of a 

contraction. This occurred during both the subcutaneous and supramaximal stimulation 

conditions (see section 7.3.1). Whereas, the mean peak torque achieved in the final 30ms of the 

isometric contraction with a subcutaneous electrode placement was 11.3% less than that 

achieved with direct stimulation of the nerve, the torque-time integral for subcutaneous 

electrode placement was 37.4% less. This indicates a greater sensitivity for differences between 

torque-time traces, when the torque-time integral is calculated, as all points on the torque-time 

trace contribute to the final value. 
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A further variable that may contribute to the difference in recorded peak torque between studies 

is the different use of anaesthetic. The present study used the inhalant anaesthetic halothane 

(Fluothane, Zeneca South Africa (Pty) Ltd, South Africa) as did Gorselink et al. (2000, 2001) 

whereas Ashton-Miller et al. (1992) used pentobarbitone sodium (80mg.kg-1). It has been shown 

that pentobarbitone sodium may attenuate tetanic force output in skeletal muscle (Ingalls et al., 

1996) although the magnitude of difference between the studies as discussed in this section, is 

in excess of any reported or projected attenuation seen in in vivo or in vitro studies (Ingalls et 

al., 1996). 

6.4.2. Partitioning of recorded torques 

The optimal electrode placement was used during the investigation of the separate and 

combined contributions of the TA, EDL and peronei musculature. The partitioning of 

dorsiflexion torque between the different musculature of the lower limb of the mice revealed 

some interesting findings. The relationship of the complete muscle group and the TA alone were 

able to be described with a Gaussian fit (combined muscle group, R2=0.9847; TA alone; 

R2=0.9743), with a weaker fit (R2=0.6287) for the EDL muscle (Figure 6.3). The peronei group 

produced moments into both plantarflexion (from 15° dorsiflexion to neutral) as well as into 

dorsiflexion, with the potential for a Gaussian fit to be applicable for the range from 0° to 35° 

plantarflexion. Beyond this range, towards 55° plantarflexion, the contribution to dorsiflexion 

appeared to increase. A Gaussian fit for the peronei was not able to describe the torque-angle 

relationship of the peronei contribution to dorsiflexion across the full range. The peronei 

muscles receive neural supply from the superficial and deep divisions of the common peroneal 

nerve (Greene, 1955) and thus muscular contraction would be expected when the common 

peroneal nerve is stimulated. While the peronei muscle attachments and the passage of the 

tendons behind the lateral malleolus would infer an eversion and plantarflexion moment, the 

present study has demonstrated that a contribution to dorsiflexion torque is evident from 0° DF 

through to 55° PF. This contribution to dorsiflexion torque in mice has not previously been 

reported.  

 

The flatter and wider torque-angle relationship for the EDL muscle (EDL width=51.78 

compared with 39.90 width for TA) suggests a greater number of sarcomeres in series for the 

EDL compared with the TA (Jones et al., 1997), which is consistent with the anatomical 

description of the EDL and TA. The flatter and wider relationship also indicates that while the 

contribution to dorsiflexion torque is relatively modest (15% at maximum), there is an 

increasing contribution from the EDL towards both dorsi- (17.4%) and plantarflexion (21.0%) 

concomitant with the descending limbs of the TA torque-angle relationship. This flatter 
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relationship for the EDL could be attributed to the multi-joint role of the EDL in that it crosses 

the ankle and the mid-tarsal joint prior to its insertion into the toes. The proportionate increase 

in EDL contribution may have also been afforded by the method of restraint of the foot within 

the “shoe” of the torque transducer.  The foot was restrained by a thin metal plate, which 

covered the toes (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.2). Thus, extension of the toes would be restricted by 

the metal plate and recorded as dorsiflexion torque about the ankle. 

 

An understanding of the individual contributions of the muscles contributing to dorsiflexor 

torque has implications for both the torque reduction (Warren et al., 1999) and rightward shift 

of the torque-angle relationship (Morgan et al., 1996; Lynn et al., 1998) following exercise-

induced muscle damage. This rightward shift of the torque-angle relationship (inferring a shift 

in optimal force production to longer muscle lengths) (Whitehead et al., 1998) as well as a 

reduction in recorded torque have been used to quantify the extent, repair, amelioration, and 

protection from EIMD (Warren et al., 1999). It is possible that part of the shift in optimal angle 

may be due to the decreased contribution from one muscle e.g. the TA, so that recorded joint 

torque, after the inducement of EIMD, may have different proportionate contributions from 

other muscles with different optimal lengths e.g. EDL, and peronei. This thesis did not further 

explore the different contributions of these muscles following EIMD but did investigate changes 

in optimal angle and width following EIMD, the findings of which are reported in Chapter 7. 

 

6.4.3. Moment arm of anterior crural muscles at the ankle joint 

Determination of the moment arm of C57Bl mice was performed using a dynamic motion that 

contrasted with a histological measurement as used by Ashton-Miller et al. (1992) but was 

similar in method to that of Miller & Dennis (1996) and Lieber (1997). Histological sections, as 

used by Ashton-Miller et al. (1992), can only provide unloaded moment arms and cannot 

account for multiple origins of a muscle nor interaction between muscle moment arm and load. 

Miller and Dennis (1996), in contrast, recorded torque about the ankle with the application of a 

known force along the line of action of the anterior crural muscles and then used a least squares 

approach to determine the peak moment arm and the angle of peak across two different strains 

of mice. Miller and Dennis’s (1996) results supported the 1mm measured value of Ashton-

Miller et al. (1992) determined from one 33g mouse (unknown strain). In female Swiss-Webster 

mice (n=6), Lieber (1997) applied a force along the line of application of the muscles, but 

measured the change in tendon position as the ankle was moved through the range 50° DF to 

60° PF. Based on the method of An et al. (1983) the moment arm of the ankle muscles 

calculated by determining the slope of the curve fitted to the excursion-joint angle relationship, 

provided a value of 0.89mm. In contrast to these previously reported values, the present study 
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estimated the peak moment arm to be 1.80±0.17mm. There are possibly two reasons for this 

different value; the experimental procedure used to measure the moment arms, and/or the strain 

of mice. 

 

The applied mass used in experiments may affect the size of the measured moment arm. The 

mass employed by Lieber (1997) was a low 3.5 g (0.0343 N), used so as not to distort the ankle 

joint. From the present studies, common maximum contractile forces applied to the tendon 

would be in the vicinity of 2–3 N.  Therefore the forces of approximately 0.5 N and 0.7 N used 

in the present study were probably well within the normal physiological loads for the tendon 

and the generation of moments about the ankle. Thus, the difference determined from the 

present study, in contrast with Dennis and Miller (1996), Lieber (1997) and Ashton-Miller et al. 

(1992), may be due to the greater load on the muscle-tendon unit applying tension (and 

potentially a stretch) across the anterior retinacula of the ankle joint, which could account for 

the calculation of larger moment arms. It has been shown that the retinacula over the human 

Achilles tendon and tibialis anterior tendons stretch with load from at-rest (no load) through to 

maximum voluntary contraction, resulting in increased muscle moment arms (Maganaris et al., 

1998; Maganaris, 2000). 

 

Care must be taken in the use of one value for the moment arm for all mice irrespective of 

mouse strain or body dimensions. The present investigation determined a value of 1.80±0.17mm 

for this same group of muscles across 10 limbs of five C57Bl mice. This value is 80% larger 

than the 1mm reported by Ashton-Miller et al. (1992) for one mouse of an unreported strain and 

also greater than Miller and Dennis (1996) and would therefore impact on the calculation of the 

muscle force from recorded torque. This 1mm value was been assumed to be constant across 

species and laboratories, where, for example Gorselink et al. (2000) used a 1mm moment arm 

(quoting Ashton-Miller et al., 1992) to convert torque to muscle force. When a 1.8mm value is 

applied to the data in the present study, (see Section 7.3.1) a muscle force of 1.36N would be 

obtained, whereas when applied to the data from section 6.3.2 a muscle force of 1.87N would be 

calculated. Conversely, the use of the value of 1mm for the moment arm would result in values 

of 2.47 and 3.39N respectively.  

 

In summary, the loads used to determine the moment arm in the present study were within the 

expected force of contraction of the anterior crural muscle group. However, if moment arms are 

likely to also change across activation levels of the muscles it may be inappropriate to convert 

torque to muscle force if the instantaneous moment arm at the respective joint angle relative to 

the generated muscle moment is not known. As with the measurement of torque, there may also 
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be variability in the size of the moment arm that relates to strain of mice and the body mass and 

dimensions. 

 

6.5. Conclusion 

This chapter has demonstrated that: (i) direct stimulation of the common peroneal nerve is 

necessary to obtain optimal contractions for studying in vivo muscle contraction and function; 

(ii) while the overall torque-angle relationship of the anterior crural muscles can be fitted with a 

Gaussian fit to the data, each of the contributing muscles (TA, EDL and peronei) are dissimilar 

to each other and provide changing proportions of contribution to torque development through 

the range of 15° DF to 55° PF in C57Bl mice; (iii) the moment arm for adult male C57Bl mice 

was measured at 1.80mm (±0.17 sem) as determined from the relationship of torque being the 

product of force and moment arm; and (iv) the ankle angle for maximum moment arm was 

6.40°. This information has important implications in interpreting and conducting studies of in 

vivo muscle function and damage. 

 

The investigations also highlighted the individual differences that can exist within a strain of 

mice that may be due to body dimensions, mass and age and thus care must be taken in making 

comparisons with data obtained from different strains of mice, of different body dimensions, 

age and mass. It is also evident that the ideal investigation would involve not only the individual 

muscle contributions and torque-angle relationships to be determined from each mouse but also 

individual determination of moment arm.  

 

Given the range of mice used within the literature, of different ages, mass and strains it is 

difficult to make comparisons across in vivo experimentations, however, it would appear that an 

in vivo torque of between 2.0 to 3.0N·mm appears to be achievable in healthy adult mice of ages 

between 8 weeks and 16 weeks. Normalisation procedures and scaling of muscle performance to 

body mass and dimensions are needed before appropriate comparisons can be made. 
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Chapter 7. Exercise-induced muscle damage changes the 

mechanical behaviour of skeletal muscle of mice. 

7.1. Background 

Soreness with movement, loss of force production, changes in the force-length relationship, a 

perceived loss of extensibility of the musculotendinous unit, and feelings of increased stiffness 

of a muscle are commonly reported symptoms of EIMD in response to unaccustomed 

eccentrically exercise in humans (as presented in Chapter 1, Section 1.3 to 1.7). In animal 

models for EIMD the loss of force production capabilities and a shift to the right in the torque-

angle and torque-frequency relationships appear as the most enduring indicators of the change 

in mechanical behaviour of skeletal muscle. However, these indicators may not reflect changes 

in the muscle that would manifest in the symptoms of related stiffness and loss of extensibility. 

The purpose of this chapter was to investigate changes in the mechanical behaviours of stiffness 

and viscosity of skeletal muscle in C57Bl mice that underwent eccentric exercise to induce 

muscle damage. 

 

Chapter 2 described the development of a computer-controller dynamometer used for 

conducting eccentric exercise in the hindlimb of mice, the recording of torque production during 

the exercise regime and calculation of the mechanical behaviour (viscosity and stiffness) of 

skeletal muscle. The use of EBD identified permeable myofibres (Chapter 5) immediately and 

certainly within 10 minutes of cessation of eccentric exercise indicating movement of serum 

albumin from the interstitium to inside the myofibres. Increased protein content within 

myofibres would disturb the osmotic balance possibly attracting increased water into the fibre 

and may account for why EBD positive myofibres often appeared swollen. It was reasoned that 

increased fluid content within myofibres may elicit changes in the stiffness and viscous 

behaviour of skeletal muscle during and immediately following the eccentric exercise. To 

investigate this question it is important to also consider the changes in muscle contractile 

performance in response to EIMD. 

7.1.1. Muscle contraction 

The tension generated by activation of skeletal muscle serves two main functions for the 

musculoskeletal system: (i) the production of movement of one body part on another; and (ii) 

maintenance and control of posture and/or stability of joints. To serve these roles efferent 

excitation of the muscle occurs via the central nervous system from both cortical (voluntary) 

and spinal (reflexive) levels.  
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Transmission of the efferent action potential from the α-motorneuron to the muscle occurs at 

the neuromuscular junction generating a motor unit action potential (MUAP) that is conducted 

along the plasmalemma of the activated motor units, passing into the T-tubule system (see 

Chapter 1, Figure 1.1). In mammalian species the T-tubules, which are contiguous with the 

sarcolemma, are found at the junction of the A and I bands so that each sarcomere is served by 

two tubules (McComas, 1996). Depolarisation of the T-tubule membrane causes conformational 

change to the dihydropyridone (DHG) channels, (acting as voltage sensors), and the Ryanodine 

(RYD) channels (Ca2+ release channels) (McComas, 1996). These channels are within the T-

tubule membranes and once activated cause the release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic reticulum 

(SR) into the sarcoplasm in the vicinity of actin and myosin (McComas, 1996; Warren et al., 

2001). The now intracellular Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i) binds to troponin and initiates the cross-bridge 

cycling that results in production of tension with the sarcomere. The activation of contraction is 

thus Ca2+ dependent with the intensity of contraction also being dependent on the concentration 

of [Ca2+]i. The sequence of events that describes the release of acetylcholine at the 

neuromuscular junction through to the release of Ca2+ from the SR is referred to as excitation-

contraction coupling (Allen et al., 1992; Warren et al., 2001), facilitated by the role of Ca2+ as a 

second messenger between the MUAP and the contractile apparatus (Tate et al., 1991; 

McComas, 1996). Termination of a cross-bridge cycle occurs by ATP-dependent sequestration 

of [Ca2+]i ions from the sarcoplasm back into the SR ready for release on further excitation 

(McComas, 1996). 

 

Cross-bridge cycling is inherent to the sliding filament theory of muscle contraction (Huxley & 

Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley & Hanson, 1954) in which the cyclic binding, rotating and 

detaching of the myosin heads to the actin filaments cause tension to be developed within the 

sarcomere. If the tension developed in the muscle is greater than the load against which the 

muscle is acting, the cross-bridges formed between the myosin head to the troponin binding 

sites on the actin filaments (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.4) propel the opposing actin filaments 

towards each other (the ‘power stroke’), so that actin slides between the myosin filaments 

(Huxley & Hanson, 1954; McComas, 1996). The H-band becomes narrow and the I-band 

shortens (Huxley & Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley & Hanson, 1954) so that the two lines approach 

each other creating a concentric muscle action. If the tension developed is equal to the external 

load there is minimal sliding of filaments on each other, other than that shortening required to 

take up tendon slack, to allow transmission of tension to the tendon structures in series. This 

form of muscle action is known as an isometric contraction and is maintained by cyclic cross-

bridge interactions for the length of activation. If the external load is greater than the tension 

developed in the muscle, then the muscle is lengthened despite the myosin heads continuing to 

apply tension in the opposite direction to filament movement. In this mode of muscle action, 
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commonly referred to as eccentric muscle action (or lengthening-contraction), the actin-myosin 

bonds are mechanically disrupted rather than undergo ATP dependent detachment (Flitney & 

Hirst, 1978). This mechanical disruption is distinct from cyclic ATP-dependent attachment-

detachment with isometric or concentric muscle actions. The lack of ATP-dependency makes 

eccentric actions more energy efficient. Eccentric actions are also afforded force-enhancement 

due to the stretch of elastic connective tissue in series with the active sarcomeres (Cavagna, 

1977; Cavagna et al., 1990; Enoka, 1996) inherent stiffness associated with still attached cross-

bridges (Whitehead et al., 2001a), and non-uniformity of stretch of sarcomeres through different 

regions of the muscle (Julian & Morgan, 1979; Morgan, 1990; Morgan et al., 2000). These 

unique features make eccentric muscle actions common and useful in conservation of energy 

while potentiating muscular force development during activities of daily living as well as sport 

performance. 

 

The connective tissue elements of skeletal muscle (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2) also play a role 

in the transmission of tension developed within each sarcomere. The sarcomeres interact with 

connective tissue in parallel and in series to effect changes in tension so that synchronised 

activation of sarcomeres within a myofibre, within a motor unit, and thence within the whole 

muscle, results in contractile tension being transmitted both serially and radially from the 

myofibres, to the fascicles, to the muscle belly and then to the tendon and bone (Huijing, 1999; 

Monti et al., 1999). 

 

The level of tension developed by a sarcomere is dependent on the length of the sarcomere 

(Rassier et al., 1999) giving rise to a characteristic length-tension relationship for a sarcomere 

(Figure 7.1 A and B). The cross-bridge theory suggests that cross-bridge attachments only occur 

in the actin-myosin overlap zone (Huxley & Hanson, 1954; Rassier et al., 1999). The overlap 

zone is most easily seen for the plateau and descending links of the length-tension relationship 

(Figure 7.1b) with the ascending limb influenced by double overlap of actin filaments (Gordon 

et al., 1966), increased separation between actin and myosin due to osmotic protein interactions 

(Godt & Maughan, 1981), and reduced space for the ‘power stroke’ of the myosin heads 

(Rassier et al., 1999). These interactions influence the ability to develop effective cross-bridge 

bonds, thus reducing the development of tension at short sarcomere lengths. The relationship 

can generally be inferred across species as well as to the in vivo muscle (Rassier et al., 1999). 

The relationship described in vivo is often referred to as either a force-length, force-angle or 

torque-angle curve dependent on whether linear muscle force and displacement or joint torque 

and joint angle are measured. 
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Figure  7.1: (A) Graphical representation of the typical length-tension relationship of individual 
sarcomeres along with (B) a depiction of the degree of overlap between actin and myosin 
corresponding to the sarcomeres lengths indicated on the x-axis. In (A) the stylised passive 
tension (—) that begins beyond the plateau contributes an exponential increase in tension, as the 
contribution to tension by the sarcomere becomes less. The combination of the tension 
generated by the sarcomeres on the descending limb tension when added to the passive tension 
results in the total tension (—). 
[Acknowledgment to my sons Michael and Jason Hamer (age 15 & 12 respectively) for the 
computer generated artwork for (B)]. 
 

 

The velocity of shortening or lengthening of sarcomeres also influences the level of tension that 

can be developed (Hill, 1938; Wilkie, 1950; Hill, 1951; Harry et al., 1990) with a hyperbolic 

relationship between force and velocity for shortening contractions being described by the 

equation: 

 (P + a)V = b(Po − P) (7.1) 

where P = force produced by the muscles, Po = maximum isometric force, V = shortening 

velocity, with a and b being constants (Hill, 1938). 
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For eccentric muscle action there is no one standard equation to describe the force-velocity 

properties (Harry et al., 1990). Descriptively, when the muscle is forcibly lengthened at 

increasing velocities the force initially rises steeply before a discontinuity limits further 

increases in force for increasing velocity (Harry et al., 1990). The asymptotic value of the force 

reached has been reported to be up to 1.8 times the maximum isometric force (Katz, 1939) with 

the limit in lengthening velocity being lower than the maximum velocity of shortening (Hill, 

1938; Katz, 1939). The observed discontinuity of the force-velocity relationship during forced 

lengthening and the asymptote for force led Morgan (Morgan, 1990) to propose the ‘popping’ 

theory for lengthening of active muscle. The ‘popping theory’ predicts that the lengthening of 

activated muscle on or beyond the plateau of the length tension relationship would occur non-

uniformly by rapid lengthening of sarcomeres one at a time from weakest to strongest until 

individual sarcomeres reached yield point and ‘popped’ (Morgan, 1990; Wood et al., 1993). At 

this point, individual sarcomeres would be lengthened beyond actin-myosin overlap (Talbot & 

Morgan, 1996) with passive structures in skeletal muscle bearing the tension generated by the 

active lengthening (Morgan, 1990; Lynn & Morgan, 1994). 

 

The “popping theory”, which is likened to the ‘slippage’ or ‘give’ of sarcomeres (Botinelli et 

al., 1989), does not necessarily imply damaged sarcomeres, as, on relaxation, actin and myosin 

may re-interdigitate, assisted by the elastic components of muscle e.g. titin (Fridén & Lieber, 

1992; Wood et al., 1993; Helliwell, 1994; Mutungi & Ranatunga, 1996). Sarcomeres that do not 

re-interdigitate on relaxation are likely to become disrupted and will not be able to generate 

tension and may be further over-stretched on subsequent eccentric muscle actions (Talbot & 

Morgan, 1996). The repeated lengthening of over-stretched and/or weak sarcomeres may then 

lead to sarcomere disruption, membrane damage and compensatory changes within the myofibre 

(Morgan, 1990; Wood et al., 1993; Lynn & Morgan, 1994). The relationship of the ‘popping’ of 

sarcomeres to EIMD has been presented in Chapter 1, Section 1.4. 

7.1.2. Muscle elasticity and viscosity 

The return of actin and myosin to optimal resting length at the end of a contraction is modulated 

by the elastic and viscous properties of muscle inherent to the connective tissue matrix (see 

Chapter 1 Section 1.2.2), as well as the tendinous attachments between muscle and bone. As 

with other biological tissues, the viscous and elastic properties of muscle can be modelled 

(Taylor et al., 1990; Ettema & Huijing, 1994b; Caldwell, 1995) to demonstrate the interaction 

of the viscoelastic components with the contractile components, in effecting overall muscle 

tension (Jewell & Wilkie, 1958). The term ‘stiffness’ has been used to describe how the 

complete muscle-tendon unit reacts to deformation, being defined as the ratio between the 

change in force (F) and the change in length (L) due to the applied force (i.e. stiffness = dF/dL) 
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(Taylor et al., 1990; Ettema & Huijing, 1994b). The stiffness of the musculo-tendinous unit may 

also include modulation from reflexive, interneuronal, cortical and sub-cortical influences on 

the α-motorneuron (Houk, 1979; Hoffer & Andreassen, 1981; Hasan, 1983; Enoka, 1996). The 

neuromotor influences on stiffness play an important part in regulation of movement, joint 

stiffness, posture and balance. However, in the context of this thesis within which experiments 

were conducted on anaesthetised mice, the influence of the neural system was assumed to not 

play a large role in the hypotheses that were tested. Thus, only modulation of stiffness by 

mechanical systems was considered. 

 

In general, mechanical stiffness of skeletal muscle has been modelled as three functionally 

distinct components – a contractile element (CE), a series elastic component (SEC), and a 

parallel elastic component (PEC) (Figure 7.2). Two distinct components of the SEC have also 

been proposed. The stiffness of the complete musculo-tendinous unit, which includes elements 

in series to the actin and myosin e.g. Z-discs and titin, can be thought of as being distinct from 

the short-range stiffness (SRS) due to stiffness inherent to the bonds made between actin and 

myosin (Rack & Westbury, 1974; Morgan, 1977; Ettema & Huijing, 1993; Ettema & Huijing, 

1994b; Bagni et al., 1998). Thus, the SEC can be subdivided between tendinous structures 

(SECt) and the cross-bridges (SECcb) (Ettema & Huijing, 1993). The SECcb can be held as being 

equivalent to the SRS, particularly when full elastic stretch of the tendinous component (SECt) 

has been achieved – estimated to occur above 20% of maximal contractile force of the CE 

(Proske & Morgan, 1987). The parallel (PEC) component can be attributed to the connective 

tissue of the muscle itself (the sarcolemma, endomysial, perimysial and epimysial tissue- see 

Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2) that surrounds and runs parallel to the contractile proteins of actin and 

myosin (Bahler, 1967; Winter, 1990). Titin (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2.1) may also be 

considered as being parallel to cross-bridge formation, thus perhaps contributing two roles 

within the viscoelastic properties of skeletal muscle (Minajeva et al., 2001; Minajeva et al., 

2002). Ultimately the connective tissue elements of muscle connect radially and serially to 

aponeurotic and tendinous structures (Huijing, 1999). It is largely a combination of the PEC and 

SECt that gives rise to the passive tension on lengthening beyond optimal length (Taylor et al., 

1990), as depicted in Figure 7.1. In modelling the viscoelastic properties, the elastic components 

have been represented as springs obeying Hookean properties (F = kx, where k is a constant and 

x is the deformation of the spring) (Sanjeevi, 1982). However, this would imply a linear elastic 

property of the muscle tendon unit, whereas passive tension with length change is more often 

represented as a non-linear relationship (see Figure 7.1). To account for time-based non-

linearity, a viscous component based on a Newtonian hydrodynamic viscous element (Sanjeevi, 

1982) is used to account for time dependent and rate change-dependent characteristics of 

muscle (Taylor et al., 1990). The viscous component (VC) is represented as a dashpot 
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(Figure 7.2) with the viscous behaviour influenced by the bonds between actin and myosin, the 

bound and unbound fluid content of the muscle tissue (Schneck, 1992), the spatial changes in 

muscle during both shortening and lengthening actions, as well as components of energy 

conversion within the sarcomere (Desplantez et al., 1999). 

 

Various mechanical models have been proposed to be representative of the viscoelastic model 

of skeletal muscle (Winter, 1990) with Figure 7.2 representing a composite model combining 

the contractile element (CE), the viscous component (VC), and the parallel (PEC) and serial 

(SEC) elastic components. While the various models presented in the literature all build on the 

original two component (CE and SEC) model proposed by Hill (1938), it has also been shown 

that each of the more encompassing configurations can be made mathematically equivalent 

(Winter, 1990). 

Figure  7.2: Composite model for the viscoelastic behaviours of skeletal muscle showing the 
contractile (CE) acting on series (SEC) and viscous (VC) elements with the parallel (PEC) 
components providing elastic resistance to lengthening with the VC components providing 
viscous damping for both lengthening and shortening motions.  
 

7.1.3. Measurement of viscoelastic properties of musculotendinous structures. 

The usefulness of mechanical models to describe muscle behaviours extends to the partitioning 

of viscous and elastic behaviours to each component, under passive and active conditions, at 

shortened and lengthened ranges as well as during shortening and lengthening muscle actions. 

In attempts to measure and partition viscous and elastic behaviours, a variety of techniques have 

been utilised. Predominantly, methods of measurement have encompassed quick release 

(Bahler, 1967; Cnockaert et al., 1977; Ettema et al., 1990; Ettema & Huijing, 1994b), fast ramp 

stretches or perturbations (Blanpied & Smidt, 1992; Bagni et al., 1998), sinusoidal oscillation 

(Ettema & Huijing, 1993; Ettema & Huijing, 1994b; Ettema & Huijing, 1994a; Desplantez et 

al., 1999), sinusoidal oscillation with afferent nerve recordings modulating motor nerve 

stimulation (Rack & Westbury, 1984), and controlled lengthening of activated muscle (Morgan, 

1977; Taylor et al., 1990).  Each of these methods have provided a mechanism for initiating a 
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displacement or force to a musculotendinous unit while measuring the resultant displacement or 

force (torque, if measured about a joint) as the output. The resultant force/torque or 

displacement curves have allowed determination of the viscoelastic behaviour of the 

musculotendonious unit or joint stiffness/compliance when measured about a joint (e.g. Hunter 

& Kearney, 1982; Hunter & Kearney, 1983; Sinkjær et al., 1988). 

 

With the use of fast ramp stretches, the mechanical behaviour of the musculotendinous units 

crossing a joint (plus contribution owing to the joint articulation(s)) have been modelled as a 

second-order differential equation with elastic, viscous and inertial terms (Hunter & Kearney, 

1982; Hunter & Kearney, 1983). These behaviours describe the relationship between applied 

torque and movement about the joint with respect to time, as given by  

 

 T(t) = Kθ(t) +Bω(t) + Iα(t) (7.1) 

Where T(t) = torque, θ(t) = angular displacement, ω(t) = angular velocity and α(t) = angular 

acceleration with respect to time, with constants K = stiffness term, B = viscous term and I = 

inertial load (Hunter & Kearney, 1982; Hunter & Kearney, 1983). 

 

The location and attribution of roles of the SEC within the anatomical structure of the 

musculotendinous unit and the joint(s) have been well reviewed (Proske & Morgan, 1987; 

Ettema & Huijing, 1994b). The viscoelastic properties of the contractile elements have been 

described as contributing the SRS, in contrast with the stiffness inherent to the aponeurosis and 

tendinous structures (Rack & Westbury, 1974) being referred to as the SEC. Stiffness of tendon 

has a non-linear relationship with muscle force (Ettema & Huijing, 1994b) whereas the SRS, 

largely attributed to the number of attached cross-bridges (Julian & Sollins, 1975; Ford et al., 

1981; Razumova et al., 1999) is generally described as being a linear relationship (Bressler & 

Clinch, 1974; Julian & Sollins, 1975; Morgan, 1977; Goubel, 1978; Hoffer & Andreassen, 

1981; Blanpied & Smidt, 1992; Ettema & Huijing, 1994b). 

 

The assessment and description of stiffness of the complete musculotendinous unit must also be 

considered with respect to the level of active tension in the muscle, the type of contraction 

(isometric, concentric or eccentric), the range over which stiffness is measured, and the position 

in the length-tension relationship at which stiffness is determined (Morgan, 1977; Ford et al., 

1981; Ettema & Huijing, 1994b). It has been estimated that stiffness of tendinous structures is 

constant above 20% of isometric force (Morgan, 1977), although Ettema & Huijing (1993) 

presented data to contend that at high force levels, stiffness of tendons is not constant, with 

Proske & Morgan (1987) discussing alternative interpretations of the controversy. 
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The SRS has been described as stiffness that resists ‘a small movement or the first part of a 

larger movement’ (Rack & Westbury, 1974, p331) and is attributed to the elasticity of the cross-

bridges between actin and myosin (Rack & Westbury, 1974; Morgan, 1977). As this ‘elasticity’ 

implies that the cross-bridges do not detach and reattach during this phase (Ettema & Huijing, 

1994a) it has been postulated that the end of the short-range stiffness occurs when the active 

(but lengthening) cross-bridges become mechanically detached (Proske & Morgan, 1987). As 

cross-bridge stiffness varies proportionately with tension development, which in itself is 

proportional to the degree of overlap between actin and myosin, it is reasonable to assume that 

short-range stiffness could be affected by the position on the length-tension relationship at 

which SRS is measured (Ford et al., 1981; Whitehead et al., 2001a). SRS measured on the 

descending limb of the length-tension relationship of active muscle may need to account for the 

yield point at which sarcomeres ‘pop’ under high velocity lengthening (Morgan, 1977). SRS on 

the descending limb may also be confounded by the passive stiffness of the structure beyond 

optimal length, particularly if the level of tension development of the contractile component is 

below the 20% level of tension proposed by Morgan (1977) that nullifies the effect of tendon 

elasticity on SRS. Lengthening beyond the limit of SRS may not be considered as representative 

of true cross-bridge stiffness (Morgan, 1977), and thus may involve greater amplitude 

lengthening of muscle connective tissue and tendon. In movements beyond the limit of SRS, a 

two phase tension rise has been noted (Rack & Westbury, 1974; Bagni et al., 1998) with an 

initial steep rise (SRS), a drop in tension (as cross-bridges are mechanically detached), followed 

by a more gradual increase in tension. Experiments that have investigated SRS with ramp 

perturbations or oscillations have generally used angular displacements about joints of 6° or less 

(Hunter & Kearney, 1982; Hunter & Kearney, 1983; Ettema & Huijing, 1993; Desplantez et al., 

1999). Greater angular displacements may result in linear length change within skeletal muscle 

beyond the range of SRS (Morgan, 1977). 

7.1.4. Stiffness changes with EIMD. 

From the overview of EIMD presented in Chapter 1 (Sections 1.3 to 1.7), the characteristic 

changes in mechanical behaviours following EIMD include an increase in ‘stiffness’ (often 

clinically measured as a loss of range of full lengthening) and a perception of movement related 

stiffness, both into shortened and lengthened positions. The perception of movement related 

stiffness has been alluded to as a response to swelling within the muscle (Howell et al., 1993; 

Chleboun et al., 1998; Whitehead et al., 2001b), which may change the natural viscosity of the 

muscle during contraction (Elliott & Worthington, 2001). However, sarcomere disruption due to 

repeated eccentric contraction of ‘weak’ sarcomeres results in these sarcomeres losing 

contractile capabilities and may become part of the passive structures of the muscle (see Chapter 

1, Section 1.4) (Morgan & Allen, 1999). Disrupted sarcomeres may also develop a Ca2+-
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mediated hypercontraction (Fridén & Lieber, 1998; Fridén & Lieber, 2001), potentially 

increasing the passive component within the muscle. The increased passive tissue element 

(Katz, 1939; Whitehead et al., 2001b) may result in changes in the viscoelastic properties of 

skeletal muscle. Conversely, a reduction in the number of viable sarcomeres occurring with 

EIMD would lower the stiffness attributable to the number of active cross-bridges. Thus, it is 

possible that while swelling and increased passive elements may increase stiffness properties of 

damaged muscles, the reduction in viable cross-bridges may conversely result in a decrease in 

SRS. A method that could separate viscoelasticity into viscous and stiffness components may be 

able to demonstrate these changes as they occur in response to EIMD. 

7.1.5. Changes to contractile mechanisms with EIMD. 

In addition to, or perhaps preceding, the mechanical disruption of sarcomeres, other components 

of the myofibre structure will be affected. There has been a degree of interest in the role that the 

SR and excitation-coupling may have in EIMD (Byrd, 1992; Sacco & Jones, 1992; Warren et 

al., 1993c). Interference with the transmission and transduction of the MUAP certainly has the 

potential to affect force production as has been shown to occur with fatigue (Allen et al., 1992). 

 

The role that excitation-contraction coupling may play in the initiation and ongoing short term 

(7-10 day) loss of force producing capabilities that occurs with EIMD has not been fully 

resolved (Allen, 2001; Proske & Morgan, 2001). There is evidence that excitation-contraction 

coupling failure can account for up to 75% of the force deficit. Exposure to caffeine, which acts 

by promoting release of Ca2+ from the SR independent of activation of the usual voltage sensors 

of the T-tubules (Warren et al., 1993c; Balnave & Allen, 1995; Ingalls et al., 1998), has been 

used to demonstrate the restoration of force using both in vitro damage/analysis and in vivo 

damage/in vitro analysis models of EIMD (Warren et al., 2001). Whether damage to the 

excitation-contraction coupling mechanism (Warren et al., 2001) or physical damage to 

sarcomeres (Morgan & Allen, 1999), which also is likely to disrupt T-tubule systems, is the 

primary event, remains unclear, as the focus of much research has been on elucidation of the 

mechanical events that influence the onset of EIMD (Morgan, 1990; Lieber & Fridén, 1993; 

Warren et al., 1993a; Warren et al., 1993b). It appears likely that both the excitation-coupling 

and sarcomere damage hypotheses may co-exist with both arguments being subject to published 

reviews (Morgan & Allen, 1999; Allen, 2001; Warren et al., 2001). The assessment of changes 

in excitation-contraction coupling along with assessment of changes in mechanical behaviours 

during contraction and lengthening appear warranted for the pursuit of further clarity on the 

internal and external manifestations of EIMD. 
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From the literature reviewed for this chapter, and based on the demonstration of albumin-

conjugated EBD in myofibres (some also being swollen) within 10 minutes of cessation of 

eccentric exercise (as demonstrated in Chapter 5), it was hypothesised that the immediate 

changes within myofibres in response to EIMD would effect measurable changes in the 

viscoelastic behaviours of the exercised skeletal muscle. It was further hypothesised that the 

changes in the viscous elements due to increased myofibre permeability would produce an 

increase in viscosity over the time course of the eccentric exercise and continuing to rise after 

the cessation of exercise. To ensure that any changes that were identified were due to EIMD the 

contractile performance of the exercised muscles were also determined and analysed with 

respect to the accepted muscular performance measures indicative of EIMD. Specifically, these 

include the deficit in contractile capabilities as measured by force or torque decrement (that is 

not due to fatigue); a shift to the right in the optimal angle for torque production and a 

narrowing of the width of the torque-angle relationship (Morgan & Allen, 1999; Warren et al., 

1999; Allen, 2001; Proske & Morgan, 2001). In addition the ratio between torque generated at 

40 and at 100Hz of electrical stimulation was compared before and after the eccentric exercise 

as this ratio has been put forward (Sacco & Jones, 1992; Sacco et al., 1992) as a useful tool for 

the in vivo demonstration of interference with excitation-contraction coupling. Control 

experiments to ensure that it was the eccentric contraction that caused reduction in muscle 

performance measures were also performed. 

 

7.2. Methods 

7.2.1. Animals 

Mice were housed in cages, supplied with food and water without restriction, and maintained in 

a 12-hr light/dark air-conditioned (20-25°C) environment. Twenty-four adult C57Bl/10ScSn 

mice with a mean (±sem) age of 10.5±1.5 weeks and mean (±sem) mass of 29.85±3.1g were 

anaesthetised by inhalation of a gaseous mixture of Halothane and Nitrous Oxide in Oxygen 

(0.5L·min-1 Halothane, 0.3L·min-1 N2O, and 0.4L·min-1 O2) and maintained anaesthetised during 

the procedures as presented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2). Mice were subsequently prepared for 

stimulation of the common peroneal nerve to effect contraction of the anterior crural muscles of 

the right hindlimb (Section 3.3.). 
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7.2.2. Experimental procedures 

7.2.2.1. Control exercise 

Control experiments to ensure that it was the eccentric contraction that caused reduction in 

muscle performance measures were carried out using four C57Bl mice (mean (±sem) mass 

31.35±1.2 g, age 10 weeks). These mice were prepared as per the procedures presented in 

Chapter 3, Section 3.3 to 3.3.2.4, prior to undergoing 20 isometric contractions (80ms duration 

each) at an angle of 15° plantarflexion. Passive lengthening at 1000°·s-1 between 15° and 55° 

plantarflexion followed these contractions. This passive lengthening commenced 60ms after the 

stimulation for the isometric tension had been withdrawn, which allowed time for the torque to 

return to zero. This protocol was designed so that the passive lengthening did not create any 

eccentric muscle action. 

7.2.2.2. Eccentric exercise to induce EIMD 

Prior to the eccentric exercise the optimal voltage and frequency of stimulation were determined 

(Section 3.3.2.1 and Section 3.3.2.2, respectively) and the torque-angle relationship established 

(Section 3.3.2.3). Twenty eccentric contractions were then performed at 1000°·s-1 between 15° 

and 55° plantar flexion in accordance with Section 3.3.2.4. This range of motion meant that the 

eccentric exercise was performed on the descending limb of the torque-angle relationship for the 

mice (as determined prior to the exercise). Ten minutes after the exercise protocol, the re-

assessment procedure entailed the establishment of optimal torque-volt, torque-frequency and 

torque-angle relationships followed by a further three eccentric contractions – to assess 

eccentric muscle performance and allow assessment of changes in the musculotendinous 

viscosity and stiffness. This re-assessment procedure was completed within 20 minutes from the 

start of the initial exercise protocol. This meant that the final three eccentric contractions were 

timed at 30 minutes after cessation of the initial 20 contractions. 

 

A sub study also investigated the differential responses of the torque-frequency relationship 

between measurement at the original optimal torque-angle position and that at any changed 

optimal angle after eccentric exercise. To-this-end 10 mice were retested for torque-frequency 

relationship at the re-established post-exercise optimal angle for torque production, but before 

undergoing the final three eccentric contractions as previously mentioned. 

 

When all re-assessment procedures were complete mice were either allowed to recover or killed 

by an overdose of anaesthetic and cervical dislocation. 
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7.2.3. Analysis of data 

Data were analysed using procedures outlined in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.2) so that the torque-

angle and torque frequency relationships could be established for before and after the eccentric 

exercise. The stiffness and viscous properties were calculated as presented in Chapter 3 (Section 

3.3.3). Statistical analysis was performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

repeated measures on one factor (time – before and after eccentric exercise). Statistical 

significance was accepted at α = 0.05. 

 

7.3. Results 

7.3.1. Control experiments 

The torque-angle relationship for four C57Bl mice determined before and after performing 20 

isometric contractions (at 15° plantarflexion – the initial starting position of the experimental 

eccentric contractions) with each contraction followed by a passive lengthening (at 1000°·s-1) 

between 15° to 55° plantarflexion (allowing 30s between contractions). The results are 

presented in Figure 7.3, with summary data from the Gaussian fits to the data presented in Table 

7.1. The peak torque after the isometric and passive stretch protocol decreased by 4.9% with the 

angle at peak torque shifting to the right by 0.73°. The width of the relationship widened by 

1.3%. These data were not statistically analysed due to the low number of mice but were used 

for descriptive comparison with these variables following eccentric exercise. 

Figure  7.3: Torque-angle relationship pre- (�) and post-exercise (�) for the anterior crural 
muscles of C57Bl mice (N=4) that underwent 20 isometric contractions at 15° plantarflexion 
with each contraction followed by passive lengthening at 1000°·s-1 between 15° and 55° 
plantarflexion (with 30s between contractions). Gaussian curves are fitted to the pre- (—) and 
post-exercise (—) data. 
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Table  7.1: Summary data for the torque-angle relationship for C57Bl mice (N=4) established 
before and after 20 isometric contractions at 15° plantarflexion with each contraction followed 
by passive lengthening at 1000°·s-1 between 15° and 55° plantarflexion (allowing 30s between 
contractions). Data presented are the coefficients for the Gaussian fits to the data (see Chapter 3, 
Section 3.3.5). 

 Peak torque Angle at Peak Torque Width of relationship 

Pre-exercise 2.4779 1.7140 42.0273 

Post-exercise 2.3565 2.4413 42.5717 

 

 

7.3.2. Eccentric exercise experiments 

7.3.2.1. Changes in torque-angle relationships as a response to EIMD 

The torque-angle relationships before and after 20 eccentric contractions in C57Bl mice (N=24) 

are presented in Figure 7.4 with summary mean (±sem) data in Table 7.2. Summary statistical 

tables from one-way repeated measures ANOVA analyses are presented in Table 7.3(A), (B), 

and (C). The mean normalised peak torque demonstrated a significant deficit of 37.7% (F1,23 = 

619.95, p< 0.05) when comparing pre- and post-eccentric exercise data. The range of deficits 

was between 25% and 55%. The angle at peak torque shifted a mean of 8.75° to the right 

(inferring a significant shift to longer muscle lengths) following the eccentric exercise (F1,23 = 

58.45, p< 0.05), with the width of the torque-angle relationship becoming significantly narrower 

with a value of 46° in comparison with 55.5° before the eccentric exercise (F1,23 = 34.41, p< 

0.05). 

 

 

Table  7.2: Summary data for the normalised torque-angle relationship for C57Bl mice (N=24) 
established before and after 20 eccentric contractions at 1000°·s-1 between 15°-55° 
plantarflexion. Summary data were determined from Gaussian fits to each set of data (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5). 

 Peak normalised torque: 
[mean, (sem)] 

Angle at Peak Torque: 
[mean, (sem)] 

Width of relationship 
[mean, (sem)] 

Pre-exercise 0.9860 (0.0028) 4.7401 (1.2688) 55.5346 (1.7095) 

Post-exercise 0.6143 (0.0153) 13.4942 (1.0532) 46.0236 (1.5932) 
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Figure  7.4: Normalised torque-angle relationship for C57Bl mice (N=24) before (�) and after 
(�) 20 eccentric contractions conducted at 1000°·s-1 between 15° and 55° plantarflexion. 
Torque is presented as normalised to maximal torque before eccentric exercise. Gaussian curves 
were fitted to the data to determine optimal angle (°) for torque production. 
 

Table  7.3: (A) One-way ANOVA table with repeated measures for the comparison of (A) the 
normalised peak torque; (B) angle at peak torque; and (C) width of the Gaussian relationship 
describing the torque-angle relationship, before and after eccentric exercise. Value for peak 
torque determined from the coefficients of the Gaussian curve fitted to each set of data. 
(* indicates significant difference, p<0.05) 

(A) Peak Torque: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Between subjects 23 0.0714 0.0031 0.04335 1 
Within subjects 24 1.7198 0.0717   
   treatments 1 1.6582 1.6582 619.9455* 0.0001 
   residual 23 0.0615 0.0027   
Total 47 1.7912    

 
(B) Angle at Peak: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Between subjects 23 1139.0179 49.5225 0.9275 0.5705 
Within subjects 24 1281.5063 53.3961   
   treatments 1 919.6142 919.6142 58.4460* 0.0001 
   residual 23 361.8921 15.7344   
Total 47 2420.5242    

 
(C) Width: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Between subjects 23 2288.8630 99.5158 1.3188 0.2527 
Within subjects 24 1811.0246 75.4594   
   treatments 1 1085.5086 1085.5086 34.4123* 0.0001 
   residual 23 725.5160 31.5442   
Total 47 4099.8876    
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7.3.2.2. Changes in torque-frequency relationships as a response to EIMD 

The torque-frequency relationships before and after the eccentric exercise are displayed in 

Figure 7.5. The relationship was established in 24 C57Bl mice before and after (10 minutes) the 

exercise at 0° of plantarflexion. The relationship was also re-determined for 10 of these mice at 

any new optimal angle for torque production that occurred as a consequence of the eccentric 

exercise (post-exercise at optimal angle). The new optimal angle was determined from the 

torque-angle relationship recorded after the exercise (Section 7.3.2.1). Descriptively, the drop in 

torque production from the exercised muscles mainly affected the torque-frequency relationship. 

There appeared to be a slightly greater decline in torque at the higher frequencies of stimulation 

after exercise.  

 

When the relationship was re-determined at any new optimal angle for torque production after 

exercise (n=10 mice) there appeared to be an improvement in torque production at the 40Hz 

frequency of stimulation but not at higher frequencies. From this observation, a ratio was 

calculated between the torque recorded at 40 and 100Hz for the conditions ‘before’ and ‘after’ 

exercise (recorded at the neutral (0°) position) as well as from the relationship established at any 

‘new optimal angle’ for each of the mice. These ratio data (mean ±sem) are presented in Figure 

7.6 with summary statistics from a one-way ANOVA with repeated measures (across 

conditions) presented in Table 7.4. 

 

The analysis of these ratios demonstrated a significant main effect for treatments (the different 

conditions) (F2,18 = 68.7387, p< 0.05). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (Scheffé F-test) revealed 

that there was a significant difference between the ratio calculated before eccentric exercise 

with that calculated from the torque-frequency relationship conducted at 0° plantarflexion 

(p<0.05). However, the comparison between the ratio calculated ‘before’ and at any new 

‘optimal angle’ was not significant (p>0.05). The comparison between ‘after’ and at any new 

‘optimal’ angle was also significantly different (p<0.05). In combination, these results indicate 

that the 40-100Hz ratio appears specific to the angle at which it is determined, and followed the 

shift to the right of the torque-angle relationship as shown in Section 7.3.2.1.  
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Figure  7.5: The torque-frequency relationship between 40 and 300Hz (mean ±sem) for adult 
C57Bl mice before and after 20 eccentric contractions. Measurements were taken at 0° ankle 
position and at the post-exercise optimal angle for torque production. 
 

 

Figure  7.6: Mean ratio (±sem) between torque produced by stimulation of the common peroneal 
nerve at 40Hz and 100Hz, before and after 20 eccentric contractions. Measurements were taken 
at 0° ankle position and the post-exercise optimal angle for torque production for 10 C57Bl 
mice. Lines indicate paired comparisons between conditions with statistical significance 
(Scheffé F-test). 
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Table  7.4: (A) One-way ANOVA table with repeated measures for the comparison between the 
40-100Hz ratio ‘before’ and ‘after’ eccentric exercise as measured at 0° and when measured 
after exercise at any new ‘optimal angle’ for torque production (see Section 7.3.1). (B) Pairwise 
comparison table for the different conditions. (* indicates significant difference, p<0.05) 

(A) Source: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Between subjects 9 0.0338 0.0038 0.2060 0.9903 

Within subjects 20 0.3650 0.0183   

   treatments 2 0.3227 0.1614 68.7387* 0.0001 

   residual 18 0.0423 0.0024   

Total 29 0.3988    

 

(B) Pairwise Comparison: Mean Diff.: Scheffé F-test: 

Before Ex (0°) vs. After Ex (0°) 0.2430 62.8963* 

Before Ex (0°) vs. At New Optimal Angle 0.0574 3.5047 

After Ex (0°) vs. At New Optimal Angle -0.18564 36.7070* 

 

 

7.3.2.3. Changes in viscoelastic behaviour as a response to EIMD 

Calculation of the viscoelastic behaviour of the anterior crucial muscles was implied from the 

best fit coefficients from the second-order, differential equation 3.1 that was used to model the 

recorded torque data. Processing of the data as per the procedures of Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5, 

were initially conducted with the intent of determining the viscous (B) and stiffness (K) terms 

from the modelled data. It was found that the B term was repeatable and readily determined in 

this model. However, the K term was quite variable between exercise repetitions within a 

mouse, as well as between mice. Values would vary from negative values to positive values 

between repetitions, and between mice, with the minimisation procedures often being unable to 

converge to a solution despite attempts at setting initial estimates and allowing up to 50,000 

functions with 10,000 iterations to be tested within the minimisation routines. Thus, it was 

determined that the K term was unable to be resolved within the model and data were re-

processed to only calculate the B term. A constant value for I (657.8×10-6 N·mm·s2·rad-1) was 

used for all modelling procedures (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5). 

 

The data for changes in the mean (±sem) B term across exercise repetitions in C57Bl mice 

(N=24) are graphically presented in Figure 7.7 along with the mean (±sem) isometric torque for 

each repetition. The torque and the viscous term demonstrated a decrease across the eccentric 

exercise repetitions. Plotting viscosity against torque as presented in Figure 7.8 assessed the 

similarity in trend for decreasing torque and decreasing viscosity. A linear regression between 
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viscosity and isometric torque is displayed on the graph with the regression equation and the 

coefficient of determination (R2). The R2 of this linear fit was 0.9403 indicating a strong linear 

relationship between viscosity and torque across the levels of torque and viscosity measured in 

the experiments. 

 

Figure  7.7: Graphical representation of mean torque and mean calculated viscosity (B) (±sem) 
across 20 eccentric contractions of the anterior crural muscles conducted between 15° and 55° 
plantarflexion at 1000°·s-1 (N=24 C57Bl mice). 

 

Figure  7.8: Graphical representation of the relationship between viscosity and torque 
determined from the mean torque and mean viscosity values calculated during 20 eccentric 
contractions of the anterior crural muscles conducted between 15° and 55° plantarflexion at 
1000°·s-1 (N=24 C57Bl mice). 
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Viscosity and torque were also calculated from the three eccentric repetitions that were 

performed at the conclusion of all procedures (see Section 2.2.2.2), timed at 30 minutes after 

cessation of the 20 eccentric contractions (n=24, C57Bl mice). Figure 7.9 represents the mean 

(±sem) data for the viscous terms calculated as the mean of the first three eccentric exercise 

contractions (1, 2, 3), the last three exercise contractions (18, 19, 20) and from the three 

eccentric contractions conducted 30 minutes after cessation of the exercise. Statistical analyses 

of the viscosity data, as presented in Table 7.5(A), show a significant main effect (F2,46= 

10.2570, p<0.05) for the repeated measures with post-hoc pairwise comparisons (Table7.5(B)) 

showing significant differences in viscosity between each of the three times of measure 

(p<0.05). The results for the mean torque data at the three time points also demonstrated a 

significant main effect for the repeated measure (F2,46=109.1881, p<0.05) with post-hoc 

pairwise comparisons also being significantly different between each of the time points 

(p<0.05).  

 

In detail, viscosity decreased by 11.9% between the mean of the first three and the last three 

eccentric contractions of the exercise and then was a further 8.1% lower at 30 minutes post-

exercise for a total decrease in viscosity of 19.0%. The mean torque decreased 31.2% between 

the mean of the first and last three contractions and from that value decreased a further 15.8% 

over the next 30 minutes, for a total decrease in torque of 42.0%. 

 

 

Figure  7.9: Representation of the mean (± sem) viscosity (  ) and torque (  ) calculated from 
each of three eccentric contractions at the beginning of the eccentric exercise, the last three 
contractions of the exercise and then from three contractions performed 30 mins after cessation 
of the exercise. Eccentric contractions were conducted of the anterior crural muscles conducted 
between 15° and 55° plantarflexion at 1000°·s-1 (N=24 C57Bl mice). 
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Table  7.5: (A) One-way ANOVA table with repeated measures for the comparison between 
viscosity for the first three, the last three (of 20 eccentric contractions) and then for three 
eccentric contractions 30 min after cessation of eccentric exercise. (B) Pairwise comparison 
table for the different conditions. (* indicates significant difference, p<0.05) 

(A) Source: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Between subjects 23 0.0012 0.00005 0.9219 0.572 

Within subjects 48 0.0027 0.00006   

   treatments 2 0.0008 0.00042 10.2570* 0.0002 

   residual 46 0.0019 0.00004   

Total 71 0.0039    

 

(B) Pairwise Comparisons: Mean Diff.: Scheffé F-test: 

Viscosity at begin ex. vs. Viscosity at end of ex. 0.0050 3.6980* 

Viscosity at begin ex. vs. Viscosity at 30' Post-ex. 0.0083 10.1089* 

Viscosity at end ex. vs. Viscosity at 30' Post-ex. 0.0033 1.5786* 

 

 

Table  7.6: (A) One-way ANOVA table with repeated measures for the comparison between 
torque for the first three, the last three (of 20 eccentric contractions) and then for three 
eccentric contractions 30 min after cessation of eccentric exercise. (B) Pairwise comparison 
table for the different conditions. (* indicates significant difference, p<0.05) 

(A) Source: df: Sum of Squares: Mean Square: F-test: P value: 

Between subjects 23 2.6571 0.1155 0.4511 0.9794 

Within subjects 48 12.2928 0.2561   

   treatments 2 10.1539 5.0769 109.1881* 0.0001 

   residual 46 2.1389 0.0465   

Total 71 14.9498    

 

(B) Pairwise Comparisons: Mean Diff.: Scheffé F-test: 

Torque at begin ex. vs. Torque at end of ex. 0.6572 55.7371* 

Torque at begin ex. vs. Torque at 30' Post-ex. 0.8860 101.2920* 

Torque at end ex. vs. Torque at 30' Post-ex. 0.2288 6.7530* 
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7.4. Discussion  

The most important findings from this study were:  

(i) that the anterior crural muscles of adult C57Bl mice demonstrated a deficit in torque, a 

significant shift to the right of the torque-angle relationship, and a narrowing of the 

width of the torque-angle relationship following eccentric exercise performed on the 

descending limb of the torque-angle relationship; 

(ii) that viscosity of the anterior crural muscles decreased over the exercise period 

concomitant with a decreased in torque; and  

(iii) that the 40-100Hz ratio calculated from the torque-frequency relationship was not 

significantly different between that calculated before exercise and that calculated from 

data recorded at the new optimal angle for torque production after eccentric exercise. 

7.4.1. Changes in contractile performance 

The finding that the mice demonstrated the characteristic torque deficit following eccentric 

exercise is well established in the literature (Faulkner et al., 1985; McCully & Faulkner, 1985; 

McCully & Faulkner, 1986; Faulkner et al., 1989; Brooks & Faulkner, 1990; Sacco et al., 1992; 

Ingalls et al., 1998). The finding that the adult C57Bl mice also demonstrated a significant shift 

to the right of the torque angle relationship and a narrowing of the width of the relationship 

supports the group of researchers that have demonstrated similar results in muscles from toad 

(Wood et al., 1993; Jones et al., 1997; Talbot & Morgan, 1998), rats (Lynn et al., 1998), cats 

(Brockett et al., 2002) and humans (Saxton & Donnelly, 1996; Jones et al., 1997; Whitehead et 

al., 1998; Brockett et al., 2001). The present study can only infer changes of optimal force 

production to longer lengths of the muscle, as only torque and angle changes were measured. 

However, it seems reasonable and is consistent with previous research (Brockett et al., 2001) 

that changes in the length-tension relationships of the exercised muscles were the basis for the 

changes in the torque-angle relationship as measured in the present study. This triad (torque 

deficit; shift of optimal length to longer lengths; and a narrowing of the length-tension 

relationship) appears as the most enduring and direct indicators of EIMD (Morgan & Allen, 

1999; Proske & Morgan, 2001) thus confirming that the 20 eccentric contractions performed by 

the mice did result in EIMD.  

 

The control experiments (sham exercised) also confirmed that it was the eccentric exercise that 

caused the torque deficit and shift to the right in the torque-angle relationship. When mice (n=4) 

underwent 20 isometric contractions at 15° plantarflexion with each contraction followed by a 

passive stretch between 15° and 55° plantarflexion at 1000°·s-1 there was only a 4.9% deficit in 

torque and a 0.73° shift to the right in the torque-angle relationship. This contrasted with a mean 
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deficit of 37.7% and shift to the right of 8.75° following eccentric exercise. From the control 

experiments it was concluded that maximal isometric contraction on the descending limb of the 

torque-angle relationship nor high velocity passive lengthening, across the same range as in the 

eccentric exercise protocol, did not induce changes in the contractile behaviours that would have 

been characteristic of muscle damage. The control experiments that demonstrated minimal 

changes in contractile performance can be used to infer that no morphological evidence of 

damage would be seen within the muscle as is reported in the literature (McCully & Faulkner, 

1985; Faulkner et al., 1989; Brooks et al., 1995). Similarly, it has been shown that it is active 

muscle strain (the magnitude of the lengthening that occurs while the muscle is activated) that 

results in morphological damage (Lieber & Fridén, 1993). Thus while the muscle was 

lengthened over the same range and had been preceded by maximal isometric contraction at the 

same starting position (15° plantarflexion) it required the combination of lengthening on top of 

active muscle for the damage to occur (Brooks et al., 1995). The sensitivity of skeletal muscle 

to this combination has been demonstrated by Brooks et al. (1995) who performed in situ single 

stretches of maximally stimulated EDL muscles of mice and demonstrated force deficits and 

morphological change consistent with EIMD. Of interest was that passive stretches also did 

result in force deficits but required the muscle to be stretched more than 50% beyond optimal 

fibre length for force development. It was considered that this magnitude of strain may have 

taken the myofibres of the EDL beyond overlap of actin and myosin (Brooks et al., 1995). In 

comparison, the present study was performed in vivo and did not exceed the range of normal 

joint range of motion of the mouse ankle. In the present study, while overlap was not measured 

or estimated, it is unlikely that the muscles when passively lengthened within the physiological 

range of movement of the ankle would have been stretched beyond overlap. 

 

Viewing of tissue sections by fluorescent microscopy of mice that underwent the eccentric 

exercise having been pre-injected with EBD demonstrated the presence of EBD within an 

apparently random pattern of myofibres (Hamer et al., 2002) – procedures, results and 

representative images are presented in Chapter 5 (Section 5.5.2.3). While not all mice were pre-

injected, all mice demonstrated a consistent pattern of torque deficit and shift in torque-angle 

relationship, thus it would seem reasonable that all exercised mice would have demonstrated 

isolated myofibres filled with EBD. The changes in the contractile performance in the mice 

indicated disruption to contractile machinery within the muscle and when integrated with the 

results from Chapter 5, implies that the disruption of sarcomeres proposed as the mechanical 

events associated with EIMD (Morgan, 1990) also makes the myofibres permeable to large 

molecular weight proteins e.g. albumin conjugated with EBD (McNeil & Khakee, 1992; Hamer 

et al., 2002).  
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7.4.2. Changes in viscoelastic behaviours of activated muscles 

It was hypothesised that disruption to the sarcomere accompanied by increases in permeability 

with resultant ‘swelling’ of the myofibre, had the potential to increase the viscosity of the 

muscle by changes in hydrodynamics of the myofibres. The results presented in this chapter do 

not support this hypothesis since viscosity was seen to drop in a similar manner as the decrease 

in torque across eccentric exercise repetitions. The decrease in viscosity with decreases in 

torque was linear in nature as shown by Figure 7.8. In the figure, viscosity is plotted against the 

torque data in reverse order to that recorded during the eccentric exercise. It was plotted in this 

way to allow visual comparison with the previously reported linear relationships between 

viscosity and torque (tension or force). The linear relationship found in the present investigation 

is supported by many previous studies (Bressler & Clinch, 1974; Julian & Sollins, 1975; 

Morgan, 1977; Goubel, 1978; Hoffer & Andreassen, 1981; Blanpied & Smidt, 1992; Ettema & 

Huijing, 1994b). However, this is the first study, which the author is aware of, to calculate and 

plot viscosity during decreases in torque as a result of EIMD. The viscosity of the myofibres is 

generally regarded as being largely determined by the number of attached cross-bridges (Julian 

& Sollins, 1975; Ford et al., 1981; Razumova et al., 1999) thus the results of the present study 

lend support to the concept that EIMD results in disruption of the force generating capabilities 

of the sarcomere by decreasing the number of cross-bridges able to generate force (Morgan, 

1977). The observed decrease in the width of the torque-angle relationship after eccentric 

exercise (inferring a decrease in the number of active sarcomeres in series) would also support 

the changes observed with viscosity. The presence of less available cross-bridges effecting 

lesser viscosity, concomitant with an indication of less active sarcomeres in series provides 

support for the ‘popping theory’ of Morgan (1990) and the ‘shift of active sarcomeres to passive 

components’ of Katz (1939). In making this inference it does need to be considered that it 

originally had been intended to determine both a viscosity (B) term and a stiffness (K) term 

from modelling of the data using the equation 3.2. This will now be discussed. 

 

It was often not possible for the model to converge to a solution when the stiffness term was 

included (see Section 7.3.2.3). If a solution was determined, the stiffness term was highly 

variable and may well have been based on noise within the system rather than being a true 

measure of stiffness of the musculotendinous unit under investigation. As the viscosity term was 

the dominant coefficient during solution convergence and could be determined without setting 

an initial ‘best guess’ it was decided to exclude the determination of stiffness from the model. 

The reason for stiffness not contributing to the model can be addressed by considering the 

nature of the data that was being modelled. It may be possible that with the determination of 

viscosity, any contribution that changes in displacement made to the torque response were 

already being modelled. The angular displacement that contributed to the model was between 
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5° to 6° of plantarflexion starting at 15° of plantar flexion. This starting position is on the 

descending limb of torque-angle relationship for the anterior crucial muscles (see Section 

7.3.2.1) and thus it could be considered that passive stiffness may contribute to the torque 

generated in response to the sudden acceleration at the beginning of the exercise. However, it 

has been estimated that at torque loads greater than 20% of maximum isometric contraction the 

stiffness of the tendinous components is a constant (Morgan, 1977; Proske & Morgan, 1987). 

The torque generated during the isometric phase preceding the eccentric contraction in the 

present study was always a maximal tetanic contraction and throughout the 20 eccentric 

contractions was always above 20% of maximal isometric contraction. Thus, if stiffness was a 

constant the modelling procedure may not have been able to solve for stiffness.  

 

It must also be considered that the mice appeared to have a low passive stiffness through to 55° 

plantarflexion as was observed during the recording of the torque-angle relationships (see 

Chapter 2, Figure 2.17). The exponential rise in total tension as suggested by the sarcomere 

model of the length-tension relationship in combination with the passive response (see Figure 

7.1) was not demonstrated in the C57Bl mice. This is because the total joint angular stiffness 

k(θ) is a function of muscle force (Fm), muscle stiffness (dFm / dlm), muscle moment arm (r), and 

change of moment arm with change in joint angle (drm / dθ), i.e. 

 

where Mm is joint moment. 

 

It was also not possible to determine whether the 5° to 6° angular displacement was in excess of 

the range that took sarcomeres beyond the yield point and thus beyond the SRS that has 

commonly been used to reflect the cross-bridge viscosity and/or stiffness (Rack & Westbury, 

1974; Morgan, 1977; Hunter & Kearney, 1982; Hunter & Kearney, 1983). The delineation of 

the endpoint for data that were used for the calculation of viscosity (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5) 

was based on detection of the point at which the overshoot for acceleration of the foot first 

returned to zero plus an additional 15 points (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.2). It was reasoned that 

this range of motion and the matching acceleration profile would have included any initial 
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stiffness of the ankle and musculotendinous unit coupled with damping of the acceleration by 

the viscosity of the joint and musculotendinous unit. It was assumed that the viscosity of joint 

structures would not have been affected by the eccentric exercise and thus changes in the 

viscosity measure were assumed to be inherent to the muscle. The results for viscosity do show 

a significant decrease during the exercise and that the viscosity continued to decrease with the 

decrease in torque seen at 30 minutes after cessation of the damaging exercise (see Figure 7.9, 

Table 7.5 and Table 7.6). 

 

The mirroring of viscosity with torque appears to confirm that the measure that was calculated 

was an indicator of the number of cross-bridges able to attach to effect force production. Thus, 

any increase in swelling and water content within the myofibres or within the muscle as a whole 

(Chleboun et al., 1998) was not reflected in the viscosity measure as determined. 

 

7.4.3. Changes in characteristics of the torque-frequency relationship 

There is debate over whether sarcomere disruption as proposed by Morgan (1990) is the 

primary event of EIMD or whether changes, or disruption, to the excitation-contraction 

coupling mechanism of the skeletal muscle is the premeditating event (Warren et al., 2001). 

Previously, the ratio of torque generated at 40Hz stimulation to that generated at 100Hz has 

been used to infer changes in the excitation-contraction coupling mechanism (Sacco & Jones, 

1992; Sacco et al., 1992). In the present study, when the ratio was only calculated before and 

after the exercise from data recorded at the neutral position of the ankle (0°) there was a 

significant (p<0.05) decrease in this ratio. This could have been interpreted as support for 

interference with excitation-contraction coupling. However, when the ratio was re-established at 

any new optimal angle for torque production after exercise there was no significant difference 

(p>0.05) when comparing the ratio to that observed before exercise. Of importance was that 

there was also a significant difference (p<0.05) between the ratio calculated from data recorded 

before exercise at 0° plantarflexion and that calculated from data recorded at the new re-

established optimal angle for torque production.  Thus, the difference in the 40-100Hz ratio 

before and after exercise appears to be the result of where on the torque-angle (or force-length) 

relationship that the torque-frequency relationship is recorded and thus may not reflect changes 

in excitation-contraction coupling. This finding may have been further reinforced if the initial 

torque-frequency relationship had been determined for each mouse at the individual optimal 

angle for torque production as was determined pre-exercise. Table 7.3 presents data to show that 

the mean optimal angle was 4.74° plantarflexion (as determined by Gaussian fit) whereas the 

torque-frequency relationship was established pre-exercise at the neutral (0°) position. Thus, by 

inference the pre-exercise 40-100Hz ratio as calculated in this study may well have been even 
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closer to that recorded post-exercise when re-measured at the optimal angle. These findings do 

not provide any support for, or against, the role of excitation-contraction coupling to be 

involved in causing EIMD, but do challenge the concept of the 40-100Hz ratio being a useful 

indicator of disturbance to excitation-contraction coupling. 

 

In considering the role that excitation-contraction coupling may have in relation to the findings 

of this study, it is interesting to note that albumin has been identified as a major protein 

component of the T-tubules of skeletal muscle (Knudson & Campbell, 1989). The role of 

albumin within the T-tubule system remains unclear, however, the presence of albumin within 

the tubules has been shown to modulate the response of the skeletal muscle SR Ca2+-release 

channel to different activators such as caffeine and ATP (Catinot et al., 1997). Addition of 

bovine-serum albumin was shown to enhance the amplitude of caffeine-induced tension in 

skinned skeletal muscle fibres in vitro (Ponte et al., 1997). In Chapter 5 it was demonstrated that 

albumin-conjugated EBD was present in isolated myofibres after eccentric exercise showing an 

increase in skeletal muscle membrane permeability to high molecular weight proteins that 

would upset the osmotic balance between the interstitium and the sarcoplasm. Osmotic shock to 

myofibres has been shown to distend the T-tubules into vacuoles, which can lead to myofibre 

detubulation (Nik-Zainal et al., 1999). The evidence of albumin-conjugated EBD within 

myofibres, with some of these myofibres appearing swollen (as presented in Chapter 5) could 

well result in rupturing of the T-tubules from the surface membrane, loss of sarcolemma 

capacitance and disturbance of excitation-contraction coupling (Nik-Zainal et al., 1999). 

Formation of T-tubule vacuoles has been identified in single myofibres from the flexor 

digitorum brevis muscle of adult mice subjected to in vitro eccentric exercise (Yeung et al., 

2002). These authors developed a hypothesis whereby sarcomere inhomogenities during 

eccentric muscle actions (Morgan, 1990) create shearing forces of the T-tubules with 

consequent rupture and disturbance of the local osmotic balance between Na+ and K+. This 

osmotic imbalance results in distension and production of vacuoles of the T-tubules (Yeung et 

al., 2002) interfering with excitation-contraction coupling.  Whether an excess of albumin 

following EIMD would affect the integrity and function of the T-tubule system would be 

interesting to know. If excess albumin in the T-tubules had a negative effect on the SR Ca2+-

release channels then this would be reflected by decreased excitation-contraction coupling. 

Further evidence for disturbance of Na+ and K+ membrane balance comes from studies in which 

eccentric contractions have been shown to cause a sustained depolarisation of the sarcolemma 

through activation of stretch-activated ion channels (McBride et al., 2000; McBride, 2003). 

Sustained depolarisation would limit conduction of the MUAP along the sarcolemma, therefore 

influencing excitation-contraction coupling. 
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There is a viewpoint that excitation-contraction coupling is a key (if not the initiating) event in 

EIMD, based on studies that have shown caffeine-induced recovery of force within apparently 

structurally damaged myofibres (Warren et al., 2001).  While raised [Ca2+]i may seem desirable 

from a recovery of force perspective, increased [Ca2+]i without sequestration can also stimulate 

Ca2+-activated proteases and phospholipases (Armstrong et al., 1991; Belcastro, 1993; Kroemer 

et al., 1998). These families of enzymes, which are not only involved in degradation of the 

myofibre and inflammation, can also be involved in apoptosis (Kidd, 1998; Kroemer et al., 

1998; Fiers et al., 1999). Perhaps the level of enzyme activation and any subsequent events may 

dictate the balance between apoptosis and necrosis of the damaged myofibre. 

 

Thus, the loss of excitation-contraction coupling caused by shearing and loss of integrity of the 

T-tubules during eccentric exercise could be considered protective. Prevention of the MUAP to 

cause release of Ca2+ into sarcomeres that may be damaged beyond ability for cross-bridge 

activation may protect them from the potentially harmful effects of too high a [Ca2+]i – i.e. 

excessive degradation, necrosis and inflammation.  Thus, loss of excitation-contraction coupling 

reduces the force production within myofibres that have already been structurally damaged, 

protecting them from further damage and/or excessive degradation. A reduction in available 

force during subsequent eccentric actions does not necessarily guarantee less damage. However, 

if the velocity and length change is to remain constant then a reduction in available force does 

reduce the influence of active muscle force as a key component of the ‘strain magnitude’ 

hypothesis (Lieber & Fridén, 1993), proposed as affecting the magnitude of the damage 

(McCully & Faulkner, 1986; Lieber & Fridén, 1993; Warren et al., 1993b; Hunter & Faulkner, 

1997). 

 

7.5. Summary 

The present study has determined that adult C57Bl mice demonstrate a triad of altered 

contractile function (as reflected by the torque-angle relationship) and that these changes can be 

used to infer morphological changes within the muscle following eccentric exercise (supported 

by Chapter 5). The changes in contractile function are measurable within 10 minutes after 

cessation of the exercise, but also possibly earlier. That damage occurs from the first contraction 

is supported by the literature (Brooks et al., 1995). The present investigation also showed that 

isometric torque and the viscosity of the contractile elements gradually decline over the 20 

eccentric contractions, with this decline was not due to fatigue. The changes in viscosity 

supported the concept of a decrease in available cross-bridges for force generation that, when 

married with the narrowing of the width of the torque-angle relationship (indicating less active 

sarcomeres in series), provides support for a mechanical event as the initiating event of EIMD. 
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Evidence for changes in excitation-contraction coupling were not a prime focus of this study, 

however, a previously used methodology was shown to be affected by the change in the torque-

angle relationship and needs further consideration as to its potential use. 
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Chapter 8. Review of results, summary and concluding remarks 

The overall aim of the thesis was to investigate aspects of the cellular and mechanical responses 

in vivo of skeletal muscle that occurred as a response to unaccustomed eccentric exercise, 

known as exercise-induced muscle damage (EIMD). As a consequence of the eccentric exercise, 

damage occurs at the sarcomere level of myofibres caused by the eccentric muscle action 

creating instabilities within sarcomeres, particularly on the descending limb of the length-

tension or torque-angle relationship, as proposed by Morgan (1990). The repeated stretch 

beyond actin-myosin overlap in random half-sarcomeres (Proske & Morgan, 2001) results in 

these sarcomeres (proposed as the weakest ones) not re-interdigitating and they are then unable 

to contribute to tension development. Disruption of sarcomere integrity appears to follow, with 

loss of registration of sarcomeres within myofibres distributed throughout the muscle (Fridén & 

Lieber, 1992). The damage causes adaptation within the muscle and return to normal force 

production capabilities within seven to ten days (Ebbeling & Clarkson, 1989). The process of 

repair following EIMD appears to occur without major influences of the traditional 

inflammation and repair pathways (Malm, 2001) and this has lead to the intrigue as to other 

cellular and mechanical processes that may be involved (see Chapter 1). 

 

This thesis makes a contribution to understanding the interaction between cellular level events 

and the mechanics of the eccentrically exercised muscle. Specifically, this thesis detailed the: 

 

(i) design, development and construction of a computer controlled mouse dynamometer 

(the RODEX) and associated control software that allowed the assessment of contractile 

and mechanical behaviours of the anterior crural muscles of C57Bl mice by the conduct 

of velocity controlled eccentric muscle actions of these same muscles (Chapter 2); 

(ii) the development of custom software that was used for modelling the viscoelastic 

behaviour of the musculotendinous units of the mice ankles, with the software used to 

estimate and chart changes in the viscosity behaviour of the eccentrically exercised 

muscles (Chapter 3); 

(iii) analysis of the single cell micro-gel electrophoresis technique (the ‘comet’ assay) that 

had the potential to discriminate between necrosis and apoptosis within tissue sections 

from fresh-frozen skeletal muscle subjected to EIMD (Chapter 4); 

(iv) optimisation of parameters for the use of EBD as a vital dye for the in vivo 

identification of damaged or permeable skeletal muscle myofibres and the use of this 

technique within different models of skeletal muscle damage (Chapter 5); 
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(v) investigation of the contribution to torque development about the ankle of mice using 

optimised protocols for nerve stimulation, as well as detailing the moment arm of the 

anterior crucial muscles (Chapter 6); and  

(vi) investigation of the mechanical behaviour of the anterior crural muscles of the mice 

within the period of 10 to 30 minutes after EIMD, particularly, the torque-angle, torque 

frequency and viscosity changes that occur immediately after EIMD (Chapter 7). 

 

8.1. The RODEX dynamometer 

The development of the RODEX dynamometer (Chapter 2) and the optimisation of nerve 

stimulation protocols along with an understanding of which muscles contributed to the 

development of dorsiflexor torque about the ankle joint of mice (Chapter 6) allowed repeated 

eccentric exercise to be conducted on the ankle of mice. The exercise protocol used a motion 

profile of a 40° range of movement conducted between 15° and 55° plantarflexion at 

1000°·secs-1 with achievement of this velocity within 1.25ms. The resultant torque could be 

recorded during the movement and during isometric test procedures. Data recorded allowed an 

assessment of the isometric torque, the torque frequency and torque-angle relationships before 

and after eccentric exercise, as well as the determination of changes in the property of viscosity 

before, during, and after the eccentric exercise. The mouse was used as the model for EIMD, 

which allowed the sampling of the complete muscle and assessment of changes at the cellular 

level that would have been precluded with human subjects.  

 

8.2. Chasing comets in skeletal muscle 

In Chapter 4 skeletal muscle from mice that had undergone damaging exercise were employed 

to explore the use of the ‘comet’ assay to discriminate between necrosis and apoptosis within 

tissue sections from fresh-frozen skeletal muscle. 

 

An apoptotic cell death process has previously been suggested to have an association with 

EIMD (Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998). The ‘comet assay’, as an indicator of DNA 

fragmentation, was to be used in conjunction with an in vivo vital dye (EBD) to investigate 

whether apoptotic nuclei were associated with permeable or damaged myofibre membranes, or 

whether the permeable myofibres would demonstrate necrotic cell death. This potential was not 

realised within this thesis as it appeared that the process of either freezing or the cutting of 

frozen tissue sections interacts with the accepted protocols for the comet assay in such a way 

that it was not possible to differentiate between apoptosis (neutral assay) and necrosis (alkaline 

assay). The technical steps of the comet assay were investigated in detail and it was concluded 
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that, while a lysis stage appeared unnecessary for identification of myonuclear DNA within 

tissue sections, it was the alkaline equilibration phase that appeared too aggressive for the 

potentially already exposed or sheared nuclear DNA. Electrophoresis under alkaline conditions 

resulted in what appeared to be migration of all DNA indicating that all myofibres were 

undergoing necrosis. However, this was highly unlikely and without a valid interpretation of the 

alkaline protocol an interpretation of the neutral condition assay was inappropriate. Thus it was 

not possible to integrate this ‘comet’ technique with the use of EBD for assessment of the 

degree of apoptosis versus necrosis within tissue sections of skeletal muscle subjected to EIMD. 

 

8.3. In vivo identification of permeable myofibres 

The EBD technique was optimised for use with models of skeletal muscle damage and repair 

including mdx, cut injury, transplantation and EIMD (Chapter 5). It was shown that the EBD 

was present within selected myofibres within 20 minutes following cessation of eccentric 

exercise. The localisation of EBD was apparent within both swollen rounded fibres and within 

apparently healthy appearing myofibres as assessed by H&E staining. 

 

The presence of EBD within myofibres implies an increased fluid content within the myofibres 

as EBD uses the large protein serum albumin as its transporter molecule. An increase in protein 

content within a myofibre would likely increase the osmotic attraction of water into the 

myofibre, which could account for swollen fibres being EBD positive. Increased water content 

across a number of myofibres within a whole muscle could result in changes in the viscosity 

characteristics of the muscle. Swelling of muscle in response to EIMD has been demonstrated 

by diameter, circumferential and magnetic resonance procedures in many previous studies (for 

references and discussion see Chapter 1, Section 1.6, p1-16 and Chapter 7, Section 7.1.4, p7-9) 

with the peak changes being delayed in time with respect to the initiating exercise (Chleboun et 

al., 1998). As the exercised muscle does show signs of degradation of damaged myofibres 

within 15 minutes of eccentric exercise (Lieber et al., 1996) it seemed reasonable to expect that 

changes in the muscle, which would ultimately lead to increased water content within the 

muscle, would have to occur at the time of the initial damage. The in vivo labelling of myofibres 

as a response to EIMD supports increased permeability, if not physical damage, to the 

myofibres. It is reasoned that this may create disturbance in osmotic balance between myofibres 

and surrounding interstitium and initiate the swelling of myofibres and ultimately the complete 

muscle. Decreased skeletal muscle viscosity for a given level of tension may be due to less 

numbers of attached cross-bridges, as will now be discussed. 
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8.4. Mechanical and viscoelastic behaviours of damaged muscle 

Changes in skeletal muscle viscosity due to eccentric exercise were investigated in Chapter 7. 

This was accomplished by mathematically modelling the recorded torque data, by a non-linear 

least squares approach using velocity and displacement data derived from parameters recorded 

from the RODEX dynamometer (for detail see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3). The changes in 

viscosity (B) in the skeletal muscle during and after the eccentric exercise were able to be 

estimated, however the stiffness (K) term of the modelled relationship (equation 3.2) appeared 

not to make a contribution to the model and thus was not derived. This difficulty in determining 

K may due its’ value being very small, and the measurements and modelling not sensitive 

enough to provide reliable estimates. Results demonstrated that despite the presence of EBD in 

myofibres within 10 to 20 minutes of damage, the changes in skeletal muscle viscosity due to 

the EIMD followed the pattern of decreasing force production capabilities rather than an 

increasing viscosity owing to increases in water content within the myofibres and muscle. The 

relationship between viscosity and generated torque was a linear fit such that with decreasing 

isometric torque during the damaging exercise there was also a decrease in skeletal muscle 

viscosity. As this relationship is that expected in undamaged muscle the result from the present 

investigation appears to suggest that during the damaging exercise the viscosity-torque 

relationship followed changes in torque production capabilities and that no measurable change 

in viscosity due to water content of the muscle occurs within 30 minutes after cessation of the 

exercise (see Chapter 7, Section 7.4.2). Viscosity within the myofibres can arise from both the 

viscous fluid components within muscle, providing a damping effect of perturbations in load 

and/or force production, as well as viscosity brought about by the molecular linking of actin-

myosin cross-bridges. With decreasing torque production due to damage occasioned by 

disruption of sarcomere integrity and non-optimal overlap of actin and myosin there is thus a 

concomitant decrease in actin-myosin related viscosity within the myofibres. 

 

8.5. Integration and implications 

The integrated results of the findings of this thesis have implications to the understanding and 

further study of EIMD. The finding that albumin-conjugated EBD is identified in myofibres 

within 10 to 20 minutes of cessation of eccentric exercise implies changes in the permeability of 

the membranes of the myofibre(s). The change in permeability could be occasioned by direct 

structural damage to the sarcolemma, osmotic shock to the myofibre, or by ligand-receptor 

initiated conformational change to the membranes, as may occur with a phosphatidylserine 

‘flip’ as part of an apoptotic cell death process (reviewed in Chapter 4). The structural damage 

hypothesis is readily understandable and the role of osmotic shock may help explain some of the 

changes in excitation-contraction coupling that appear part of the EIMD phenomenon. The role 
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of apoptosis in relation to EIMD could not be further addressed within this thesis. It remains 

equivocal as to whether apoptosis could be involved as a precursor or as a restorative part of an 

integral cellular process related to EIMD. An alternative hypothesis would be that apoptosis is 

purely an occasionally identified cell death process on a continuum from physiological stress 

that initiates protein turnover and hypertrophy, that extends through to extensive cell necrosis 

due to muscle strain injury. The very nature of EIMD from its relatively common occurrence, 

relatively benign extent of damage, resolution without major influences from inflammation and 

resultant adaptation and protection from further damage seems to also place EIMD somewhere 

on that same continuum. 

 

Whereas EBD was shown to be useful as a marker for increased permeability of myofibres 

(Chapter 5) the EBD technique gives no indication as to the mechanisms responsible. The value 

of EBD is as a marker that can identify the permeable myofibres so that further cell biology 

techniques can investigate concomitant expression and up- or down-regulation of cellular 

proteins and enzymes, as well as gene transcription that would be indicative of a cell response. 

The ‘comet’ assay was intended to target the differences between apoptosis and necrosis based 

on differences in DNA fragmentation between the two cell death processes. As outlined in 

Chapter 4 and in Section 8.2 this was not achieved within this thesis, however contributions to 

an understanding of the stages within the ‘comet’ assay that prevented use of this technique with 

fresh-frozen tissue sections of skeletal muscle were identified. 

 

While the TUNEL and potentially the ‘comet assays’ are useful in identifying nuclear DNA 

fragmentation there are many related assays that may assist in the identification of cellular 

pathways and responses relevant to EIMD. For example, the caspase pathways that can be 

modulated for prevention or potentiation of an apoptotic cell death process may be responsive to 

extracellular, mitochondrial and intracellular interactions relevant to the mechanical strain of the 

myofibre with eccentric exercise (see Chapter 4). If the increased permeability of the myofibre 

is a significant event for EIMD, the question remains as to whether this is a purely structurally 

initiated permeability or a cellular mediated event. Traditionally, one of the hallmark signs of 

apoptosis is regarded as a preservation of cell membrane integrity (see Chapter 4) mediated 

through the tissue transglutimases. Increased myofibre membrane permeability as seen with 

EIMD seems the antithesis of an apoptotic cell death process. However, changes in the location 

of phosphatidylserine do occur within cell membranes (Huppertz et al., 1999) being purported 

to provide cell signalling, particularly to the macrophages. Whether the phosphatidylserine ‘flip’ 

occurs with skeletal muscle (in particular with EIMD) is unknown and therefore the relevance to 

the health and death of a myofibre cannot be clarified. Many of the present assays for 

phosphatidylserine use Annexin V, which has high affinity for phosphotidylserine, but does 
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require intact cells for the identification of the membrane location of phosphatidylserine. 

Identification within skeletal muscle would require single fibre preparations with intact 

membranes otherwise the Annexin V will be able to bind to the phosphatidylserine whether it is 

in the inner leaflet of the membrane or ‘flipped’ to the outer membrane. A potential exists for 

examination of phosphatidylserine responses in vivo with the use of radiolabelled Annexin V 

and the use of radio-imaging techniques (see Blankenberg et al., 1998 and Green & Steinmetz, 

2002 as well as Chapter 4, Section 4.4). 

 

The potential for apoptosis to be involved as a premeditator for the existence of ‘weak 

sarcomeres’, which are central to the ‘popping theory’ of Morgan (1990), appears also to 

receive support from studies on lack of exercise that cause skeletal muscle atrophy (see Allen et 

al. 1997a and Chapter 4). It is possible that the reason unaccustomed eccentric exercise causes 

the morphology seen with EIMD, is that due to lack of previous active-strain to stimulate 

adaptation, there are a population of sarcomeres that are ‘atrophying’ – perhaps by the non-

inflammatory cell death process of apoptosis. When subjected to an unaccustomed eccentric 

muscle action these atrophying sarcomeres are now the ‘weakest’ and are synchronously 

‘popped’ – an expedited ‘push’ to turnover occurs. 

 

This concept draws together the existence of an apoptotic cell death mechanism within skeletal 

muscle (Podhorska-Okolow et al., 1998; Sandri & Carraro, 1999) that at any point of time could 

be responsible for the ‘weak’ sarcomeres of Morgan’s (1990) ‘popping theory’, while also 

providing support for Armstrong’s (1984) ‘stress susceptible fibre population’ supported by 

evidence of Z-disc disruption within healthy muscle (Meltzer et al., 1976). Since skeletal 

muscle is a multicellular syncytium and the myonuclei have control over a defined sarcoplasmic 

volume (Cheek et al., 1971; Allen et al., 1999) this may help explain presence of randomly 

distributed ‘weak sarcomeres’ within the myofibre populations. Loss of myonuclear control 

over a defined sarcoplasmic volume could provide the answer as to why some sarcomeres 

become unstable under eccentric muscle action and potentiate the loss of structural integrity of 

the sarcomeres. A question is: what role do myonuclear domains have with respect to structural 

and contractile proteins within the myofibre? This remains to be answered. 

 

With loss of structural integrity and failure to re-interdigitate, resulting in an increase of series 

compliance of the muscle (see Chapter 7 and for a review see Proske & Morgan, 2001), a 

stretch will be applied to the surviving sarcomeres and the respective myonuclei. This 

mechanical mediated stimulation for adaptation fits nicely with the concept that it is an active 

stretch stimulation that signals the up-regulation of mechano-growth hormone in skeletal muscle 

as identified by Goldspink et al. (2002). 
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8.6. Implications for further study 

Integrating the theoretical constructs and proposed models with the results of this thesis on the 

mechanisms underlying EIMD leads to proposed further studies. This thesis has investigated 

aspects of both mechanical and cellular related phenomena based on hypotheses for EIMD that 

are founded on mechanical stress-strain relationships within the muscle, however, there may 

still be underlying cell biology processes that are the reason by which skeletal muscles, 

unaccustomed to eccentric exercise, have sarcomeres that are prone to being ‘popped’. 

 

Studies that integrate the importance of myonuclear domain control over the mechano-biology 

of critical structural elements within a sarcomere (e.g. actin, myosin, titin, α-actinin and other 

bond interactions), may help understand the response of skeletal muscle to both loading and 

unloading stress-strain interactions. It is possible that the instabilities of ‘weak’ sarcomeres on 

the descending limb of the length-tension curve is a design feature so that within normal 

activities of daily living there will be some sarcomeres that are exposed to ‘active-strain’ to 

effect a mechanical stimulation for adaptation (Goldspink et al., 2002). In the same way, lack of 

loading which reduces sarcomeres in series (potentially making more sarcomeres more 

unstable), could also be an adaptive response such that when ‘active-strain’ is re-initiated there 

is a greater sensitivity for mechano-transduction towards adding more sarcomeres in series as a 

response. 

 

Further study of responses to unloading may assist in the understanding of how and why there 

exists an apparently random distribution of ‘active-strain’ susceptible sarcomeres. Spatial 

pattern-recognition algorithms may then assist the assimilation of myonuclear domain control in 

relation to these ‘active-strain’ susceptible sarcomeres. Further development work with EBD 

may assist the identification of permeable myofibres so that use of other antibodies can target 

the cellular responses within those fibres. 

 

This thesis has focussed on the early points in time in the phenomenon of EIMD and has related 

changes in in vivo myofibre membrane permeability and cell function to the mechanical events 

that initiate and follow the damaging eccentric muscle action. The damage response (the shift to 

longer lengths – Chapter 7) can be interpreted as an adaptive response to the unaccustomed 

eccentric exercise to ensure a mechano-stimulation for ‘new’ sarcomeres to be added in series 

(Lynn et al., 1998). The plasticity of this response and the possibility that reduction in 

excitation-contraction coupling could be an adaptive ‘stress-avoidance’ mechanism, help 
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reinforce the ingenuity of design, form and function of skeletal muscle that, as Professor D.R. 

Wilkie suggested (Chapter 1, Page 1-1), is the engineer’s dream of the ideal linear motor. 

 

8.7. Summary 

This thesis has outlined the development of a computer-controlled dynamometer and then used 

the dynamometer to conduct eccentric exercise in mice to investigate interactions between 

aspects of the mechanical and cellular responses to exercise-induced muscle damage. The 

integration of results showed that the anterior crural muscles of mice demonstrated responses to 

eccentric exercise that included a deficit in torque, a shift to the right of the torque-angle 

relationship and a narrowing of the width of this relationship. Accompanying these changes 

were (i) a reduction in viscoelastic behaviour concomitant with reduction in torque during and 

after the eccentric exercise, suggesting a reduction in available cross-bridges for force 

production; (ii) an increased in vivo permeability of isolated myofibres with some fibres 

appearing swollen. These changes have been integrated and discussed with respect to models for 

understanding EIMD. 
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Appendix B: Computer software functions for the 

control and implementation of the 

RODEX dynamometer 
 

The functions presented in this appendix were those written by the author that were included 

within the framework of a software program provided to the author by Mr Jim Nolan (Microfab 

Pty Ltd., Canberra, ACT). The functions were written and compiled using PowerBASIC 3.2 for 

DOS (PowerBASIC, Inc, Carmel, CA, USA).  
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B.1 Declarations 
$INCLUDE "dirutil.inc"  'includes functions to check filenames exist 
 
DECLARE FUNCTION ipassive() 
DECLARE FUNCTION itorqvolt() 
DECLARE FUNCTION itorqfreq() 
DECLARE FUNCTION itorqlen() 
DECLARE FUNCTION iexproto() 
DECLARE FUNCTION isendfiletorun() 
DECLARE FUNCTION ishell() 
DECLARE FUNCTION ldecodepkt( STRING ) 
DECLARE FUNCTION iscankeyb() 
DECLARE FUNCTION idecodefiles( STRING, STRING, INTEGER ) 
DECLARE FUNCTION igetandsavedata( INTEGER, INTEGER ) 
DECLARE FUNCTION iplotdata( STRING, STRING ) 
DECLARE FUNCTION iplotfile() 
 
'''''''''''' START of FUNCTIONS '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 

B.2 Passive Motion Function 
'ipassive seeks input from user for passive protocol - choices of reps & rest 
 
FUNCTION ipassive    'function to conduct passive motion 
      'profile set by defined file to run 
      'data saved to disk 
LOCAL tans, ioffset, xrest, id, i, xwait%, atime, ifile, irep 
incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H093 'record call-chain 
ifile = isendfiletorun   'call function to send file 
  if ifile < 0 then 
    exit function    'if no filename entered, then exit 
  end if 
   
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 )    'clear section of screen 
  call idspbottom( 1 )     'display bottom line 
  call partclr( 3, 3, 40, 80 )    'clear portion of line 
  id = 0: n = 1 
 
  locate 3, 40: input "Enter the number of repetitions"; irep 
  do while irep < = 0 or irep > 200  'set limits of input 
    call partclr( 3, 3, 40, 80 )    'clear portion of line 
    locate 3, 40: input "Number of reps between 1-200"; irep 
  loop 
 
 
  locate 4, 40: input "Enter the seconds between reps"; xrest 
  do while xrest < = 0 or xrest > 300 
    call partclr( 4, 4, 40, 80 )    'clear portion of line 
    LOCATE 4, 40: input "Rest between 1-300 secs"; xrest 
  loop 
 
  begin7: 
  locate 5, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ?"; 
  tans = input$( 1 ) 
  color 7, 0 
  select case tans 
    case "Y", "y" 
      locate 5, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ? "; tans 
      locate 6, 40: input "Enter the offset from home"; ioffset 
      select case ioffset 
        case 0, > 80, < - 40 
          beep: locate 6, 40: input "Enter the offset from home";  
 
ioffset 
     call partclr( 5, 5, 40, 80 )   'clear portion of line 
      end select 
    case "N", "n" 
      ioffset = 0 
      call partclr( 5, 5, 40, 80 )   'clear portion of line 
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    case < > "Y", < > "y", < > "N", < > "n" 
      err = 13 
      while errtest < > 0    'checks for a Y or N else error  
        color 20, 7: play "e,c": goto begin7 
      wend 
  end select 
 
  if ioffset < > 0 then 
    locate 7, 40: print "Send the offset position: XA";: _ 
    print using "+##"; ioffset 
    beep 
    tmsg = "PROG0"     'send cmds to Acroloop card 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "HALT" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "VEL50" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
 
    call isetcoord 
    locate 9, 40: color 30, 0: print "Waiting 10 seconds" 
    delay(10): color 7, 0 
    call partclr( 5, 9, 40, 80 ) 
  end if 
 
  locate 5, 40: print; irep; "passive movt(s) with"; xrest; "secs rest" 
  for i = 1 to irep 
    locate 6, 40: print i; "repetition(s)" 
    beep 
    locate 7, 40: color 30, 1: print "Conducting Movement & Saving Data":_ 
 color 7, 0 
    atime = timer    'sets and then counts down a timer 
    call igetandsavedata( i, i )  'fnctn to execute movt & save data 
    atime = ( timer ) - atime 
    call partclr( 7, 7, 40, 80 ) 
    xwait = ((( xrest ) * (( irep ) - i )) / 60 )  'calc time remaining 
    if xwait < 1 then 
      xwait% = (( xrest ) * (( irep ) - i )) 
      if xwait% < 0 then 
        xwait% = 0 
      end if 
      call partclr( 9, 9, 40, 80 ) 
      locate 9, 40: print using "##"; xwait%;: print " seconds remaining" 
    else 
      locate 9, 40: print using "##.#"; xwait;: print " minutes remaining" 
    end if 
    locate 10, 40: print(( irep ) - i ); "passive movt(s) remaining 
    x2wait% = xrest - cint( atime ) 
    DO while x2wait% > - 1 and i < irep 
      locate 12, 40: print using "##"; x2wait%; 
      print " secs of rest remaining" 
      delay( 1 ) 
      decr x2wait%, 1 
    LOOP 
  next 
 
  if ioffset < > 0 then 
    tmsg = "PROG0" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "HALT" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "XA0" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
  end if 
  locate 17, 40: print "That's all folks!!!": play "c,a,g" 
  while inkey$ < > "": wend    'clears the keyboard buffer 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 ) 
  call idspbottom( 0 ) 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
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B.3 Torque-Volt Function 
FUNCTION itorqvolt    'function to conduct torque-volt 
      'protocol set by defined file to run 
      'data saved to disk 
 
  LOCAL tans, ioffset, ivolts, xrest, id, ivlevel, i, xwait%, atime, ifile 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H090 'record call-chain 
 
  ifile = isendfiletorun 
  if ifile < 0 then 
    exit function    'if no filename entered exit function 
  end if 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 )   'clear section of screen 
  call idspbottom( 1 )    'display bottom line 
  call partclr( 3, 3, 40, 80 )   'clear portion of line 
  id = 0: n = 1 
 
  DO while ivlevel < 1 or ivlevel > 10     ‘starts loop 
    locate 3, 40: input "How many voltages (1-10)"; ivlevel  ‘sets no of 
    if ivlevel < 1 or ivlevel > 10 then beep    ‘voltages 
  LOOP 
 
  DO WHILE xrest < = 0 or xrest > 60 
    locate 4, 40: input "Enter rest between Stim. (1-60secs)"; xrest 
    if xrest < = 0 or xrest > 60 then beep 
  LOOP 
 
  begin1: 
  locate 5, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ?"; 
  tans = input$( 1 ) 
  color 7, 0 
  select case tans 
    case "Y", "y"     ‘case for Yes 
      locate 5, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ? "; tans 
      locate 6, 40: input "Enter the offset from home"; ioffset 
      select case ioffset 
        case 0, > 80, < - 40   ‘sets limit of offset input 
          beep: locate 6, 40: input "Enter the offset from home"; ioffset 
     call partclr( 5, 5, 40, 80 )    'clear portion of line 
      end select   ‘ends case select when conditions are met 
    case "N", "n" 
      ioffset = 0 
     call partclr( 5, 5, 40, 80 )    'clear portion of line 
    case < > "Y", < > "y", < > "N", < > "n"  ‘if input is not 
      err = 13      ‘Y,y,N,n then error 
      while errtest < > 0 
        color 20, 7: play "e,c": goto begin1  ‘error sound 
      wend 
  end select 
 
  locate 5, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ? "; tans 
 
  if ioffset < > 0 then 
    locate 7, 40: print "Send the offset position: XA";: _ 
    print using "+##"; ioffset 
    beep 
     tmsg = "PROG0" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "HALT" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "VEL50" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
 
    call isetcoord    ‘calls manual set coordinate function 
    locate 9, 40: color 30, 0: print "Waiting 10 seconds" 
    delay(10): color 7, 0 
    call partclr( 5, 9, 40, 80 )     'clear portion of line 
  end if 
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  FOR i = 1 to ivlevel 
    do while ivolts < 1 or ivolts > 15 
      beep: locate 11, 40: input "What voltage please (1-15)"; ivolts 
      if ivolts < 1 or ivolts > 15 then beep 
    loop 
    id = val(( ltrim$( str$( ivolts ))) + ( ltrim$( str$( n )))) ‘calcs id 
    play "g" 
    atime = timer    ‘gets and sets timer 
    call igetandsavedata( id, n )  ‘takes id to append to save filename 
    atime = ( timer ) – atime  ‘updates time 
    incr n, 1 
    if i = ivlevel then 
      exit FOR 
    else 
      xwait% = xrest – atime  ‘updates rest time between stim 
      locate 12, 40: print "Waiting"; xrest; "secs between stim." 
      DO while xwait% > 0 
        locate 13, 40: print using "##"; xwait%;: print " secs remaining" 
        delay( 1 ) 
        decr xwait%, 1   ‘decrease rest by 1 sec 
      LOOP     ‘do loop until had rest time 
      xwait% = xrest   ‘reset rest time to set rest time 
      ivolts = 0: locate 11, 67: Print "   " 
    end if 
  NEXT i 
  if ioffset < > 0 then 
    tmsg = "PROG0" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "HALT" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "XA0" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )  'send message, get reply 
  end if 
 
  locate 17, 40: print "That's all folks!!!": play "g,a,c" 
 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 ) 
  call idspbottom( 0 ) 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 

B.4 Torque-FrequencyVolt Function 
FUNCTION itorqfreq  ‘function to conduct torque-frequency protocol 
 
  LOCAL iHz, iHzf, iHzs, iHzi, istim, xrep, xrest, y, i, j, id, xwait, _ 
  atime, xwait%, ifile 
 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H07C   'record call-chain 
  ifile = isendfiletorun     ‘calls function to allow 
  if ifile < 0 then      ‘input protocol & check 
    exit function      ‘protocol file exists 
  end if 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 )    'clear section of screen 
  call idspbottom( 1 )     'display bottom line 
  call partclr( 3, 3, 40, 80 )    'clear portion of line 
  id = 0 
  locate 3, 40: input "Enter the starting frequency in Hz"; iHz 
  do while iHz < = 0 or iHz > 400   ‘sets limits for start Hz input 
    10 call partclr( 3, 3, 40, 80 ): locate 3, 40: _ 
    input "Frequency between 0-400Hz"; iHz ‘displays info if error on input 
  loop 
  if iHz < = 0 or iHz > 400 then err = 13 
  if errtest < > 0 then goto 10 
 
  call partclr( 4, 4, 40, 80 ): locate 4, 40: _ 
  input "Enter the final frequency in Hz"; iHzf 
  if iHzf > 500 or iHzf < = iHz then  ‘sets limit for upper stim freq 
    20 call partclr( 4, 4, 40, 80 ): _ 
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    locate 4, 40: print "Final frequency between"; iHz; "- 500Hz";: _ 
    input; iHzf 
  end if 
  if iHzf = iHz or iHz = 0 or iHz > 500 then err = 13 
  if errtest < > 0 then goto 20 
 
  call partclr( 5, 5, 40, 80 ): locate 5, 40: _ 
  input "Enter the step of frequency in Hz"; iHzs ‘input step in frequency 
  if iHzs < = 0 or iHzs > ( iHzf - iHz ) then 
    30 call partclr( 5, 5, 40, 80 ): _ 
    locate 5, 40: _ 
    print "Frequency step between 1Hz -";( iHzf - iHz ); "Hz";: input; iHzs 
  end if 
  if iHzs < = 0 or iHzs > ( iHzf - iHz ) then err = 13 
  if errtest < > 0 then goto 30 
 
  call partclr( 6, 6, 40, 80 ): locate 6, 40: _ 
  input "Enter the number of stimuli/frequency"; istim  ‘input # stimuli 
  if istim < 1 or istim > 5 then 
    locate 6, 40: print spc( 40 ) 
    40 call partclr( 6, 6, 40, 80 ): locate 6, 40: _ 
    input "Number of stimuli between: 1-5"; istim 
  end if 
  if istim = 0 or istim > 5 then err = 13 
  if errtest < > 0 then goto 40 
 
  call partclr( 7, 7, 40, 80 ): locate 7, 40: _ 
  input "Enter time between pairs of stimuli"; xrep  ‘input time  
  if xrep < = 0 or xrep > 60 then     ‘between stimuli 
    50 call partclr( 7, 7, 40, 80 ): locate 7, 40: _ 
    input "Time between pairs of stimuli: 1-60 secs"; xrep 
  end if 
  if xrep = 0 or xrep > 60 then err = 13 
  if errtest < > 0 then goto 50 
 
  call partclr( 8, 8, 40, 80 ): locate 8, 40: _ 
  input "Enter time between frequencies"; xrest  ‘input t between 
  if xrest < 1 or xrest > 240 then    ‘frequency change 
    60 call partclr( 8, 8, 40, 80 ): locate 8, 40: _ 
    input "Time between frequencies: 1-240secs"; xrest 
  end if 
  if xrest < = 0 or xrest > 240 then err = 13 
  if errtest < > 0 then goto 60 
 
 
  locate 10, 40: print "Frequency range"; iHz; "-"; iHzf; "step"; iHzs; "Hz" 
  locate 11, 40: print xrep; "secs between"; istim; "stimuli -" 
  locate 12, 40: print xrest; "secs between frequencies" 
  iHzi = iHz 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' MAIN LOOP'''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
  DO until iHzi > iHzf 
    locate 14, 40: print "Set Frequency at ";: color 1, 15: _ 
    print( iHzi );: color 7, 0: print " Hz" ‘tells user to set stimulator Hz 
    call iscankeyb()    ‘scans for keyboard entry 
     color 7,0 
    xwait% = xrest     ‘starts rest timer 
    DO while xwait% > 0 and iHzi < > iHz 'rest between frequencies 
      locate 16, 40: print "Waiting"; xrest; "secs between frequencies" 
       delay( 1 ) 
       decr xwait%, 1    ‘decrease wait by 1s 
      locate 17, 40: print using "##"; xwait%;: print " seconds remaining" 
    LOOP 
 
    FOR j = 1 to istim     'repeat for no. of stimuli 
      id = iHzi + j     ‘creates id to add to filename 
      play "g" 
      atime = timer     ‘starts timer between stimuli 
      call igetandsavedata( id, j ) 
      atime = ( timer ) - atime 
      if j = istim then 
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        exit FOR 
      else 
        xwait% = xrep 
        call partclr( 16, 16, 40, 80 ) 
        locate 16, 40: print "Waiting"; xrep; "secs between stimuli" 
        xwait% = xrep - cint( atime ) 
        DO while xwait% > 0 
          locate 17, 40: print using "##"; xwait%;: print " seconds remaining" 
          delay( 1 ) 
          decr xwait%, 1 
        LOOP 
      end if 
    NEXT 
 
 
       'adjust step size 
    if iHzi < 100 then   'increase Hz by defined increment 
      iHzi = iHzi + iHzs 
    elseif iHzi > = 100 and iHzi < 200 then 'once Hz > 100 increment by 25 
      iHzi = iHzi + 25 
    elseif iHzi > = 200 then   'once Hz > 200 increment by 50 
      iHzi = iHzi + 50 
    end if 
  loop 
 
  call partclr( 17, 17, 40, 80 ) 
    locate 17, 40: print "That's all folks!!!": play "c,a,c" 
 
  while inkey$ < > "": wend    'clears the keyboard buffer 
 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 ) 
  call idspbottom( 0 ) 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 

B.5 Torque-Angle Function 
FUNCTION itorqlen   'iTORQLEN executes the torque-angle 

‘protocol having selected 
     'options for offset, step and rest 
 
  LOCAL irest, ioffset, istp, tans, xwait, i, j, ifile, id 
 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H07E   'record call-chain 
 
  ifile = isendfiletorun     ‘gets protocol file 
  if ifile < 0 then 
    exit function 
  end if 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 )     'clear section of screen 
  call idspbottom( 1 )      'display bottom line 
 
'call ihomeset 
 
  begin:    ‘routine to allow setting of offset from home 
  locate 3, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ?"; 
  tans = input$( 1 ) 
  color 7, 0 
  select case tans 
    case "Y", "y" 
      locate 3, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ? "; tans 
      locate 4, 40: input "Enter the offset from home"; ioffset 
      select case ioffset 
        case 0, < - 40, > 80 
          beep: locate 4, 40: input "Enter the offset from home"; ioffset 
      end select 
    case "N", "n" 
      ioffset = 0 
    case < > "Y", < > "y", < > "N", < > "n" 
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      err = 13 
      while errtest < > 0 
        color 20, 7: play "e,c": goto begin 
      wend 
  end select 
 
  locate 3, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ? "; tans 
 
  do while istp < 1 or istp > 25 
    locate 5, 40: input "How many steps of 5deg. (1-25)"; istp 
    if istp < 1 or istp > 25 then beep 
  loop 
 
  DO WHILE xrest < = 0 or xrest > 60 
    locate 6, 40: input "Enter rest between steps (1-60secs)"; xrest 
    if xrest < = 0 or xrest > 60 then beep 
  LOOP 
 
  if ioffset < > 0 then 
    locate 8, 40: print "Send the offset position: XA ";: _ 
    print using "+##"; ioffset 
     beep 
    tmsg = "PROG0" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "HALT" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "VEL50" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     call isetcoord 
    locate 9, 40: color 30, 0: print "Waiting 10 seconds" 
    delay(10): color 7, 0: locate 9, 40: print "                     " 
  end if 
  for i = 0 to istp-1 
    id = val(( ltrim$( str$( abs( ioffset + ( i * 5 ))))) + _ 
( ltrim$( str$( i ))))    ‘sets id to add to filename 
     beep 
    atime = timer 
    call igetandsavedata( id, i+1 )   ‘call cmd function 
    atime = ( timer ) - atime 
    xwait% = xrest 
    locate 10, 40: print "Waiting"; xrest; "secs between steps" 
    xwait% = xrest - cint( atime ) 
    DO while xwait% > - 1 and i < istp-1 
      locate 11, 40: print using "##"; xwait%;: print " secs remaining" 
      delay( 1 ) 
      decr xwait%, 1 
      while inkey$ < > "": wend     'clears keyboard buffer 
    LOOP 
  next 
 
  if ioffset < > 0 then 
    tmsg = "PROG0" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "HALT" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "XA0" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
  end if 
 
'call ihomeset 
  locate 14, 40: print "All good things come to an end": play "g,c,e" 
 
  while inkey$ < > "": wend     'clears keyboard buffer 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 ) 
  call idspbottom( 0 ) 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
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B.6 Eccentric Exercise Function 
' iEXPROTO conducts the exercise protocol with choices of reps and rest 
 
FUNCTION iexproto 
  LOCAL xrest, irep, i, n, trec, sname, trply, xwait, l, ifile 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H07F   'record call-chain 
ifile = isendfiletorun 
  if ifile < 0 then 
    exit function 
  end if 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 )     'clear section of screen 
  call idspbottom( 1 )      'display bottom line 
 
  locate 3, 40: input "Enter the number of repetitions"; irep 
  do while irep < = 0 or irep > 200 
    call partclr( 3, 3, 40, 80 )     'clear portion of line 
    locate 3, 40: input "Number of reps between 1-200"; irep 
  loop 
 
  locate 4, 40: input "Enter the seconds between reps"; xrest 
  do while xrest < = 0 or xrest > 300 
    call partclr( 4, 4, 40, 80 )     'clear portion of line 
    LOCATE 4, 40: input "Rest between 1-300 secs"; xrest 
  loop 
 
begin4: 
  locate 6, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ?"; 
  tans = input$( 1 ) 
  color 7, 0 
  select case tans 
    case "Y", "y" 
      locate 6, 40: print "Do you wish to enter an offset - Y/N ? "; tans 
      locate 7, 40: input "Enter the offset from home"; ioffset 
      select case ioffset 
        case 0, < - 40, > 80 
          beep: locate 7, 40: input "Enter the offset from home"; ioffset 
      end select 
    case "N", "n" 
      ioffset = 0 
       locate 7, 40: color 30, 0: print "Waiting 4 seconds" 
        delay(4): color 7, 0 
       call partclr( 6, 7, 40, 80 )    'clear portion of line 
    case < > "Y", < > "y", < > "N", < > "n" 
      err = 13 
      while errtest < > 0 
        color 20, 7: play "e,c": goto begin4 
      wend 
  end select 
 
  if ioffset < > 0 then     
    locate 8, 40: print "Send the offset position: XA ";: _ 
    print using "+##"; ioffset 
    beep 
    tmsg = "PROG0"      ‘manual cmds to card 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "HALT" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     tmsg = "VEL50" 
      call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
     
    call isetcoord     ‘call manual coordinate function 
     locate 9, 40: color 30, 0: print "Waiting 10 seconds" 
     delay(10): color 7, 0: locate 9, 40 
     call partclr( 6, 9, 40, 80 ) 
  end if 
 
  locate 5, 40: print; irep; "contractions with"; xrest; "secs rest" 
  for i = 1 to irep 
    locate 6, 40: print i; "repetition(s)" 
    beep 
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    locate 7, 40: color 30, 1:_ 
print "Conducting Movement & Saving Data": color 7, 0 
 
    atime = timer      ‘start timer 
    call igetandsavedata( i, i )    ‘start data collection 
    atime = ( timer ) – atime  ‘when function returns, what is time 
    call partclr( 7, 7, 40, 80 ) 
    xwait = ((( xrest ) * (( irep ) - i )) / 60 ) 
    if xwait < 1 then 
      xwait% = (( xrest ) * (( irep ) - i )) 
      if xwait% < 0 then 
        xwait% = 0 
      end if 
      call partclr( 9, 9, 40, 80 ) 
      locate 9, 40: print using "##"; xwait%;: print " seconds remaining" 
    else 
      locate 9, 40: print using "##.#"; xwait;: print " minutes remaining" 
    end if 
    locate 10, 40: print(( irep ) - i ); "contraction(s) remaining 
    x2wait% = xrest - cint( atime ) 
    DO while x2wait% > - 1 and i < irep 
      locate 12, 40: print using "##"; x2wait%; 
      print " secs of rest remaining" 
      delay( 1 ) 
      decr x2wait%, 1 
    LOOP 
  next 
 
  if ioffset < > 0 then 
    tmsg = "PROG0" 
     call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "HALT" 
     call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "VEL50" 
     call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "XA0"      'send zero start position 
     call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
  end if 
 
  locate 14, 40: print "All good things come to an end": play "g,c,e" 
 
  while inkey$ < > "": wend     'clears keyboard buffer 
  call partclr( 2, 17, 40, 80 ) 
  call idspbottom( 0 ) 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 

B.7 Function to exit and return to a DOS shell 
FUNCTION ishell     'ishell goes to DOS. 
 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H081  'record call-chain 
  call isavarea( 17, 1, 8, 80 )   ‘save area of screen data 
  call partclr( 2, 24, 1, 80 )   ‘clears screen 
  mempack      ‘packs data into memory 
  shell      ‘goes to a DOS shell 
  call partclr( 2, 24, 1, 80 )   ‘when exit DOS clears screen 
  call il1disp     ‘calls display 
  call iresarea( narea )    ‘redisplays area 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
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B.8 Function to decode a byte string and return value as a long integer 
FUNCTION ldecodepkt( tfld )    'receives a 4 byte string 

'(derived from packet reply) and returns 
'the value as a long integer 

  LOCAL i, lresult 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H08D   'record call-chain 
  if tfld = "" or len( tfld ) < > 4 then   'error 
    ipaus = 1 
    call idispmsg( "DECODE PKT ERROR", %FATAL, %NOLOG ) 
    ldecodepkt = 2147483647     'return failsafe result 
  else 
    lresult = 0       'avoid sign bit problem 
    lresult = lresult or asc( mid$( tfld, 4, 1 ))  'mask in hi byte 
 
    for i = 3 to 1 step - 1     'for remaining bytes 
      shift left lresult, 8     'adjust accumulator 
      lresult = lresult or asc( mid$( tfld, i, 1 ))  'mask in byte 
    next 
    ldecodepkt = lresult      'return result 
  end if 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
B.9 Function to scan the keyboard 
' iSCANKEYB  function to wait until any key is pressed, all bells and whistles 
 
FUNCTION iSCANKEYB 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H07D   'record call-chain 
 
  while inkey$ < > "": wend     'clears keyboard buffer 
   while not instat 
    locate 15, 40: color 20, 15: Print "Press any key to start": play "e,a" 
   wend 
    locate 15, 40: color 7, 0: call partclr( 15, 15, 40, 80 ) 
    while inkey$ < > "": wend     'clears keyboard buffer 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
B.10 Function to send a protocol file to the Acroloop Controller Card 
' iSENDFILETORUN  sends ASCII string(s) from protocol file to the passed card 
' number from the passed text file. This is passed the card number & filename. 
' THIS FUNCTION ONLY SENDS FILES TO A CARD WHICH HAS BEEN FOUND 
' If return value is 1 then all transactions appear to have been performed OK 
 
FUNCTION isendfiletorun 
  LOCAL ifil, iret, trec, trep, irc, nfil, tfil, sname, i, j, st, l 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H08C   'record call-chain 
  call idspbottom( 1 )      'display bottom line 
  icard = axs( indx ).card      'look up axis details 
  if ncard( icard ) < > %FOUND then 
    decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
    exit function 
  end if 
  tfill = ""       'tfill = long integer 
  tfils = ""       'tfils = single float  
 
  locate 16, 1 
  do while len( tfil ) < 1 or len( tfil ) > 8 
    Print "Filename for storing data in c:\data\ [null exits] ";: input, tfil 
    if len( tfil ) < 1 then 
      isendfiletorun = - 1 
      call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 ) 
      exit function     'if no filename then exits fnctn 
    elseif len( tfil ) > 8 then    
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      beep 
      call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 ): locate 16, 1 
    end if 
  loop 
  tfill = "c:\data\" + tfil + ".lta"  'sets up long integer filename 
  tfils = "c:\data\" + tfil + ".sta"  'sets up single fp filename 
 
  do while exist( sname ) < > - 1 
    do while len( sname ) < 1 or len( sname ) > 8 
      locate 17, 1: input "Filename to send in c:\rex\ [null exits] "; sname 
      if len( sname ) < 1 then 
        isendfiletorun = - 1   ‘sets function to return to exit 
        call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 ) 
        exit function    ‘if no filename then exits fnctn 
      elseif len( sname ) > 8 then 
        beep 
        call partclr( 17, 17, 1, 80 ): locate 17, 1 
      end if 
    loop 
    sname = "c:\rex\" + sname + ".8k" 
    if exist( sname ) < > - 1 then 
      beep 
      call partclr( 17, 17, 1, 80 ): locate 17, 1 
    end if 
  loop 
 
  if ncard( icard ) = %FOUND then   'only if card is present 
    irc = 1       'default = done OK 
    nfil = ifrefil 'find a file 
    open sname for input as nfil    'open the nominated src file 
 
    while not EOF( nfil )     'read all of file 
      line input #nfil, trec    'get a record 
      if trec < > "" and left$( trec, 3 ) < > "REM" _ 
      and left$( trec, 3 ) < > "rem" then 'if valid record ie not a REM 
      iret = itlkascii( icard, trec, trep )  'send record, get response 
      if iret < > 1 then     'if transaction didn't work 
        irc = 0      'response invalid 
        exit loop 
      end if 
    end if 
  wend 
  close #nfil 
end if 
 
call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 ) 
call idspbottom( 0 ) 
decr icallev       'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
B.11 Function to read data from Acroloop card and save data to disk 
FUNCTION igetandsavedata( nreps, irep ) 
LOCAL ifil, iret, trec, trep, irc, nfil, tmsg, tfil, sname, i, j, st,_ 
  l, taddcnt, naddr, iaddr, narray, tcnt, tadda, taddb, icntlen, ncnt, _ 
  lcntpkt, ncntpkt, iadda, iaddb, stdat, ilfil, isfil, iprog, ijsamp, tans 
  DIM tadd( 10 ) AS LOCAL string 
  DIM ladd2( 10 ) as shared INTEGER 
 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H08F   'record call-chain 
  call idspbottom( 1 )      'display bottom line 
  if ncard( icard ) = %FOUND then    'only if card is present 
    irc = 1        'default = done OK 
 
    replace "data" with "temp" in tfill 
    replace "data" with "temp" in tfils 
    if tfill = "" and tfils = "" then 
      call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 ) 
      exit function 
    end if 
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    tmsg = "PROG0" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "HALT" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "SET 33" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
    tmsg = "RUN" 
    call itlkascii( icard, tmsg, trep )   'send message, get reply 
 
    ijsamp = 1 
    while ijsamp < > 0     'waiting for any DO to be clr'd 
      call ioutbitpoll( icard ) 
      ijsamp = ldecodepkt( txtdo( ncard )) 
    wend 
 
    if irep > 10 then 
      begin2: 
       play "g,c" 
      locate 16, 40: print "Do you wish to save this data - Y/N? "; 
      tans = input$( 1 ) 
      color 7, 0 
      select case tans 
        case "Y", "y" 
          call partclr( 16, 16, 1, 80 ) 
        case "N", "n" 
          call partclr( 16, 16, 1, 80 ) 
          exit function 
        case < > "Y", < > "y", < > "N", < > "n" 
          err = 13 
          while errtest < > 0 
            color 20, 7: play "e,c": goto begin2 
          wend 
      end select 
    end if 
 
    if tfill < > "" then 
      ilfil = ifrefil 
      open tfill for binary as ilfil 
 
''''''''''LONG ARRAYS QUERY'''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
      stla = "" 
      iaddr = itlkbinary( icard, 8, txtaddla, stla ) 
      if iaddr = 1 then 
       txtladd = mid$( stla, 5 ) 
       x = tally( txtladd, chr$( 0 )) 
       while x = 4 
         iaddr = 0 
         exit if 
       wend 
       txtladdcnt = txtaddcnt + chr$( 1 ) + txtladd 
       naddr = itlkbinary( icard, 12, txtladdcnt, stladd ) 
       icntladdr = ldecodepkt( mid$( stladd, 9, 4 )) 
       iwordcnt = ( 2 + icntladdr ) 
       txtladdcnt = txtaddcnt + chr$( iwordcnt ) + txtladd 
       iaddr = itlkbinary( icard,( 16 + ( 4 * icntladdr )), txtladdcnt, stla ) 
        if iaddr = 1 then     'addresses and count 
          tcntaddr = mid$( stla, 9, 4 )  'of elements in arrays 
          icntladdr = ldecodepkt( mid$( stla, 9, 4 )) 
        end if 
      end if 
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      if iaddr = 1 then 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''MAIN LOOP (Long arrays)'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        FOR j = 0 to ( icntladdr - 1 ) 
          i = 0      'loop through the 
          tcnt = right$( stla, 4 )    'addresses and get 
          lcntpkt = ldecodepkt( tcnt )    'data in "chunks" of 
          ncntpkt = lcntpkt     '200 elements or less 
          tadd( j ) = mid$( stla,( 13 + ( j * 4 )), 4 ) 
 
          DO until ncntpkt < = 0     'get the data in 
            lcntpkt = min%( ncntpkt, 200 )   'chunks of 200 or less 
            if i = 0 then 
              incr lcntpkt, 1 
            end if 
 
            if i > 0 then 
              ladd2 = ldecodepkt( tadd( j ))   'decode the address 
              ladd2 = ladd2 + 200    'increment the address 
              tadd( j ) = "00" + hex$( ladd2 )  'by count of the chunk 
              tadd3 = "&h" + ( right$( tadd( j ), 2 ) + "&h" + mid$( tadd_ 
           ( j ), 5, 2 ) + "&h" + mid$( tadd( j ), 3, 2 )) + "&h" + "00" 
              tadd4 = ( chr$( val(( left$( tadd3, 4 ))))) + ( chr$( val(_ 
           mid$( tadd3, 5, 4 )))) + ( chr$( val( mid$( tadd3, 9, 4 )))) + _ 
              ( chr$( val( right$( tadd3, 11 ))))  'encode the address 
              tadd( j ) = tadd4     'into characters 
            end if 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''SECONDARY LOOP '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
            tdataq = txtdatla + chr$( lcntpkt ) + tadd( j ) 
          icntlen = len( tdataq ) 
          ndata = itlkbinary( icard,( lcntpkt * 4 + icntlen ), tdataq, stdat ) 
            if ndata = 1 then 
              icntlen = len( stdat ) 
              if i = 0 then 
                tremov = mid$( stdat, 9, 4 ) 
                stdat = remove$( stdat, tremov ) 
                put #ilfil,, tcnt    'put marker in file 
              end if 
              stdat = mid$( stdat, 9 )     'remove header etc 
              icntlen = len( stdat ) 
 
              put #ilfil,, stdat     'put data into binary 
            end if 'file 
            if i = 0 then 
              decr lcntpkt, 1 
            end if 
            incr i, 1 
            decr ncntpkt, 200     'decrease count 
          LOOP 
        next 
      end if 
      close #ilfil 
      if iaddr = 0 then 
        kill tfill 
        tfill = "" 
      end if 
    end if 
 
'''''''''''''''''SINGLE ARRAY QUERY''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    if tfils < > "" then 
      isfil = ifrefil 
      open tfils for binary as isfil 
      st = "" 
      iaddr = itlkbinary( icard, 8, txtaddsa, st )  'get single array base 
      if iaddr = 1 then      'address + no of arrays 
        txtsadd = mid$( st, 5 ) 
        x = tally( txtsadd, chr$( 0 )) 
        while x = 4 
          iaddr = 0 
          exit if 
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        wend 
        txtsaddcnt = txtaddcnt + chr$( 1 ) + txtsadd 
        iaddr = itlkbinary( icard, 12, txtsaddcnt, stsadd ) 
        icntsaddr = ldecodepkt( mid$( stsadd, 9, 4 )) 
        iwordcnt = ( 2 + icntsaddr ) 
        txtsaddcnt = txtaddcnt + chr$( iwordcnt ) + txtsadd 
        iaddr = itlkbinary( icard,( 16 + ( 4 * icntsaddr )), txtsaddcnt, st )  'get n single 
        if iaddr = 1 then      'addresses and count 
          tcntaddr = mid$( st, 9, 4 )    'of elements in arrays 
          icntsaddr = ldecodepkt( mid$( st, 9, 4 )) 
        end if 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''MAIN LOOP (Single arrays)'''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        if iaddr = 1 then 
          FOR j = 0 to( icntsaddr - 1 )    
            i = 0      'loop through the 
            tcnt = right$( st, 4 )    'addresses and get 
            lcntpkt = ldecodepkt( tcnt )   'data in "chunks" of 
            ncntpkt = lcntpkt     '200 elements or less 
            tadd( j ) = mid$( st,( 13 + ( j * 4 )), 4 ) 
            DO until ncntpkt < = 0    'get the data in 
              lcntpkt = min%( ncntpkt, 200 )   'chunks of 200 or less 
              if i = 0 then 
                incr lcntpkt, 1 
              end if 
 
              if i > 0 then 
                ladd2 = ldecodepkt( tadd( j ))  'decode the address 
                ladd2 = ladd2 + 200    'increment the address 
                tadd( j ) = "00" + hex$( ladd2 )  'by count of the chunk 
                tadd3 = "&h" + ( right$( tadd( j ), 2 ) + "&h" + _ 
    mid$( tadd( j ), 5, 2 ) + "&h" + mid$( tadd( j ), 3, 2 )) + "&h" + "00" 
                tadd4 = ( chr$( val(( left$( tadd3, 4 ))))) + _ 
( chr$( val( mid$( tadd3, 5, 4 )))) + ( chr$( val( mid$( tadd3, 9, 4 ))))_ 
+ ( chr$( val( right$( tadd3, 11 ))))    'encode the address 
                tadd( j ) = tadd4    'into characters 
              end if 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''SECONDARY LOOP '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
tdataq = txtdatsa + chr$( lcntpkt ) + tadd( j ) 
          icntlen = len( tdataq ) 
          ndata = itlkbinary( icard,( lcntpkt * 4 + icntlen ), tdataq, stdat ) 
              if ndata = 1 then 
                icntlen = len( stdat ) 
                if i = 0 then 
                  tremov = mid$( stdat, 9, 4 ) 
                  stdat = remove$( stdat, tremov ) 
                  acnt = csng( ncntpkt ) 
                  put #isfil,, acnt    'put marker in file 
                end if 
                stdat = mid$( stdat, 9 )   'remove header etc 
                icntlen = len( stdat ) 
 
                put #isfil,, stdat    'put data into binary 
              end if      'file 
              if i = 0 then 
                decr lcntpkt, 1 
              end if 
              incr i, 1 
              decr ncntpkt, 200     'decrease count 
            LOOP 
          next 
        end if 
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        close #isfil 
        if iaddr = 0 then 
          kill tfils 
          tfils = "" 
        end if 
      end if 
    end if 
    igetandsavedata = irc     'error no 
  else 
    ifil = ifrefil 
    open tfill for output as ifil 
    print #ifil, " NOT SENDING "; sname; ", Card "; icard; " NOT found"  
 
    igetandsavedata = - 1     'error no 
  end if 
 
  call idecodefiles( tfill, tfils, nreps ) 
  call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 39 ) 
  call idspbottom( 0 ) 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
B.12 Function to decode files – called from igetandsavedata 
FUNCTION idecodefiles( tfname, sfname, nreps ) 
LOCAL ifil, nfil, tlfil, tsfil, sname, i, lj, k, n 
  DIM a as single ptr   'set up for use of 32bit pointers 
  DIM b as single 
  DIM d as byte ptr 
  DIM al as long ptr 
  DIM bl as long 
  DIM dl as byte ptr 
 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H08E   'record call-chain 
  call idspbottom( 1 )      'display bottom line 
 
  if tfname = "" and sfname = "" then 
    idecodefiles = - 1 
    exit function 
  end if 
  islen = max%((( len( mid$( sfname, 9 )) - 4 ) - 3 ), _  
               (( len( mid$( sfname, 9 )) - 4 ))) 
  if islen > 5 then islen = 5 
 
 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''DECODE BINARY TO SINGLE FP'''''''''''''''''''''''' 
  if sfname < > "" then 
    tfsname = "c:\data\" + ( mid$( sfname, 9, islen )) + _  
               ( ltrim$( str$( nreps ))) + ".sta" 
    locate 16, 1: print "Saving data to "; tfsname 
    tsfil = tfsname 
    ifil = ifrefil 
    open tsfil for output as #ifil 
    sname = sfname 
    nfil = ifrefil       'find a file 
    open sname for binary as #nfil    'open nominated src file 
    lj = 0 
    seek #nfil, 0 
    while not EOF( nfil ) 
      b = 0.0 
      a = varptr32( b ) 
      for k = 0 to 3 
        d = a + k 
        get #nfil,( lj + k ), @d     'get a 4 byte number 
      next k 
      if EOF( nfil ) then exit loop 
      print #ifil, b 
      lj = lj + 4 
    wend 
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    close #nfil 
    close #ifil 
  end if 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''DECODE BINARY TO LONG INTEGER''''''''''''''' 
  if tfname < > "" then 
    tflname = "c:\data\" + ( mid$( tfname, 9, islen )) + ( ltrim$( str$( nreps 
))) + ".lta" 
    locate 17, 1: print "Saving data to "; tflname 
 
    tlfil = tflname 
    ifil = ifrefil 
    open tlfil for output as #ifil 
    sname = tfname 
    nfil = ifrefil 'find a file 
    open sname for binary as #nfil    'open nominated src file 
    seek #nfil, 0 
    lj = 0 
    while not EOF( nfil ) 
      bl = 0 
      al = varptr32( bl )     'use pointer to data 
      for k = 0 to 3 
        dl = al + k 
        get #nfil,( lj + k ), @dl    'get a 4 byte number 
      next k 
      IF EOF( nfil ) then exit loop 
      print #ifil, bl 
      lj = lj + 4 
    wend 
    close #nfil 
    close #ifil 
    call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 )    'clears portion of line 
  end if 
 
  begin3: 
  while inkey$ < > "": wend     'clears keyboard buffer 
   beep 
   locate 17, 40: print "Do you wish to plot data - Y/N ?"; 
  tans = input$( 1 ) 
  color 7, 0 
  select case tans 
    case "Y", "y" 
      call iplotdata( tflname, tfsname ) 
    case "N", "n" 
    case < > "Y", < > "y", < > "N", < > "n" 
      err = 13 
      while errtest < > 0 
        color 20, 7: play "e,c": goto begin3 
      wend 
  end select 
  call partclr( 17, 17, 1, 80 )    'clears portion of line 
  if tfname < > "" then 
    kill tfname 
  end if 
  if sfname < > "" then 
    kill sfname 
  end if 
 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
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B.13 Function to smooth data and plot to screen. 
FUNCTION iplotdata( tflname, tfsname )   'plots data on screen 
  LOCAL i, j, n, iseek, ij, nar, narl, lij, lskpos 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H091   'record call-chain 
  call isavarea( 19, 3, 4, 76 )    ‘save content on screen 

‘to memory space 
  if tflname = "" and tfsname = "" then 
    iplotdata = - 1 
    exit function 
  end if 
 
  if tfsname < > "" then 
    nfil = ifrefil                             'find a file 
    open tfsname for input as #nfil            'open nominated src file 
     lij = LOF(nfil) 
      ij = lij/10 
       seek #nfil,0 
        input #nfil,nar 
       ij = cint(ij/nar) 
        nar = nar-1 
         DIM HUGE grph(nar) as single 
         DIM HUGE grphs(nar) as single 
         DIM y(ij) as single 
         DIM yi(ij) as single 
         DIM z(ij) as single 
         DIM zi(ij) as single 
         DIM ys(ij) as single 
         DIM zs(ij) as single 
SCREEN 12 
VIEW (8,80) - (608,400)     'set size of window view 
LINE (0,0) - (600,320),17,B    'draw a border 
WINDOW (0,0) - ((nar+1),320)    'set coords of window 
 
   FOR n = 0 to (ij-1) 
     FOR j = 0 to nar 
      INPUT #nfil,gdata 
       if n=0 then 
        grph(j) = (gdata*0.7090)    'apply Torq calibration 
       else 
        grph(j) = gdata 
       end if 
       yi(n) = min(yi(n),gdata)    'get min value data 
       y(n) = min(int(y(n)),gdata)    
       zi(n) = max(zi(n),gdata)    'get max value data 
       z(n) = max(ceil(z(n)),gdata) 
     NEXT j 
 
     z = max((abs(y(n))), (abs(z(n))))/10   
       ibmax = (ceil(z))*10 
       z = ibmax/5 
 
   WINDOW (0,(-ibmax)) - ((nar+1),(ibmax))  'set autoscaling window 
      for x = 0 to (nar+1) step (fix((nar+1)/20)) 
       line (x,(-ibmax)) - (x,((-ibmax)+(cint(z)/3))),18 
       line (x,(ibmax)) - (x,((ibmax) -(cint(z)/3))),19 
       line (x,(0+(cint(z)/4))) - (x,(0-(cint(z)/4))),63 
      next x 
 
      ip = 25 
      istep = cint(z) 
      for iw = (-ibmax) to (ibmax) step cint(z)  'draw grids 
       color (16-(n+6)) 
       locate ip,1: print iw 
        decr ip,2 
         line (0,iw) - ((nar+1),iw),19,,&HF0F0 
         iwi = iw + cint(z)/2 
        line (0,iwi) - (20,iwi),23,,&HF0F0 
      next iw 
 
   Locate 1,1:color 14: print "dt = ";:Print using _ 
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"##.##^^^";(((nar+1)/20)*.0002)     'write time steps 
    adx = 0 
     for id = 1 to 77 step (((nar+1)/(((nar+1)/76)*4))) 
      Locate 16,id:color 14 
       if adx = 0 then Print using "#.#";adx else Print using _ 
".###";(adx *.0002) 
      incr adx,((nar+1)/4) 
    next id 
 
      i = 1 
       DO WHILE i <= nar 
        LINE (i-1, grph(i-1)) - (i,grph(i)), (16-(n+1)) 
        incr i,1 
       LOOP 
       'now smooth data & min/max 
       nsmth = 15     'moving point average value 
      i = nsmth: ik = 0: avgsum = 0: iavg = 20 
       for ijk = 1 to iavg 
        avg = grph(ijk) 
         avgsum = avgsum + avg 
       next ijk 
        avg = avgsum/iavg 
 
       DO WHILE i < nar-nsmth 
        DO WHILE ik < nsmth 
         aisum = 0: aismooth = 0 
           for ismthf = (ik + ismf) to nsmth+ik 
             aiget = grph(ismthf) 
             aisum = aisum + aiget 
           next ismthf 
             aismooth = (aisum/(ismthf-1))-avg 
          ys(n) = min(ys(n),aismooth)    'get min of data 
          zs(n) = max(zs(n),aismooth)    'get max of data 
'          ys(n) = min(int(ys(n)),aismooth) 
'          zs(n) = max(ceil(zs(n)),aismooth) 
           grphs(ik) = aismooth 
           incr ik,1: decr ismf,1 
         LOOP 
          aisum = 0: aismooth = 0 
           for ismth = (i-nsmth) to (i + nsmth) 
            aiget = grph(ismth) 
            aisum = aisum + aiget 
           next ismth 
           aismooth = (aisum/((nsmth*2)+1))-avg 
          ys(n) = min(ys(n),aismooth) 
          zs(n) = max(zs(n),aismooth) 
'          ys(n) = min(int(ys(n)),aismooth) 
'          zs(n) = max(ceil(zs(n)),aismooth) 
         grphs(i)= aismooth 
        incr i,1 
       LOOP 
        ismb=0 
        i = i + nsmth 
        do while i >= nar-nsmth 
         aisum = 0: aismooth = 0 
          for ismthb = (i+ismb) to i-nsmth step -1 
           aiget = grph(ismthb) 
           aisum = aisum + aiget 
          next ismthb 
           aismooth = (aisum/(nsmth+1+ismb))-avg 
           grphs(i) = aismooth 
          ys(n) = min(ys(n),aismooth) 
          zs(n) = max(zs(n),aismooth) 
'          ys(n) = min(int(ys(n)),aismooth) 
'          zs(n) = max(ceil(zs(n)),aismooth) 
         decr i,1:incr ismb,1 
        LOOP 
 
 
        i=1 
        do while i < nar+1 
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         LINE (i-1, grphs(i-1)) - (i,grphs(i)), (16-(n+6)) 
         incr i,1 
        loop 
        lf = LOC(nfil) 
        lskpos=seek(nfil) 
       seek #nfil,(lskpos+(len(nar)+2)) 
       'print routines to display 
       color  (16-(n+6))     'smoothed max/min, time 
       locate 4,1:print "Torq"    'unsmoothed max /min 
       locate 2,((n*32)+32):print "sMin = ";:Print using "##.##^^^";ys(n) 
       locate 1,((n*32)+32): print "sMax = ";:Print using "##.##^^^";zs(n) 
       locate 3,((n*32)+32):print "Avg Pt. = ";:print nsmth 
       color (16-(n+1)) 
       locate 2,((n*32)+16):print "Min = ";:Print using "##.##^^^";yi(n) 
       locate 1,((n*32)+16):print "Max = ";:Print using "##.##^^^";zi(n) 
       locate 3,((n*32)+16):print "dy = ";:print using "#.##";cint(z) 
      y(n) = 0: z(n) = 0 
   NEXT n 
    close #nfil 
    erase grph 
    erase grphs 
    erase y 
    erase yi 
    erase z 
    erase zi 
    erase ys 
    erase zs 
   else 
    exit if 
  end if 
 
  if tflname < > "" then 
    nfil = ifrefil                             'find a file 
    open tflname for input as #nfil            'open nominated src file 
     lij = LOF(nfil) 
      ij = lij/7 
       seek #nfil,0 
        input #nfil,narl 
       ij = cint(ij/narl) 
        narl = narl -1 
         DIM HUGE grphl(narl) as single 
         DIM HUGE grphls(narl) as single 
         DIM yl(ij) as single 
         DIM ylmin(ij) as single 
         DIM zl(ij) as single 
         DIM zlmax(ij) as single 
         DIM yls(ij) as single 
         DIM zls(ij) as single 
 
SCREEN 12 
VIEW (8,80) - (608,400)     'set window size 
     icorr = 40:aicorrt=1     'conversion for data to ° 
   FOR n = 0 to (ij-1) 
    if n = 1 then aicorrt = .0002    '5KHz sampling frequency 
     FOR j = 0 to narl 
      INPUT #nfil,gdata 
       grphl(j) = (gdata/icorr)/aicorrt 
       yl(n) = grphl(j) 
       yl(n) = min(int((yl(n))),grphl(j)) 
       zl(n) = max(ceil((zl(n))),grphl(j)) 
     NEXT j 
 
      zl = (((abs(yl(n))) + (abs(zl(n))))/10) 
      if aicorrt <> 1 then 
       iblmax = round((ceil(zl/10)),1)*100 
       else 
       iblmax = round((ceil(zl(n)/10)),1) * 10 
      end if 
       zl = iblmax/5 
     if yl(n) >-2 and yl(n) <> 0 and yl(n) < 1 then 
        iblmin = round((int(yl(n)/10)),1)*10 
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        iblmax = round((ceil(zl(n)/10)),1)*10 
        zl = (round(((abs(iblmin)) + (abs(iblmax)))/1000,0))*100 
        else 
         iblmin = (-iblmax) 
     end if 
     if iblmin = iblmax then 
      iblmin = -10 
      iblmax = 10 
      zl = 2 
     end if 
   WINDOW (0,(iblmin)) - ((narl+1),(iblmax)) 
 
     if n=0 then 
       ip = 25 
       locate 4,6:color (16-(n+4)):print "Pos" 
        istep = cint(zl) 
         for iw = (iblmin) to (iblmax) step cint(zl) 
          color (16-(n+4)) 
          locate ip,6: print iw 
          decr ip,2 
           iwi = iw + cint(zl)/2 
         line (nar+1,iwi) - ((nar-20),iwi),23,,&HF0F0 
        next iw 
     end if 
 
      if aicorrt <> 1 then 
       ip = 25 
       locate 4,77:color (16-(n+4)):print "VEL" 
        istep = cint(zl) 
         for iw = (iblmin) to (iblmax) step cint(zl) 
          color (16-(n+4)) 
          locate ip,75: print iw 
          decr ip,2 
           iwi = iw + cint(zl)/2 
         line (nar+1,iwi) - ((nar-20),iwi),23,,&HF0F0 
        next iw 
     end if 
 
      i = 1 
       DO WHILE i <= narl 
        LINE (i-1, grphl(i-1)) - (i,grphl(i)), (15-(n+1)) 
        incr i,1 
       LOOP 
 
       nsmth = 10 
      i = nsmth: ik = 0: ismf = 0 
       DO WHILE i < narl-nsmth 
        DO WHILE ik < nsmth 
         aisum = 0: aismooth = 0 
           for ismthf = (ik + ismf) to ik+nsmth 
            aiget = grphl(ik) 
            aisum = aisum + aiget 
           next ismthf 
            aismooth = aisum/(ismthf) 
             grphls(ik) = aismooth 
          incr ik,1: decr ismf,1 
         LOOP 
         aisum = 0: aismooth = 0 
          for ismth = (i-nsmth) to (i + nsmth) 
           aiget = grphl(ismth) 
           aisum = aisum + aiget 
          next ismth 
         aismooth = aisum/((nsmth*2)+1) 
          ylmin(n) = min((yls(n)),aismooth) 
          zlmax(n) = max((zls(n)),aismooth) 
         yls(n) = min(int(yls(n)),aismooth) 
         zls(n) = max(ceil(zls(n)),aismooth) 
       grphls(i)= aismooth 
       incr i,1 
       LOOP 
        ismb = 0 
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        i = i + nsmth 
        do while i >= narl-nsmth 
         aisum = 0: aismooth = 0 
          for ismthb = (i+ismb) to i-nsmth step -1 
           aiget = grphl(ismthb) 
           aisum = aisum + aiget 
          next ismthb 
           aismooth = aisum/(nsmth+1+ismb) 
           grphls(i) = aismooth 
           ylmin(n) = min((yls(n)),grphls(i)) 
           zlmax(n) = max((zls(n)),grphls(i)) 
         yls(n) = min(int(yls(n)),aismooth) 
         zls(n) = max(ceil(zls(n)),aismooth) 
         decr i,1: incr ismb,1 
        LOOP 
       ibmax = zlmax(n) 
       ibmin = ylmin(n) 
        i=1 
        DO while i < narl+1 
         LINE (i-1, grphls(i-1)) - (i,grphls(i)), (16-(n+4)) 
         incr i,1 
        loop 
        lf = LOC(nfil) 
        lskpos=seek(nfil) 
       seek #nfil,(lskpos+((len(narl)+2))) 
 
       color (16-(n+4)):locate 27,((n*50)+5),1:print "dy = ";:print _  
 using "###.##";zl 
       locate 27,((n+1)*19.5):print "Min = ";:Print using "+####.#";(ibmin) 
       color  (16-(n+4)):locate 28,((n+1)*19.5):print "Max = ";_ 
       :Print using "+####.#";(ibmax) 
       yls(n) = 0 : zls(n) = 0 :ylmin(n)=0: zlmax(n)=0 
   NEXT n 
  close #nfil 
    erase grphl 
    erase grphls 
    erase yl 
    erase zl 
    erase ylmin 
    erase zlmax 
    erase yls 
    erase zls 
   else 
    exit if 
  end if 
 
   locate 29,27: color 15: Print "Press any Key to Continue" 
   
WHILE NOT INSTAT: WEND 
  a$ = inkey$ 
  screen 0, 0, 0, 0 
  call il1disp 
  call il1dispini 
  call initstbx 
  call iresarea( narea ) 
  call mnuredraw 
  call partclr( 17, 17, 1, 80 ) 
  call irestorbottom( t ) 
 
  decr icallev      'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
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B.14 Function to select, read and plot file from disk onto screen 
FUNCTION iplotfile 
  LOCAL tsfill, tlfill, tfil 
  incr icallev: icalla( icallev ) = &H092   'record call-chain 
  call idspbottom( 1 )      'display bottom line 
  tlfill = "" 
  tsfill = "" 
 
  locate 16, 1 
  do while exist( tsfill ) < > - 1 and exist( tlfill ) < > - 1 
    tfil = "" 
    do while len( tfil ) < 1 or len( tfil ) > 8 
      Print "What file in c:\data\ would you like to plot [null exits]?_ 
";: input, tfil 
      if len( tfil ) < 1 then 
        beep 
         call partclr( 16, 16, 1, 80) 
        exit FUNCTION 
      elseif len( tfil ) > 8 then 
        beep 
        call partclr( 16, 16, 1, 80 ): locate 16, 1 
      end if 
    loop 
    tsfill = "c:\data\" + tfil + ".sta" 
    tlfill = "c:\data\" + tfil + ".lta" 
    if exist( tsfill ) < > - 1 and exist( tlfill ) < > - 1 then 
      beep 
      call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 ): locate 16, 1 
    end if 
  loop 
 
   if exist (tsfill) <> -1 then 
    tsfill = "" 
   end if 
  if exist (tlfill) <> -1 then 
    tlfill = "" 
   end if 
     if tsfill = "" and tlfill = "" then 
    iplotfile = - 1 
    exit function 
   end if 
  call iplotdata(tlfill,tsfill)   ‘calls function to plot data 
  call partclr( 16, 17, 1, 80 ): locate 16, 1 
  call irestorbottom( t ) 
  decr icallev     'readjust call-chain depth 
 
END FUNCTION'''''''''''''''''''''''' END OF MODULE ''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Appendix C: Command programs for RODEX 

dynamometer 
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REM  ->->-> Passive  @ 10 <-<-<- 
sys 
HALT ALL 
ADC ON 
new prog0 
PROG0 
5 SAMP CLEAR 
7 p6915 = 5  ‘set sampling to 2kHz 
8 pgain xa.0015 
9 dgain xa.000005 
10 DIM LA1 
20 DIM LA0(3140) 
40 DIM SA1 
50 DIM SA0(3140) 
60 SAMP 0 SRC P12290 
70 SAMP 0 BASE LA0 
100 SAMP 1 SRC P6408 
110 SAMP 1 BASE SA0 
190 ACC 5000 DEC 5000 STP 5000 
200 VEL 10 
210 SAMP TRG -35 
220 SET 104 
230 set 35:clr35 
240 dwl 0.06 
250 XA/70 
252 dwl .02 
254 xa/-70 
255 dwl .06 
260 INH -104 
300 p6915 = 0   ‘reset sampling to 5kHz 
320 END 

REM  ->->-> Passive  @ 1000 <-<-<- 
sys 
HALT ALL 
ADC ON 
new prog0 
PROG0 
5 SAMP CLEAR 
6 pgain xa.0015 
7 dgain xa.0000125 
10 DIM LA1 
20 DIM LA0(650) 
40 DIM SA1 
50 DIM SA0(650) 
60 SAMP 0 SRC P12290 
70 SAMP 0 BASE LA0 
100 SAMP 1 SRC P6408 
110 SAMP 1 BASE SA0 
190 ACC 800000 DEC 800000 STP 800000 
200 VEL 1000 
210 SAMP TRG -35 
220 SET 104 
230 set 35:clr35 
240 dwl 0.04 
250 XA/40 
260 INH -104 
270 ACC 4000 DEC 4000 
280 VEL 20 
290 dwl .06 
300 XA/-40 
310 END 

 
REM  ->->-> Torque - Volt <-<-<- 
REM  stimulate for 200ms 
sys 
HALT ALL 
ADC ON 
new prog0 
PROG0 
5 SAMP CLEAR 
8 pgain xa.0015 
9 dgain xa.000005 
10 DIM SA1 
20 DIM SA0(1500) 
100 SAMP 0 SRC P6408 
110 SAMP 0 BASE SA0 
120 ACC 200 DEC 200 
125 VEL 20 
130 SAMP TRG -35 
140 SET 104 
145 set 35: clr 35 
147 dwl 0.04 
150 SET 32: clr 32 
160 dwl 0.240 
170 INH -104 
250 END 

REM  ->->-> Torque - Freq <-<-<- 
sys 
HALT ALL 
ADC ON 
new prog0 
PROG0 
5 SAMP CLEAR 
8 pgain xa.0015 
9 dgain xa.000005 
10 DIM SA1 
20 DIM SA0(1500) 
40 SAMP 0 SRC P6408 
50 SAMP 0 BASE SA0 
60 ACC 200 DEC 200 
70 VEL 20 
130 SAMP TRG -35 
140 SET 104 
145 set 35: clr 35 
147 dwl 0.04 
150 SET 32: clr 32 
160 dwl 0.240 
170 INH -104 
250 END 
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REM  ->->-> Torque - Angle <-<-<- 
sys 
HALT ALL 
ADC ON 
new prog0 
PROG0 
5 SAMP CLEAR 
6 pgain xa 0.0015 
7 dgain xa 0.000005 
10 DIM LA1 
20 DIM LA0(1500) 
40 DIM SA1 
50 DIM SA0(1500) 
60 SAMP 0 SRC P12290 
70 SAMP 0 BASE LA0 
100 SAMP 1 SRC P6408 
110 SAMP 1 BASE SA0 
115 ACC 200 DEC 200 
120 VEL 20 
130 SAMP TRG -35 
140 SET 104 
145 set 35:clr 35 
147 dwl .04 
150 SET 32: clr 32 
160 DWL 0.240 
170 INH -104 
180 DWL 0.3 
200 XA /5 

REM  ->->-> Exercise Protocol  1000 <-<-<- 
REM              stimulus needed for 135msecs 
sys 
HALT ALL 
ADC ON 
new prog0 
PROG0 
10 SAMP CLEAR 
20 pgain xa.0015 
30 dgain xa.0000125 
40 DIM LA2 
50 DIM LA0(800) 
60 DIM LA1(800) 
70 DIM SA1 
80 DIM SA0(800) 
110 SAMP 0 SRC P12290 
120 SAMP 0 BASE LA0 
130 SAMP 1 SRC P6145 
140 SAMP 1 BASE LA1 
150 SAMP 2 SRC P6408 
160 SAMP 2 BASE SA0 
190 ACC 800000 DEC 800000 STP 800000 
200 VEL 1000 
210 SAMP TRG -32 
220 SET 104 
240 SET 32: clr 32 
245 dwl 0.095 
250 XA/40 
260 INH -104 
270 CLR 33 
280 ACC 800000 DEC 800000 STP 800000 
290 VEL 1000 
300 dwl .020 
310 XA/-40 
320 END 
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Appendix D: Reagents, Biochemicals and Immuno-

histochemistry 
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D.1 Reagents and Biochemicals 

Acetone (AnalaR) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

Agarose (High Strength – Analytic Grade) Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, Ca., USA 

Boric Acid (AnalaR)  BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (dried) Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, Vic., 

Australia 

Bovine Serum Albumin (nuclease-free)(1mg/ml) Promega Corporation, Madison, WI., USA 

Calcium Chloride (CaCl2) Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

DePeX BDH Chemicals, Poole, England, UK 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (AnalaR) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

EDTA (Ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid) Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Eosin BDH Chemicals, Poole, England, UK 

Ethanol (absolute) (AnalaR) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

Formaldehyde (AnalaR) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

Haematoxylin (Gill’s) Sigma Chemical Co., , NSW, Australia 

Fluothane (Halothane)  Zeneca South Africa (Pty) Ltd, South Africa 

Heparin - 0.1%   David Bull Laboratories, Vic., Australia 

Hydrochloric Acid BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

8-hydroxyquinoline Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Magnesium Chloride (MgCl2) (AnalaR) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

Na-lauroyl sarcosine sodium salt Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Nitro blue tetrazolium chloride (NBT) Boehringer Mannheim, GmbH, Germany 

BCIP (X-phosphate), toluidine salt Boehringer Mannheim, GmbH, Germany 

Paraformaldehyde Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 

Poly(vinyl Alcohol) (PVA) Aldrich Chemical Co, Milwaukee, WI, USA 

Silane (3-aminopropyltriethoxy-silane) Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Skim Milk Powder  Nestle, Sydney, NSW., Australia 

Sodium Acetate (Anhydrous) (Na acetate) Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Sodium Chloride (NaCl) Sigma Chemical Co, St Louis, Mo., USA 

Sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate (NaH2PO4) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

di-Sodium hydrogen orthophosphate (Na2HPO4) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (AnalaR) BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 

tri-Sodium citrate (Na3 citrate) Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Tris[hydroxymethyl]aminomethane (Tris-HCl) Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Triton X-100 (X-100R-PC)  Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo., USA 

Xylene BDH Chemicals, Kilsyth, Vic., Australia 
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D.2 Enzymes 

Collagenase, Type 1, (200U/mg) Worthington Biochemical Corporation, 

Freehold, NJ, USA 

Dispase (5000U in HBSS) Collaborative Biomedical Products, Bedford, 

MA., USA 

Collagenase/Dispase Boehringer Mannheim, GmbH, Germany 

DNase I, RNase free Boehringer Mannheim, GmbH, Germany 

Proteinase K Boehringer Mannheim, GmbH, Germany 

Trypsin (2.5% in HBSS) ICN Biomedicals Inc., Costa Mesa, Ca., USA 

 

D.3 Antibodies and immunoreagents 

Anti-rat serum albumin conjugated with HRP ICN Aurora, Ohio, USA 

 

D.4 DNA Stain 

YOYO-1 iodide (491/509) Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA 

 

D.5 Buffers and Solutions 

All solutions were made using Millpore filtered de-ionised water (mQ H2O), sterilised by 

autoclaving or by filtering through 0.22μm filters (Millex®-GP, Millipore, Mass. USA) and 

stored at room temperature (RT) unless stated otherwise. 

Buffer 1    0.1M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 

     0.15M NaCl 

Buffer 2    0.5% Blocking agent (Skim Milk Powder) in Buffer 1 

     Made immediately prior to use 

Buffer 3    0.1M Tris-HCl, pH 9.5 

     0.1M NaCl 

     0.05M MgCl2 
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Citrate Buffer     (A) 1.92g citric acid anhydrous to 100ml mQ H2O 

(B) 14.7g NaCitrate dihydrate to 500ml mQ H2O 

Working solution: 9ml (A) + 41ml (B), bring to 500ml 

with mQ H2O, pH adjusted to 6.0 with 5N NaOH 

NBT/X-Phosphate Colour Solution 10ml Buffer 3 

     45μl NBT 

     35μl X-Phosphate 

PBS     0.14M NaCl 

     0.0075M Na2HPO4 

     0.0025M NaH2PO4 

     pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH 

Proteinase K (10mg/ml)  100mg Proteinase K 

     10ml mQ H2O 

     Stored in 1ml aliquots at -20°C. 

Proteinase K Buffer   0.01M Tris 

     0.005M EDTA 

     0.001M CaCl2 

TBE (10 x)    0.9M Tris 

     0.9M Boric Acid 

     0.02M EDTA 
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Appendix E: Histological Staining 
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E.1 Haematoxylin & Eosin 
 
Paraffin Sections 
• Dewax paraffin sections in 3 washes of Xylene for 3 minutes each. 
• Take sections through absolute EtOH, 95% EtOH, 70% EtOH to water  (2 min in each 

solution). 
• Stain sections for 3 min in Haematoxylin. 
• Wash sections in slowly running water for 2 min. 
• Immerse sections for 1 min in Scotts (to blue). 
• Rinse in water as before for 2 min. 
• Dehydrate sections in 70% EtOH and 95% EtOH for 1 min each. 
• Stain for 1 min in Eosin. 
• Take sections through 95% EtOH, Absolute EtOH, AbsoluteEtOH/Xylene (50:50), to 

Xylene for 1 min in each solution. 
• Mount in DePeX. 
 
Paraffin Sections 
• Stain sections with Haematoxylin for 1 min. 
• Wash sections in water as before. 
• Rinse in Scotts until blue. 
• Wash well in water. 
• Rinse sections in 70% and 95% EtOH. 
• Stain sections for 15 sec in Eosin. 
• Rinse sections through EtOH’s as above to Xylene. 
• Mount in DePeX. 
 
Methyl Green 
• Stain paraffin sections for 5 min with Methyl Green stock. 
• Rinse slides in water. 
• Air dry. 
• Mount in DePeX. 
 
Neutral Red 
• Dilute 1% Neutral Red stock 1:2 - 1:3 with water. 
• Stain sections for 1 min. 
• Rinse in water, air dry, then mount in DPX 
• Alternately dehydrate through 70% EtOH, etc. to Xylene 
• Mount in DePeX (does result in some loss of staining) 
 
YOYO-1 Staining - dimeric Cyanine nucleic acid stain 
• YOYO-1 (3µmol·L-1, Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA)  
• combine 2.0µL of YOYO-1 (1mM) in 2 x PBS (pH 7.5)  
• 2x PBS = 120µL 10 x PBS, and 478µL 1 x PBS (pH 7.5) (slowfade buffer) 
• After staining, slides wash 3 times in 2 x PBS on a rocker in the dark 
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